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CHAPTER Vn

GALYANOMETRY AND MEASUREMENT OF CURRENTS

Section I

GALVANOMETRY

Since currents flowing in a given circuit are taken standard

(p. 105 above) as proportional to the intensities of the ^teraand
magnetic fields they produce, and unit current is defined Electro*

accordingly, the fundamental determinations of currents meteiaT

in absolute units must be made by some form of

standard galvanometer, or standard electrodynamometer.

The former is an instrument which exerts on a magnetic

needle in any given position a couple which can be

calculated with sufficient accuracy from the dimensions

and arrangement of the coil-system, and the (approx-

imately) known distribution of magnetism in the needle.

For absolute measurements of currents by such an

instrument it is necessary to know also the intensity, at

the needle, of the magnetic field which exists indepen-

dently of the current in the coil ; since that with the

field produced by the current gives the resultant-field

in which the needle rests in equilibrium if subject only

to magnetic action, or the magnetic couple system on

the needle if besides magnetic forces, others (such as

elastic forces) are effective in producing equilibrium.

A standard electrodynamometer is simply a standard

galvanometer with the needle replaced by a movable
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coil, or coil-system, of such form and arrangement, and

so suspended as to enable the system of couples acting

upon it to be calculated for any position, or for a certain

zero position, to which the movable coil-system is

brought back by a proper displacement or distortion of

the suspension or otherwise. In this case equilibrium

is generally produced by means of a force due to

elasticity or to gravity, which can be accurately

determined.

The calculation of the magnetic forces has been

given in Section I. of the last chapter for the most

important arrangements of coils. We have only to

consider the general construction and action of such

instruments, the modes of suspension adopted for the

needle or coil, the calculation or determination of the

other than magnetic forces acting on the suspended

system, and the practical operations of setting up and

using the instruments.

Tangent Dealing first with absolute galvanometers, we notice

Galvano-
®rst ^at according to the mode in which they are used

meters, they are classed as tangent galvanometers or sine galvan-

ometers. In the former the arrangement is such that

the current flowing through the coils is (exactly or

approximately) proportional to the tangent of the

deflection of the needle from the undisturbed or

initial position, in the latter the current' is proportional

to the tine of the deflection. We shall consider first

the construction of galvanometers.

Formation As stated above, the standard galvanometer should be

ofsuch a form that the values of its indications can be

easily calculated from the dimensions and number of
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turns of wire in the coil Such a galvanometer can be

made by any experimenter who can turn, or can get

turned, with accuracy a wooden or brass ring with a

rectangular groove round its outer edge to receive the

wire. It is indeed to be preferred that the experi-

menter should at least perform the winding of the coil

and the adjustments of the needle, &c., himself, to make

sure that errors in counting the number of turns, or in

placing the needle at the centre of the coil are not

made. If there are to be several layers of wire, the

breadth and depth of this groove ought to be small in

comparison with its radius, and each should be not

greater than ^ of the mean radius of the coil, which

should be at least 15 cms.

The gauge of the wire with which the coil is to be wound Wire used
must depend of course on the purposes to which the instrument tor CoiL

is to be applied, but it should be good well-insulated copper
wire of high conductivity, and not so thin as to run any risk of
being injured by the strongest currents likely to be sent through
the instrument. For the exact graduation of current as well as
of potential instruments, it is convenient to make it have two
coils —one of comparatively high, the other of low resistance.

The latter may in some cases in which great accuracy is not
required be a simple hoop of say 15 cms. radius, made of
copper strip 1 cm. broad and 1 mm. thick. As however the
distribution of the current in a massive conductor is uncertain
in consequence of want of homogeneity in the material, and it

is besides difficult to allow exactly for any irregularity thatmay
exist where the ends are led out, and further, as it is difficult to

make such a hoop of perfectly accurate shape, it is impossible
to determine by calculation the exact constant of such a con-

ductor, it is better to use instead several turns of thick wire.

Each spire of the coil may then be regarded, as explained above,
as a circular conductor coinciding with its circular axis.

To form electrodes to which wires can be attached the ends Electrodes,

of the copper atrip or thick wire are brought out side by aide in
the plane of the fine with sheet vulcanite or paper between for

insulator. Insulated wires are soldered to the ends of the circle
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thus arranged, and are twisted together for a sufficient distance

to prevent any direct effect on the needle from being produced
by a current flowing in them.

Winding In constructing the fine-wire coil the operator should first

of Coil, subjeot the wire to ft moderate stretching force, and then care-

fully measure its electrical resistance and its length. He should

then wind it on ft moderately large bobbin and again measure
its resistance. If the second measurement differs materially

from the first, the wire is faulty and should be carefully ex-

amined. If no evident fault can be found, on the removal of

which the discrepance disappears, the wire must be laid aside

and another substituted. When the two measurements are

found to agree the wire may then be wound on the coil. For
this purpose the ring may either he turned slowly round in a
lathe or on a spindle, ho as to draw off the wire from the
bobbin also mounted so as to be free to turn round. The wire
must belaid on evenly in layeis in the groove (which may be
done with the utmost uniformity with a self-feeding lathe) and
the winding ended with the completion of a layer. Great care
must be taken to count accurately the number of turns laid on.

Error in counting may be avoided by following the plan used by
Maxwell of winding a single layer of thin cord on a long
wooden cylinder rigidly attached to the bobbin and therefore
turning with it. A pin driven into the cylinder serves to indi-

cate the end of one layer and the beginning of the next. Aftei
winding the resistance should he again measured, and if it

agrees nearly with the former measurements the coil may he
relied on.

Mounting The ring carrying the coil thus made should then be fixed to
of Coil, a convenient stand in such a manner that if necessary it can be

easily removed. The stand ought to be fitted with levelling
screws, so that the plane of the coil may be made accurately
vertical. A shallow horizontal box with a glass cover am}
mirror bottom may be carried by the stand near the level of its

centre, and within this the needle and attached mirror or index
suspended. Or, what is more convenient in many cases, a plat-
form should be arranged below the level of the centre a sufficient
distance to allow the magnetometer (such as one of those
described in chapter II. above) to be placed with the centre of
its needle at the level of the centre of the coil.

Needle The needle should be a single small magnet about a centi-

and Sus- metre long, bung by a single fibre (half a cocoon thread) of
pension, unspun washed silk, at least 10 cms. long, or, better, by a fine

quartz thread from the top of a tube fixed to the cover of the
shallow box, or from the suspension head of the magnetometer.
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if that is used, so that the centre of the needle when the coil is

vertical is exactly the centre of the coil. To allow of the exact
adjustment of the height of the needle, the fibre should be
attached to the lower end of a small screw spindle, made so as
to be raised or lowered, without being turned round, by a nut
working round it above the cap of the tube.

If the instrument is to be used with scale and pointer (or, as
is desirable in some cases, is to be furnished with scale and
pointer as well as mirror), the pointer may be made by drawing
out a bit of thin glass tube at the blowpipe into a'thread, so
thick as to remain nearly straight under its own weight when
suspended by its centre. In order that the zero position of the
pointer may not be under the coil, the pointer ought to be fixed

horizontally with its length at right angles to the needle, so as
to project to an equal distance on both sides of it. To test that
this adjustment is properly made, draw a couple of lines

accurately at right angles to one another on a sheet of paper.
Then suspend a long thin straight magnet over the paper,
and bring one of the lines into accurate parallelism with it.

Remove then the magnet and put in its place the little needle

and attached index. If the index is parallel to the other line

the adjustment has been correctly made. The needle may then
be suspended in position, and the box within which it hangs
closed to prevent disturbance from currents of air.

A circular scale graduated to degrees, with its centre just

below the centre of the coil, and its plane horizontal is placed
with its zero point on a line drawn on the mirror-bottom of the
box at right angles to the plane of the coil, so that when the

needle and coil are in the magnetic meridian the index may point

to zero. The accuracy of the adjustment of the zero point is

to be tested, as explained below, by finding whether the same
current reversed produces equal deflections on thetwo sides of zero.

To test whether the centre of this divided circle is accurately

under the centre of the needle, supposed at the centre of the

coil, draw from the point immediately under the centre of the

needle two radial lines on the mirror-bottom, one on each side

of the zero point and 45° from it, thus including between them
an angle of 90°, and turn the needle round without giving it any
motion of translation. If the index lies along these two radial

lines when its point is at the corresponding division on the

circle ihe adjustment is correct. Of course a fairly accurate

first adjustment is previously made by placing the eircltffeo that

the two points each distant 45° from the zero lie oA these

straight lines.

Error from inaccurate centering can be almost^pmpletely

Index or
Pointer.

Adjust-
ment.

Scale.

Adjust-

ment of

Scale.
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[A bobbin thus built up of pieces of wood will probably not

take or keep so true a figure m one made of root d, but there can

be no doubt of its groat superiority over the ordinary bobbin of

wood, made out of one piece. For all except purposes for

which the highest accuracy is required, it may bo relied onto
give correct results. If a metal bobbin is prefeired the material

ought to be carefully tested in a magnetic field, and rejected if

appreciable induced magnetization is detected.]

Two edges of wood, projecting slightly beyond the outside

cylindrical surface, were fixed at the ends to keep the wire in its

place. The coil was then carefully wound, the turns counted,

and the wire covered with “ American cloth
})
to preserve it from

injury. The two ends of the thin wire coil were brought out
together at one end of the coil for connection to two electrodes

closely twisted together and several yards in length, by which
the instrument could he joined to any circuit in which it might
he required. That end of the wire which had to he carried from
the further extremity of the coil was (supposing the coil set up
in position) brought along horizontally in a vertical piano
through the axis of the coil until it met the other extremity at

the termination of the last spire of the coil. The current in this

part of the wire of course just compensates by its effect on the
needle that of the component of current in each element of the
spires in the direction of the axis.

Tangent The couple given by (57) of last chapter is, if as a first and
Galvano- usually sufficient approximation the first term of the expression

meter, only is taken, 2?rNyM cos 0/(«2 + A2)!, where M is the magnetic
Principal moment of the needle, JV

r the total number of turns in the coil,

Constant a the radius of the roil, h its half length, and 0 the angle which
of Single the needle makes with the mean plane of the coil. The return
Ijaye* couple given by the permanent magnetic field (horizontal in-
Bobbro. tensity H) is MIf sin 0, if the mean plane of the coil and the

axis of the needle are made to coincide when the deflection is

zero, by the adjustment explained below. Thus we have
equating these couples

y
(<i*+ 6)ft

2tr.V
H tan 0 .

( 1 )

For the thick wire coils the deflecting couple e is given by
(24) of last chapter, and for equilibrium we have 0 = Mil sin 0,

If we put 0 «ss yMG cos 0, we get

II

j;
tan 0

(2)
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where G ft* the quantity obtained by dividing the expression in
the sign of (24) by My , 0 is sometimes called the galvanometer
constant.

In a sine galvanometer the coils are made movable round a
vertical axis through the centre of the needle, and when the
needle is deflected the coils are turned until an equilibrium
position is obtjiined in which the needle and mean plane of
the coils aro again parallel. Thus cos 6 in the expression for 0
given in last chapter must be put equal to unity. The deflection
6 of the needle is equal to the angle through which the coils have
been turned, and is usually measured by observing this angle by
means of a finely divided scale provided witli verniers and read-
ing microscopes. For such an instrument we have instead of (2)

H
7=7} sin 0 : (3)

In the values of G for the different types of instrument given
by the various expressions contained in Chapter VI., the
inclination of the needle to the plane of the coil is of course
to be put equal to zero.

An instrument capable of being used at pleasure either as a
tangent or sine galvanometer has been designed by Professor

G. F. Fitzgerald, and is shown in Fig. 74. Its distinctive

peculiarities consist in an arrangement of coils which permits
the constant of the instrument to be determined with the coils

in position, and a very ingenious arrangement for measuring the
deflections of the needle and the coils from the adjusted position

for no current.

The coils are visible through a plate-glass casing and can be
measured in situ. The deflection of the needle is observed in

the following manner on the cylindrical scale shown in the
ligure. A pair of small totally reflecting prisms, with their reflect-

ing surfaces inclined at 46° to the horizontal, are carried by the

magnet and give images of diametrically opposite parts of

this scale, and show on these images of one and the same line

or mark. These are seen at the same time in the field of view
of a microscope which receives the light from the mirrors.

Thus the arrangement is equivalent to, but much more sensitive

than, a pointer playing round a graduated circle and read at

both ends to eliminate error from inaccuracy of centering.

The coils can be turned round to follow the magnet, and
their position observed on the same cylindrical scale ; so that a

single scale serves for the use of the instrument both as a

tangent galvanometer and as a sine galvanometer.

It has been noticed above that the ordinary method of using

A A 2
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the mirror and scale gives with a straight scale properly
adjusted the tangent of twice the angle of deflection. In
Professor Fitzgerald’s instrument besides the arrangement just

described for reading the deflection a mirror is provided
attached at 45° to the axis of suspension. A vertical ray of
light falling upon this mirror is sent out horizontally through
one of the plate-glass sides of the case to a horizontal scale.

As the mirror tuins round the plane of reflection turns with it,

and through the same angle, so that with a straight scale placed at

right angles to the undisturbed position of the ray, the readings on
the scale are proportional to the tangents of the actual deflections.

Fig. 75 shows a sine galvanometer designed by Prof. T.
Gray. A single layer of wire is wound on a tube of about
10 cms. diameter, and at least ten diameters in length. If the

Fio. 75.

coil bo uniformly wound with n turns per unit of length, and /

be its half-length and a its radius, the force/per unit of current

at the centre is (see p, 261 above) 4«//(a2 + /*)$. This becomes
47th if / be great in comparison with a

,

for example if l is ten

times a,
the value of / is only $ per cent, less than 4*m, as is

shown by the equation

/ = 4nn(l - i 75 + i 71
- •••)

— (
1 - mhr + mrinu ~ •••)

/ « 10*.

Thus the very exact determination of the radius is not a
matter of very great Importance, and if the coil be very uniformly

wound over the middle part, and very fairly regularly else*

where, the value of/ will be given with great accuracy by the

Method ot
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Deflection.

T. Gray’s

Sine
Galvano-
meter.
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iirst two terms of the series. The uniformity of the winding
can be made almost quite perfect by laying on the wiro under a
moderate tension by means of a self-feeding lathe.

The coil is wound on the tube T (Fig. 75). The ends of the
wire are attached to pins pv p2) and a wire to running parallel

to the axis of the coil connects px
to a third pin p3 close to px .

A pair of flexible electrodes well twisted together connects pxp3
to a pair of terminals on the platform P. The tube is mounted,
as shown, on the circular platform P which is furnished with
levelling screws X, X, X, and can be turned round the vertical

axis P, the supports/, /sliding on the platform and maintaining
the tube in a horizontal position. The scale S on the edge of
the platform enables the angle through which the coil is turned
to be measured.
The needle is suspended at the centre of the tube, and may

be either a light polished steel disk, or a plane or concave
mirror with attached steel magnets. The arrangement preferred

is as follows :—At one end of the tube is a short scale s facing

towards the mirror (which is plane) and illuminated by light

entering a small hole at that end of the tube, and thrown on the

scale by a reflecting prism or inclined mirror. At the same end
of the tube is a fixed mirror M, also turned towards the

suspended mirror m. By means of the telescope t at the
other end of the tube, fixed above the centre with its

vertical cross-wire as nearly as may be in the medial vertical

plane of the coil, the scale s is seen by light wrhich has suffered

two reflections, one at m the other at Jf, and thus the angle
through which the needle hog been turned can be obtained.

For the scale s may be substituted a narrow slit, or, preferably,

a wide slit, or hole, crossed by a wire, in front of which within

the tube is fixed a lens, and for the telescope a sheet of obscure
glass. An image of the slit or wire is focused by the lens ou
the obscure glass, and the position of this can be read from
without on a scale fixed to or engraved on the glass.

Or, the plane mirror m may be replaced by a concave spherical

mirror as in an ordinary Thomson's galvanometer, and the
obscure glass carried by a sliding tube which can be pushed out

or in to give a sharp image of the slit or wire.

The method of using the instrument is as follows : It is

placed in a well-lighted room, and the platform P is levelled by
means of the screws X. The coil is then turned until the central

division of the scale s coincides with the cross-wire of the

telescope (or the zero of the scale on the obscured glass), and
the reading on the scale 8 is taken. Then a steady current is

passed through the coil, and the ,angle noted through which
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the tube has to bo turned to bring the central division of s

again to the cross-wire of the telescope. The current is then
reversed, and the scale s moved if necessary until the angles on
the two sides of zero are equal. If 6 is this deflection on the
scale 8 the current is given by the equation

H sin 8

*(-$
The angle 6 can evidently be attained with great accuracy

by very accurate division of the scale S, and reading it with a

vernier and microscope.

We now discuss shortly some general propositions

regarding the action of galvanometers, their adjustment

and sensibility.

We shall suppose to begin with that the forces acting Theory

, „
" ’

. ,
®, . ,, . . ,

°
of Tangent

are wholly magnetic, and that the suspension is such as Galvano-

to prevent other than horizontal forces from affecting meter-

the needle. When no current is flowing the needle

rests horizontal with its axis parallel to the permanent

magnetic field, or to its horizontal component. The

needle will take up a new position making an angle 0

with the plane of the coil. The angle which the needle

now makes with its initial position is 0— a, say. The

couple, ®, acting upon the needle is given by equations

(13), (20), (21), &c. of last chapter. If M be the mag-

netic moment of the needle, andS the horizontal com-

ponent force of the permanent field, we have for the

return couple MS sin (0 — a). Hence

® = MSsin (6 - a).

But we may write ®*=yMG cos 0, and therefore

„S&m(0-_a ) ,
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G, as shown bj (IS) above, in general depends on 0.

If th© needle however be sufficiently short the terms

depending on 6 disappear. G is then what is called

the galvanometer constant.

If a is zero (5) becomes

7 = yf tan 0 (2)
f r

and if G is independent of 0 the current is proportional

to the tangent of the deflection. Hence the name of

the instrument.

The instrument is generally set up so that a is zeio

or very nearly so. This adjustment may be made as

follows. Supposing the stand of the coils fitted with a

level by means of which the coils can be placed in a

vertical position, the instrument is thus levelled and

placed by guess with the mean plane of the coils as

nearly as may be parallel to the needle. The coil is

then joined up with a voltaic cell and reversing key so

that a cun-ent can be sent in either direction through

it. A current is sent through the coils, and the

deflection 0 of the needle is observed by means of the

mirror or pointer attached to the needle. The current

is then reversed and the opposite deflection observed.

If this is the same as before the coil is properly placed.

If not let the numerical value of the first deflection

without regard to sign be 0, and of the second ff, and

let a be the (unknown) angle which the mean plane of

the coils makes with the needle. Supposing G the

same in both cases, which it will approximately be if 0

is nearly the same as 0', we have by (5) t
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This gives

sin (0 - a)
___

sin {ff + a)

cos 0
~

cos

tan a = sin (
0

'

-t- &)

cos 6' (cos & - cos 0)
*

m

which shows that if 0> 0' the coil is turned through

an angle a, in the direction of the first deflection
; if

0< 0' the coil deviates from the position of the needle

by an angle a in the direction of the second deflection.

The actual value of a can thus be calculated, and if’

the coils can be turned through any required angle the

correction of position can at once be made. If, however,

there is no provision for turning the coils through a

definite angle, the correction must be made by guess

from the direction of the greater deflection, then the

new position tested, and if necessary corrected, and so

on.

The galvanometer is sometimes set so that a = 45°, Coil at 45°
\ O 0 ^

and the current then made to flow so that the deflection Meridian,

is towards the coil. Then by (1) (changing the sign of

the right-hand side to keep 7 positive)

7 = y- %<l - tan 0) (6)

It is to be noticed that here 0 is to be taken positive

when it is on the same side of the coil as the initial

position of the needle, and negative when it is on the

opposite side. The deflection of the needle may thus

be as great as 90° from the initial position. For this

value of the deflection the current is v/ 1 H\G.
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The adjustment to this position may be made by

first placing the galvanometer as described above so

that its mean plane is parallel to the undisturbed

'position of the needle, and then turning the instrument

round through exactly 45°. This mode of using the

instrument, though it gives a wider range, is attended

with the inconvenience that the deflection if consider-

able can only be taken in one direction.

Sensibility The sensibility of a galvanometer may be defined as

nometer, ^e reciprocal of the current required to produce a

definite small angular deflection of the needle, or, which

comes to the same thing, it may be taken as measured

by the angular deflection produced by a specified

current, for example, a micro-ampere (one millionth of

an ampere). Frequently if the galvanometer be a

reflecting one it is regarded as inversely proportional to

the current required to produce a deflection of one

division of the scale, but this of course is a function of

the arrangement of mirror and scale, and not merely of

the coil.

Measure- The sensibility can be determined by sending

Sensibility
through the coil, arranged as will generally be necessary,

with some considerable resistance in circuit, and

shunted, if need be, by a resistance the ratio of which

to the resistance of the coil is known, a current from a

cell of known electromotive force, calculating the

current, and observing the deflection.

The actual merit of the instrument cannot however

be completely determined by such a process, as that

depends oh length of period of the needle, steadiness

of zero, &c., which are not here taken account of. For
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an elaborate comparison ofsensibilities ofgalvanometers

see a paper by Messrs Ayrton, Mather, and Sumpner,

Phil. Mag., July 1890.

The sensibility of a galvanometer, for different posi- Sensibility

tions of the needle, is the ratio of the increase of Different

deflection to the increase of the current, or dOJdy.

This is a maximum in the case of a tangent galvano-

meter for zero deflection.

When however the deflection is 45° a given percent-

age of increase or diminution of the current produces

a maximum increase or diminution of deflection, that is

to say B0/(8y/y) is then a maximum ; and hence the

instrument is sometimes erroneously stated to be most

sensitive when the deflection is 45°. The only impor-

tance in making the deflection 45° lies in the fact that

with this deflection a given small error in reading the

angle will have a minimum effect on the estimation of

the current.

To piove these propositions we observe first that by (2)

dj G 1

dy “ 7/1 + tan20’

and this is obviously a maximum when 0.

Again let the reading be in error 8d when the deflection is

really 0. Then the current is estimated by (2), and if y is the

true current the estimated current is y ± fly, or y ± dy/dd.dd.

The error in estimation of the current is fly/y or dyjd$.d6/y.

But

y dS tun 6

This is a minimum when (1 + tan*0)/tan l is a minimum, that is

when tan dal, or 0*45°.
In every properly constructed absolute galvanometer the Torsion of

torsion of the suspension ought to be negligible, and if a quarts; Suspen-
thread, or a sufficient length of silk fibre be used, it will be negli- sion Fibre.
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gible, The amount of toision may however beest imated as follows.

Let the needle supposed initially in the magnetic meridian be

turned once or more times completely round, and let its devia-

tion from the magnetic meridian in its new position of equili-

brium be noted by means of index and divided scale, or mirror

and scale or telescope provided for the purpose. If a be the

angular deflection of the magnet from the magnetic meridian
produced by turning the magnet once round, the angle through
which the thread has been turned is 2ir-a. The couple pro-

duced by this torsion has for moment MIIsin a. Hence by
Corlomb’s law of the proportionality of the force of torsion to

the twist*given, the couple corresponding to deflection B is

ME sin a B/(Sbr— a). Thus if a current y produces the deflection

6 the equation of equilibrium is

yG cos B - II (sin B +
and therefore

B

'lit —

a

sin a),

7
B sin a\ If . A

. . J—tan0
2xr - a sin BJ (r

• (7)

Electro

dynamo-
meters.

We now consider absolute electrodynamometers.

The first instrument of this kind seems to have been

invented by W. Weber, and used by him in liis

researches on the mutual action of currents. Electro-

dynamometers have advantages over galvanometers (1)

in having no magnet, and therefore avoiding altogether

uncertainty as to distribution of magnetism
; (2) in not

involving for the reduction of their indications any

knowledge of the intensity of the earth’s field ; but are

inferior in point of sensibility, and as the return couple

is generally given by a bifilar or torsion suspension the

accurate estimation of its value is a matter of some

difficulty.

The galvanometer designed by Professor Fitzgerald

and described above could, as he has pointed out, easily be

adapted for use as an electrodynamometer. All that is

required is the substitution of a proper suspended coil,
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and a bifilar suspension for the needle. The same

arrangement of mirrors and cylindrical scale would be

available to give the deflections.

We shall describe the general arrangement and mode of using
an electrodynamometer with reference to the instrument made
by Mr. Latimer Clark for the British Association Committee on
Electrical Standards, and illustrated in Figs. 76, 77.

The first of these figures shows the general arrangement of the
instrument, the second the details of the suspension* *

Fn». 76 .

The bifilar consists of two wires the tension of which is main*
tained the same by their being attached to a piece of silk thread
which passes over a pulley, as shown in Fig. 77. The distance

between the threads is adjusted by two guide pulleys which can
be set at any required distance apart. The current is led into

the suspended coil by means of the suspension wires. Arrange-
ments are also made whereby the current can be sent in either

direction through each coil*

B.A. Com-
mittee's

Electro-

dynamo-
meter*
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Theory of The instrument as stated above has both its stationary and
Iu8tru- movable coil systems, constructed on Helmholtz’s plan of two
mout. equal parallel coils at a distance apart equal to their radius.

The suspended coil system is hung so that it is concentric with
the fixed coils, and when there is zero deflection their planes are

at right angles to ono another.

Fir.. 77.

When the axis of the suspended coil makes an angle 7t/2 - 0
with the plane of the fixed coil, the couple 0 duo to the
currents and tending to incrctwe the deflection, 0, has the
expression given in (45) or (46), page 271 abovo, with sign
changed and cos (ir/2 - <j)) substituted for sin Again the sus-

pended coil is acted on by a couple due to the earth’s magnetic
force II, and tending to diminish tt/2 -<£. Thus (46) gives for

the former couple tNnyy'Gxgx
QQ* (tt/2 - <p), since = 1 ;

and for

the other couple 2ny'g
x
AT sin d', where N,n,y,y\ are the nuinhors of

turns and the currents in the fixed and movable coils respectively,

and & is the angle which the axis of the movable coil makes with
the magnetic meridian. Thus if L be the return couple due
to the suspension, and the plane of the fixed coil make an angle
a with the magnetic meridian, and an angle 0 with the axis of
the movable coil in the undisturbed position, we have for equili-

brium

4Nny/Gtfi cos (0 + 0) - 2ny
f

gx
II sin + 0 + a)-Z^O.
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The value of Z, if B be small, is proportional to sin B , so that
L^FsinB.

/’tan B = 4Nnyy'Gxgx
(cos /3 - tan B sin /3)

- 2ny'g
1
11 {tan B cos (a + fi) -f sin (a + £)}

and if a and /3 bo both small

tan B — \ l^^Vnyy'

G

{gt
cos fi - Zny'giH sin (a + p)

£

- L (lSFnW^2 sin^8sjV»7/^%*))
. (8)

Now a direction of the current in the coils being assumed as
positive, the currents are sent through the two coils according to
the adjoining scheme and produce the corresponding deflections

B^Bo^B^y Bq,

1 y
j

v

Ox
I

+ :
+

Os + -

+ ;

Thus we get by substitution in (8) and reduction

F
yy' = i (tan 0, + tan 02 - tan 03 - tan B4; . (0)" ANnGxgxQO^

If y = y* this gives the value of y\

By this method II is eliminated, and it is the best method to

adopt when readings have to be obtained quickly, as when the

current is varying. If however the current is constant enough

Methods
of Using
Instru-

ment.
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Dynamo-
meter
made of

Two
Single

Layer
Coils.

the head of the bifilar suspension may be turned round until the

suspended coil is brought back to its original position after

deflection. When this is the case the angle 6 thiouph which
the coil is deflected from its equilibrium position is clearly

equal and opposite to the angle ft through which the head of

the bifilar has been turned round from the position of paral-

lelism with the plane of the coil. We have thus 0~ -ft For
equilibrium we have the equation

F sin/3 = - ^Nnyy,G
i (ji + 2nyyjl siim.

Taking four deflections according to the above scheme, we get
four readings of the head of the bifilar ft, ft, ft, ft *» - ft, - ft,
- ft, - ft, and so

F sin ft = -F sin ft = - 4.VnyyV/,y
x + 2aytyj/f sin a,

/'Ninft-- F sin ft - - lXnyy'G
x

- 'hiy't/
x
fl sino

Hence
F

yy' * -
4 yii0

~ («»ft + si*M ~ si » A * s»»ft) . (10)

in which again // does not appear.

An absolute electrodynamoineter may be constructed, as de-
berihed above (p. 274), of two single-layer coils placed with
their centres in coincidence. If the ratio of length to radius be

as proposed above in each case a/3/1, the value of the couple
due to the action of the currents will lie as given in (66), p. 276,
8irhm'yy'cfxtl Jai x i

, cos (nj'2 - </>), where #,»' are the num-
bers of turns per unit length in the two coils, z, ft ay a, their

respective half-lengths and radii, y,y\ the currents in them, and
tt/2 — 0 the angle which the axis of the movable coil makes with
the mean plane of the fixed coils. This with w/2—

<f>
replaced

by d + ^ is to be used in the formulae (9) and (10) given above,
instead of 4Nny/G^

x
cos (

6

+ ^). Thus the equations re-

placing (9) (10) for tnis case arc

FJ 4- r~

yy
f - i (tan ft -f tan ft - tan ft - tan ft) . (11)

yyfm. -i
&7rJ«»'a2x|

(sin ft + sin ft
- sin ft - sin ft) . (12)
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Galvanometers and electrodynamometers are very frequently Ron-
used which by themselves are not capable of giving measure- Absolute
monts of currents in absolute units. Such instruments are Instru-
“ calibrated

'* by some reliable method, so that the absolute meats,

values of the currents corresponding to any given deflections

are known. In general they differ very much iiom the so-called

absolute instruments in the arrangement of their coils, &c.,
which has had chiefly in view the attainment of the greatest
possible sensibility.

We shall distinguish between instruments which have in their

coils a great many turns of fine wire, so that the resistance of
the coil system amounts to at least several hundred ohms, and
those instruments the resistance of which is comparatively low.

The former are very frequently called u potential
99 instruments

or voltmeters from their use in determining the difference of
potential between two points in a circuit at which the terminals
are applied; the latter are called low resistance or "short coil”

instruments, and sometimes (when their resistances are so low
that one of them can be placed in seiics with the working
circuit without materially increasing its resistance) “ current ”

Proper
Gauge of
Wire for

Given
Bobbin
and

or amperemeters.
First taking galvanometers, we shall establish some general

theorems regarding the arrangement of their coils, then very
shortly discuss their graduation for absolute measurements, and
finally deal with graduated electrodynamometers.

In the first place, let the galvanometer have a certain cylindric

channel which is to be filled with wire, and let it be required to

find the gauge of wire with which it ought to be wound if it is

to be used in circuit with an electrical generator of given
electromotive force and resistance. Let a be the radius of cross-

section of the wire employed, c the thickness of the covering,

and $the cross-section of the channel made by a plane through Generator,

the axis. The portion of the cross-section occupied by each
turn will be (2a + 2c)2 if the turns are arranged in square order

in the cross-section, and (2a + 2c)2 \^3/4 if they are arranged in

triangular order. This includes the space occupied by the

covering and the vacant spaces between the spires.

Considering at present the first case only we see that the

number of turns is S/(2a -f- 2c)2, if any inaccuracy introduced by
its being impossible to fit an exact number of turns into a com-
plete layer is neglected. If r be the mean radius of the cross-

section of the channel, the ivhole length of wire is approximately

2nrSI(2a + 2c)2. But p denoting the specific resistance ot W\e
wire, the resistance per unit length is plm\ and Aft wWU
resistance R of the coil is Jprtf/(* + c)*a*. For a given

VOL. IL B B
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the magnetic force at the needle is proportional lo the number of

turns, aud the magnetic force parallel to the axis may therefore

be written J AKyi{a + <')- whore A is a constant. If E be the
electromotive force of the generator, aud K the resistance of the
generator and wires connecting it to the galvanometer bobbin,
we have

E
y =

SlOi 4- R>
2a~ [tt -f- c)-

and for the axial component of magnetic force

ARE
t»'S

2a*
-f R\a + c)*

(13)

Since the numerator is constant, this has its maximum value
when the denominator is a minimum. Calculating in the usual
manner the necessary condition, we find the equation

«4 + (H)

a biquadratic for the determination of the corresponding value
of a. But for the reciprocal HR of the resistance of the bobbin
we have the v&lue 2(a + r)V/pr>y, and this used with the last

equation gives

R a

R’ ~ a + c
(15)

or the resistance of the bobbin should have to the resistance of
the generator and connecting wires the ratio of the radius of
the wire when bare to its radius when covered.

If the spires are arranged in triangular order, the equation of
condition corresponding to (4) is

aA
-f* ca*

2prS

s'iijt"
*

and since, in tfiis case, 1/It ***\,:da2(a + c)*/2prS
}
we have the

same result as before. *
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It may be romarked here that the magnetic effects of a given Magnetic
bobbin wound with wire of different gauges, the thickness of coat- Action of
iug in which bears a constant ratio to the diameter of the wire, and Bobbin as
traversed in each case by fhe same current, are proportional to depending
the squaro loot of the Resistance of the coil. For we have then on Gauge
(a-\-c)/a—k

t
or a-\-c**ka. Thus by what has been shown atpp. of Wire.

369, 370, the magnetic effect is proportional to l/£2a2
,
and the

resistance to l/£2a4
;
hence the magnetic action varies as ^/R.

It is ob\ ious that this is also true when the thickness of the
covering is so small as to be negligible.

The best shape of cross-section for the bobbin of an ordinary BestShape
galvanometer is shown in Fig. 78. The curve forming the of Section

external boundary of the cross-section is given by the equation, of Bobbin.

r2 =^ sin 0 (16)

where r is the distance of any point P of the surface from 0
the centre of the coil, 6 the angle POM which OP mhkes with
the axis OM

,
and p a constant.

Fig. 78.

To prove this note that*the axial magnetic force due to a

single turn of wire of radius a, is proportional to o/r3,
that is to

sin 3/rK Let now this turn be transferred to any point outside

the surface, fulfilling this equation, oh which it lies. Then

B B 2
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Etfect of

Grading
the Gauge
of Wire in

-Bobbin.

whatever the radius of the circle into which it is now bent, the

length of arc which it furnishes is the same as before, and
so the axial magnetic force is proportional to the new value of

sin 6 r*. But for every point of tli6 cross-section outside the

boundary fulfilling (Ifi) the value of sin 6/r2 is smaller, and for

ev^ery point within the boundary is greater, than for a point on
the surface. Thus a given length of wire produces a greater or

less axial magnetic force according as it is wound without or

within this surface. If then a coil he wound of any shape of

cross-section the external boundary of which does not fulfil (16),

by removing the wire from one part of the coil to another,

the cross-section may he brought to this shape, and tjie axial

magnetic force increased.

Fig. 78 shows curves for different values of and the two
parallel dotted lines indicate a cylindrical chamber left for the
needle.

In the investigation given above (p. 370) of the host gauge
of wire with which to fill a given channel, when the bobbin is

to he used with a generator of known electromotive force, it lias

been assumed that the wdre must he of uniform thickness
;
and

we hive just seen what is the best form of eross-M*etion to give
a coil which is to contain a given volume of wiie. When n

coil is wound, however, each additional turn of wire, though it

increases the axial m ignotic force for a given current, also in-

creases the resistance in circuit, and thereby diminishes the
current piodueed by a given electromotive force. We shall

now inquire whether by winding the outer layers of thicker
wire the effect of increased resistance can he reduced to a
minimum.
The volume of the coil supposed without chamber for the

needle is

2Try X i f r2(?6
“Jo

where y is the distance of the mean point of the cross-section

from tiie axis. Now

j I
r2 sin 6MB

“—

7

i Iwe

the limits of integration being 0 and p (sin 6)\ for r, and 0 and
rr for 6. Ilencc on the supposition already made
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volume of coil sin^d dS

-W (17)

if N = 2ir sinftf . dS
,
which does not depend on the dimensions

ot shape of the coil. The chamber containing the needle
should be made as small as possible,* as the part of the coil

immediately surrounding the magnet is the most valuable ; but
it will always cut away a part of the coil depending on p, which
may bo denoted by/(p). The actual volume of the coil is thus

If now dl ho an element of length of the wire composing the
coil, and p the parameter of the generating curve of the surface
on'Which it lies, then since 1/p

2 =* sin d/r2
,
the axial magnetic

force at the centre is
y Jdl/p

2
(— yG

,
say), where p is a function

of the whole length, /, of wire in the coil from some chosen
point, say the inner end, to dl. We shall suppose the wire to be
of a different gauge at different places in the coil. If its radius
at dl be the thickness of the covering there r, and the winding
he in square order, the volume occupied by dl is dl . (2a + 2c)2

,

so that the whole volume is Jdl. 4(a + c)2 where a (and cif not

constant) is a function of /, and the integral is taken throughout
the whole length of wire in the coil.

Let the coil bo considered as made up of layers each fulfilling

the equation r2 = p
2 sin 6, but each for its own value of /?, so

that// is a function of p. We have thus for the volume of the

space between the layers corresponding to p and p + dp the

expression Np2dp — f'(p)dp = (2a + 2c)2dl, if dl be now put
for the length of wire in this space. Thus dl={Xp2dp-f(p)dp\l
(2a + 2c)2, and we get

(18)

Theory of

Graded
Coil.

dR = _p Nf -/'(;>)

itu2 4(a + c)
2 P (19)

If the generator have as before an electromotive force E
,
and

R1 denote as before the resistance of the generator and connecting

* For the manner of winding the space close to the magnet see

p. 376 below.
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Bobbin
with

Graded
Wire.

wires, we have y — Ej(R + R')> and yG = EG! R + /?'). To
mukey£or G/(R + !£') a maximum by properly giading tin*

wire, we have so to choose the diameter for each layer tli.it the

contribution of tlio layer to G/(R + Rf

) shall bo as great as

possible. Now imagine any layer to he taken away from tin*

coil, everything else remaining the same.
,
G becomes (J — dG,

and R, R - dR. Thus G/(

R

+ R') changes hy \dG - GAR
!{R + R')\!(R + R' - dR). If we make the thickness of the

layer very small, G/(R +R) will ho the same whatever layer is

removed, and may in that oa9e he regarded as a constant, and
as wo are considering only the etfcct of a particular layer we
consider R + R’ as a constant. Wo have, then, to tmd the

value of a + c for which dG — GdR/(R + R’) is a maximum.
If a -f e be denoted by u the necessary condition is

or

G d

It + R' du
dR -0

R +R '

(

r

Performing the differentiations on the values of dG and dR,
given in (18) and (19) above, we find

R+R*
- — constant (20)

If the radius of the wire and the thickness of its covering
have always the same ratio, that is if u/a is constant, we have
(t/u = dajdtty or it/a . dttfdu « 1. Hence in this case a is in

simple proportion to />.

On the other hand if the thickness of the covering is always
the same, da/du = i, and we have p

2(2a + c)/a3 = constant.
On the first supposition, denoting a by ap and a + c by fia

,

where a and /3 are constants, and putting — Kjq for the integral

of the term depending on the chamber in which the mirror
hangs, we find from (18)

G =
4a*/9*(? "/l) <21)

where p is the greatest parameter used for the coil. In general

q depends also on this value ofp,
but, as will be Been from the
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figure, is nearly constant if tlie chamber is not large. It is a
quantity of the order of magnitude of the internal dimensions
of the chamber, and may be regarded as the parameter of the
curve whicli would generate by revolution round the axis a
volume equal to that of the needle chamber.
We see from (21) th|t very little is gained, when this mode of Outer

winding with graded wire is adopted, by making p large in
comparison with q.

Compara-

If the chamber in which the needle hangs is cylindrical and
runs right through the coil, the needle is shorter than the EffcW
diameter of the smallest spires, and every spire in the coil Spires
produces* an effect in the same direction on the needle. If near the
however tlie space in which the needle hangs is not made Axis of
cylindrical, the shape of it is of sonfe importance, as it is Coil.

Fig. 79.

possible to place spires in positions in which they produce a

magnetic effect opposed to that of the coil generally.* To see

* This is ported out in Messrs. Ayrton, Mather, and Sumpner’s
paper, Phil. Mag. July, 1890.
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this it is only necessary to consider the diagram <>f lines of force

(Fig. 79) due to a single turn of wire of radius (Lj. Take any
line of force and draw a tangent, /\Vf to it at right angles to

the axis. Then it is clear that a uniformly magnetized needle

at right angles to the axis, half of which is represented in

position and length by PAr

,
will not bo aet«*d on by any

couple, since the force on each polo is in the direction of

the length of the magnet. If however the magnet be at a

greater axial distance, the foice upon it is in the sumo dire< -

tion as it would he if the needle were very short. Thus on

a needle of the length and in the position here specified two
turns, one smaller, the other larger in radius than the turn

shown in the diagram, and in the same plane with the latter,

would, if traversed by currents in the same dimi tion, produce
opposite couples. The smaller turn would however produce a

couple in the same direction as the larger, if carried off to a

sufficient axial distance from the needle.

Limiting For a needle of gi\en length it is easy to draw a curve of

Positions limiting positions for the spires. Foi draw the lino AP(f
for Spire* through the points of contact of tangents perpendicular to the
near the axis, then the axial distances OXJt OA\ of these tangents from the
Axjs. plane; of the spire are the limiting distances of the spire from

magnets of the half length A',/*,, X.,/\, t Ar c. Then by supposing
the scale of the diagram reduced in the nitio of X^Po to A’,/*, we
shall have a spire of radius OAx Ai/VA»V in the position to

exert zero couple on a needle of half length XP when at an axial

distance 0A’2 X A\/VA 2 /
>

2 ,
and .so for other points.

Form of It is therefore clearly undesirable to fill with spires wound in

Cavity for the same direction as the rest of the coil the space near the
Needle, needles, beyond the limits indicated by these considerations.

Figure 80* shows the form of the cavity which ought to he left.

If it is possible to fill any of this space with wire, it should be

done, but the spires made to run in the opposite direction, so

that the couples due to their magnetic action may be in the
same direction as that due to the rest of the coil.

Wiede* A form of galvanometer very convenient in many respects is

roann*8 that invented by Wiedemann.f A circular disk, or ring, of steel
Aperiodic about 2 erns. in diameter, magnetized parallel to a diameter,
Galyano- suspended with its magnetic axis horizontal and forms the
meter. needle 0f the instrument. This needle is attached to the lower

end of a bar of aluminium, which also carries the mirror (mude

# From Messrs. Ayrton, Mather, and Surnpners paper, Phil, Mag.
July, 1890.

t Die Lchre v.d, EUktricit&t, vuL iii. p. 289.



Wiedemann’s aperiodic galvanometer

of' thin glass); and is hung within a damping chamber of
copper, by a cocoon fibre, from a torsion head above, by means
of which the effect of the torsion of the fibre can be estimated.
The mirror is fixed so far above the needle that it is clear of
the coils, and is viewed through a telescope in the ordinary

M M

manner. The suspension fibre, aluminium bar, and attached

mirror are protected by means of a glass tube and case fixed

above the damping chamber.
A pair of coils is arranged, one on each side of the damping

chamber, with their axes in line through the centre of the

needle
;

and are attached to sliding pieces so
^
that thoir
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Action of

Siphon-
Recorder.

D’Arson-
val Galva-

nometer.

Advan-
n ctaa

distances from the neodle can be increased or diminished!

and the sensibility altered accordingly. The openings in the

coils are large enough to allow the bobbins to slide over the

damping box close up to the needle, leaving, in the closest

position, between them only the narrow space necessary for
the tube down which passes the fibre.

Two or three sets of pairs of coils suitable for different

purposes are provided with the instrument. When the needle

moves in the damping box of copper its motion is resisted by
the action of the induced currents produced, so much so that it

hardly oscillates about a new position of equilibrium.

In Sir William Thomson’s siphon-recorder for regihtering

signals sent through a submarine cable, a coil of wire is sus-

pended between the poles of a magnet so as to be free to turn

round a vertical axis passing through its centre. Within the

coil is fixed an iron core which serves to concentrate the field on
the coil. When the coil is in the undeflected position the planes

of its spires are parallel to the direction of the in ignetic field :

hut when a current is sent through the coil it turn**, in a direction

depending on that of the current, so as to increase the magnetic-

induction through its circuits^ A return couple m provided in

the recorder by means of a bifilar suspension. Tfm magnet is

either a permanent horse-shoe magnet, or an elec tromagnet
excited by a local current. The current from the sending
station parses round the coil, which, turning in one direction or

the other according as a “dot 1 * or “dash” is being indicated,

actuates the writing siphon.

The ordinary dead beat reflecting galvanometer invented by
Thomson for cable signalling and ordinary testing is described
at p.308, Vol. I.

The application of this arrangement as a galvanometer was
pointed out in the first edition of Maxwell’s Electricity and
Magnetism

,
and 1ms occurred to and been used by several experi-

menters. MM. d’Arsonval and Deprez have however brought
such instruments into general use for several purposes connected
with practical electric work. The coil is hung by or rather

strung on a stretched metallic wire, by which the current enters

and leaves, and the torsion of this wire gives the required return

couple. A core of iron is sometimes used within the coil as in

the siphon-recorder. This if used at all should bo quite inde-

pendent of the coil, so that the coil may be adjusted relatively

to the core, and pole-faces of the magnet. A mirror attached to

the coil enables the deflections to bo measured in the ordinary
way. *

This form of galvanometer possesses some advantages. It
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can he made very sensitive by increasing the intensity of the
Held, and the coil possesses dead-beat quality in a high degree
in consequence of the damping action of the induced currents
produced in it when it is moving in the field. (See Chap. XIII.)
It is moreox er only to a slight extent directly affected by

a. Coil Tube General view of instrument, 0. Outer brass
awl Mirror : full showing circular permanent mag- tube : full size,

size. net with gap between poles for

coil.

FlO. 81.

"external magnetic bodies, since these unless very highly magne-
tized can only slightly affect the field in which the coil is placed.

An improved form due to Messrs. Ayrton and Matheris shown
in Fig. 81. The coil is enclosed in a silver tube hung by a

flattened wire of phosphor-bronze, with spiral of phosphor-

bronze for lower connection.
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It is desirable that the magnetic field of such a galvanometer
should be as little disturbed as possible, in a manner at least

which cannot be completely taken account of, and hence the use

of iron cores in the suspended coils is inadvisable. Messrs.

Ayrton, Mather, and Sumpner* have found it possible to make
such a galvanometer give deflections proportional to deflections

by dispensing with the iron core, and fitting iron pole-pieces to

the stationary magnets, so shaped that the moving coil cut lines

of force always at the same rate as the deflection varied.

It has been pointed out by Mr. T. Matherf that in instruments
such ns this in which suspended coils are used in magnetic
fields these coils should be long and narrow, and that the cross-

section at right angles to the axis should he two equal circles

touching on the axis. To piovc this, it is to he observed
first, that if the magnetic moment contributed by any portion

of the wire be made greater by increasing the bioadth of

the spire in which it is placed, the moment of inertia of

that part is increased in a greater ratio, and thus the period

of free vibration of the coil is increased. The period of the

coil is generally limited by practical requirements, and we
have therefore to consider what the form of the coil should he,

so that for a given moment of inertia there may he a maximum
magnetic moment, or for a given magnetic moment a minimum
moment of inertia. The solution is the same for both these

eases. Consider (Fig. H2) an element E
,
of area t?S

t
of a cross-

—H—*

—

Flo. 82.

section in a plane at right angles to the axis Ay
and let n be the

number of turns per unit of area. If y be the current in each
the current crossing is yndS. The couple round the axis

exerted on unit of length of this part of the coil parallel to the
axis is yndS

.

H r sin 0,
where H is the intensity of the magnetic

field, r the distance of the element from the axis, and 0 the angle
between JK and H. If p be tbe average density of the coil, the

moment of inertia of unit length parallel to the axis, and having

* Phil. Mag. July, 1890. f Phil. Mag. May, 1890.
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the section d% is pr^dS The ratio of couple to moment of
inertia toi tin*, pait is thus y»Hsm 0/pr, and this is to be made
a maximum 1 ir evciy element ot the coil Thus sm <//r is to be
inado a maximum, since the other quantities are const mt The
ends of the coil are ineffective as rcgaids magnetic action, and
hence so iai as they aie concerned it is desnable to mike the
distance of * ich element fiom the axis as small as possible It

is also desnable that the poles should be close m order to ensure
with ordinir\ magnets is intense a magnetic field as possible
Consider now the curve the equation of which is

r — c sin d (22)

where c is a constant A family of such curves cm be driwn
tor different v lines of r

,
md the} aro ill circles touching in the

point A Now let an < lenient of wire be carried from the suiface
infilling tins equation to a point I}ing outside Toi such a
point sin 6 t his a smaller value 1 or a point lying inside

sin Ofr is gu atei Unis, li the eioss section of the coil be filled

up within 1113 circle r—c sin#, a diminution of the \aluc ot

sin dp would be product d b} tiansfemngany portion of the wire
to any othci unoccupied position

rIhe coil should therefore he made long m the direction of the

axis, and have the torm of cioss-section shown m tigure 83
,

namely, two circles touching on the ixis at the point 4 The
pole-f icc s should alfio be coriespondmgly long, and be broad

enough to give a nculy uniform field it the coil, if they are not

shaped so as to ao< omphsh the object stated above

The passige of the current along the suspension wire is apt

to seuously affect the constant of the instrument, by altering its

torsional rigidity Suspensions made of twisted strips of thin

phosphor-bionze have been used by Professors Ayrton and

Perry in several of their well-known instruments. These have

BestShape
of Section

of Coils

Two
Circles

Touching
at Axis

Suspen-
sion of
Coils
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small torsional rigidity and great radiating suiface, ami are

therefore peculiarly well adapted for use as torsion suspensions

which at the same time act as conductors.

It has been pointed out in this connection by Messrs. Ayrton,

Mather, and Sumpner that by making both coil and suspension

of platinum-silver compensating effects are produced. If the

rise of temperature were the same both in the coil and the sus-

pension there would be exact compensation, since f lie percentage

increase, of resistance of platinum-silvor is noarh equal to its

percentage diminution of torsional rigidity.

The temperature variation of resistance is very slight in the

case of the alloy called platinoid, now much in use for galva-

nometer and other coils, and on this account Mr. Mnthei*
strongly recommends its use for the suspended coils of D’Arsonval
voltmeters, and of rheostats for use with such coils.

Fig. 84.

Astatic In order to obtain sensibility, galvanometers are frequently
Galvano- made with astatic needles, that is suspended needle-systems
meters, which in a uniform field are either in equilibrium in any position

or experience only a comparatively slight directive action. An
astatic system generally consists of two similar horizontal needles

Electrician, Jan. 8, 1892.
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of equal magnetic moment arranged parallel to one another
with their poles turned in opposite directions, as at A, Fig. 84,
so that the resultant couple on the system is zero or very nearly
so. Most commonly the needles are placed horizontally, as nearly
as possible in the same vertical plane, with their centres in the
same vertical line. In general however the needles are not quite
parallel, and the system behaves like a needle of very small
magnetic moment with its axis parallel to the line bisecting the
obtuse angles between the projections of the needles on a hori-

zontal plane as shown at B in Fig. 84. It has therefore
been supposed that this is the manner in which an astatic

system properly acts, but if this were so the sensibility of the
arrangement would be entirely a matter of accident. When the
system is so used moreover it is affected by the slightest

external magnetic influence, and is a source of great trouble
through the difficulty of maintaining a definite zero position.

An astatic system when quite accurately made has the needles
exactly in one plane, and has almost perfect astaticism in a
uniform field, and the sensibility is obtained by producing, by
means of a magnet placed at some distance, a resultant magnetic
field which is not uniform over the needle system, and therefore

gives a differential action which furnishes the necessary directive

force on the needles. An astatic galvanometer with directing

magnet is shown in Fig. 85.* The instrument illustrated is

one form of Sir William Thomson’s astatic reflecting galvano-

meter. The details of the supports of the coils, needles, &c.

will be clear from the Figure : the coils as will be seen are

hinged so as to turn back to allow the suspended system to be
easily got at. Each needle-system is a group of short needles,

and there are two sets of coils, one containing each group of

needles, and joined in such a way that the uctions on the needles

conspire. Sometimes a single coil only is used enclosing one of

an astatic pair of needles. In this case although the coil exerts

couples in the same direction on both needles, the principal

turning action is exerted on that which is inside thfeoil.

Another arrangement of astatic galvanometer is shown in

Fig. 86. It is a slight modification of one adopted by Prof. T.

Gray and the author for a very sensitive galvanometer con-

structed for the determination of the specific resistance of glass.f

* This cut has been kindly supplied by the Cambridge Instrument

Making Co.

+ Proc. B.8. No. 230, 1884. A similar arrangement of needles has, it

appears, been used also by Herr Rosenthal and by Lord Rayleigh. See

Ayrton, Mather, and Sumpner, loc. cit.

Astatic

System of
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Perfectly
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System in
Differen-

tial Field.
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Astatic
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Astatic

Galvano-
meter.
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The needles are a pfrir of horseshoes of hard steel as shown in
Fig. 87, and are arranged in two parallel vertical planes so that
the poles of one enter the cores of one pair of the four coils C, C
the poles of the other the cores of the other pair of coils. The
four coils are fixed in a plate with their axes parallel, and their
faces in one plane; and the horseshoes are connected by a

FiWB*

curved bar of aluminium is that one enters froja one side of the
coil system, the other frpm tbe other side as shown by the hori-
zontal section in Fig. 87. Tim instrument is supported on a
plate of vulcanite fttaedhsg on* vulcanite feet to give insulation,

and the coils were wound on vulcanite bobbins. The coil# are
joined so that when a current passes both horseshoes are dragged

VOL. It CO
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further into their coils, or both pushed out at the same time.

The needle-system is thus turned, and the deflection is measured

by means of a mirror and scale in the usual manner. The total

resistance of the four coils was approximately 30,000 ohms ;
and

the highest sensibility obtained when the instrument was set up

was such that a current 1/1

0

11 ampere produced a deflection of

n.
Fig. 87.

1 division on a scale at about a metre distance. The period of
the coil was however for many purposes inconveniently long.

A very elaborate instrument on this principle was made for

the Central Institution, London, from drawings made by Prof.

Ayrton in consultation with Prof. T. Gray. A full description

will be found in the paper of Messrs. Ayrton, Mather, and
Sumpner above referred to.

The chief advantage of the arrangement of coils and needles
described above is that a great portion of the wire of the coils is

placed veryjiear to the poles of the needles, and in a very
favourable position for exerting the electromagnetic action
required. The instrument, particularly the form shown in Fig. 2,

is very easily made, and it does not cost more than an instrument
of the ordinary kind. Of course a single horseshoe, or S or Z
shaped bar, might be placed horizontally, and acted on by a pair
of coils, and the principle thus applied to a single needle non-
astatic instrument. In astatic instruments, however, of this

form it is decidedly preferable, as shown below, to use vertical

needles.

Vertical It is to be observed that if the line joining the poles or centres
Astatic of gravity of magnetic polarity in each horseshoe be vertical,
Needles. the system is perfectly astatic for a uniform field, for each

vertical horseshoe is itself perfectly astatic. The pair of borse-
slioo needles can thus be adjusted to have as nearly as may bo
perfect astaticism in a uniform field, and thus made to preserve
a nearly constant zero when under directive force, a result which
it is exceedingly difficult to obtain in the ordinary arrangement
of horizontal needles and which certainly rarely exists when a
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horizontal magnet or magnets placed above or in an unsym-
nietrical position relatively to the needles is employed to regu-
late the sensibility, as then one of the needles must be magnetized
and the other demagnetized to a greater or less extent, depend-
ing on the position of the magnet. According to this latter

arrangement, if we suppose the needles to be parallel or nearly
ho, and H to be the magnetic field intensity at the upper needle,

H' that at the lower needle in the same direction, m the magnetic
moment of the upper needle, mf that of the lower needle, y the
current flowing, 6 the deflection produced, and K a constant, we
have

—

y = K tan <9 (23)m -f- m'

The sensibility of an astatic instrument with horizontal Sensibility

needles as measured by the tangent of the deflection-angle for a of Astatic

given current is thus very great, as Hm-HW can be made, and Galvano-

is generally, very small. According to the values of m, H, meter’

H', the instrument may or may not be seriously affected by
external magnets, accidentally displaced in the neighbourhood
of the instrument, or by slight changes otherwise caused in the
magnetic field. It has been argued that since H» H' (which are

nearly equal) have each a considerable value, any slight mag-
netic disturbance producing only a very small percentage of
change in each of these quantities cannot sensibly affect the
value of the sensibility.

This however is a fallacy, as when the instrument is very
sensitive, and is therefore very nearly zero, an ex-

ceedingly feeble magnetic disturbance changing II and H', as it

will generally do, by the same absolute amount, and hence
in very slightly different proportions, may suffice to alter

by an amount comparable with its former value.

The equilibrium position of the needles, for zero or any given
current, will thus be subject to variation.

Slight changes in all or any of the quantities m, m\ H, H'
may, therefore, affect the constant of the ordinary imperfectly
astatic instrument very seriously, and as a matter of fact its con-
stant has to be continually redetermined, for it is very sensitive

to magnetio disturbances in the neighbourhood.
In the case, however, of needles adjusted to be accurately Advan-

vertical these disadvantages do not exist. The needles retain .tagesof

their astaticism for uniform field and cannot be affected in the Arrange-

same way by directing magnets. Then H, H' being the bori- ment*

zontal field intensities at the upper and lower extremities of the

needles, y the current strength, B the deflection of the needles,

C C 2
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nnd K a constant depending on the coils, we have approxi-

mately

—

y — iT(H - H') sin 0 (24)

The sensibility of the instrument can, therefore, be increased

to any desired extent by placing the magnet M (Fig. 86) at

a greater distance from the needles (or by counteracting its action

by a smaller magnet placed nearer to the needles) so as to make
Effect of sufficiently small. Further, variations of the strength

Variations Gf the horseshoe needles produce no effect unless they consist of

°fv
rei

}i
changes of magnetic distribution, which may produce a deviation

o jNeeuies.
£rom perfect astaticism. When the instrument is properly

adjusted and the needles are as nearly as possible uniformly mag-
netized, but little distut banco of this kind can be produced by
the magnetizing action of the coils, since both poles of each have
their magnetism augmented or diminished at the same time in

the arrangement of Fig. 86, or both poles of one are magnetized
more intensely in some degree, and both poles of the other

weakened if both needles enter the coils from the same side.

Another possible arrangement of such a system of needles is

with like poles turned in similar directions. The system will

still be perfectly astatic if properly adjusted; and to give a

return couple towards a zero position a magnet may be used,

placed, for example, horizontally in the vertical plane at right

angles to the front of the instrument, in a line passing through
the suspension thread. If this magnet be placed nearer to say
the lower ends than the upper ends of the needles, and the
polarity of the end turned towards the needles be of the same
name as that of the nearer ends of the needles, they will have a
position of stable equilibrium when no current is flowing, with a
horizontal line joining a pole of each needle at right angles to

the direction of the magnet. The accurate Jaw of variation of
deflection with current is, however, in this case more complicated,
and the instrument in some cases might have to be graduated
by experiments with known currents of different amounts. Any
change also of the magnetic distribution of the controlling
magnet would affect the indications of the instrument.

Various It is to be observed that, in consequence of the horseshoe
arrange- needles being placed in these instruments at a considerable
mentsof distance from the axis of suspension, a very small value of
Vertical H-H' is sufficient to give the needle system such a directive
Astatic force as to prevent any great error due to the rigidity or the
Needles, viscosity of tire suspending fibre.

The needle system may be hung in a uniform field, and a
small needle rigidly connected with it, but placed so as not to
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be perceptibly affected by the coils, used to give directive force
to the magnetic system. This small needle may be hung in such
a way that it can be turned round a horizontal axis at right
angles to its length, and also round a vertical axis, so as to
enable b&th the sensibility and the zero of the instrument to
be adjusted. When the galvanometer is not intended for
ballistic experiments, the frame on which the small needle is

mounted may conveniently be immersed in a liquid and made to
act as a vane for bringing the needle system quicxly to rest.

This arrangement, of course, would not be astatic, but would
give great sensibility on account of the leverage of the horse-
shoe needles as arranged.

Thus if m denote the magnetic moment of the small needle,

U the horizontal component of the earth’s magnetic force, k a
constant depending on the coils,

<f>
the strength of pole of each

of the horseshoes (supposed of equal strengih), and d the distance
of these poles from the suspension thread, we have, since the
deflection is small, for the turning couple exerted by the coils

4CAr0c/, and for the return couple mIIB3 and therefore

—

C
mO

4k<pd
(25)

Of course this arrangement is applicable whether like or un-
like poles are turned in similar directions. It has the disadvan-

tage that any change of m or
<f>

or of both would affect the

constant of the instrument.

The sensibility of any of these arrangements might also'be

increased by bringing out a very light arm, say from the middle
of the cross-bar connecting the horseshoes, or from any other

convenient point, and hanging the mirror by means of a bifilar,

one thread of which is attached to the outer extremity of this

arm, and the other to a near flxed point. The distance between
the fibres being small in comparison with the length of the arm,
small deflections would be greatly multiplied. This device

would, no doubt, render a greater degree of skill and delicacy of

manipulation necessary in the operator or experimenter, but

it or some similar plan might in some cases be adopted, and
the constxuction of these instruments renders its application

to them very easy. Astatic
The astatic galvanometer described above may be modified as System

follows. Instead of a set of four coils with hollow cores and horse- .

shoe needles as described, eight coils may be used—one set of Straight
four arranged in rectangular order in a vertical plane facing a Vertical

second set offour similar coils in a parallel plane at a smalldistance Needles.
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from the first. Two straight needles of thin steel wire connected

together as rigidly as possible by very light bars of Aluminium,

are so chosen as to length and so arranged that they linng from

a single silk fibre with their lengths vertical and a magnetic

pole as nearly as majj be in the line joining the centred of each

mutually opposite pair of coils. A magnet giving a differential

field at the needles, if their like poles are turned in dissimilar

directions, or any other arrangement may be used, and a current

sent through the coils in any desired way by means of a distri-

buting plate or otherwise.

Astatic galvanometers of Sir William Thomson’s pattern are

usually made with two coils, one above the other, split into four

hy a narrow vertical space in which the needle system is sus-

pended, and which admits of the ready removal of the needles for

adjustment. In this space may be hung, in a plane nearly

parallel (when no current is flowing) to the two coils, two thin

magnetic needles of steel wire side hy side, kept with their

lengths accurately vertical, and at a short distance apart (say j
or | of an inch) by light aluminium, or other non-mngnctic bars.

Such a system of needles with unlike poles turned in similar

directions would plainly experience a similar magnetic action

to that exerted by the coils on the needles in the ordinary
so-called astatic combination. But two straight vertical needles
would plainly be perfectly astatic in a uniform magnetic field

;

and this astaticism for uniform field would not be liable to

disturbance from any arrangement of magnets applied to give
directive force to the system, as, for example, one or more
magnets directing the system by means of a more powerful
action at one end of the needle system than at the other, as shown
in Figs. 85 and 86, or magnets arranged syimnetiically will)

respect to both ends of the needles. An instrument with such a
system of needles ou^ht therefore to be subject to but slight,

if any, disturbance m ordinary circumstances of sensibility

when masses of steel or iron are being moved about at some
little distance, and would we think be found useful in such
cases, as for example in cable testing rooms.
A very sensitive galvanometer has .been made for the Central

Institution at South Kensington, under Prof. Ayrton’s superin-
tendence. Great attention has been given to details of arrange-
ment, and specially good insulation has been obtained by
supporting the coils on corrugated vulcanite pillars.*

Ballistic A ballistic galvanometer is an instrument designed for the
Galvano* purpose of measuring the whole quantity of electricity which
meters.

#
See Phil. Mag. July, 1890.
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passes in a current of short duration. It is so called because
the moment of inertia of the needle-system is made so great,

and consequently the free period of vibration so long, that the
current has begun and ended before the needle has sensibly
moved from its initial position

;
just as in a ballistic pendulum

the change of momentum of an impinging bullet has entirely

taken place before the massive bob has moved from the
position of stable equilibrium which it has under the action of
gravity.

The arrangement of needles takes many different forms. For
example Professors Ayrton and Perry constructed a ballistic

galvanometer in which the needles were each a built-up sphere
of small magnets*; the form of galvanometer referred to at

p. 386 above was constructed for ballistic use, and several others
on the same principle have been made for the same purpose

;
in

other coses the needle is a disk of steel carefully polished to

serve as mirror, and magnetized parallel to a diameter which is

made horizontal when the needle is suspended.
The coil should always be set up so that the needles rest at

right angles to its axis. This enables the needle if the deflec-

tion is kept small to be only slightly affected by the magnetizing
action of the current in the coil.

The arrangements of coils is the same as in galvanometers for

steady currents, except that on account of the influence of

induced currents produced by the moving magnets the coils

should made with noil-metallic cores or tubes
;
or if metallic

tubes are used they Bhould be slit longitudinally from end to

end.

The siphon-recorder (or d’Arsonval Deprez) arrangement may
also be used for ballistic purposes.

Let a be the initial angle which the needle makes with the Theory of

plane of the coil, and the angle which the needle would make the

with its initial position at the extremity of its deflection if there Ballistic

were no damping action, if M be the magnetic moment of the Galvano-

needle supposed short, and Gy the magnetic force at the needle meter,

produced by a current y in the coil, the turning couple on the

needle is M Gy cos a. Hence if tnk* be the moment of inertia of

the needle, we have when the current is y and the deflection

from zero 6,

dtl

MGy
mk?

cos a (26 )

See Chap. XI. below.
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1.

Neglect-
ing

44 Damp-
ing

,f
of

Needle.
k

2.

Taking
into

account
44 Damp-
ing” of
Needle.

If the whole current passes before there is any sensible de-

flection, we have, integrating over the whole time during which
the current lasts,

dB UJ e0Ba
[ydl<

mlc* J
7

6=0

MO cos a q
mk2

~~ H • (27)

if Q he the whole quantity of electricity which flows in the

transient current.

Hence the kinetic energy given to the magnet is

i , M202 cos*a
Qi

• . . (28)

This kinetic energy, as the magnet swings round and comes
to rest in the magnetic field of horizontal intensity //, not

necessarily that of the earth, is changed into magnetic energy
of amount (see p. 6 above) Mil {l - cos Equating tins

to the value of the kinetic energy just found, we get

0 2 __ 2w£
2H(l - cos^^i)

V MU '1 cos^a

If T be the complete period of free vibration of the needle,

we have T = 2rr •Jm/c1fMII% or mk2/M = JIT2/

4

tt*. Thus the last

equation becomes

IFT sin 1 Bi

7t6t cos a
m

To take into account the damping action exerted on the
needle by the .air, &c., and by the induced cui rents produced in

the coil by the motion of the needles, wo shall suppose the
deflection to be small enough to allow the sine of the deflection

to be taken as equal to the angle, and take tbo retarding couple
as proportional to the angular velocity, as it will be if the
velocity is not too great. This theory will be sufficient, as the
angular deflection can always be kept sjnall, and nevertheless be
read with accuracy

;
its smallness moreover prevents the angular

velocity from becoming too great.

Let then the magnet make a small oscillation in the field of
intensity i7, and under the influence of the damping couple
Kd&jdU The equation of motion is
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PS
,

k dO
, MH A n

& +
*i*dt + ZF e = ° • • • • <30>

of which the solution, if Ti be the observed period under the
influence of the damping, is

6 = Aexp(- Kt/Z/ut*) sin^ . . . (31)
^1

where A is a, constant, and i is reckoned from the instant of
passing through the undisturbed position. 2\ is given by the
equation

T =
1

TEE El (32)
** ink? 4?nJA4

Eqiiation (31) indicates simple liarmonic motion of range Logarithm
diminishing in geometric progression as the time increases by mic Decre-

successive intervals eacli equal to TJ2. The Naperian logarithm meat,

of the ratio of any one amplitude to that which succeeds after
an interval Ttfl is icTJ^mk2. This is called the logarithmic
decrement of the motion and is generally denoted by X. Thus

From (31) we obtain
2mk* “ 2\

'

ft
~A ' exp (

“ Kttlmhi)
{£

cos£' - 2'i
sin

tT\ •
(33)

If we write 27r/T
l = Jl cos e, k/2j»A3 == R sin e

}
we have

•"'-w*-? •(«)
Using this value of tan/», and the equation 4ir2il 2~MHImk2

}

in (32), we obtain after reduction

T
x
~ T sec e

Equation (33) may now be written

M _ 2irA

dt *
sec * . e.rp ( - ttifimk2) cos
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Working
Formula

for

Ballistic

Galvano-
meter.

But when 0, dB/dt^MGQImk?, so that the last equation gives

Thus

J=s MCrQ 1\

ml* 2n

dB

(it

:

MGQ
tnk*

sec e . exp ( - 2irt . tan e/2\) cos (^t + . (36)

Putting in tli is </d/a7 = 0, we get the value of t when the fir**

deflection (or “throw”) B\ has just been completed. Thus
t = T

x
(tt/2 - e)j'2ir. Hence (.31) becomes for this value of t

T
x
MGQ if tr

,
\

'-to tan cj cos e

T, MGQ
2ir mk1

rQ / X . . 7r\

./
C,r^ ( tan-i

^
1 cos e (37)

But if the oscillation were unretarded, and T the free period,

we should have by (32)

MU 47t2 *7t2 o 4 , 2 ,

= r? ( + h

or

mL* = miit*

4(ir* + V)

Substituting this value of mb* in (37), and solving for we
get finally

Q = — erp . (- tan- 1

^)
• • • (38)

26 Vjr2 -f- A2 vr * /

This gives the first actual elongation d'j. If the damping
be very slight so that X is very small, we .get approximately
from (38) or directly from first principles, the equation

Q = + (38')

We shall have in Chapters X. and XI. below numerous
examples of correction of observations of the effects of
damping.



CALIBRATION of ballistic galvanometer

It is to be noticed that there is some uncertainty as to what
the uction of the air actually is when the needle of the ballistic

galvanometer is suddenly set into motion. Any magnotizing
or demagnetizing action on the needles must be as far as
possible guarded against in the arrangement and use of the
instrument. The deflection on this account ought to be always
kept as 811111II as possible, so that on the one hand the needle
may never deviate far from the direction of the permanent
field in which it is placed, and may on the other be always
nearly at right angles to the axis of the coil, and thus
only slightly exposed to magnetizing action in the direction

of its length.

The value of the ratio HG may be found by sending a steady

current of known amount y (determined by electrolysis as

explained at p. 427 below, or by a standard galvanometer, or

current balance) through the instrument and observing the

deflection of the needle. If the indications follow the tangent
law, and $ be the deflection, then Uj

G

= y/tan 6.

Jf the indications^ do not follow the tangent law the instru-

ment can fee calibrated by sending steady currents of different

values through the coil, observing the deflections and interpo-

lating for other currents by means of a curve plotted from the

observations, or otherwise.

A condenser of known capacity C charged to a difference of

potential P measured by some proper arrangement, may be
discharged througii the galvanometer and the deflection

observed. This gives a known value of and the value of

HT
x
jG can therefore be obtained by (38) or (38').

Tliese methods and others will be exemplified below, especi-

ally in Chapters X., XL, and XII.

In cases in which the transient current can be repeated when
desired, successive observations may be made without waiting

for the needle to come to rest, by using the method of recoil

proposed by Webor. The current is first sent in the positive

direction round the coil, and the needle thereby caused to swing
to its maximum deflection in the positive direction, then through

zero to the negative side and back again to zero. At the instant

when the needle arrives at zero the second Line, the transient

current is repeated but in the negative direction, thus reversing

the motion of the needle, which swings to a maximum deflection

on the negative side, then back again through zero to the posi-

tive side. Wiien the needle returns to zero from the positive

side, the transient current is repeated, but in the positive direc-

tion and so on, a fresh impulse being given in the opposite

895
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Method of direction to motion, every time the needle arrives at the zero

Recoil for position after a complete free swing from side to side. The
Ballistic angU iar deflections are shown in Fig. 88, which explains
Qbserva-

tions.
$y equation (37) the first deflection 6

l
is given by the

equation

—

• (39)

When the magnet swings over to the other side, the numerical

value of the deflection 6
2
will be given by

6 =KQ(~K

Theory of By (36) the angular velocity with which the needle starts is

Methcd of MGQ amUthat with which it returns to zero is MGQc-x/mI'
*.

Recoil. Hence its (positive) angular velocity, when it returns to zero the
second time, is MGQf-^/mk2

. The negative angular velocity

given then is MGQInik2
,
so that the velocity is now numerically

in the negative direction. This will give a

deflection in the negative direction of amount 0* where

*3 = A^(l -e-2A).

The next following amplitude will be positive, and will have
the value

*» KQ (1 — c” 2A)c“\

Lastly, the velocity with which the needle returns to*zero
from the positive side, is MQQ(l~c-2x)i-*x/mAfl

f
and the positive

velocity then imparted being MGQ/mk*, the velocity towards the
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positive side is MQQ{1 - (1 -c-zty-ty/mk^&nd the deflection Bh
is given by

06 = *<2(1 - c -2a + €-4A) € -a,

and so on.

We have for the first group of four deflections

(40)

and the same thing will be given by every succeeding group of
four deflections. Hence, taking all such groups into account,
we find

S0
4
- S02

20/- 20j
(41)

which gives the logarithmic decrement.
Again, from the values of the deflection found above, wc have

Combina
tion of

Results o
Method o
Recoil.

*<2(1 +€-*)(! - = 03 + 04,

*<2(1 + <-a
)
= *i + 02-

Hence

KQ (1 + = (0* + 02
)c-2a + 03 + 0i,

*<2 (1 + €“**) = (03 + 0l)f + 0
fi + 0

<J,

*<2(1 + € A
) = (04n— 3 + 04n-2)« + 04n-l + 04„,

supposing An deflections to be observed. Adding the last set of
equations, we obtain

KQ{l+«-A)

- 2 + 0J-2 + 0j-i + Bj) (1 + €-2A). et -

0

2

j=l — (04n-l + 04a)* - 2A} . . • (42)

which enables Q to be found from a combination of all the ob-
servations made.

It is to be observed that this method CAnnot be conveniently
used if the dumping of the needle is very small, as then a

regular repetition of successive sets of nearly the same ampli-

tudes would be difficult to obtain. By observing the successive

pairs of free elongations any change of zero which takes place

during the experiments can be followed. *
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Formulae are easily obtained for taking into account the

interval occupied in the passage of the current, if that is in the

least comparable with the free period of the needle; but, as

these are rarely necessary, we shall only give them if the need
arises in connection with any electrical measurement described

below.

Method of We onty note farther here that when a galvanometer is used

Successive far the measurement of a steady current, it may sometimes he

Observa- desirable, in order to eliminate any variation of zero due to

tion for variation in the direction of the earth’s force, to read tho galva-
Steady noineter as follows. The current sent round the coil of the gal va-
Current, nometer in tho positive direction deflocts the needle, which swings

about the new position of equilibrium. The first, second, and
third elongations are observed ;

then contact is broken for about
half a whole period, so as to let the needle swing beyond zero ;

next the current is sent in the opposite direction to that in which
it was sent at first, and the three first elongations on the other

side observed
;
then the contact is broken, the current reversed,

and so on as before.

If the numerical values of the first six deflections are

0
l9 02 , . . . . 0O ,

we have for the deflection due to the steady
current

0 + d3 _ 0
4 -f 20. 4*

“"4 '4

or

80 ass 0
X + 202 + 03 + 0

4

+ 205 +*0« . . . (43)

and so for any such series of six deflections.

Some account of methods of measuring currents, differences

of potential, &c., in alternating circuits will be given in a later

chapter. Many particular devices and arrangements which
might have legitimately found a place in this chapter will be
much more conveniently described in connection with the
experiments in which they were originally used.

Lord Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick have used in their researches

Rayleigh’s on the electro-chemical equivalent of silver a form of electro-

Current dynamometer balance, or enrrent-weigher, in which tho fixed

Weigher* and movable coils were placed with their axes coincident, and
in such relative positions that the pull along the axis exerted by
one coil-system on the other was a maximum. The fixed coils

were the large coils of the British Association electrodynamo-
meter described above, and between these was placed a coil of
silk-covered wire wound on a ring of ebonite. The arrange-
ment is shown ifi Fig. 89, which explains itself. Wo shall show
that this coil placed midway between the two fixed coils was in
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the position to have maximum force exerted upon it by each of
the fatter coils.

The use of a current weigher such as this 1ms several important
advantages over either the galvanometer or ordinary electro-

dynamometer. As here arranged, the accuracy of the constant
depended, in the main, only on the determination of the ratio of
the radii of the coils

;
the necessity for finding H and taking

account of its variations is avoided
;
and no difficulty as to the

elastic or bifilar constant of suspensions exists. The actual

observation of the indications is, however, a somewhat more
elaborate process than in these other instruments, involving as

it does an exact weighing. It can, however, be carried out with
great exactness by a skilled experimenter.

Fio. 89.

The mutual electro-kinetic energy Tm of a system of two coils

carrying a current y is given by the equation

Tm «* nn r

y
2M (44} Attraction

between

where n, n9 denote the numbers of turns in the two coils, and M .

denotes for the present the mean mutual inductance of a pair of
turns one in each coil. Thus if x is the distance between the

coils, the force F exerted by one on the other is given by

w
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Force It is well to notice here that dlfjdx is a mere number, and

defends depends therefore only on the ratios a/a9
x/a, (or xja), of the

only on radii of the coils, and of the radius of either to their distance
Ratios of apart. Thus if we write
Distances.

a, x) (46)

f is a homogeneous function of zero dimensions in a
,
a, x.

Thus we have

<lf=* da +Y (ia + ¥dx (47)
da da dx

with, by Euler’s theorem of homogeneous functions, the

condition

df . df . df /jo\

*& + + a - 0 (49>

If the coils are so placed that the action between them is a

maximum dfjdx = 0, and (4S) gives

*6 + 'E-° (49>

Thus by (47) equal (proportional) errors in the estimation of a
and a produce no effect on the value off provided the coils are

in this position. Hence dfidx being zero there is (to quantities of
the second order) no effect produced by errors in the estimation
of z, and therefore the action hetween the coils depends only on
the ratio a/a. This ratio, a«* will be explained below, can bo
determined electrically by a method due to Bosscha, without
direct measurement of cither a or a.

Expres- The value of J/for different arrangements of coils is given in
sion for Chap. YI. above. We shall use at present the expression given
Force at p. 268 for the mutual Induction of two coaxial circles of radii

between a> Qf and distances z, £, from a fixed point on the axis. We
have thus

Coaxial

Circles. A if r x* - 4a2®J
; = V*

a~/l . 2. 3^ + 2. 3.4 *—

*

a
(

rt \ r r*

+ + (50)

where r* » a2 + Here a, (, are supposed to belong to the
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small coil, and to be considerably less than a, it, respectively.

Thus if a/a is not large, the value of dM/d£ will be given to a
high degree of approximation by the first term alone of this

series. Thus writing/' for dJl/d£ we have, taking the first term
only

f = 1.2.3 wW*,
r°

and therefore

dr
dx

1 . 2.3 trWa2
a2 — 4x2

r7

Thus bfjbr vanishes and the force is a maximum if a2 = 4*r2
,

or 2x = a

,

that is when the distance between the circles is half

the radius of the larger.

Neglecting the second and third terms in (50) which involve

£, and taking into account the part of the third term which in-

volves a2
,
differentiating and putting x2 = \a2 in all factors

multiplying a2
,
we get as a second approximation to the value of

x fur a maximum,

-K<-fo=D (51)

For two fixed coils at equal distances on opposite sides of the

suspended coil the odd terms vanish, and we have (still sup-

posing that the coils can be regarded as circles) for the action

between one of the fixed coils and the movable one

Force on
Movable

Coil

between
Two Fixed

Coils.

The coils might then he arranged so that .r
2 =|r/2. and thus to

terms of the fourth order in a, £, the value of dM/d£ would be

given by

9M
1.2.3

24
w® - -2138 X 6n® \ (53)

On the other hand, if, ns was actually the case, x =

djf

9$
12 3 —

5*

•2862 X 6w8 -*

a2
(54)

a considerably larger value. This equation multiplied by y1

gives a rough estimate of the force which would be produced by

.VOL. II. D D
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a given current with two single turns, and therefore of the force

to be expected between one of the fixed coils and the movable

coil.

By equation (50) when a = 2a?, we have, including two terms

so as to find the effect of £
2 when this is not zero,

I?- -2862 X 6** t (l - 3-2 . . . (55)
d£ a2 \ a2)

Effect of In the current-weigher used a was 25 cms., so that £ = 1 mm.
Error in and neglected could only give rise to an error of about 1/20,000.

Placing Thus the instrument with ordinary care as to adjustment could
Movable be regarded as quite free from error due to inaccurate placing of

Coil. the suspended coil.
Force on As rat j0 0f galvanometer constants was determined
Movable

experimen tally, and therefore was used in the calculations, we

Termsof wr*te down here the approximate expression for the force

Ratio of
between one fixed coil and the suspended coil in terms of this

Coil- ratio anc* ^ie numbers of turns. Putting fi for the value of the

Constants. ratio we may write approximately

a

n a

n'a

or

Relative Thus approximately by (55) and (44)
Effects of ,3

Imperfect F= *2862 x 6rr2 1
Insulation n
in Coils.

An error in the estimation of n1 the number of turns in the
suspended coil, or, what is the same, any defect in the insula-

tion, is thus of greater importance than a similar inaccuracy in

the estimation of n.

The ratio /3 enabled the mean radius of the suspended coil to
be calculated. The attraction between the coils was then found
by an expression easily obtainable by differentiation from the
value of M given in elliptic integrate at p. 142 above, for two
coaxial circular conductors. Thus we have

™ {2F - + mc*®® . . . (56)
ox *Jaa
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* where sin £ » k F and E have been calculated by Legendre,
and were used by Lord Rayleigh in the formation of a table of
values of itxsm£{2F-(\ + sec*£)E} for values of ( proceeding
by intervals of 6' from 55° to 70°.

The value of dMjdx was then found for the actual coils of
axial breadths 23, 20,

2

dr 23 by employing the following formula
of quadrature,* and multiplying by nn* the product of the
number of turns. Thus ./fa, a, x) being the value of dMjdx for
a pair of mean turns, we have for the whole coils,

BM
dx Jnn'

/fa + dy a, x) +f{a - d
9

<i, x)

+ /fa, a + 3, x) *r/fa> a — 3, a*)

+ /fa, a,x + 6) +/fa, a
t
x — 6)

+ f(a,a,x + 0) +/fa, a, x - 0)
- 2/ fa, a, x)

. . (57)

Calcula-

tion of
dM
dx
by

Formula
of Quad-
ratures.

We can now proceed to give an abstract of the experimental
processes and results.

The suspended coil, C, of the current-weigher, which had been Mode of
carefully wound with silk-covered wire on a ring of ebonite, was Using
tested for insulation. The method adopted first was to make as Cuirent

nearly as possible an exact copy of the coil, then to place the Weigher,

coil and its copy side by side with their axes in coincidence,
and join them in series so that a current could flow through
them in opposite directions. A galvanometer with a needle of

long period of free vibration was included in their circuit. One
pole of a very long steel magnet was then thrust suddenly Tests of
through the opening of the coils, and produced in them oppo- Insulation
site induced currents, which, if the insulation had been perfect 0f
in both coils, ought to have together produced no effect on the Windings,
needle of the galvanometer.

It was found however that the copy decidedly preponderated
in magnetic effect ; a result which pointed to faulty insulation

in the ebonito coil. A comparison of the ratios of the self-

inductions of the separate coils to the mutual induction of tho

pair in a fixed position confirmed this conclusion, and the coil

was thereupon rewound.
After rewinding it was tested for insulation by a Hughes' Test by

induction balance. This consisted of two pairs of coils, one Hughes’
Induction

# This formula it may be here remarked is applicable not only to
®a^ance*

Mjx% but to any function of a,
a, the mean radii. Thus it may be

used to (jive M for two coils if jfa, a, x) denote its value for the
mean radii

D D 2
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pair at some distance apart in one horizontal plane beingjoined

up with a source of variable current in a primary circuit* the

other pair in positions opposite the primary coils, and at

distances finely adjustable by means of screws, being joined up
with a telephone as a secondary circuit. When the coils had

been adjusted to exact balance the introduction of a small

circlet of copper *004 inch in diameter between a primary and a

secondary coil gave a very distinct sound.

The ebonite coil placed between one of the primary coils and

its opposite secondary gave an audible sound, but much less

than that occasioned by the copper circlet. When the ends

were joined by a megohm of resistance the increase of sound
was quite distinct

;
which showed that the insulation-resistance

was decidedly greater than a megohm, and therefore amply
sufficient.

Particulars The particulars of the suspended coil were as follows :

of Number of turns 242.
Snspended Radial depth 2d *9690 cm.

Coil* Axial breadth 2£ 1*3843 cm.
Mean radius, found electrically )

as described below . . . J
10*2473 cms.

The coil was made of copper wire insulated with silk saturated

by paraffin wax. Its resistance was about 10$ ohms.
Particulars The particulars of the fixed coils, Cv C# as derived mainly
of Fixed from a record in Clerk Maxwell’s handwriting in the Cavendish
Coils. Laboratory^ote-book were as follows :

Number of turns in each . . . 225.
Mean radius, a 24*81016 cms.
Distance of mean planes, 2x , . 25*000 cms.
Radial depth. 2d 1*29 cm.
Axial breadth, 2b ..... . 1*50 cm.
Resistance of each coil (about) . 14$ B.A. units.

By measuring the distances from outside to outside, and from
inside to inside, of the grooves filled with wire, the distance of
mean planes was found to be 25 cms. exactly. The h&lf-diifer-

ence between these distances gave 2b = 1*5024 cm. The mean
radius and number of turns could not be verified, but the re-

corded value of the former agreed with the outside circumference,
and the check on the counting of the number of turns given by'
the devibe adopted when the coil was being wound, of at the
game time winding string on a drum turning with the coil,

almost absolutely ensures the accuracy of the number given.
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The ratio of the radii was found as follows. One of the Expert*

dynamometer coils, and the suspended coil, were made concen- mental

trio and coaxial with their planes vertical in the magnetic Heter*

meridian, and a small needle was hung at the common centre, nation
A diagrammatic sketch of the arrangements is shown in Fig. 90.

°* 1

D is the dynamometer coil, E the ebonite coil, N a resistance r ,

'

box. When the thick copper piece P was made to join the
mercury cups F, H, the current from a cell A was divided
between the two coils, which were joined so that the current
flowed round them in opposite directions. The reversing key B
enabled the current to be sent first in one direction then in the
other through the double arc.

By means of N the resistances of the arcs joining 6 and P
were adjusted so that no deflection of the needle took place. It

was found that the resistance taken from N which gave balance

could not be exactly determined, owing to inductive effects pro-

duced by the reversal of the current. Readings of the deflections

of the needle were therefore taken for imperfect adjustments,

with values of the resistances on opposite sides of the required

value, and the value for balance obtained from these by inter-

polation.

The ratio of the resistances of the double arc was then Measure-

obtained by making the two arcs adjoining branches of a ment of

Wheatstone bridge. This was done by withdrawing the copper Balancing

piece P, which had the effect of converting the arrangement

into a Wheatstone bridge of which one pair of adjoining .. -

branches were D and A, N
f
connected at C}

the other pair a

series of three resistance coils (composed of two single* units and
a 24 unit coil) and a coil of 20 units with its terminals connected

by a high resistance coilK'. These branches were connected with
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one another at L
}
and with the other pair at the cups F, IL The

battery terminals were attached at C,
L}

and those of a sensitive

testing galvanometer, g, at F, IL Thus the ratio of the resistances

was determined, and for one dynamometer coil was found to be

on three different occasions 2*60087, 2*60098, 2*60113, or a mean
of 2*60099. The same coil tested with another set of resistances

gave on two occasions in like manner 2*60046, 2*60026, or a

mean of 2*60036. The mean was thus 2*60067. For the other

coil 2*60072 was found.
Calcula- If 019 G\ be the galvanometer constants of the two coils, y, y'

tion of the currents flowing in them when their conjoint magnetic effect
Mean at the centre was zero, we have nG

xy and h'G'
x
y* for the magnetic

Ratio of effect8 due to the coils, and nG
l
/n'G\ = y'/y. But ifH9 R\ be

IjJjJjj?
the resistances of the branches, yjy = IV l it, and tlierefore

nG
x ^ R (58)

n'G\ Rr

But using for each coil the value of Gx
given at p. 269 above,

putting x » 0, £ = 0, since it is the magnetic forces at the

common centre that are in question, we find

Now the known values of a
,
b

} ft 6, and the approximately
known value of a gave at once the value 1*001296 for the second
fraction on the right of the last equation. Hence

*

° “ o!o x 2‘600
'

70 X 1-00129G X a = 2 421 13a . (CO)

Adjust- The suspended coil was adjusted in position in the citrrent-

ment of weigher by first suspending it in a horizontal position, and then
Suroended levelling and otherwise adjusting the positions of the dynamo-

meter coils. A movable piece stood on three feet on the top of
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the upper dynamometer ring, and in every position touched its

inner cylindrical face in other two points* This piece was moved
round the coil, and carried with it a pointer which thus described
a circle coaxial with the fixed coils. When the latter were pro-
perly placed the pointer just played exactly round the outer
surface of the suspended coil. i

The level of the suspended coil was adjusted by carrying along
the upper face of the upper dynamometer ring a straight rule

provided with a pointer which just reached down and touched
the upper surface of the suspended bobbin when that was in the
proper position.

^

The level of the dynamometer coils was
changed until this point when moved about just scraped over
the upper surface of the suspended coil.

The value of f(a> a, x) was irXl •044576. From this, by the j.-na|
table of values of the elliptic integral expression referred to yaiue Qf
above, the terms of the expression on the right of (57) were ^
calculated and gave

= *•««' X 1-044627 (61)
OX

If in any experiment the current was y, the attraction or

repulsion between each fixed coil and the suspended coil was
nn'y2/. If m denote the observed difference of weights applied

before and after the reversal of the current

4tf»y2/ = mgX -99986,

where *99986 is the correcting factor for the air displaced by
the weights m, and g is the acceleration produced by gravity at

the place of experiment. This was taken as 981*2822 in centi-

metre-second units. Hence m being taken in grammes

2 _ 981*2282 X *99986 m
7

4 X 220 X 242 X 1*0446x7 tt

or

y = -037048 (62)

Sir William Thomson has constructed current-weighers or SirW.
balances for use as standards for current measurement in Thomson's

practice, and as instruments on the principle of the balance Standard

have been adopted for the same purpose by the Board of Trade Current

Committee on Electrical Standards (see their Report in Balances.

Appendix) we give here a short account of the most generally

useful form of tnese balances.
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These instruments are based on the principle, set forth in Chap.

III. above, of the mutual action between the fixed and
movable portions of a oircuit carrying a current. Each of the

mutually influencing portions consists in most of the instruments

of one or more complete turns or spires of the conductor, but in

some cases consists of only half or part of a turn. In all eases

in what follows we shall, following Sir W. Thomson, call each
portion a ring.

In each or the balances, except that for very strong currents

(the kilo-ampere balance), the movable portion of the conductor
consists of two rings, carried with their planes horizontal at the

extremities of a balance beam free to turn in the ordinary way
round a horizontal axis. Above and below each ring on the

beam is a fixed ring with its plane parallel to that of the movable
ring. The rings are (except in what is called the Composite
Balance *) all joined in series, and the current to be measured
is sent through them so that the mutual action between the
movable ring at one end and each of the two fixed rings there

is to raise that movable ring, while the mutual action of the

other group of three rings is to depress the corresponding
movable ring. The action is therefore to turn the beam round
the horizontal axis on which it is pivoted, with for any given
position a couple varying as the square of the current flowing.

Fig. 91 shows diagrammatieally the rings and the course of

the current through them, a, e, /are the two pairs of fixed

rings, r, d the movable rings. The current entering by the

terminal T passes round all the rings in series, in the two

Arrange- movable rings in opposite directions, and returns to the terminal

ment and Tv Since each movable ring is in general in a magnetic field,

Action of terrestrial or artificial, which has a horizontal component, it

Balance, tends to set itself so that the greatest number of horizontal lines

of force may pass through it (Chap. III. above) and therefore is

acted on by a couple which tends to turn the beam round its

axis. But since the current passes round the movable coils iu

opposite directions, and these are very approximately equal, the
two couples are nearly equal and opposite, and the instrument
is practically free from disturbance by horizontal magnetic
force.

The turning couple produced by the mutual action of the fixed

and movable rings is balanced for the horizontal or M sighted
position” of the beam by an equal and opposite couple produced
(in the manner more particularly described below) oy a station-

ary weight at the end of the beam, and a sliding weight placed,

* See the Author’s smaller Treatise, 2nd ed. p. 107.
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steelyard fashion, at a suitable point on a graduated bar attached
to the beam. The amount of the current flowing in the rings is

deduced from the amount of the equilibrating couple thus
applied, or rather from a number proportional to it* by means of

a table of reckoning.

Most of the constructive details will be made out from Fig. 92 Standard
which shows the Standard Centi-ampere Balance, and illustrates Centi-

the arrangement of the beam, the graduation, and the mode of Ampere
applying the equilibrating couple, for all the instruments. Balance.

The beam is hung on two trunnions, each supported by a flat

elastic ligament made of fine copper wires, through which the

current passes to and from the movable rings.

The horizontal or sighted position of the beam is that in

which the pointers on the extreme right and left are at the

middle divisions of their scales. This position, in all the in-

struments in which a movable ring is acted on by two fixed

rings between which it is placed, is not that midway between these

two rings, as that would be a position of minimum force and there-, •

fore of instability. For stability it is so chosen that the movable
ring is nearer to the repelling fixed ring than to the attracting

ring by such an amount as to give about £ per cent more than

the minimum force.

Fixed to the beam and parallel to it is a finely graduated

bar, and above tibia is a horizontal fixed scale, called .the In-

speotional Scale, less finely divided. Both graduations begin
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Fig

92

—

Sta\d\iu>

C’enti

vvimr

Balancf
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from zero on the extreme left and have numbers increasing Arrange-

towards the right, A carriage is moved along the graduated ment for

bar to any required position by a sliding piece controlled by a Applying

cord which can be pulled from either end, and this carriage, by a
•

itself or with an additional weight, forms the movable weight wTichts?
referred to above. The position of the carriage is indicated by ®

a pointer which moves along the lower scale. Each additional

wdgmplas in it a small hole and slot which pass over conical
pins in the carriage. This ensures that the weight is always
placed in a definite position. The balancing weight is moved
along the beam by means of a self-releasing pendant carried
by the sliding piece above referred to. To this pendant is

attached a vertical arm (seen in the figure) which passes up
through the recess in the front of the weight and carriage and
so enables the carriage to be moved with the sliding piece.

The stationary weight is placed in the trough shown at the
right-hand end of the instrument. The trough is V shaped,
and the weight cylindrical, with a cross pin which passes
through a hole in the bottom of the trough. The weight is

thus placed in a perfectly definite position and always has the
same leverage. It is so chosen as just to keep the beam in the

sighted position when the sliding weight is at the zero of the
scale.

Since the mutual action of the rings is to bring the beam Device for

towards the sighted position when displaced by the weights, Obtaining

and the equilibrating couple is that due to the displacement Long

of the sliding weight from zero, the latter couple increases as Scale,

the current increases, and hence motion of the sliding weight
towards the right correspond? to increasing currents. The uso

of the stationary weight gives a scale of double the length

which would be obtained without it.

In the top of the lower or finely graduated scale are notches Graduated

which correspond to the exact integral divisions in the upper Scale,

fixed scale. Thus the reading in the fixed scale is got when the

pointer is at a notch, without error from parallax due to the

position of the eye. The reading when the pointer is between
two notches is easily obtained by inspection and estimation

with sufficient accuracy for most practical purposes. When
however the greatest accuracy is required, the reading is taken

on the lower scale, with the aid of a lens, and the current

strength calculated from a table of doubled square roots.

Four pairs of weights are given with each instrument Of Weights,

these one set is for the sliding platform, the other set are the

corresponding counterpoises. The weights of each set are in

the ratios 1 : 4 : 16 : 64, and are so adjusted that, when the
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Adjust-
ment of
Zero.

Determi-
nation of
Electro-

Chemical
Equiva-
lent of
Silver.

carriage is placed with its index at a division of the inspec-

tional scale, the instrument shows a current of an integral

number of amperes, half-amperes, or quarter-amperes, or some
decimal subdivision or multiple of one of these units of

current.

The accurate adjustment of the zero is effected by a small

metal flag as in a chemical balance. This flag is set in any
required position by means of a fork moved by a handle

beneath and outside the case of the instrument. The sliding

weight is brought to zero with the corresponding counterpoise

in the trough, and then the flag is turned to one side or the

other until the pointer of the beam (seen on the extreme right

and left in Fig. 89) is just at zero.

When necessary for transit or otherwise, the beam in the

centi-ampere ur.d deci-amperc balances is lifted off its sup-
porting ligament by turning an eccentric by a shaft under the

sole-plate of the instrument. Tn the other balances the beam
is fixed for carriage by placing distance pieces between the
upper and lower parts of the trunnions and screwing them
together by milled headed screws kept always in position for

the purpose.

Section II.

MEASUREMENT OF CURRENTS AND GRADUATION OF
INSTRUMENTS BY ELECTROLYSIS.

We Bhall now shortly describe the process of determining
the electro-chemical equivalent of silver pursued by Lord
Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick. The arrangement of apparatus
is shown in Fig. 92. A circuit was made up of a battery A in

series with three silver voltameters, a tangent galvanometer 1)

(which gave a rough measurement of the current), tho ^current

weigher F
9
G

,
described above (p. 398).* The voltameters were

each composed of a platinum bowl which served as kathode,
and an anode of pure silver plate suspended horizontally above

* The rest of tho arrangements shown in Fig. 89 have no relation to

the electro-chemical determination. They were required for the
experiments on Clark cells described below (p, 433).
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the bowl in the electrolytic liquid, which was a solution of pure
nitrate of silver, To prevent disintegrated silver from falling
from the anode the plate was wrapped round with pure filter

paper secured at the back with sealing wax. The electrolyte
was in general a neutral solution of 15 parts by weight of pure
silver nitrate in 100 parts of water. The area of deposit in two
of the basins was about 37 square centimetres, and 75 square
centimetres in the other.

After a number of trials of the addition of acetate of silver in
small quantity to the pure nitrate solution, it was found that,

while the acetate had the desired effect of giving a firmly
coherent deposit of close texture, the very closeness of its tex-
ture rendered very difficult the after freeing of the deposit from
retained salt or other impurity tending to increase its weight.
It was therefore decided to use pure nitrate solutions, which it

was found after all gave deposits coherent enough for the sub-
sequent treatment.

Fig. 93.

The procedure in an experiment was as follows. The cumnt
roughly regulated to the desired value was allowed to pass

through the current weighing apparatus for half an hour, but
not through the voltameters. The copper conductors of the

circuit heated somewhat, and thus the current slightly fell off

during this time. The voltameters in the meantime were
charged with the solution, and the anodes fixed in position.

Then when all had been adjusted the current was, at an instant

observed on a chronometer, sent through the voltameters

arranged in series ;
and the weights then required to bring the

pointer of the suspended coil to zero were observed. At intervals

the current was reversed, and the change of weights observed.

For one direction of the current, of course, the electromagnetic

action assisted gravity, in the other opposed it.

The following table gives the result of a series of experiments

made on March 10, 1884. The two sets, of numbers are the

weights which had to be added to give equilibrium according as

the current was in one direction or the other.

413

Form of
Volta-

meters.

Details of

an Experi-

ment.

Result of
Series of
Experi-

ments
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Force on
Current
Weigher. |

Time of Weighing. Weight in Grammes.

H. M. 8.

i

4 19 30 7694
4 25 0 6-795

4 32 15 7-698

4 40 20 6-791

4 42 50 7-699

4 50 30 6 790
4 53 10 7-699

4 56 30 6 789
5 1 15 ,

6-789
i

Current sent through voltameters at 4h. 17m. interrupted at

5h. 2m.
Difference of weights = 2 X Force on suspended coil.

The curves, Fig. 94, show these results for each position of the

key.

Fig. 94.

The current was integrated by dividing the whole interval of
45 minutes during which the current was flowing into 9
intervals of 5 minutes each, and the magnitude of the current

at the middle of each interval was taken to represent its value
during the period.

The differences of the ordinates of the curves of Fig. 94, at

the middles of these intervals, give the difference of weights,
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and therefore twice the force exerted by the fixed coils on the
suspended one. These differences and their square roots are
shown in the following table. The mean of the square roots is

the square root of the difference of weights which would have
been shown by the mean current.

Time. Difference of Weights.
Sq. Root of

Difference of Weights.

H. M. S.

4 19 30 *897 •9471

4 24 30 *900 •9487

4 29 30 *904 •9508

4 34 30 •906 •9518

4 39 30 *908 •9529

4 44 30 •908 •9529

4 49 30 •909 •9534

4 54 30 •910 •9539

4 59 30 •910 •9539

Mean *95171

The 4o minutes’ interval during which the experiment lasted

was corrected for tho time taken to work the reversing key.

This was done by carrying the main current, between the

battery and the key, round a reflecting galvanometer consisting

of a few turns of wire. The momentary stoppage of the cur-

rent caused the needle to fall back towards zero, and from the

observed amount of the corresponding motion of the spot of

light, and the period of the neeale, the time of duration of the

interruption could obviously be found. The correction

rendered necessary was *083 second for each operation. This

brought down the whole interval by *6 second, or to 2699*4

seconds.

The deposits were washed immediately after formation first

with alcohol, then with boiling water, and lastly with cold

water. They were then left to soak in water overnight, then

rinsed and put to dry in an air-bath at 160° C. After cooling

over a desiccator the deposits were weighed, then were heated

nearly to redness over a spirit lamp to drive off traces of

adhering salt, then cooled and weighed again.

Correction

for Time
Lost in

Reversals.

Washing
of

Deposits
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Karaite of
Series of

Experi-
ments:

Weights of

Deposits.

The following table gives the results of the weighings for the

set of experiments already referred to ;

—

March 10, 1884.

i

1

Large bowl. I.

Pure Nitrate

Normal Strength.

Large bowl. IT.

Pm e Nitrate.

Double Strength.

Small bowl. III.

Pure Nitrate.

Normal Strength.

Before deposit 80*4490 grins. 17-2968 grins. 21*8789 grms.
After deposit,

first weighing 81*5138 „ 18-3628 22*9134 „
Gain .... 1-0848 „ 1*0643 „ 1-0G45 „
After strong

heating . . 81-5135 „ 18*3627 „ 22-9433 „
' Gain . . . . i

f

1

1-0645 1*0642 „ 1-0644 „

Mean gain 1*0644 grammes.

Pinal

Result of

Several

genes of

Experi-

ments.

Thus the amount of silver deposited per second is 1*0644/
26994. Dividing the mean square root of the difference of

weights bv this we get rate of deposition) =* *95171 X
2699*4/1*0464 = 2418*7.

The meap result of several series of experiments was to give
instead of the last found number 2414*45. From this the value
of the electro-chemical equivalent of silver was deduced. We
have seen that if m is the difference of weights, we have

y = -0370484

Electro-

chemical
Equiva-
lent of

Silver.

If to be the electro-chemical equivalent of silver, we have for

the rate of deposit icy. But

- 2414-45.

toy

Hence as final result

i i

2414 45 y “2414-46 X -0370484
0111784 . (63)
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It is stated in the paper that the strength of the nitrate Depend-

solution may be considerably varied without affecting the result

if the current does not exceed £ ampere for the 37 sq. cm* area
of deposit. In this case a 4 per cent, solution may be used.

If the currents are comparatively strong, the solutions should be ^
from 15 to 30 per cent, in strength. Too weak a solution would Current
give a somewhat loose deposit. Currents not exceeding 1£ Density,
ampere can be conveniently measured by running them for

about a quarter of an hour through a strong solution.

Tho graduation of instruments for use as standards in prac- Measure-*
tical electricity is now carried out with great accuracy in Sir meat of

William Thomson’s laboratory by means of the electrolysis of Currents

copper sulphate. The behaviour of this substance as an elec- by Electro*

trolyte, and hence the conditions necessary for obtaining con- lvsis of

sistont results in its use, and the ratio of the electro-chemical Copper

equivalent of copper to that of silver, were carefully investi- Sulphate,

gated by Prof. T. Gray,* who was for some time in charge of the

graduation of Sir W. Thomson's standard instruments, and a

short account of bis results is here given.

* See a paper on the “Electrolysis of Silver and Copper,” T. Gray,

.

Phil. Mag. Oct 1886, from which the details here given are mostly
taken. See also a paper by A. W. Meikle, Electrical Engineer

,
Mar.

23, 1888.

VOL. II. E E
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CURRENT-MEASUREMENT BY ELECTROLYSIS

A form of cell very convenient for use with solutions,

whether of nitrate of silver or sulphate of copper, when the

current strength is not greater than 10 amperes, is shown in

Fig. 95. It consists of three parallel plates of pure silver, or

pure copper, suspended from spring clips in a glass vessel con-

taining the proper solution. This form of cell has the advan-
tages of giving light plates, which facilitate the accurate

weighing of the amount of loss or gain of metal, and
allowing, when silver is used, and the size of the plates is

properly proportioned, the loss from the anode to be used as a

check in estimating the gain on the kathode. There is of

course the objection which attends the use of vertical plates,

Fio. 06 .

that the solution becomes less dense near the kathode, but the
only practical effect due to this lias been found to be a slightly

greater thickness of deposit in the lower part of the plate due
to the greater density there.

Lord Rayleigh has used, as explained above, as voltameter a
platinum bowl as kathode, and a silver plate as anode. This
cell, though it has several advantages, has been found, accord-
ing to Prof. T. Gray's experience, mote difficult to manipulat*
than that here described.

The form of clip or plateholder, as illustrated in Fig. 96/
almost explains itself. It is made of stiff platinoid or brass
wire. A piece is taken of the proper length, bent into a close

loop at the middle, then each half wound two or three times
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round a rod of metal to form springs as shown, and the two
ends bent round to meet sid&by side, and there soldered to a stiff

back-piece of brass. The springs when soldered in position

should cause the loop to press firmly against the back-piece so
as to form a firm clip.

The stems of the two outer clips when in position are con-
nected by a cross-piece a of copper. Both are insulated from
the inner clip by a block of vulcanite through which its stem
passes. This whole arrangement of cross-piece and insulating
block is fixed on the top b of the wooden framing shown in

Fig. 95.

The two plates attached to the outer clips form the anode of

the electrolytic cell, and the plr.te between them the kathode.
The kathode thus gains on both sides, and as it is safer to use
the gain than the loss of metal in estimating the current, the
weight of the plate itself is thus made as small as possible in

comparison with the alteration in weight to be determined.
Since the form of cell shown in Fig. 95 was arrived at, it has

been improved by the substitution for the cover b of a rectangle

of wood, well soaked in paraffin or varnished, which carries on
one side the clips for the anode, and at the middle of the

opposite side the single clip for the kathode.
When currents of over 10 amperes are to be used the form Form of

of cell shown in Figs. 97, 98 is preferable. An insulating rim Volta-

meter for

Larger
Currents.

Fig. 97. Fig. 98.

rests on the top of the cell, which for the larger sizes is con-,

veniently made of earthenware and of rectangular shape. A
groove in the rim tits the top of the cell loosely so that the rim

with its attachments can be easily removed and cleaned. To
the rim are fixed on opposite sides two sets of spring clips, each

* E E 2
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made as shown in Fig. 99, by soldering flat strips of springy
metal to a stiff baso-piece which can be screwed to the insulating

rim of the cell. To make the effective area of the plates as

great as possible in comparison with the ineffective part, the

part above the liquid is cut away to two narrow strips connect-

ing the lower part to an upper cross bar c, d. One end e of

this cross-bar rests in a clip, the other in a notch in the insu-

lating rim. Anode plates and kathode plates

alternate with one another, and there is one
more of anodes than of kathodes, so that each
kathode is between two anodes. In large cells

where the plates are close and liable to touch,

they are kept apart by two J7-shaped glass

tubes hung over each alternate plate.

Prepara- With regard to the size and preparation of plates it was
tionof found that in the cases of both silver and copper there is a
Plates, certain density of current (current strength per unit of area of

plate) which gives the most adherent and, in the case of
silver, most finely crystalline deposit. When silver is used
there is a tendency, if the plate be too large or too small, for

the crystals of deposited silver to grow out branch-like from
one plate to the other, an effect which is most marked where
there is a sharp edge or corner. Hence the plates must have
their edges and corners rounded off to prevent the formation of
these 4< trees,” which cause great risk of loss of silver from the
plato in its treatment before being weighed.

Electro- The best deposit has been found to be obtained with a solu-
lysis of tion made with five parts by weight of nitrate of silver to 95
Silver. Gf water, and a kathode plate giving not more than 600 sq. cms.

nor less than 200 sq. cms. of active face to the ampere of

current. If a stronger solution be used, the density of current
may be somewhat increased, but the strength should not be
less than 4 per cent, nor greater than 10 per cent.

The anode plates should be considerably greater in area than
the kathode plates if their surface is to remain bright and
moderately hard so as to admit of the plates being weighed if

necessary. The density of the current for them should be less

than one ampere to 400 sq. cms.
If the anodes are of rolled sheet silver the surface skin

should be polished off with fine silver sand, and the plate washed
in distilled water before being used

;
as otherwise the silver

'would be dissolved away from under the skin, which would
hang as a loose sheet ready to break away when the plate was
moved. A plate of silver becomes soft and inelastic by
repeated use as an anode, owing to solvent action going on

Fio. 99.
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below the surface, and to remedy this should be heated after
being used each time to a red heat in the flame of a spirit lamp.
The following mode of treating silver plates has been found Treatment

very successful. The plate cut from the new sheet has its of Silver

corners first rounded and smoothed, then is polished with fine Plates,

silver sand in water, rubbed on with a soft clean pad of elotn,

so as to remove the skin above referred to, and still leave a
smooth surface. A gentle stream of clean water is then run
over the. surface from a tap to remove the sand, next the plate
is washed, first with clean soap and water, then with water
alone, then immersed for a few minutes in a boiling solution of
cyanide of potassium, and finally washed thoroughly in a stream
of clean water. The plate is dried in a current of hot air, for
example before a clear fire

;
and great care must be taken in

handling it after it has been cleaned not to touch it with the
fingers, otherwise the parte which have been in contact with the
skin will receive no deposit. Of course the plate must be
allowed to cool before it is weighed to obviate risk of distur-

bance from air currents in the balance case.

When the silver deposit is to be washed and weighed, the

plates are gently removed by easing the springs to prevent risk

of rubbing off metal by the friction of the clips, then dipped
gently in clean, recently distilled water contained in a glass

vessel, so that any small crystals which may fall from the plate

may be detected. The adherent nitrate solution is thus to a

great extent removed
;
and the plates are then laid in the

bottom of a shallow glass tray containing clean distilled water,

and washed by gently tilting one side then the other of thd

tray so as to make the water flow gently over their surfaces.

Then they are washed in a second tray in the same way, and
allowed to soak for a quarter of an hour before being dried.

To dry the plates one corner is laid on a pad of blotting-

paper and the greater part of the water drained off. The plate

is then dried by holding the upper end in a spirit flame.

The electrolysis of copper sulphate with copper anode and Electro-

kathode gives results which for very high accuracy in standard- lysis o?
izing are but little if any inferior to those obtained with silver : Copper

for most practical purposes results quite accurate enough can Sulphate,

be obtained with much less experimental skill on the part of the

operator. Repeated experiments made in the Physical Labora-

tory of the University of Glasgow, in connection with the

graduation of Sir W. Thomson’s standard instruments,* have

' * See the Ref. p. 417 above. The remarkable concordance of

standardizings made at different times is illustrated by results quoted

in Mr. Meikle’s paper.
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shown that under certain easily fulfilled conditions the method
of standardizing by the electrolysis of copper sulphate is

perfectly accurate and trustworthy.

Relation The size of plates is not of so great importance as in the case
of Size of of silver, but the kathode plate for the best results in long-
Tlate to continued electrolyses should have about. 50 tons, of active
Current surface or upwards per ampere. When the current is of small

Strength, density deposits are obtained which are much more solid and
adherent than those of silver, and therefore much more easily

dealt with. As in the case of silver the anode should be of much
greater area than the opposed surface of the kathode. With a

density of current of upwards of of an ampere per s<]. cm.
the resistance at the anode becomes variable and very consider-

able, sometimes almost stopping the current, which after a little,

with evolution of gas at the anode, regains nearly its former
strength.

Effect of It was found by Prof. T. Gray in the experiment** above
State of referred to that satisfactory and concordant results could be
Solution obtained with a solution of any ordinary pure commercial

as,to copper sulphate made with pure water, provided the density did
Acidity, not tall below 1*05, and the solutions were made slightly more

acid than in their normal slate. An addition tor example of ^
per cent, of sulphuric acid to different solutions, which gave
results differing among themselves, brought them into complete
accordance. The loss of weight which is well known to take

place when a copper plate is left standing in a copper sulphate

Loss of solution, was also carefully investigated. This Joss it was found

Copper seldom exceeds Jo of a milligramme per sq. cm, per hour, or

Plate about of that which would he deposited by a current of

Standing one ampere per 50 sq. cms. When the current density is

in Copper smaller than this the. loss is nearly the same as when no current
Sulphate, flow’s. The effect scorned to have a minimum for a density of

solution between 110 and 1*15, and seemed for this density to

he rather retarded than the reverse by the addition of a small

percentage of free acid.

Treatment The kathode plate having been cut and rounded at the corners

of Copper is polished with silver sand in the same manner as the silver

Plates, plate. It is then placed in the cell and a thin fronting of copper
deposited over it, while the current (if a large current is to he

used) is adjusted to its proper strength by placing resistance in

the circuit. The plate is then removed, washed in clean water
and dried before a clear fire without being sensibly heated. Any
defect in the first cleaning will he shown by the deposit, and if

no such defect is shown, the plate is weighed and replaced in

the cell for the continuation of the electrolysis. If feeble
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currents are to be used this preliminary adjustment is hardly
necessary, as it is preferable then to use a larger number of cells

than are absolutely necessary to produce the current, and bring
down the current to the necessary strength by adding an amount
of resistance which can be easify enough estimated.

After the electrolysis the plates are carefully removed and at

once dipped in ordinary (not necessarily distilled) clean water,

containing two or three drops of sulphuric acid per litre, then

washed in a tray like the silver plates. The plates are then

rinsed in clean water without aeid, and dried first in a clean pad

of white blotting paper, and then before a fire or over a spirit
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Electro-

chemical
Equiva-
lent of
Copper.

Electro-

Chemical
Equiva-
lent* for

Different

Current
Densities.

lamp. If this is carefully done and the deposit be fairly good
no copper will be lost and there will be no gain of weight by
oxidation. The plates may be weighed after having been
allowed to cool down to the ordinary temperature.
The anode plates are treated in a similar manner (except as

regards the drying in a blotting-pad, which might cause loss of
silver) without loss of copper, or gain by oxidation, but owing
to loss of weight in the solution &c., they give much less

satisfactory results than do the kathode plates.

The arrangement of the circuit for electrolytic experiments
consists of a battery of tray Daniells, or other constant cells,

joined in series with the electrolytic cells to be used, a sensitive

galvanometer, and a rheostat (or other readily variable resis-

tance) by which the current is to be regulated. The current is

adjusted so that a convenient deflection is obtained, which is

restored by slightly turning the rheostat in the pioper direction,

if any alteration takes place. The conduct of an experiment
will be understood from the description of the process of stan-

dardizing given below.
From Lord Rayleigh’s result for the electro-chemical equiva-

lent of silver (see p. 416 above), namely that a coulomb deposits
•0011179 gramme of silver, very nearly, Professor T. Gray has
determined by comparison the electro-chemical equivalent of
copper, and found it to be very approximately *0003287 (or for

practical purposes '0003290) at ordinary tempeiatures, and with
a current density of one ampere per 50 sq. ems. of active surface

of kathode. This number enn be corrected for other current
densities by the dotted curve given in Fig. 100.

The results from which this curve has been plotted are given
in the following Table.

Amounts of Copper deposited by the same Quantity of
Electricity on Kathode Plater of differ* nt Auras.

Amount of deposit Amount of deposit
Area of plat<* in sq crus. m gra!iini«*H in grammes

(first experiment) (second exj crimen t).

3 •3584 •3534

5 •3530 •3529

11 •3528 •3530
18*5 •3526 •3527

86 •3524 •3521

78
!

•3503 •3502
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The effect of variation of temperature * on the amount of
copper deposited has been found by Mr. A. W. Meikle to be very
slight at ordinary temperatures; for a change from 12° C. to
28° C. it is a diminution for a given size of plate of only per
cent.

At temperatures rising above 20° C. the effect of variation of
size of plate becomes more and more important.
The application of electrolysis to the standardizing of instru-

ments will now be illustrated by a short account of its application
to the determination of the proper weights for use in Sir William
Thomson’s standard cm rent balances described above. The

arrangement of apparatus is shown in Fig. 103, which may be
taken as a plan of the standardizing table with instruments in

position. CCCCCC are six of the Electric Power Storage

Co.’s secondary cells, shown joined in series, by being connected

Gradua-
tion of

Standard
Instru-

ments by
Electro-

lysis

* See Ref. p. 417 above.
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to a series of mercury cups, w?,/?/, . . . which are connected across

by thick copper rods as indicated by the full and dotted lines.

(These cups are on a vulcanite base, and have bottoms of thick

copper to ensure contact.) When however currents of great

strength are required for the graduation of low resistance

instruments, these cups are joined in parallel by two rods of

copper which have teeth at the proper distance apart to lit into

the cups, so as to join all in each row together. The battery

fully charged and thus joined in parallel will maintain a current

of 200 amperes for 10 hours.

Fio. 102.

Arrange- The terminal cups of the commutating board are shown joined
ment of to a distributing board provided with cups, 1, 2, ... 12, by

Apparatus which the battery is put in series with a rheostat R, iii parallel

arc with a set of conductance bars 2), a galvanometer G, a pair

of large electrolytic cells joined by a movable cup ]II9 and
tinalty the balance B to be standardized. The conductance bars

Conduct- are constructed as shown in Fig, 102. Rods of ^platinoid of
ance Bars, thickness according to the conductance required ore bent into

fT-shape as shown, and the limbs held at proper distances apart
by woodeq blocks at intervals, or by a strip of wood running
along their whole length, according as the rods are thick or thin.

The length of rod in each U is about 4 metres, and the thickness
is chosen such that one or two volts difference of potential
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produces very little heating of the wire. The troughs, it (Fig.

98), are made with bottoms of thick copper and contain mercury
in whjch the ends of the rods (or thick copper pieces soldered to
the wires if thin) rest pressed down by their own weight. The
different {7s beginning from one side are graduated so as to have
conductances nearly in the ratios 1 : 1 : 2 : 4, &c., so that the
total conductance in the set may be increased at will by a step
equal to the lowest conductance (since each conductance is that

amount greater than the sum of all that precede it in the series).

When any bar is not in use its lower ends are lifted out of the
troughs as shown in the Figure. The rheostat, which has a

least conductance rather less than that of the smallest bar,

furnishes an auxiliary variable bar by which the conductance
can be gradually altered. Its wire is of stranded copper and
can carry 10 amperes without damage.
The current balance haB previously had its scale graduated Deteimi-

and attached as described above, and it remains only to show nation of
how the constant of the instrument is determined, or in other Constant
words the weight which placed on the beam will enable the of

current to be obtained from its indications in the manner already Balance,

described (p. 409). A chosen arbitrary counterpoise weight is

placed in the trough, and another, which then just brings the

beam to the sighted position without current when at the zero

of the scale, is placed on the beam with the index at some
division near the right-hand end so that a current of, say, 10
amperes (more or less according to the instrument) is required « ,

to bring the beam to the sighted position. The electrolytic cells *

n gjectro .

are then arranged to give about 500 sq. cms. of kathode surface, ly8is.
and are joined up with a conductance sufficient to give nearly

the required current. The balance will come nearly to zero, and
is brought to zero exactly by adjusting the current by means
of the rheostat. These adjustments having been made, the

kathode plates are removed, washed, weighed, and replaced. At
an instant observed on an accurate time-keeper the circuit is

closed, and any deviation of the current corrected by means of

the rheostat. The current is brought to its correct value in from
five to ten seconds, and hence in an electrolysis of say an hour
(the usual duration of an experiment) the error due to its devia-

tion from the final constant value for this short variable period

is quite imperceptible. Any variations of the current strength

are observed on the instrument itself, or if (which rarely happons)

that is not sensitive enough, on a more sensitive galvanometer
G (Fig. 101), which is introduced when required, and kept out of

circuit at other times. Any sufficiently sensitive instrument

which can have its (not necessarily known) constant changed by
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any required amount by varying the field at the needle, or by

using an instrument provided with two parallel coils with the

needle midway between them, and arranged to permit the

distance of the coils apart to be altered at pleasure, is convenient

for this purpose.

Cahula- The electrolysis having thus been carried on and completed,

tion of the circuit is broken, and the plates washed and weighed. The

Beam and current is calculated from the result by dividing the gain ot

Counter- copper on the kathode expressed in grammes, by the electro-

poise chemical equivalent of copper (*0003287, or, as explained above,
Weights the proper value for the density of cm rent), and the result by

the number of seconds during which the electrolysis has lasted.

Let C be the current for the position of the weight on the beam
as given by the table of doubled squat e roots, #*,, «*

2,
^ l0 co, “

responding counterpoise and beam weights respectively, (" the

current given by the electrolysis, tc’v ir\, the counterpoise

weight aud beam weight applied* then we have

C2
__ ir)d\ + v'./h

(s’ “ ic\fl
|

*
4“ tC 2^2

where dx ,
d, are constants. But wjic., = vf

x
jtr

2 ;
hence this

ejuation gives
C'1 _ v\ __ *rs

C ,J w\ * v/
2

Thus trlf ir2 are found hy multiplying the ratio C2
( C'

2 by to\9
tc\

respectively, and the determination is complete.

Arrange- When a very strong or a very weak current is required, as in

meat for the graduation of a hektoanipere or a centiampere balance, it is

Strong or desirable in the former case to allow the whole current to flow

Weak through the instrument, and only a convenient part through the

Cut rents, electrolytic cell, and in the latter case to use a considerably

greater current through tl e electrolytic cell than through the

instrument. The current must therefore be divided in both

these cases into two parts whoso ratio is accurately known, and

this may be done by the conductance bridge shown in Pig. ZOO

A set of parallel straight wires of platinoid are each soldered

at one end to a thick terminal bar of copper b

,

and have soldered

to them at the other ends thick terminal pieces of copper by.

which they $an be connected in two groups by menus of mercury

troughs bv b%. In the figure they are shown in two groups of

10 and 1 respectively.
. .

The wires are adjusted so that when they are in position they
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have all precisely the same resistance. Between the troughs
blf a sensitive reflecting galvanometer (see Vol. I. p 307) g is

joined which indicates no current when 6V b2 are at the same
potential. The electrolytio cells E E\ and the instrument G
to be standardized, are placed as shown in the figure when the

standardizing current must he greater than that which the cells

can carry, and the positions shown are interchanged when the
reverse is the case. The currents are adjusted to balance in

both cases by the rheostats R , R'. The currents are of course

in the ratio of the conductances of the groups r of the wires
of the bridge.

Section III.

DETERMINATION OF ELECTROMOTIVE FORCES OF CELLS
AND GRADUATION OF VOLTMETERS

When a current known in absoluto measure flows through a

known resistance the difference of potential between the termi-

nals of the resistance is also known. By means of this known
difference of potential, which may be varied at pleasure, a volt-

meter may be graduated. A voltmeter of any type is an instru-

ment, the resistance of which is so high that the attachment of

its terminals to two points in a conductor carrying a current

does not perceptibly change the difference of potential formerly

existing between these points. Of course every absolute galva-

nometer, electrodynamometer, or standard balance measures
differences of potential, for, if its resistance is known, the

difference of potential between its terminals can be calculated

m

Potential

Measuring
Instru-

ments or

Volt-

meters.
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Gradu-
ation of

Volt-

meter.

ffom Ohm's law ; but the convenience of a voltmeter especially

made with a high resistance coil is that its terminals may be

applied at any two points in a working circuit, and the difference

of potential, thus calculated as existing between these two points

while the terminals are in contact, may, in most cases, bo taken

as the actual difference of potential which exists between the

same points when nothing but the ordinary conductor connects

them. For, let F he this actual difference of potential in volts,

let r ohms be the equivalent resistance of the whole circuit

between the two points ami A* ohms the resistance of the volt-

meter. Then ( Vol. I. p. 161 ) by the application of A, F is dimin-

ished in the ratio of A to R + r, and therefore the difference of

potential between the ends of the coil is now /'A* (/£+/).
Hence by Ohm’s law we have for the current through the

galvanometer the value F/R( l +/•//?). If r be only a small

traction of R
,
r\R is inappreciable, and the difference of potential

calculated from the equation C « F/R will be nearly enough the

true value. So far, it is to be observed, r is the equivalent

resistance between the two points, and the result stated holds,

however the electromotive force may have its seat in the circuit,

if only R be great in comparison with r. If, however, either of
the two parts of the circuit between the two points in question
have a resistance r' small in comparison with A*, then, ns can bo
easily proved, the value of the difference of potential between
the terminals of r is practically unchanged by the addition of R
as a derived circuit.

The voltmeter has its terminals attached to those of the resist-

ance through which the current is flowing; or, if the standard
measuring instrument is sensitive enough, the measured current
is sent through the voltmeter itself

;
and readings of needle or

other indicator are taken. In either case the readings are pro-
portional to the difference of potential between the terminals of
the instrument, hut in tho former arrangement the difference of
potential is equal, in volts, to the current in amperes flowing
through the resistance multiplied by the value of the resistance
in ohms, in the latter the difference of potential is equal to the
measured current through the voltmeter into the resistance
between its terminals.

If tbe scale of the instrument does not follow any known law,
it is necessary to determine by direct experiment the electro-
motive force corresponding to different deflections and thus, so
to speak, calibrate the instrument. To do this the most con-
venient plan is to divide the scale accurately into equal division*
and to number these from zero at the position of equilibrium
with no current. Then the current measured by the standard
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galvanometer is varied conveniently by introducing resistance

into the circuit by a rheostat, and the deflection observed for

several different values. The corresponding differences of
potential are then plotted on squared paper as ordinates for

which the number of divisions of the deflections are the corre-

sponding abscissae. A curve is then carefully drawn through
the extremities of these ordinates, and the ordinate of this curve
drawn for any chosen abscissa will be the difference ot potential

for that deflection.

For verifying the accuracy of the graduation of the potential

instruments when performed by either of these methods, or for

actually performing the graduation when other methods are not
convenient, some form of voltaic cell of known electromotive

force may he used.

As the result of many careful experiments made by Lord Clark’s

Rayleigh and others, it has been found that the most reliable Standard

standard cell is that proposed by Mr. Latimer Clark. When Cell,

certain precautions are taken in its preparation the electromotive
forces of different specimens are very nearly the same, and
remain constant for a long time provided care is taken to prevent
more than a very feeble current from ever passing through
them.
The cell may be made in a reliable and handy form in the Mode ot

following way, which includes the precautions that Lord Ray- Setting up
leigh’s experience * lias shown to be necessary. The vessel is a Clark

weighing tube, or for small sizes merely a test-tube, with a Cells,

platinum wire sealed through the bottom, and rests on a suitable

stand as shown (Fig. 104). This wire makes contact with
mercury, which occupies tlm bottom of the cell and forms one of
the plates. The mercury must be pure, and it is desirable to

ensure its being so by redistilling in vacuo good clean commer-
cial mercury. On the mercury rests a paste made by adding to

150 grammes of mercurous sulphate 5 grammes of zinc carbo-

nate, and suflicient saturated zinc sulphate solution to give a
stiff pasty consistency.

The zinc sulphate solution should be made from pure zinc

sulphate dissolved under gentle heat in distilled water so as to

# See Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick’s paper On the Electro-

chemical Equivalent of Silver already cited {Phil. Trans. Part 11.

1884), also Lord Rayleigh on the Clark Cell as a Stand#ni of Elcctnb

motive Forces {PhiL Trans, Part 11. 1885). These papers contain

particulars of the method of determining the electromotive force of

Clark Cells, and the Utter especially details of the mode of construct-

ing them, of which an abstract is given below in the text.
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make a saturated solution, and, after having been allowed to

stand for some time to precipitate any iron which may have been
present in the sulphate, filtered in a warm place into a stock
bottle. When required the solution is gently warmed, and drawn
off by a siphon fiom just above the crystals at the bottom. The
paste is made by placing the mercurous sulphate and zinc caibo-
nate in a mortar and rubbing in the zinc sulphate at intervals

iluiing two or three days, to give time for all carbonic ‘acid to

pass off.

¥ 10. 101

A rod of what is called “ redistilled zinc ” routing in the paste,

end held upright in the vessel by a notched ring of ootk, forms
the other plate. The zinc is cleaned before putting it in position
by dipping it in sulphuric acid and then washing it in distilled

water. Connection with it is made by a gutta-perc ha-covered
copper wire soldered to it, and passed up through a cork which
closes the cell and nearly fills the upper part of it so that very
little air is included. The cork is flush with the top of the tube,
and the edges of the tube ond the whole upper surface of the
cork is covered with marine glue to seal up the cell.

A cell thus made, if used with only the feeblest currents, never
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shorUcircuitfed, nor exposed to great variations of temperature
will have a constant electromotive force E in volts at tempera-
ture f C. given according; to Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick’s
determination (if 1 B.A. uftit = *08661)1410

)
by the equation

E** 1’4»45{1- -00077 (rf-15)} .... (64)

The thethod employed by Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick in

the determination of the electromotive force of the Clark cell,

and the method of using the cell for purposes of graduation,
will be understood from Fig. 93. (For convenience Fig. 93
is here repeated.) Two LeclancluS cells M

\

and two resistance

“)—eti

Fig. 105.

boxes iV, 0
,
were joined in circuit. At two points in 0 were

attached two wires in one of which was placed the Clark cell P,
whioli was to be tested. These wires formed with a resistance

H a derived branch of the circuit of M including a mercury
reversing key Q, a Thomson reflecting galvanometer T

y
and a

resistance 8 of 1000 ohms.
In the earlier expeiiuicnts the galvanometer had in its coils a

resistance of about 200 ohms, but in later determinations it was
provided with a coil containing a much greater length of wire, so

that a higher sensibility was obtained.

The other arrangements connect3d with the circuit are the

battery A> the voltameters, and the current weigher as described

above (p. 398). One extremity of A was connected to earth

at L.
The main current from A after traversing the voltameters and

current weigher passes through the resistance R back to A. To
prevent undue heating by the electrolysing current, which was
about J ampere, the resistance R was constructed of bare german
silver wire wrapped round a frame of two parallel ebonite rods

kept apart by wooden bars, and was provided with stout copper
terminals which rested on the copper bottoms of cups //,K Riled

with mercury. The resistance R was 4*00699 B.A. units at

17
6
6 C. This was corrected for the difference between 17°6 0.

and the temperature of the atmosphere, and also for heating pro*
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duced by the current. It was found that a correcting factor

1*00041 had to be applied to take account of the latter effect.

In the first determinations the battery M was not used and the

electromotive force of P was balanced by the difference of poten-

tial existing between its terminals H and K, The adjustment to

balance was made by placing a high resistance-box in multiple

arc across R
f
between II and K, and unplugging resistance until

with the current flowing through the voltameters, no current

passed through T when the derived circuit was thrown in for

a moment.
The difference of potential between II and K was then obtained

from the resistance of the double arc now constituting R, and the

absolute value of the current given by the electrolysis. The
value of the current at the instant when P was balanced could be
obtained from the curves (Fig. 91) showing the results of the two
current weighings

;
and thus several determinations of electro-

motive force could be made in a short time.

In later determinations the balance was finally adjusted by in-

cluding in the derived circuit with P a part of the electromotive

force of the pair of Leclancbd cells. An independent comparison
of the electromotive force of the Leclanch^s with that of the
Clark cell, was made by balancing the Clark cell, in the manner
just described, by the difference of potential between two points

of a resistance in circuit with the Leclnnchtfr. This enabled the

i

>art of the balancing electromotive force supplied by the
^eclanchfo to be found from the known resistance intercepted

between the terminals of the derived circuit and the whole
resistance in N and O together, which was kept at 10,000 ohms.
The following values have been obtained by other experi-

menters for the electromotive force of a Clark cell at 16° C. :

—

Carhart 1*434 volts

Kahle (Zeitschrift fur Insfcrumentenkunde). 1*4341 „
Glazebrook and Skinner, Proc. R.S. 54 (1892) 1*4342 „

Standard cells of known electromotive force being available

they may be used for the graduation of voltmeters by the same
compensation method. A circuit is made of a battery A (Fig.

106) of storage or DanielPs cells, in series with resistances )?, §,
and the voltmeter G to be graduated. A battery of a suitable

number of standard cells has its terminals applied at the ex-
tremities of the variable resistance /?, and its circuit contains a
sensitive galvanometer 2?, and a key K. R or S is adjusted until

no current Hows through I) when the keyK is tapped (town for an
instant. When this is the case the electromotive force of C is

balanced by the difference of potential at the two ends ofR pro*
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duced by B. Hence the difference ofpotential in volts then existing

between the terminals of G is given (for a Clark's cell at 15° C.)

by the equation

F- 1-4345 ? (65)R

By this method, which is an application of PoggendorfPs
method of comparing the electromotive forces of batteries,

balance is obtained when no current is flowing through the
standard coll, and disturbance from polarization is altogether

avoided. It has been found very easy and convenient in

practice.

Some form of Daniell’s cell is easily set up, and though less

reliable is convenient for use as a standard when Clark cells are

not available. A well-known form is Raoult’s, which has the zinc

and copper solutions in separate vessels connected by a tube filled

with zinc sulphate and tied over the ends with bladder. This,

when made with a plate of pure zinc amalgamated with mercury
and a plate of electrolytically deposited copper, was found by
Lord Rayleigh to have an electromotive force of approximately
*7703 of that of a Clark cell.

A standard Daniell’s cell has been proposed by Sir W.
Thomson, which consists of a zinc plate resting at the bottom of
a glass vessel in a stratum of saturated zinc sulphate, and a copper
plate in a solution of copper sulphate of density 1 02, whioh has
been so gently formed in the stratum of zinc sulphate as to leave

F F 2

Raoult’s

Standard
Daniel!.

Thomson’s
Standard
Daniell.
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a clear surface of separation. The copper sulphate solution is

introduced by means of a glass tube dipping down into the
liquid and terminating in a tine point, which is bent into a hori-

zontal direction so as to deliver the liquid with as little disturb-

ance as possible. This tube is connected by a piece of india-

rubber tubing with a funnel, by the raising or lowering of which
the sulphate of copper cun be run into or run out of the cell. By
this means the sulphate of copper is run in when the cell is to be
used, and at once removed wiien the cell is no longer wanted.
The solutions should be kept in stock bottles and the cell set up
fresh when wanted.

Method of The standard Daniel Vs cell is very conveniently used along

,
Using with a Daniel i's battery in the manner represented in the

Standard diagram (Fig. 107). C is the standard cell, and B a battery of
Daniell.

from 30 to 40 small gravity Dnniells.* A circuit is formed of a

resistance box, the galvanometer 0 to be graduated, and the

battery B joined in series with the standard cell C. A sensitive

galvanometer D}
which may be a reflecting galvanometer, or any

* These can be very easily made by using large preserve-nots as con-

taining vessels, and placing at the bottom of each a copper disc of from

three to three and a half inches in diameter, in a stratum of saturated

copper sulphate solution, and a grating or plate of zinc a little below

the mouth of the vessel immersed in a solution of sine sulphate, of

density 1*2. The copper sulphate may be kept saturated by crystals

dropped into a glas? tube passing down through a hole in the zinc plate

to the copper. A copper wire well covered with gutta perclia should

be used as the electrode of the copper plate*
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very sensitive galvanometer of low resistance, has one terminal
attached at a point M between the battery and the standard cell,

and the other terminal through the key K to an intermediate

terminal L of the resistance box. The resistances in the box, on
the two sides of are adjusted until no current flows through
the galvanometer /), when the key K is depressed.

Let It be the resistance in the box to the right of Z, r the E. M. F. of

resistance of the cell 09
and G the resistance of the galvanometer. DanielTs

Then if V be the difference of potential, in volts, between the

terminals of the galvanometer,

V - 1*072
It -f- r

. . (66)

In practice a resistance of from 300 to 400 ohms is generally
required for It. The electromotive force of the standard cell was
determined by Prof. T. Gray and found to be 1*072 volts at

ordinary temperature. A determination of the electromotive
force of the same cell has also been made by Lord Rayleigh, who
found it to be *743 of a Clark cell, the electromotive force of
which was 1*4642 B.A. volts, nearly, at 16°. This would give
very approximately 1 068 true volts for the Daniell cell. It was
taken as ls)72 volts, as, notwithstanding the large battery in the
circuit, the total resistance is so great that there is very little

polarization. This method in fact is peculiarly well adapted for
the DanielTs cell, as the slight current flowing through serves to
keep its plates in a constant and fresh state. It is known as
LuinsdcrTs and also as BosscIia’k method of comparing electro-
motive forces.

The difference of potential, the magnitude of which is thus
obtained, is chosen such as to give a convenient deflection on the
instrument to ho graduated.*

* For further particulars regarding the graduation of instruments,
see the Author's smaller Treatise.



CHAPTER VIII

MEASUREMENT OF INDUCTANCES

Compnri- The subject of the experimental determination of

Indrotion- coefficients of induction, or, as they are now called,

inductance*, with one another, with known resistances,

Induct- and with electrostatic capacities, has attracted much
ances

* attention during the last fifteen years. This is a con-

sequence mainly, on the one hand, of the efforts that

have been made to obtain a more accurate determination

of the ohm, and of the ratio of the electromagnetic to

the electrostatic unit of quantity of electricity
;
and on

the other of the vastly increased importance given to

induction in electrical theory and practice by the enor-

mous development which has lately taken place in the

use of dynamos and especially of alternate-current

machines.

In what follows an attempt is made to describe the

various methods of comparison which have been devised,

giving in each case a fairly full account of the theory

of the method, and, if possible, an illustration of the

solution obtained by one or more examples of actual

experiments. We shall use Mr. Oliver Heaviside’s

term “ inductance
99

to signify what is generally denoted

by “coefficient of induction,” distinguishing where

necessary between mutual inductance and sclf-induct-
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ancc; but as self-induction is relatively more important,

and is much more frequently referred to than mutual

induction, we shall, where no ambiguity is likely to

arise, use the single word “ inductance ” in the sense of

“ coefficient of self-induction.”

It is convenient to consider in the first place some points of
general theory which are of importance in this connection. The
equations of varying currents in any conductor, or circuit of
conductors, are obtainable from the electrokinetic eneigy and the
dissipation function, when these are known, if only electrokinetic

phenomena are in question, or from these two expressions, to-

gether with, that of the electrostatic energy, if, as will be the
cose in some of the problems in the present Chapter, electrostatic

phenomena have also to be taken into account.

Equations of currents have been obtained above (p. 160) by
considering an assemblage of complete circuits as a dynamical
system; but similar equations are obtainable in precisely the
same way for the currents in the individual conductors of a
network, prov ded that instead of resistances, inductances and
electromotive forces in circuits, the resistances, inductances, self

and mutual, of the conductors, and the impressed differences of
potentials between their terminals are used. The only difficulty

is as to the meaning of the self-inductance of a conductor joining

two points in a circuit, or the mutual inductance of two such
conductors in the same or different circuits. But all such ques-

tions are resolved by adopting some proper mode of calculating

inductance [for example Neumann’s formula pp. 129, 171] which
enables the inductance of a conductor to be found as that of
a part of a circuit, in the sense that when the inductances of

the parts are calculated in this way they give the proper
value of the electro-kinetic energy of the circuit or circuits

for any possible arrangement of currents. A case in point is

that ot two or more coxU joined in multiple arc between two
points AB. The inductances for these Conductors are very
approximately those obtained by regarding the coils as made up of

so many complete circuits given in dimensions and position by
the turns of wire. In such coses the flux of magnetic indnetion

through the part of the circuit considered is definite and calcu-

lable, and different methods lead to the same result But there

are other cases, for example that of a Hertzian vibrator, in which
different processes lead to distinctly different values of the self-

inductance of the apparatus (see Chap. XIV. below).

General
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The difficulty here indicated is avoided by a device adopted
by Maxwell. A network is made up of a series of meshes or
u

cells, v in which each individual conductor, except those form-
ing the outer edge of the network, is common to two meshes.
Maxwell supposed a current to circulate round each mesh in the
same direction, so that the actual current in each conductor was
the difference of the* currents round, two adjoining meshes.
Thus each mesh is a closed circuit with its own current in it, and
the self and mutual inductances of the system are perfectly

definite, being those due to the various closed circuits each
supposed to carry unit current.

Taking the former method first let L, . . denote the self-

inductances of the different homogeneous conductors of the

system supposed linear y# . . . . ,
the currents in them,

M23, .... the mutual inductances of the conductors indicated

by the suffixes, then as at p. 185 the elcctrokinetic energy is

given by

hW+ 2 \ruM2 + . .

.

+ L,tf+ - • 0 • (1)

The dissipation function is

2Rkyk
*

(2 )

where 71* denotes the resistance of the conductor in which the

current is y*. If E he the electrostatic energy due to the charge
of condensers

E -licmrm (»)

where Cm is the capacity of a typical condenser of the system
changed to a difference of potential between its coating.

The effect of the electrostatic capacity of the conductors con-

cerned is something quite sensible, ami may in certain cases

he allowed for. When it can bo expressed, the part of the

electrostatic energy which depends on the capacity of the con-

ductors, enables the terms in (6)
below to be calculated.

By this expression, also, when it can be calculated for the

different parts of the conductors, the electrostatic capacities of

the connecting wires can be taken into account. In such cases,

however, the capacity can in general only be roughly estimated.

Bringing then into the account the electrostatic energy re-

garded as potential energy, we have to add to tho elcctrokinetic

applied force corresponding to the current jfo the electrostatic

force - dE/dy*'* Thus if Vu denote the difference of potential
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between the terminals of the conductor in which the current is

¥k the typical equation of current is

ddT ,dF =r BE
dt dyk tyk

k
tyk

(4)

Writing down the equntion of this type for the successive

homogeneous conductors taken in order round a circuit of a net-

work, and adding both sides of the equations, we get

dJBT BT
\j,

dl< dF
dt\9^j tyj+i / tyi tyj+i

+ ' <5)

where E is the total internal applied electromotive force in the

circuit., since we know that the latter is the sum of the differ-

ences of potential between the terminals of the successive
homogeneous conductors forming it. This equation may be
written

HWi+Vikl/k+RiM-E- Î. ... (6)

in which the summations are taken for all the conductors of the
circuit^considered.

This equation may be taken as the most general form of the
so-called “second law** which Kirchhoff first explicitly stated

for steady currents in a system of linear conductors. It will be
of constant use in what follows.

The principle of continuity, commonly called KirchhofPs first

law, is generally assumed for variable currents, and it is also

usual to assume, as has been done above, that at any instant the

magnetic force at any point due to a varying current in a circuit

is the same as would be produced by a steady current equal in

intensity to th.it which exists in the circuit at that instant. The
latter assumption is justified, for points which are near the

circuit, by the theory, confirmed now by experiment, of propa-

gation of electromagnetic action.

It does not seem to have been noticed that the principle of

continuity for a linear circuit can be deduced from the law of
magnetic force as follows. Let three wires meet at a point 0

\

then according to the principle of continuity the rate of flow

from the point must be exactly equal at any instant to the rate
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of flow to the point at the same instant. Let 0 be taken as the
centre of a small sphere, and let the wires pass through the
surface of the sphere at A

}
B

%
C (Fig. 108). Let a path be drawn

round the wire A on the sphere, then carried to B% then to C
nearly round it, and finally back to the point of starting from
so that a closed path is traced on the sphere, consisting of three
nearly closed curves described in the same direction round
A y By Cf and an infinitely nearly closed path A'> B\ Q, not
embracing any of the conductors. A magnetic pole carried round
the complete path will have no work done on it on the whole,
since the path does not really surround any conductor; in other
words, it could he shrunk to a point, without cutting through the
conductor, and the work done in carrying a pole round the
infinitely nearly closed path A\ B\ O also vanishes. [To see

this it is only necessary to conceive the path opened out into

an open loop, slipped back beyond the centre of the sphdfe and
then shrunk up.] But if ylt y2, y3 , be the currents in tho wires
at A % By Cy

all reckoned as inflowing, or nil as outflowing, the
work done on the pole in tho three paths closely surrounding the
wires is 4n(y

t + y% + y3 ), and thus must be zero, since the work
done round A' B‘ 0

*

is zero. Hence we have

4*r(yi + ya+ y*)=0
or

yi + yt + y^O (7)

that is the total current arriving at or flowing away from the

point at any instant is zero. The same thing can obviously be
proved in the same way for any number of conductors meeting at

a point.

Returning to the dynamical equations of currents, the equations
foT Maxwell's method of meshes, each carrying its own current,
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are easily written down* The quantities of electricity which have
flowed round the different meshes from any era of reckoning up
to the instant under consideration become the generalised con-
ductors, and their time-rates of variation, or the currents at that

instant, the corresponding velocities. If then Lv Zg,.. .denote

the self-inductances of the different meshes, each regarded as a

separate circuit, in which currents yv #2
,...fiow, Mw .#*3,...the

mutual inductances of the pairs of meshes indicated T>y the

suffixes, we have

T=Hr'Ji2 + *Vliy1h + ...) .... (8)

Again, if Jtjk denote the resistance of a conductor which adjoins

two meslies distinguished by the suffixes j and k,

(9)

These two equations with (3) above enable the equations of
currents for the difforent meshes to be written down. They are

thus of the type

i dJ+ *1= E - 0E
dt dyj djfj

'S
dyj

. . ( 10)

where Ej is the electromotive force in the circuit indicated by the

suffix j .

This method avoids the necessity for an explicit reference to

the principle of continuity, inasmuch as this principle is assumed
in the "statement of the method, and it is convenient for the
systematic working out of a complicated system

;
but with the

electrokinetic energy expressed in the above form, which is the
strictly accurate one when the generalised velocities are the

mesh- or cycle-currents, it is not convenient for the derivation
of equations from which the inductances of given conductors are

to be obtained. In these applications, however, it is usual to

.modify the form of the electrokinetic energy by writing it

y*)
s + Mhw*) (yi - ym)\ . . (li)

where fan is the self-inductance of the conductor common to the

two cycles indicated by the suffixes, and M(jkXin) the mutual in-

ductance between that conductor, and the conductor common to

the two meshes indicated by the suffixes /*». But this merely

amounts to using the first method after all. In general it is

quite easy to write down the equations for the different conduc-

tors from (4) for the first method, applying the principle of
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continuity mentally ;
and as only one symbol is required foi the

current in each conductor, the fiibt method has the advantage of

greater brevity of expression.

Compaii- The comparison of inductances comprises fivo problems

Zut w**h which \vc shall deal in succession : the comparison

rues
j (1) of two mutual inductances, (2) of two self-induct-

ances, (3) of a mutual inductance with a self-inductance,

(4) of a mutual or self-inductance with a resistance,

(5) of a mutual or self-inductance with an electrostatic

capacity.

Conipau- Of the first problem the following solution has been

T&S 0^ by Cbik Maxwell. Let Aa, J 4 ,
(Fig. 109) bo

Indiu t-

atices.

Maxwell’s

Method.

In. I OP

the two coils, the mutual inductance J/
J4
between which

is to be compared with that between two other coils

Av A 2
. A

r
and A

2, As
and A

4
are placed opposite one

another at the required distance in the case of each

pair. A circuit is made up of Av A4 , a battery and a

make-and-break key K\ while Av A3 are joined up as

a secondary circuit to which the former is the primary,

and a branch containing a galvanometer is made to join

two points 1\ Q,
on this latter circuit.
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The resistances^, J?3 of the coils Jv A3 , respectively,

with any additional resistance included with the coil in

each case up to PQ, are adjusted by adding resistance

coils from boxes, until there is no current through the

galvanometer when the battery circuit is made or

broken, and are then compared by means of a Wheat-

stone’s bridge or other convenient method. We have

then

__
-^3

(12)

To increase the sensibility of this and similar methods,

some arrangement such as Ayrton and Perry's secokm-

meter, described below, for successively making and

breaking the battery circuit, and sending the successive

integral flows through the galvanometer in the same

direction, must be adopted.

To prove the condition (12) let T'v be tho self-inductances

of the coils Av L the self-inductance of the battery circuit,

and r that of the galvanometer. Then if u be the battery

current at any instant, .r, y, the currents in the same direction

round A, respectively, the current through the galvanometer
is /-y, and the elechokinetic energy of the system is given by
the equation

i \Lu2 + Z|./* + /tf* + r(j-y) 2 + 2J/1S u* + 2Afuiy} . (13)

If R bo the resistance of tho battery circuit, G the resistance

of the galvanometer, wo get for tho dissipation function

F=y<rW+ Ri^ + Rtf + Gtf-y)2
]. . . (14)

Since the impressed electromotive forces corresponding to £, y,
aio zero, wo nave by (1)

dF iSJ dF^
dtdJc

+
d.t ’ dtd§

Ratio of

Induct*
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as Ratio
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ances.
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Hence by (13) And (14)

Zj* + f (i -y) + M12 u + Rxx + G (i-y)= 0

Lty - r {x -y) + J/34 u + A»y - 0 (* -/)- 0,

or, integrating and writing ar for and taking account of the

fact that y, i, y, #, are initially zero, we obtain two equations
which may be written

{
(£. + r) i + n

v+ 0)*+ (z,* + Ri)s + .VB «=0

-(ra+ '')-+(,4+ *-V +J,“
i-°

y as)

Eliminating y between these we obtain an equation of the
form

Az + Bz -f- Cz= D'u -f Eu

where A
,
Ji, (7

, A 2? arc constants.

Soon after completion of the primary circuit the current in

the secondary will have died out. Then the last equation
becomes

Cz^Ey (16)

where y is the steady current in the primary. By inspection of

(15) it is easy to sec that

C—R^ (A + G) + R
x
G

t
J/34 R\ — J/|2 7£a.

Thus (16) becomes, since z=*x—y

x-vz* flj—A/ii R*
* R% (R\ + (?) +A & (160

(17)

Hence if z (-x—y)-Q,
jl/34

__
R$

ltx

the relation stated above.

It is to be noticed that if at each constant, and this

relation be fulfilled, D=0, that is by (15)

/io\
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Thus the ratio RJRX
is also the ratio of the self-inductances,

if the arrangements be such that no current whatever passes in

eithor direction through the galvanometer.

It is sometimes important, as Lord Rayleigh has pointed out,*

that this last condition, and in other cases a similar one if it

exist. should be fulfilled in order that the method may be an
absolutely null one. Very frequently unless the galvanometer-

needle is of very long period it shows considerable uneasiness

even if the condition for zero integral current is fulfilled. The
fulfilment of (18) or a corresponding condition may be brought
about by the insertion of self-inductance in addition to that

associated with the conductors employed as resistances.

The experiment may be arranged with a derived Comj>ari-

branch on both the primary and the secondary circuit, ^Mutual
0

as shown in Fig. 110, and the galvanometer in the Induct*

ances.

circuit of one of the coils as A,. Let the resistance of Modifies-

. ,
tion oi

the coil A
2
and connections to the right of AB be J?2 , Maxwell

the resistance to the left of AB Rv the resistances
Method,

similarly to right and left of CD Rv Rs (Rx
including

the resistance of the galvanometer), the resistance of the

derived branch on the primary R, of the derived branch

on the secondary S.

British Association Report, 1883.
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Ratio of

Induct-

ances in

Terms of

Resist-

ances.

With this arrangemei>t when no current through the

galvanometer is produced on depressing or rai&iug the

battery key the relation

Jfu S(EfXd • (19)

holds. Thus the mutual inductances are opposite in

sign, that is the coils must be joined up so that the

induced electromotive forces in the secondary circuit are

opposed. In the test therefore the coils are joined up

in this way, and the resistances are adjusted until no

deflection of the galvanometer needle is produced by

making or breaking the battery circuit.

Particular If Ji = x . that is if there is no derived branch on the
Cftsvs

primary, the relation (1!)) becomes

_ J/,4 _ /<!'., + 8
Mn 8

In this case, since numerically J/u >Mri , the galvano-

meter must he placed on that side of CD on which the

induction is the weaker.

IfS= *, that is if there is no derived branch on the

secondary,

_ Ji

(21 )

If, for the coils in the positions of Fig. 110,

numerically, (21) becomes — M
XJMU = iZ/(/i + H

4\

Theory of Let u be the current at any instant through the battery, and
Method, therefore through J41

u' the current at the same instant through

Ap then the current in AH is »- H Denoting now by LIt /,4 , Z,

the inductances of the three parts into which the primary circuit
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ij divided, namely J,, and tlie derived branch AH, by 1! the
inductance of the derived branch CD,

we have

T= h !Z*a + + l'(x~if+W-+IW + L (i- k'f

+ 2Muu'.i+2.Vtiiy\. . . . (22)

/•=
i \J{^ + R3f + 8 (i-if +W+ R*'1 + R{«~ S')-" (23)

where i, j denote as before the currents inA, A-

The equations of currents obtained from these and integrated
over any interval from an instant just before the contact was
made or broken, with attention to the fact that the initial values
of the variable quantities are all zero, give equations which can
be wiitten in the form

(<Z + Z') t + />’, + A’j + *v)./+ Mu «'=0

— (Z' + .S') j + |
(// + Zj) —

^
+ A’jy + Mu u—

0

Elimination ofy from these gives an equation of the form

M + iU + Cc= Du + JM' + Eh + h'*'.

If the vurrents have become steady this reduces to

(\r = Ey + E'y\

where s is the time-integral of the current which has passed meter

.

through the galvauometer, and y, y are the steady currents in

the battery and the coil J.,. Hence y’*=yJi/(Jt + i?»), and

Equations
of Cur-
rents.

Integral

Current
through
Galvano-

a-(*+ ‘sh)’' • • • • <25)

Now by (24)

£=-MmS, /?- - I/,. (R,+ S).

Hence (25) becomes

, + JQ + MuR (It3± .V)
(2b

„
"

(/?i+N.):(/f,+5)(j(1 + a)-m y ’ * ’ 1 *

a aVOL. II.
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If .r ~0 this gives at once

-M* K(**+ V
Mv,

“ *V(A* + JL)
( '

the condition (19) above for no integral current through the

galvanometer.

Ayrton As stated above, the sensibility of these methods may hi*

and greatly increased by using successive reversals of the battery

Perry's ‘current} with a proper arrangement for commutating the inductive
Secohm- flows through the galvanometer. An excellent contrivance for
meter, this purpose has been provided by Professors Ayrton and Perry

in the Secohmmeter. This is an arrangement of two rotary

commutators, worked by the same spindle, one for periodically

interchanging the points to which the galvanometer terminals

are attached, the other for reversing the battery circuit. Each of

these commutators, as will be seen from the diagrammatic sketches

(Fig. 1 12) showing the mode of using the instrument, consists of
four brushes pressing on a cylindrical surface made up of two
nearly seinicylindrical metal pieces separated by insulating

material. The relative times of reversal by the two commuta-
tors can be adjusted to suit the purpose for which it is to be used.

The spindle can be driven by a handle or by any convenient

small motor. For a given speed of driving, two speeds of the
commutators can be arranged for. With one there are rather

more than eight, and with the other twenty-four, reversals

effected by each for one turn of the handle or driving pulley.

The speed of the driving handle or pulley is governed by a fly-

wheel.

Use of For example, the instrument can be applied to the comparison
Secohm- of two mutual inductances by the methods just described. The
meter for battery commutator is arranged to reverse the battery circuit at

Compari- an instant when the galvanometer circuit on the secondary is

son of complete. An induction-flow takes place through the instrument
Mutual unices the proper adjustment of resistances has already been
Induct-

lnade. After the battery current has reached its steady value}
onces.

t jie galvanometer terminals are reversed by the commutator
preparatory to a second reversal of the battery. The flow due to

induction in this second case thus takes place through the

instrument in the same direction as before, and so on us the
commutator revolves. If the period of rotation is small in com-
parison with that of oscillation of the needle, the result is to give
a steady deflection equal to that which would be produced by a
current equal to n//, where n is the number of reversals of the

Condition
for Zero
Value.
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battery per second, and <7 the quantity of electricity which passes

at each of them.
The sensibility therefore increases with the speed of rotation ;

but iu the present application, as in all others in which only the

integraljioio through the galvanometer, taken over the interval of

variation of battery current, vanishes for certain experimental
arrangements, the speed must not be so great as to prevent the

battery current from reaching its steady value between each pair

of reversals. In cases in which the method is really tl null ” the

speed may he made as high as is thought desirable.

M. Hrillouin* has carried out some careful comparisons of
mutual inductances by these methods. He used ( 1 ) a derived

branch on the primary, (2) a derived branch on the secondary
(with in each of these cases the galvanometer in series with one
of the coils in the secondary), (3) tho galvanometer in the de-
rived branch on the secondary. We give here a short account
of experiments ( 1 ) and (3).

The derived branch in (1) was made up of a resistance box
reading to fractions of an ohm. As its coils were not wound
double it was placed at a distance from the rest of the apparatus.

The galvanometer used had a resistance of 900 ohms and was
an astatic needle mirror instrument. It was provided with a damp-
ing vane of wire gauze, and was enclosed in a case to shield off

air currents. The observations were made in the ordinary way
by means of a telescope and attached scale placed at a distance

of 1 metre from the mirror.

The connecting wires were carried along side by side to reduce
their external action as nearly as possible to zero.

As the galvanometer was not sensitive enough to enable
measurements to be made satisfactorily with a single make or

break, a rotating commutator driven by a Gramme motor was
arranged, so that in each turn it ( 1 ) connected the galvanometer
with the secondary circuit, (2 ) closed the primary circuit, (3)
short circuited the galvanometer, (4) opened the primary,
Tho secondary circuit was kept closed permanently and the

galvanometer received only the transient current at each closing

of the primary. About 10 impulses were given to the needle per

second, and a permanent deflection was thus produced.
The coils used were first a pair consisting of an exterior coil

made of a cable of twenty insulated wires lightly twisted together,

surrounding an internal bobbin of somewhat thick wire. The
mutual inductance between the internal bobbin and each of the

twenty strnnda of the other was the same. 3/ say. A commutator

* Th\>w8 Prtmik'e* la Famlte d<x Scknccs rfc Paris, 188*2.

GO 2

M. Bril-

louiu’s

Experi-
ments.

Arrange-
ment of

Apparatus
with

Derived
Branch on
Primary.

Rotating
Commu-
tator.

Descrip-
tion of

Coils com-
pared.
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enabled any number p of the strands to be opposed to the lest,

so that the coefficient of induction between the two bobbins was
reduced to (20 - 2p)M, The wires however being kept in series

the resistance did not vary.

The maximum mutual inductance of these coils will be denoted
by J/l2.

In experiments (1) of which results are quoted below a pair of
cods was used of mutual inductance intermediate (for the
positions adopted) between the maximum and minimum induct*

ances of the apparatus just described* We shall denote the
mutual inductance of these coils by Mi4

.

A pair of coils used in experiments (3) consisted of a very
carefully wound bobbin of thick wire 19 chw. long, and 10 cms.
in internal, 12 tnw. in external diameter, placed concentrically

with a small coil of length 4*7 cm?*, and internal and external

diameters I cm., 5 cms. respectively. The latter bobbin could
he turned round through any required angle hv means of an
index and divided circle. The external coil being long, the two
coils had a coefficient of mutual induction proportional to the

cosine of the inclination of the axe*.

The coefficient of induction between these coils in any given
relative positions will he denoted by

Results of The following are the results of the experiments made with
Expen* different fractions // of Ml£t and no derived branch on the
inents. secondary. The ratio of the coefficients comes out as shown in

(21) in terms of the resistance ]{ of the shunt on the primary,
and Ji2 the resistance of the cod Atm Fig 109, R2 was corrected
to agreement at the temperature of experiment with the box
from which R was taken.

A Temp. R
ft + Kt

It. V*

1 15- e. 68-5 ±0'1 1*671 1*671
0*9 ‘ U'2 „ 91*10*1 1*500 1*666
0*8' 147 „ 138-9101 1-338 1*672
0*8

l

14* „ 139-2 10-1 1-330 1*662
0*8 14-2 „ 137-6101 1*333 1*666

i I

Mean 1*667

A set of experiments was also made with the same arrange-
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went, and at one temperature 12°-6C. with hMn<Mw The
ratio in this case comes out in terms of the resistance if4 of the

coil and any non-inductive resistance in series with it, and
the resistance if of the derived branch. R

A
was that of the

bobbin together with a resistance seven times as great,

making /£,* 18*49 ohms in all.

The results are given in the table.

h n
it

« + «

4

Mn 1

01 3(50 •1(5(53 1*6(53

0*2 0 35 *33(5 1*680
0*2' 0*33 ' *335 1*675 '

0 1-f02 18(52
,

*5017 1-672
|

0*1 4- 0*2'

0*2 + 0 2'

18*70 *5028 167(5

37 5
|

*6(59 1-672

0*1 4. 0*2 4- 0*2' 02*7 *833(5 i 1*667

o:> 92 :> •8334
j

1*667

These results give by addition for the values 1, *9, *8, of //

used in the former set of experiments

Xuljru=VK09 9J/12/J/34= 1*504, •8Jfia/J/'34=l-334

which closely agree with the values of then found.
A 6ot of experiments was also made with the galvanometer Experi-

included in a derived branch on the secondary according to the meats by
arrangement of which the theory is given above p. 445. Maxwelrs
The galvanometer was a very sensitive astatic instrument of Method,

the Thomson pattern with a coil of 7,000 ohms resistance. The
f
coils, which were the two pairs alieady described, were at

distances of only about 21 metres from the galvanometer, but
were placed in such positions that the direct action of each on
the needle was zero. They could be turned through 10° from
these positions without producing any sensible action. The
induced currents in the small bobbin of the second pair of coils,

was found to produce no direct effect upon the needle in any
position in which the bobbin was used.

All the joining wires had their outgoing and return parts

together and were carefully insulated.

The primary circuit contained a battery of 10 DanielPs ceils; Method of
and the rotating commutator was not employed, as the galvan- Experi-
ometer was sufficiently sensitive to show a single impulse when menting.
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Effect of

CuiTents

in

Suspended
Metal
Vane

:

Elimina-

tion of

Disturb-

ances.

Results of

Experi-

ments.

the integral current through it was not zero.
#

For the final

adjustment the deflections were amplified by closing and opening
the circuit when the Tteedle was passing through zero alternately

in opposite directions. Any want of perfect adjustment mani-

fested itself by the aggregate effect of the successive exceedingly

small impulses thus given, since these all tended to increase the

kinetic energy of the needle.

But for balance in these circumstances it is necessary that the

effects on the needle-system of completing the circuit and of

breaking the circuit should both be zero, it was found at first

that, while making the circuit produced no effect, breaking it

always produced a slight impulse. This M. Brillouin traced to

inductive action between the coils and the metallic vane attached

to the needles for the purpose of damping. This induction

depended on the law of variation of the induced current in the

coils ami took place notwithstanding the fact that the integral

current at break was zero as well as that make. By placing a

condenser across the primary circuit and the make and break

key, tiie law of variation of the current could be altered ; and it

was found that a corresponding change took place in the deflec-

tion. The electromagnetic action between the induced currents

in the vane and the inducing current in the coils clearly ought
to cause such effects as those observed.

It was found that this action had a maximum for any position

of the needles when the capacity of the condenser was *25 micro-

farad, and that when the name was quite symmetrically placed

relatively to the coils the effect always vanished. A condenser
of this capacity was therefore applied, and the position of the

needles adjusted by the directing magnet until tho effect was
zero. The experiment was then made, and the method of
multiplication used for the deflections, with certainty that the

effect of make was exactly equal and opposite to that of break.

By (12} above we have

ji.;

In the experiments made A3
was constant and * 974 2 ohms,

while Mi was made un of a constant part 1264*1 ohms, and
a variable part r. The results of one set of experiments are

given in th$ table. The fourth column is calculated by taking

the fraction h of the sum of the results in column 3, and indicates

the closeness of agreement of the results.
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h r

*1/,,

V #

*

// u12

-V'i
I

(Mean value from i

last col.).

0-1 191 ±0-5 1-493 ±001 1-491

0 2 1039±3 2*9H0±003 2*981

0 2' 1C40±3 '
sl-981 ±’003 2*981

o-:> 599 1± 3 7-150+ 003 7-4r>2

The following method of comparing two self-induc-

tances is due to Clerk Maxwell.* The two coils the

inductances, L>, of which are to be compared are

placed in adjacent branches, AC, AD, of a Wheatstone

bridge (Fig. Ill), and balance is obtained for steady

currents by properly adjusting the (non-inductive)

resistances Ji, S of the branches OB, DB. If the resist-

ances of the branches AC, AD be P, Q respectively,

* EL ami Ma/j. Vol. ii. p. 367. (Second Edition.)

Compari-
son of

Two Self-

Induct-
ances.
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aud the inductances of the branches CH, DD are

negligible, the relation fulfilled when the balance is

attained is, as we know, PH — Q]i. If besides this the

relation

be fulfilled, there will be also balance for transient

currents, and no deflection of the needle will be pro-

duced when, the galvanometer branch CD being com-

plete, the battery circuit is made or broken. Or the

coils may be placed in AC\ Cll so that L
x

is associated

with P and L
2

with 11 ; then balance is obtained

when

A secohmmoter may be used, a> shown in Fig. 112 to

increase the sensibility. Balance for induction cur-

rents is simply tested for by rotating the commutators.

The arrangement of the apparatus will be obvious from

the diagmm.

Thcovy of To prove (27) and (27') ue w rit«* down by (6) the equations of

Method, cunents of the circuit** A( DA, < HIM . putting r, (S
f
for the self-

inductance and resistance of the galvanometer, Lv f»>j the

inductances of the branches ( /?,/;/*, J for the ounent in A (
, //

for that from C to />, and it for that in the hatteiy at any
instant. The equations arc by (fy

Eiuatious i
x
> + /v + r> + 0<i -Ll {n-y)-q

a

, -/'«<» »

Cnrrents. M* -j) ~W" “ T+9) ~ •?(* - > +.0 - ty - Vf=0 /

Integrated over the w hole period of variation of currents these
equations become, since there is finally zero current in CI)

}
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U‘+Q)r + 0</ ^Qu + J
./ y

J

pi— ol r • (29)

(/{+ S) (G + /t + S)y=Su+ I

where a, f/
t
u denote tlie quantities of electricity which have

flowed through At
,
CD, ,and the battery, respectively, in the

interval of integration, y denotes the steady current through the

battery, and for the steady current in the branch AC has been

put its value yQ'(P+Q). .

Tin* lontinunua* linos represent permanent connections lurid* instrument, tlie

dotted line'. tempoi«ir> connections, bridge, Ac.

Flo. 112.

Elimination of .rfrom (29) gives

,v *1 ‘6{P+ V+ A +*V) + (/’+ $> (tf+ 5)1

(30)
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Condition
for Zero
Integral

Flow
through
Galvano-
meter.

Sensibility

of

Arrange.
ment.

Hence in order thaty may be zero we must have

or if Z4
bo negligible

the relation stated above.

It is to be noticed that if Z, be negligible in comparison with
the other inductances, and P be finite, bnLam e will be obtained
if the resistances Jx\ S are such tlmt

/
'-' +

l
' _ -4 =o. . .

(31')

V
~

/{ s

Tins result will ho of use in commotion with the comparison of

a mutual inductance with a self-inductance.
We may now shortly investigate the sensibility of the arrange-

ment. If r be the ie»*istane«* of the battery !>rancii JR, the

resistance of t ho whole circuit for steady cm rents is evidently

t + PQ, (

P

+ <l) + AS (R + *V), or since 7»N= QR}
r+ S' P + R)

(R+Sj. If R l»e the electromotive force of the battery

y « R
\
r + S(P+R]

(R+S)\.

Thus (30) becomes with a little reduction

-i:

/,,
- r

{/•+ * + /(n-|)J |“ (• + £) + ''(> + *))

(32)

If the ratio R S(-P,'Q) be taken as fixed, and 7* and (r given,

R is to be taken so that the denominator, 1) say, of this expres-

sion for y may be a minimum. Denoting R'S by p, we have

0«5*'(l +^) + C(l+pj(r(P+ !) + /»+ A}

Calculating (ID/dR from this and equating it to zero we
find

f»>+ P{p+ l)
(33)
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If the condition (31), and the relation 1^- LjLt—Q, are

fullilled, the difference of potential between C and D is always
zero and therefore not only is there no integral flow from C to I),

hut the current at each instant is zero. This may be seen as

follows. Assuming that the difference of potential at any
instant is zero, there will be no current through the galvanometer.

Hence
Llj+ !>., = Jn (n-.e) + Q{i-;c),

and
L j.r -f* JRs~ />4 (it — ./') -f- S (it — .<).

Conditions
that

Galvano-
meter

Current
may be
always
Zero.

Eliminating it from these equations we get the relation

(L3Lz
- Lt

Lt) + (i3 (? + l.,R- Z,.y- L,P)J +m - 7>
iS').i'=0

which must hold fur all values of .r, die dt
,
*l-J/dt~. Hence we

must have in the lirst place,

(JR - PS = 0

the condition for balance in the cn^e of bteady currents.

Equating the coefficient of dJjdi to zero, and using the relation

QR—PS we get

/'
1 _ _ J't _L.

/'*=0,
/> V It

T S

which is the condition [(31)] that there should be no integral

flow through the galvanometer at make (or break) of the battery

circuit.

Lastly, equating the coefficient of dV'jdf1 to zero, we lind

/0Z3
- ZjZ

4
»0 (34)

which shows that if € and I) are kept at one potential always, Use of
the inductances of the branches of the bridge must fulfil a rela- Telephone
tion precisely similar to that fulfilled by the resistances when
there is balance for steady currents. The relations (31) and (34)

Wheat-

must he fulfilled by the inductances in order that a telephone 8

may be used in a Wheatstone*# bridge. When the telephone ,inatSs

was first introduced it was thought by many experimenters that
by using a telephone and intermittent currents the Wheatstone’s
bridge method of testing could be made much more sensitive.

As a matter of fact there can he silence in a telephone substi*
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tilted for a galvanometer in a Wheatstone's bridge, only if the

inductances are balanced as well as the resistances by being
made to fulfil the relation (34).

If Zs , Z4, are negligibly small each term of (34) vanishes! and
the only condition" to be fulfilled by the inductances is then (31)

which takes the form

k Q

The converse proposition however that if this condition, or

in the more general case (31) and (34), he fulfilled, the current

through the galvanometer is always zero is not proved. But
if the points ClK are not joined by a wire, and the conditions

be fulfilled. Cl) will, it has just been shown, be at the same
potential during the whole interval of variation of the currents.

Hence, if at any instant during that interval a conductor, of any
resistance and inductance, be supposed applied between C and
I), no current would start in it, since there would be no differ-

ence of potential between its extremities. Thus, with fulfilment

of the condition, varying flow in the network, with zero current

in Cl), is physically possible, and is the solution of the problem,
otherwise there would be more than one solution, and this we
know to be impossible if the currents can be regarded as a

dynamical system.

oM-he*
^ie Prac^ce *he method the battery key is

Method, depressed first, then the galvanometer key, and balance

is obtained in the ordinary way for steady currents.

Then a test of balance is made for variable currents by

putting down the galvanometer key first and observing

whether there is any sudden deflection to one side or

the other when the battery key is depressed.

If there is, the resistances 11, S are unaltered, and

balance for steady currents restored by adding non-

inductive resistance to the coils in AC, AD. Then

a test is made for an induction deflection as before, and

if necessary a further change in R, S is made, and so on.

Balance for steady currents is, at each step of the

adjustment, obtained before a test for the variable cur-
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rents is made, and thus confusion between a transient

and a steady deflection is avoided.

The repeated adjustments necessary in this method

render it troublesome in the above form. The following

modification of it, due to Prof. C. Niven,* overcomes

this difficulty. One of the coils say that of inductance

L and resistance P is made one arm of a Wheatstone

bridge (Fig. 113), and. balance is obtained with resist-

ances (/, It, S which form the other three branches.

The other coil of inductance II and resistance Q is then

inserted at FI), and balance is restored by inserting a

non-inductive resistance P at EC. Non-inductive

resistance K, is then inserted between E aud F until

there is no induction current in the galvanometer, when
putting down the battery key produces no current

through the previously completed circuit of the galvano-

meter. When this is the case

L (K+P+V)R

* Phil. Mag. Sept. 1887.

Niven’s
Modifi-

cation of
Maxwell'-*

Method.

. . (35)
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Theory of Let at any instant it be the current through the battery, 7 the
the current from A to E, y that from C to J)f

i that from E to F\
Method* then the other currents, are, ill EC Jr - i, in FI) it - ./* + z, in CB

x-$-z,\\\bBu - Z-fy + c. We get then by (G) from the

three circuits AEFA, Et'DFE, CBUC

\

the following equations of

currents in which r, (j, denote respectively the inductance and
resistance of the branch Cl).

Lr + ZV+ A i -
<? (« - 7)—

0

:)+ t> + oy - 7/(* -.1 + .•) - q (H-J + Ac-n

(/i-/ + v + i)-ry-6?y=0.

Integrating these from an instant just before closing the

circuit of the battery to the steady htate, denoting the steady

currents in AE uudt lie battery b\ ./> and y respectively, sml
remembering that tite adjustments have been supposed so made
that the steady currents in Et\Ll>, are mo, we g**t

(P+ V).r+ A:**Q'u ~tia
j

''\v+il" + ty*-m+P + h):-'lu+l. (?-•'*) •
. (30)

- (</+ /r+ -y>/ + (/t +.S).r~(E+ s) z-Au j

Integral Hence ifA denote the determinant of this s\ stem of equations,

we get by elimination of s andy

Currents.
| Q n - /7„ V 4- (j\ A

Ajf-|^ + A«y -Z if /
y+V. -(^'+«+ A ) »

I <v«, /f + *s -(«+ •*; I

Expression Expanding this determinant (first simplifying it by adding
forlnte- the second column to the third;, remembering that since

gral P,q - p')Q «, tf'.y, the redations (,

R

+ S)(f - (ZJ + y')'V,

Ciuyent in (Z"+ Q)S » (7f+ A1

)#, hold, and putting (y - 7,) 7, « /f.A;
Caivano- > * ytAR+ tf) we find
meter.

'

Ay-yKA' + Z'+^iZA'-A^}. . . . (37)

If the right hand side be zero, and, as will generally be the case,

the determinant A does not vanish, y must be zero. Hence in

order that there tnay be no integral current through the

galvanometer, it is necessary and sufficient that as stated in (35)

l {K+P+<?)R
T: * ks
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If r denote the tesistauce of the battery branch AH, we easily
hoe, taking account of the relations P/Q' = P'lQ = fVS

\

that the
resistance of the wlioln circuit for steady currents is

r+m+V + Sj.(/{ + >Sj,

- (A'+ 1>+ q) \<;s+ (v +
Kq
K+r + q

,)(<?+At+-V);

Hence putting E for the electromotive force of the batten we
have y = E Jr + W A + Q + ty')

(A* + A’), and instead of (36)

m;
t — E

AS
A + P 4 V'

t
WW)+/f (?+<?'+ .V)! \os+ir Cr+J{+S)

(37';

in which //"is written for <? + A'£'/(A -f-

i

> + ty')

If /> denote the denominator in this expression, then in order

that the arrangement may be as sensitive .is possible Dili must
he made a minimum. _ For simplicity let P = P* = Q, M= S.

Then S is to he so chosen that D/S shall be a minimum. Tlus
by the ordinary method is found to he the case when

wJ*r+Q+<y)OF
•s “

ff + air
(3)

This comparison may also be effected by means of a

differential galvauometer. The two coils of inductances

Lv L,
2
and resistances 22, , i2

s ,
are joined as shown in the

diagram with non-inductive adjustable resistances, and

balance is obtained for steady currents without the

cross-conductor of resistance S. It is plain that if, as

we suppose, the resistance of each coil of the galvano-

meter is the same (G), and their effects on the needle

are equal for equal currents, the additional resistances

Kv R„ (including connections) must be equal to 22
8, JB,

respectively. If E be the electromotive force and rthe

468

Arrange-
ment of

Bridge for

Sensi-

bility.

Compari-
son oi

Two
Induct-
ances by
Differen-

tial

Galvano-
meter.
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*

resistance of the battery the steady current in each coil

is

E _ E
7

JH[+ R\ + 0 4- 2> E> + R', + G + 2r

E
A’i + R, + G + 2r • m

The cross conductor is then applied at the points ot

junction 1\ Q, and the balance for steady currents is again

tested and if found to be disturbed is restored by slightly

shifting one or both of the contacts 1\ <>. The resistance

8 is then adjusted until there is no deflection of the

needle on depression of the battery key. When this

adjustment has been made the relation is fulfilled

fi, 1R, + 8
1 S! 1

l
2

s m
Theory of If i, y, be the currents from P, Q, tespectively, to tlie gal-

Method. vonotneter, £ that from P to Q through the cross-connection, tlie

current arriving from the battery is x+ £ at P%
and y - z at

Q. Hence if r he the inductance of each galvanometer coil, M
their mutual inductance, and the inductances of other parts of
the circuits )>e negligible, the equations of currents for the
circuits APGTSA , AQGFA, APQA ore by (6)
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I> + Ms + £,(*+ *) + {Rx+ R\ +0)* + r (£+$) + liKi
=K

ty 4" M.r -f- Lgj/ + (if2 •+ R-> + y + '' (•? + j) — R'^=E

A, (x + *) + Si + /f, (r + ) - R't (f- i)=0.

Integrating {lie first two of these equations over the rite of

the current in each circuit from zero to the steady value y9
and

subtracting the second integral from the firBt we get since

H.\ l== It2t 1^% ~ It

i

(£, -L£) y + (R1 + R2 + V) (.r - y) + ( It, + It'*) c=0 . (41)

Also the third equation integrated gives

Liy + ^(1-1) + (2^ + S)z=Q . . . . (42)

Substituting in (41) the value of £ given by (42) and solving

for r~y we obtain

,._ u= (2Rl + S)Li ~SLi __
‘ 9 2R

t
(Ri +G) + S(Ri + lt2+G)

(43)

In order that this may be zero we must have

h * Vh +JV
l2 8 *

.

* (44)

The value ]£t(Iti + R2 + 6’+ 2/*) substituted for y in (43)
gives

« (2RX + ti) U-SLt"y
"l&k (**+«)+.?(/?,+

A

2+ 0)\ (R^R^+G+ir)
(45)

The resistances ff,, /(2 are fixed, and in practice 0 a’so is

given. If the galvanometer is too sensitive the magnetic field

at the needles may he increased in intensity, or the coils may he
shunted provided the shunt is precisely.the same in inductance
(if any) and resistance in both cases. The flow through each
coil will, if S' be the resistance of the shunt, be simply

(»-y) S'ftG + 8), as it would be if the galvanometer coils and
shunt had no inductance.

Maxwell has also given the following method of com-

paring the mutual inductance M of two coils with the

self-inductance of one of them. One of these coils, Cv
vor.. II. H H

Equations
of

Currents.

Effective

Current in

Differen-

tial (Jalva-

nometei.
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Compuri. of inductance L
i (> M) is included in the branch AC

Mumal (Fig. 115) of a Wheatstone bridge, and the other coil,

twee of
°* t^ie

l*
a*r *s joined up with the battery in the

Two coil* branch AB. The galvanometer is in the branch CD.

Itodirct*"
I<et F, Q, B, S be the resistances of the branches AC,

ance of A D, CB, DU, and let balance be obtained for steady

then! currents so that BS = QJt. Then if the coils be properly

placed the ratio P Q=JliS can be so adjusted that there

is no varying current through the galvanometer, and the

relation

. (40)

is fulfilled if tho inductances of the other branches are

negligible, or are balanced in the manner described

below.

In order that the bridge may be balanced for both
steady and varying currents, the coils must be so placed
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that the inductive actions in the branch AC are opposed,

and the resistances adjusted until no deflection is pro-

duced on depressing or raising the battery key. After

each alteration of the ratio P/Q or B/S balance for steady

currents must be restored before testing for varying

currents. To avoid the repeated adjustments necessary

in this process, a non-inductive coil is joined between

A and B
,
and varied in resistance until no deflection is

obtained on depressing or raising the battery key after

the galvanometer circuit has been completed. The

presence of this coil does not affect the balance for

steady currents, so that when PS has once been made
equal to QR, this adjustment is not disturbed. Now if

W be the resistance supplied by this coil and E the

point in it at the potential of C, D
,
it is divided into

two parts AE, EB by the point E the resistances of

which are Q W j (Q + S ), S \V f (Q + S). Since if we

please E may be taken as in contact with 1) the former

of these may be regarded as a shunt on AD, bringing

it down to the resistance Q W/(Q -f S -f IK), which gives

by (46) the relation

l +*>*+*). . (47)

It will be noticed that there ia«pant of generality of

application in this method, inasmuch as both (46) and

(47) require that L>M. It has been pointed out by

M. Brillouin that the method is made perfectly general,

and the relation between L and if simplified by putting

the coil Cj in the shunt branch between A and B,

Balance for steady currents is fiist obtained, and then

H H 2

Avoidance
of

Successive

Adjust-
ments by
Shunting

Coil.

Brillomu’s

Mode-
ration of
Method,
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Elimin.i*

•ion of

Unknown
Induct-
ances of

Bridge

:

the total resistance W of the shunt branch is altered

until balance is also obtained on making or breaking

the battery circuit. The relation between L and M* is

then

L^- J>

jr
11 M .... (+8)

It is of great importance in this method that the

inductances of the other branches of the bridge should

be as nearly as possible zero, as sensible inductance of

unknown amount unallowed for may very seriously

affect the accuracy of the result obtained. The coils

used for balance should therefore la* as nearly .as possible

non-inductive.

It is .shown below that if the branches ADt VB, DU
have inductances Z

3 ,
Lv the complete condition for

balance when the battery key is depressed or raised,

is

£-*•)- o. . (4»)

where k denotes the factor 1 + P/Q + (/* + It)j W, or

simply (/*+ Ji),' If', according as the coil C2
is placed iu

the battery circuit or in its shunt AEll. Now we may
begin by arranging so that Lv Lv L

x
shall be large in

comparison with /,,.** This may be done by arranging

a finite and as nearly as possible non-inductive resistance

P in AC gteater than that of the coil Cv while inductive

coils are included in the other three branches. Balance

for steady as well as for varying currents is then

obtained for this arrangement, and we know that then

by (31")
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<}
+hR (50)

This operation without some special appliance will

involve successive adjustments to balance for steady

currents at every alteration of the resistances, but this

may be avoided by using for one of the coils, say that

in DB, a coil of variable inductance such as two coils

joined in scries, one of which is within the other and

capable of being turned round to any angle of inclina-

tion of the axes. The self-inductance of such a pair of

coils is made up of two parts, the sum of the self-

inductances of the component parts, and twice the

mutual inductance between them. The latter part can

be varied by varying the positions of the coils; and by

thN means when once balance for steady currents has

been obtained, that for varying currents may be obtained

also without altering the resistances of the branches.

This done, O
x
may be included in AG (thus making

L
y
fintc) and balance for steady currents restored by

adjusting P to its former value. Balance for transient

currents is then made by varying IV, and we have

accurately L = 1: M, since Lv Lv Lv Q ,
iZ, S have not

been altered.

A different method of correction# was employed by M.
Brillouin. If the coils of a resistance box made of wire doubled

in itself before being wound have identical dimensions and be
made of wire of the same specific conductivity, bpl differ only
in length and diameter of wire, and moreover be, as of course

they generally are, without mutual inductance of sensible

amount, the ratio of the small residual inductance of any coils

which may be used from the box to their resistance will be
approximately the same. This was found to be the case for a
resistance box used by Brillouin in his investigations, and

BriL
lotiin’s

Method*
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accordingly thin box was used to give /*/R. Ba^ince both for

steady and varying currents having first been obtained with

certain values of 1J
, Q9 Rt S, lf

m

y
and Lu L%> Ij$j Z4 )

a resist-

ance r of inappreciable inductance was added to Pf
and the

balances restored by varying 7? and /T to new values R* and W\
The equations were then

h. Lj+!s 0
/* V K s

rw + /.,/.,//, a,

/’ + r
(f

'/{' S

which sim o /,j
'1!— L'-'k’ f;u\ i-

/•i~ !«'-*)- /} 1/ . C.l)
/'

A general investigation given by M. ltrillouiii shows

that in order that this comparison may be carried out

with all the exactness of which the method is capable,

fcbi' galvanometer ought, if used without a commutator

giving a steady deflection, to be from 100 times to

1000 times as sensitive for transient as for steady cur-

rents. Thus to obtain a sufficiently great galvanometer

deflection, a rapidly rotating commutating arrangement,

such as Ayrton and Perry’s Secohmmeter (p. 437 above),

must be employed, if very high accuracy is aimed at.

Theo# of Referring to Fig. 115 let the lrnJiu tanees «>t AC, Al), CBf /)Bf

Method. AEB, and the galvanometer branch CD, be denoted by

An Ai, //A, T, respectively, and let u, y, z, be the currents in

the batttery, ^6̂ CD

,

and tlm shunt branch ABB at ony instant,

then integrating over the wholo interval of variation of currents

at 11 make 11 of the battery circuit, and putting y, .r„ y#J for the
corresponding values of the steady currents, we get for the
ivitegra) equations of currents for the circuits ACDA

, CBDC,
ACBEA.
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+ Gy+Qz= -My+ L^y-S.)
\-

(^1 + L^x, -f- Qtt , .

(R + S)x - ((,' + 11+ S)y+S:= Lt(y - i,)-(h+LJi.+Su
j

K >

(P + R).r -Ry- 1F-= L,i, - My - {Lt + LJ1; I

But since the resistance of the bridge network is

s(p + r)/(r + s) t (y ~ -,)!->= in a + sys (p + n
and therefore

JV*+ A
> _ v

s(r+/{) + irvt + R'

Again (y
— i» - *»)/.''»— PiQ which gives

tf W (H 4- .V)
'*

' r + q .%•{/• +/>)+ ir (it+ .S’)
r

Substituting these values of J'», c*, in (52) and eliminating

and c, we see that since PS***QR
}
the coefficient of u identi-

cally vanishes, and we find after easy reductions

nir{R+S)
P+Q

wlieie A denotes the determinant

-R+S),
P+Q,
R + ,V.

.P + P>

If the coil C* is included in tho shunt branch AEB
}
the term in-

volving J/in the first and third equation of (52) is - Mh instead

of My. Hence in the value ofy given by (63) we have only to

multiply M by £«/y to find the proper relation for this case. Bnt

Modifica-

tion of

Formula
for Bril-

louin’s

Arrange-
ment.-Vy - S(P+ R)!iS{P + R)+ W(R+S)h
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Moat
Sensitive

Arrange*
roeut of

Bridge

:

The multiplier of M in the numerator of the seoond fraction
on the right of (53) therefore becomes

/,,/>/*+1)
\
T
5
t /r J,S(P+H)+II\R+S)

H’(P+Q)+Q\ P+R) .v t'+/t QS P+R_ P+R
~ ir\R+s)+s(p+R)q w " s v ir ~ ir

since 1*IRAQIS.
In order that y may vanish the necessary and sufficient con-

dition is thus

'+ v
(
,+5+ ''vy^+Ti'

-

1')-° ; >«>

in the case of Maxwell’s arrangement
;
or

in Briliouin’s modification.

It is therefore necessary in order that no error of serious

magnitude may enter into the results that L# hA inay he

either negligible or capable of approximate estimation. If the

latter is the ease the correcting term o in he at once found from

(54) or <5U).

We may investigate the most sensitive arrangement of the

bridge for this comparison. This we shall do by (a) finding the

value of R fur a given value, p, of the ratio P/Q, and a given

galvanometer! (b) finding the proper resistance ofa galvanometer
bobbin of given shape and dimensions for use with the bridge.

Let r be the resistance of the battery (and tho coil if included

between A and B)y then, if IT he supposed infinite for the

present! the resistance of the circuit is r + *S
,

(/
>+ R)f(R+ S).

lienee if E be the electromotive force of the battery wo have

y * E(R -f- 8)Hr(R + S) + S( P + R)\. Hence (53) becomes

^i +'MM- £)

Wi» + D + /* + /r, {/;(£ + 1 *}

S . iftft)
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The condition that the denominator of thin expression may be
a minimum is easily found in the ordinary way, and is

,p„ GP V (p + D + ftp
(,'p+ P(p+ lj

' (
56)

This gives the best value of R for use vith a given galvano-
meter. If however there is a choice of galvanometer-bobbins of

the same volume and arrangement of wire but of different re-

sistance, (?, then for a given current the galvanometer effect

produced by each bobbin varies as provided the thickness

of the insulating coating he in a constant ratio to the diameter
of the wire, or he so small as to bo negligible. Thus in order to

find the condition for a maximum wo have to substitute for the

denominator {D say) of the expression on the right of (55) a new
denominator fit =* D/»Jg. Thus, calculating <Wi<1Q and equat-

ing to zero, we find in addition to (56) the condition

09mP + 1 ™
p r + u

These give for R the quadratic

07)

2IP + PR - P\r (p + 1) + P] = 0 (58)

This has two real roots, one positive, the other negative. The
former is therefore the required value of R and substituted in

(57) gives the value of G.

A good practical example is that in which one of the two coils

lias a comparatively small resistance, as for example the primary
of a RuhmkortI induction coil. If this be put in the battery
circuit, and the cells have a low internal resistance, r may be
put equal to zero, and we have then

R~\P

•'* P

(59)

These results are not affected in the least by the introduction

of the wire of resistance \V
y
siuce we should then have instead

of O, ,V, limply, QJTKQ + ,V+ W), SWUQ+S+W) respec-

tively, and p would have the value

P(Q + S+ W)!QWm R(Q+ S+ W)ISWf

so that (56) and (57) would not be altered.

(1) With
given

Galvano-
meter.

(2) With
special

Galvano-
meter.
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Practical

Example
of

Methoil.

Value of J/ calculated (without allowing for thickness of layers)

4-79 X 10 C.G.S.

In all the experiments here cpioted the coil C., was placed in

the bAttery circuit as shown in Fig. 115.

t

1

. Q it S ir *
;

»

117*72 100 ioo ! 81-880 4-659 ±-002 !

117 72 1000 1000
j

420±3 i
4001 ±-002

j

117*73 10000 loooo : 3800 ± 10 i
4-658 ±*003 !

235 100
1

2*k> ;
68-85± 05 ! 4 601 ±-002

1

587*4 200 1

1

10o0 i 91 "73 ±-04 4 659 ±-002 1

i

»

The following are samples of results obtained by M. Brillouin

in experiments made with t»vo coaxial and concentric coils of

the following dimensions :

—

Mean
Diam e ter. Length .

Large bobbin 10*9 cm*. 48 5

Small 4'98 ,,
48*5

No. of
Turns.

3203 \ in four layers

3272 / in each case.

A series of eight experiments from which these results arc

selected gave a mean value of k~ 4*0595.

Four other experiments made with It and S9 1000 ohms and
10000 ohms respectively, and with values of Qy 1170*3, 1176*3,

1105, 1164*8 ohms, gave results agreeing very well with one
another, but furnishing a somewhat different mean value of

namely 4*6397.

Two experiments in which these mean values of k were
respectively used to find L/AI, gave

«
i

R S /*'

379 6. 1000
1

1000

'

510*2 ± *5 4-602 ±-004
j

4-661 ±-003

3785 1000
1

10000 394 5 ± 5
!

4-594 ± 004
j

4-660±-006
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A rapidly rotating commutator >vaa used ns described above

to make and break the battery circuit so as to increase the

sensibility by giving a steady deflection of the galvanometer

when the condition for balance was not fulfilled.

The mutual inductance M of two coils may be com-

pared with the self-inductance I of a third coil by the

following method, which is also due to Prof. 0. Niven.

One of the mutually acting coils is included in the

battery branch AB, Fig. 116, of a Wheatstone bridge,

the other is placed as a shunt across the galvanometer

branch Cl). Balance is first obtained for steady cur-

rents, then the resistance, S’, of the shunt is altered

until there is no deflection of the needle at make and

break of the battery circuit. Then

L if+Qy
(60)

We shall denote by P
f Q, R, St £?, as before, the resistances

of the four branches of the bridge and the galvanometer, by
S', h\ the resistance and inductance of the coil shunting the
galvanometer branch, by r the inductance of the galvanometer,
by i the currents at any instant through the battery, the
branch AC, the galvanometer, and S\ and by y the steady cur*

Mutual
Induct-

ance of

Two Coik
compared
with Self-

Induct-

ance of

Third.

Theoiy of
Method.

Phil, May., Sept. 1887.
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rent through the battery. From the galvanometer circuits

JCDA, CBDC, we get the integral equations of currents

|

(K + S)x-(l{+ S + li)'V -(,/t+ .S): = Su P
in which the inductances of the galvanometer and the coil

which shunts the branch Cl) do not appear, siuee there is no
steady current from C to D and the inductances of the other

branches are supposed negligible.

The different e of potential belwe'u (7 and !) i"

ty + <'*!! - M* + //.- +
This integrated yields

(C/ - 'h+

which converts the second equation of currents just found into

.

n

+ .V;/-(«+.v+e +
K+

*

V
(i)y- -

M

n + V
y+ .V" (<>-')

Integral

Flow
through
Galvano-
meter.

Eliminating x between
v
t>2) and the first of (01) with Qy (/*-f ty)

put for .h ami using the relation PS* Qtft
we find

.1/
(

/

J + <)r

S’
IS)

</*+'/)'/•+?+«( 1 + £ +
c + Vy

.v* H

oi since y = #/(/* + Q(P+ /?)/(/*+ <j>), where /• is the resistance

of the battery branch ABt
including coil and connections

{r+Q+o(i+t+?+9)\ I, (r+q)+q (/>+*)}
m

Condition
of Zero
Integral

Flow.

The necessary and sufficient condition that y may be zero is

thus

L (1> ±W
M “ QS'
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which ia (60), Henco when tlio resistances are so adjusted that

there is no integral transient current in the galvanometer branch
the inductances have this ratio.

It is clear that since P is fixed the value of S' depends on that

chosen for Q. To a certain extent S' is fixed and therefore also

Q, since S’ cannot be less than the resistance of the coil and
connections used across CD. If P and Q be supposed both
given, the host value of R to choose would be given by the
equation

\QP+ <-(P+ Q)\(iPS'

G(i(S-+-/'+v + Q.S’(f'+W '
' ' '

The following example is given by Prof. Niven. The field

magnet** of an old dynamo of the Ladd pattern were joined up
in A(\ and t licit self-inductance una compared vwth the mutual
inductance of a pair of experimental < oils. The resistance^
that one of these coils which was placed in CD was 10*5 chins,

the resistance P of AC was 1*79 dims, R was made equal to P,

and Q was chosen 1000 ohms, so that S was also 1000 ohms.
Ir was found that for balance an additional resistance of 167
ohms was icquired, making S' 1 7

7
*<*> ohms Thin*

L

i7

(10dW =. V( ,-

iotn x 177.*)

The following method of determining a self-induct-

ance in absolute measure, by eompariug it with a

resistance, has been used by Lord Rayleigh in his

determination of the absolute value of the B.A. unit

of resistance. The method is originally due to Clerk

Maxwell, and is described in his paper on “ A Dynamical

Theory of the Electromagnetic Field. Four resist-

ances, J\ Q,
It, S

}
are joined as four brandies of a

Wheatstone bridge, as shown in Fig. 110. The branch

AC has self-inductance L % but none of the others in-

* Phil Trans* R. S. t
Part II., 1882.

t Phil. Tutus. Ji. S. t vol. civ., 1 S65 ; or rlerk Maxwell's Collected

Paprrsy vol. i., p. 547.

Most
Sensitive

Arrange-
ment of

Bridge.

Example
of

Method.

Compari-
son of an
Induct-

ance with
a Resist-

ance :

Lord
Rayleigh%
Method.
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.

ductance of any kind. A battery is placed in the branch

AB, and a ballistic galvanometer in the branch CD.

Balance for steady currents is first obtained by de-

pressing the battery key K
x ,
and a second or so after-

wards the key A
2

. Then K., is depressed first, and the

angular deflection <?„ produced by putting down Kv is

observed.

The balance for .steady currents is now disturbed by

altering the resistance P to P 4- 8/', or Q to Q + 8 <J.

We shall suppose that the latter change is made. The

deflection 02, produced by the steady current which now

flows thruugli the galvanometer when both keys are

put down, is read off ami noted.

If .t„ be the steady currents which flow through

the branches AC, AD respectively, after Q is changed

to Q + BQ, and T be the period of oscillation of the

needle, then it is shown below that, subject to correction

for damping,

L = BQ
T sin l 0,

7r tan 0.,

(65)

The ratio &J&, can be found as described below, and

thus L can be calculated.
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The secohmmetcr can be applied to increase the Use of

seusibility of this method, and the arrangement of the
S
J^£

I

apparatus is shown in Fig. 118. liC denotes the battery

commutator, 00 the galvanometer commutator. The

arrows show the direction of rotation of each as seen

from its side of the instrument. After the bridge has

Hr.. H8.

The continuous lints here lcpre&cut permanent cornu ctlona inside instrument,
the dotted lines temporary connections to bridte Aw

been balanced for steady currents, the instrument is

rotated at a speed determir o 1 by a speed-measurer, and

makes say n reversals per second. Let the steady de-

flection of the galvanometer needle be 6V then the

uniform current equivalent to that producing the deflec-

tion is .S'tau 6JO, where H is the field intensity acting

on the needle, and G is the constant of the galvano-

meter, supposed to be a tangent instrument
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The seoohinnieter is now stopped, and a steady

current through the galvanometer is produced by alter-

ing Q to Q + B(J. Then it will be seen from the inves-

tigation below, that

/ = J> tan 0,

n Q tan

or . .
.

(l>3'>

,
i* e

x ,

.Vull

Method
b\

Secohm-
metei.

if tlu* deflections au* small.

By first balancing for stonily eurionfs, thou alteiin”

Q by a convenient amount B\K ami jotatmg the

commutators at a propel speed, the induction current

may he made to lxilancc that due to the disturbance

of balance so that no dethrtion \* produced. When
this is the case

_ BQ P
h ~ k -O

«i-0

if the angular deflections arc Muall, Here k is a co-

efficient deluding on the relative portions of tlie

galvanometer and battery commutators, and may he

determined once for all by determining the other ijuan-

fcities fora known self-inductance L The galvanometer

must not be reversed exactly or very nearly midway

between two reversals of the batterv.as the more nearlv
* *

this arrangement is made, the smaller must be the value

of k and the greater BQ . P Q for the necessary balance

Theory of The integral transient current through the galvanometer ia

Method, easily found as follows. Let /*, y, u be the currents in A(\
through the galvanometer, and through the battery, at any
instant, r, G, the self-inductance and resistance of the galvano*
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ineter, then from tho circuit# ACDA
,
CBDC (Fig. 117) we get

the equations of currents

Lt + PJr + fy + fty ~ Q (it ~ x)—0

H (./• -y) -S(u- x + y)
- fy - 6'y= 0.

Those integrated over the whole interval of variation give Integral of

with jg put for the steady current in AC, Varying
Flow

(P + Qs+ty-Qu-U.
\ Galvano-

{It + S) x ~(ll + S+ 0)y= Su )

‘

* * K J
meter.

Hence

y * 7 rr • • • (6")

«( 1 + |) + A(i+i)

Thus the flow through the galvanometer is the same as that
due to an electromotive impulse, Lr$ in AC, acting independently
of the battery branch AH. For, any electromotive force c,thus
acting, would give a current through the galvanometer of
amount

* Il+S e

The inductance of the galvanometer would not affect this result,

and is therefore not introduced. Thus, if we nut for the integral

of e tho value Lx», we get the result stated aoove.
Now if z$ denote the steady current through the branch AD,

the steady currents through the galvanometer and the other

branches of the bridge satisfy the equations (obtained from tho

circuits ACDA
,
(AIDA, and tho circuit ACBA, through the

battery),

Kxt-{G+R+S)ijg-Si9~Oi .... (68)

(iP-fi^+r) Xg - Bj%+rig=* E J

where Q
f

denotes any value of tho resistance of tho branch AD,
r the resistance and E the electromotive force of the battery.

VOL. II. I I
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Steady Putting + and using the relation SP-QR, we get
Current from these equations
through
Galvano-
meter.

where A is the determinant of the system of equations (68).

But eliminating jr„ yif we Jind for the steady current i* through

the branch AD
, W GR+P(G+R + S)
- E r •

Hence from (69)

(7+ -L «? + *+ ,?)
ii

It may be noticed that an electromotive force z^Q in AD S

acting as if the battery branch did not exist, would produce
through the galvanometer a steady current of amount

if&Q R*4**9
__

which is nearly the same thing as yt if &Q be small. It is to be

carefully noticed here that i9 is the current in the branch AD
after the resistance Q has been altered to Q + &Q.

By the theory of the ballistic galvanometer (p. 392 above)

y

is

gjven by the equation

subject to a correction for damping. Also

jr,= _tantf.

Expression so that ylyt ** Lxi/iii

Q

*» T sin ^0,jir tan 0V or

for L in

Terms of in T sin M.
Resist- *-*Vr Z 17„ a
a&ce. .

x* w
which is equation (65).
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In Lord Rayleigh's experiments the battery current was Lord
reversed to produce the induction-flow through the galvano- Rayleigh’s

meter; so that taking the deflection produced by reversal in Experi-

each case wo must use the ratio in the above formula ments.

for L .

Lord Rayleigh used for R and S two coils of ten units each Arrange-
taken from a resistance box, while P was a copper coil of re- ment of

sistance rather less than 24 ohms, and inductance L to Coils,

ho determined. A coil of 24 units taken from the same
resistance box with a coil of 753 units (which was taken from
an auxiliary box) placed in multiple arc with it, balanced P.
The resistance P was thus 24 X 753/777 = 23 25869, in units of
the box.

Q was altered by substituting 853 units from the auxiliary Mode of

box for the 733 units used in multiple arc* with the coil of Altering

24 unitR. Thus Q was made 23*34322 units, and therefore Q»

8Q was *08453 unit.

The battery current was reversed by a key placed in AB
while the galvanometer branch w as kept closed. Observations
of 0V $2 were taken by means of telescope and scale in the
ordinary manner; and were made as rapidly as possible, by
properly manipulating the key, and opening and closing the
galvanometer branch so as to stop the inductive deflections

after the throw had been observed. The observer himself damped
the vibrations of the needle by exciting temporally at proper
times a current in a coil for the purpose.

The induction throw was taken without waiting for the needle Method of
to come perfectly to rest, or arianging foi peifect balance for Observing
stoutly currents. The amplitude of freo swing was obtained by Induction

observing two successive elongations with the needle fairly Deflection

<|uiet. Then the battery current was reversed as the needle, by Rever-

po&scd through the position of equilibrium, and it was noted sa*

whether the induction throw* was with or against the direction Battery*

of free motion, and the four elongations after reversal were
observed.

After reversal the zero for steady flow had of course shifted Correction

owing to imperfect balance, but the change gave a means of of Throw
correcting the induction throw. Let# be double the true arc for Change

of deflection due to induction, <r0 the range of vibration from oi Zero,

side to side just before reversal, and 6 the arc through which
the zero had shifted, then at the moment after reversal the

velocity which the needle had in consequence of free swing was
numerically ira^/T, in consequence of induction najT

\

and the

displacement from the now zero w*as 5. The velocity was thus

v (a±a0)/T.

1

1

2
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If now s represent the displacement from the new zero at any
subsequent time we have

where A and e are constant?. Then

th 'hrA ('hr . \

iu r \r )

'hrA 7r (</ dt //,,)« --- cos ' 0

y 7’

when /=0. Thus
«icosc»4(n± <*„).

Again wh»»n /=0. *= and therefore

A sin - b.

Hence wo have

»-
J

«n / + //coa /.

This represents a vibration of which the amplitude

or, if h be small,

so that

A -» V
{ (//ii/fo/*’ + bl

+
24*

a

a = ht + rto-
24*

Corrected where A was the observed arc of deflection. The correction
Value of given by the last term was very small. 2A was the arc between
Induction the two turning points immediately following the reversal. As
Deflection. a check readings of the two following turning points were also

taken. The new zero was obtained from two successive elonga-

tions of the needle which were observed after the needle had
nearly come to rest in its new position.

The next time the needle passed through the equilibrium posi-

tion an induction throw in the opposite direction to the last

was taken, and the four immediately following elongations

observed.
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Readings were then taken as quickly ns possible of the steady
current deflection produced by changing the coil of 753 units

to 853 units. Readings of thiee or four successive elongations

were taken as soon as the amplitudes had become moderate.
Then the galvanometer branch CD was opened, and the battery

current was reversed while the needle was passing over to the

other side of zero. When the needle had swung over, the

galvanometer contact was restored, then four elongations were
again observed. The aic between the two positions of equili-

brium was thus twice the deflection due to the steady current

produced by changing Q from 23’25869 to 23‘34322 units.

A correction n£ course had to be made for the effect which
would have been produced by reversing without changing
This wtw obtained from the observations of tiro effect of imper-

fect balance made befoie each induction throw; and any pro-

gressive change due to alteration of temperature was got rid of

by using the mean of such observations made before and after

n change from 753 to 853 units.

The following is a specimen set of observations. In the table

E. P. stands for “equilibrium position,” and 1. T. for “induction

throw.”

I

j

Tune of
1 Olthci vaturn
i

Position of

Battery Key.
Headings on Seale, aul T>. flections in

bed'e DiMHons.

j

j

3 h. 30 in.

3 It. 3K in.

Left.

Right.

K. P. 2(54-4"

' I. T. 2 Id 6

1
K. P. 2i52*5

I. T. 2*5*9,

!

1 Res. 753

j
units.

3 h. 40 m. Right.
i

E P. 182-3
) Res. 853

3 I). 41 m. ' Left. E. P. 344 7

j

( units.

3 h. 44 in.

3 h. 45 m.

!

Left.

|

Right.

l

i E. P. 264-4

,
1. T. 245-71

E. P. 2631
1

j

I. T. 245-6

|
Res. 753

L units.

465

Observa-

tions of

Steady
Current

Deflection.

Results of

Observa-

tion.
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Correction
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Deflection
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In the first set of these results the difference 1*9 between
264*4 and 262*5 was due to imperfection of balam c, in the second
set the difference was 1*3. The mean of these, 1*6, subtracted

from 162*4 gave 160*8 as the deflection product d by replacing

753 units by 853 and reversing, corrected for imperfection of
balance.

Thus the ratio of the two deflections obtained from this

specimen set of observations was 245*9/l60*8«» 1 *529. Two sets,

each of four similar observations the second set made with the

galvanometer reversed, gave each the mean value 1*5310 for this

ratio, so that reversing the galvanometer produced no effect.

Calling I) the distance of the mirror from the scale, 2// the

induction deflection, 27? the deflection produced by reversing

the battery current when balance is disturbed by the addition of

100 units to the 753, all three quantities being expiesscd in

terms of the same unit of length, we have

tan20,-^, Uni0t
»£

which give by successive approximation

2 sin A ^ J ^ IP

tand2 j i~
4
IP

or since A** 122*3, Z?*80, and D-2180,

2-Bin
'99925 -[. -99925 x 15310.

tan 02 B

Separate determinations of the logarithmic decrement gave
X»*0142, and the period T was found to be 23 386 seconds,
Since the effoct of damping was to diminish the distances from
zero at the first and second elongations by the fractions (X, §X
of their proper amount, the difference between these distances

can be corrected by multiplying by the factor 1 + X. It is

sufficient to apply tiiis factor to the value of 2 sin £4,/tan 6V
Thus the equation for L becomes

*99925 i(\ +\) .... (73)
tg w JS

The resistance of the galvanometer woe 80 units, and cal*

eolation showed that the current through It might be neglected
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in estimating the ratio The resistance of the battery being
low, the difference of potential between A and B was taken as
given. Calling it lr we have

.r,« /'/(lO + 23*25869), 77(10+ 23*34322),

bo that

z* 10+ 23*25869

Jr 10 + 23*34322

Using then these data with the value *08453 x *987 ohm, or
'08453 x '987 x 10^ C. (I. S. for dQ obtained by regarding 1 B. A.
unit as '987 ohm, wo get

Z;= 2'1028xl08

in ordinary electromagnetic C'.G.S. units, that i*, in cms.

At the temperature of the room the resistances given l»y the
boxes were not exactly multiples of the B. A. unit, and the
resistance of 853 units had to be increased by fully one part in

a thousand to give the necessary correction. Thus tiQ was
greater than the value given al>o\e by this fraction. Thus
finally

2'4052X10*, in cms.

Calculation from the specification of the coil gave

Z= 2 400X108, in cms.

about 1 in 500 less. In Lord Rayleigh’s judgment the former
value was just as likely to be correct.

A self-inductance may also be compared with a

resistance by the following method due to M. Joubert.

A circuit is made up of the coil the inductance of which

is to be determined, and* a non-inductive resistance.

An alternating machine giving a suitable electromo-

tive force as nearly as possible following the simple

harmonic law is included, and the mean square of

the difference of potential between the terminals is

Final

Results.

Joubert’s

Method of
Measuring

Self-

Induct*
anee.

* See next Chapter.
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compared by means of an electrometer with that

existing between the terminals of the non-inductive

resistance. Denoting the mean squares of these dif-
> j

fercnces, respectively, by l
r

> , and the resistances

of the corresponding coils by Jiv Ji\
£, we have

>

>

JV

JP,-' +
'

Ji ,

2
' (TO)

where » = 47r T being the complete period of the

alternating current. Tiiis equation gives

L =
H l/»V

(71 )

Tlie \alue of /i can be found of course from the

speed of the machine, and the number of alternations

in each turn.

To find the ratio I \ f\ tho eleetiometer must be

used idiomatically as explained in Vol. I. p that

is, one terminal is connected to one pair of quadrants if

the instrument is a quadrant electrometer; or to the

stationary elect! ified system which acts on the movable

system or indicator, while the other terminal is attached

to the needle or indicator. Then the mean square of

the difference of potential between the terminals will

be proportional to the deflection if small, or if the needle

is brought back to a sighted zero position, will be pro-

portional to the couple required to keep it in that

position. Sir William Thomson’s multicellular elec-

trostatic voltmeter * is well adapted for this measure*

ment.
See the Author'* Smaller Treatise, p 142.
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To prove the formulas stated above let r be the part of the Theory of

resistance which docs not depend on the coils used for the Method,

comparison, A sin nt, the electromotive force in the circuit at

any instunl, and x the current at that instant. Then if L -f- L'

is the total iuductance in the circuit

(L + L')x + (/^ + y?2 + r) i=Asin nt.

The part Lx + Aji is the difference of potential then existing

between the terminals of the coil that is being tested, ftp is that

between the terminals of the non-inductive coil. We may write,

therefoie, if r
A ,

be constants

Lx -f- Aji—i’jbin ;//
]

, . (72)
Jt £ r=: r^mn /ft

)

The complete solution of the first of these equations is

where

j~Je L
-f

1-1

*'*!»+

I

- cuk (/// — e»)
(

H-Jr I

(73)

tan t-
R

\nh s

The first tenn on tlie right dies out in a short time, and has no
further influence if the machine works regularly, and so

x— - 1 - cos(i?/--c).

•Jlif+ n‘L*

By this result and the second of (72)

cos (ul ~ e) = r2 si n til

and thorefore

fit 4. #2 £2

rf cob*(»/ - e)» o “ rt
* sin2 nt.

**9

Hence, integrating over a complete period, we find

7/ /?,»+»*£* *

~yi“
' 2

which is (70), and the rest follows as above.
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Compari-
son

of Self-

Induct-
ance with
Capacity
of a

Condenser.

Theory of

Method.

Maxwell also showed how to compare the inductance

of a coil with the capacity of a condenser, and his method

has since been modified by various experimenters so as

to obviate the necessity for successive adjustments

which it involves. As originally given the method

consisted in placing the coil in one branch of a Wheat-

stone bridge, as DB, Fig. 119, while the plates of the

condenser were attached directly at AC. Balance for

steady currents is first obtained and is not affected by

the condenser; then the resistances are altered until no

inductive flow through the galvanometer is produced

by making or breaking the battery circuit. IfC be the

capacity of the condenser, P, S the resistances of the

branches AC
,
DB

,
the relation fulfilled when balance

is thus obtained is

L =a PSC (74)

Fio. 119.

Let as before P, Q, R, S denote the resistances of AC, AD,
CB,

l)By L the inductance in the branch DBy
and put C for the

capacity of the condenser. Let further for any instant z denote
the current along AC, i-i the current charging the condense r*

y the current.from A to I), and £, 17 the potentials at C and 1).

Suppose that balance for steady currents is first obtained so that

P8**QR, then in order that at the instant in question £ may be
equal to ? the conditions

(75)

+ (70)
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must hold. But Pi is the difference of potential between A and
C, and may be taken as that between the plates of the con-
denser. Hence the charge of the condenser is 6’Pi, and since
i-i is the rate of incroase of this charge wo have

i-i=£Pz==C<?y.

This with (75) converts (76) into

Ly+ SjJ-£j + ]{Cyy (77)

which if £ is always to be equal to rj must hold for all values of

y and y. But PS-RQ-Q
;
hence we must have also

L^PSC (78)

and S ami P must be chosen so as to fulfil this condition if the

current through the galvanometer is always to be zeio.

A series of successive adjustments is thus necessary

before the proper values of S and 1\ and balance for

steady currents are obtained. Mr. E. C. Rimington

has shown how these adjustments may be avoided by

a very simple modification of the method. The balance

for steady currents having been obtained as before, the

condenser is applied at two points E
}
Ft

in AC (Fig. 120),

including between them a resistance p (< P) such that

PhUi Mag, July, 1887.

Riming-
ton’s

Mollifica-

tion of

Method.
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Theory of
Modified
Method.

with the inductance L in J)B no deflection of the

galvanometer needle takes place when the battery key

is depressed or raised. The resistance p may be taken

from a resistance slide the whole (or variable part) of

which is included in AC, or preferably two slides in

series may be used so as to give two adjustable sliding

contact pieces to which to attach the plates of the con-

denser. The galvanometer needle should have sufficient

moment of inertia to enable the whole inductive action

to begin and end before the needle lias sensibly moved,

for the effect of the condenser AC, which is charged by

the current from A to E, is to delay the rise of the

potential at C to its final value after the battery key

is put duwn, while the inductance L in 1)B produces a

similar effect on the rise of the potential at C\ hence

if the needle were not sufficiently ballistic it might

show a deflection due to a difference in the rate of

variation in tin* two cases, although the time-integral

of the current through the galvanometer were really

zero. The inductance is given by the equation

= (T9)

Writing down the equations of currents for the circuits

ACI)A, putting / for the current in ABatul F(\ z for tho

current in Ek\ using the same notation as before for the other
quantities, and integrating over the time interval from the
instant before completion of the battery circuit until the steady
state has been ottaiued, we find by (6)

(P+Q* +Gy~Qu + C,K.
\

{R+ 8)x-{G+R+ S)9-S*+Hy-Jt.)\'
*

where y, denote the eteady currents in the battery and in
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tho branch AC. Solving for y and putting y -xt =*jr8 P/Q9
we

find

(R+ S)(Cp*S-LF)s.
J S \a {H + S) + (G + H + S) (P + (?)}

• • ^ '

Thus the necessary and sufficient condition that there should
be no integral flow through the galvanometer is

L - (p*

ns already stated.

If p~P this gives the result already obtained for the case

originally considered by Maxwell.
It ought to he noticed here that precisely the same equation

may ho obtained by integrating, in the same way, over the

interval at break from the steady ^tate to zeio curient in each
conductor, so that the test may be repeated at breaking the

circuit.

We may now* investigate the most sensitive arrangement of

the bridge. In general S is given in magnitude, and p, which
must of course he less than P

,
will in most eases he some con-

venient resistance depending on the apparatus available, so that

P may be regarded as giyen. Hence we have to choose the
valuo of li (and that of Q will follow) so that y may for some
chosen value of p be a maximum. By (81) and the equation

•r#—
BE

HK + S) + S{P+X)

where E is the electromotive force of the battery, and r the

resistance of the battery and the wires connecting it to A, w*e

get easily

u
(CjM-LF)E_

{'
0

(
1 +

7i)
+ P

(
1 +

Tt)) (

r cR+ ® + S{[P + R)
}

(82)

The numerator of this expression does not vary: hence calling

the denominator Z>, calculating dl)/dR
,
and equating to zero, wo

And after reduction

nigsSP(G+S)(r+P)
(G+ P)(r+ S)

* ’ . . m
which gives the best value of R if that of G is given.

Condition
for Zero
Integral

Flow.

Most
Sensitive

Airange-
ment ot

Bridge.
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Ander-
son's

Ballistic

Methyl.

If however there is a choice of similar galvanometer bobbins of

different resistances, then as before (p. 473) we must substitute

for D a value D‘ =? I)f b\ calculate and equate the

result also to zero. This gives another equation for (r and if,

viz.

P(K + .V
' P+it (*4)

From (83) and as simultaneous equations the values of

G and R are to be found.

If p is at the disposal of the experimenter and can be varied

by small steps, the best arrangement is that for which when y
is almost zero a given small change in p gives a maximum
change in »/ Hence if possible we have to artango so that

dy’dp may be a maximum when y=*0. The conditions for this

however are so compliutUd as to he unserviceable.

Professor Anderson 1ms also given the following

simple ballistic method of comparing the capacity of a

condenser with an inductance. A bridge is made up

as before of four conductors, and a condenser and

galvanometer are ai ranged as in Fig. 121, so that by

C

means of mercury cups the galvanometer can be con-

nected either to CD by the cups a, &, c, d
, or in series

with the condenser in the branch AB by the cups

Phil. Mag. April, 1891.
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c, d, e,f. A rocking key is conveniently made to effect

either of these connections at a single operation. A
coil of inductance L is placed in AC, all the other

branches with the exception of the galvanometer are

destitute of inductance.

Balance for steady currents is first obtained with the

galvanometer in CD. Then when the keyK is depressed

or raised an inductive flow of integral amount y passes

through the galvanometer. If r, is the steady current

in DB, the value of y is (p. 481) given by

The deflection 0t produced by this is noted.

By means of the rocking key the galvanometer is

joined in series with the condenser between the points

A and B, so that the plates of the condenser arc charged

to a difference of potential (Q + S). If C be the

capacity of the condenser a quantity of electricity

CJk, (Q + S) passes through the galvanometer. The
resulting deflection 0g is observed.

We have then by the theory of the ballistic galvano-

meter and (85)

C-«f+ fl) { 0 (l +|) s(i + £)};£$ <M>

The following are the details of an actual measurement made Practical

by the author of the method, A coil of mean radius 20*9 cms. Example
wound with 278 turns of wire in a groove of breadth 1*894 eras. of

and depth 1*116 cm., was placed in JC, The galvanometer was Method
an ordinary reflecting instrument of resistauce 164*8 ohms, with
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its period made as long us possible by moans of a controlling

magnet. A non-inductive resistance of 100 ohms was added to

the coil, and P and R were each 10 ohms. Balance was obtained
by making S 150*51 ohms. The mean results of several readings
agreeing well together were

Deflection due to induction . . . 43*208 divisions.

Deflection duo to charge of condenser
of *5 microfarad .... 46*125 ,,

Deflection due to charge of condenser
of *45 microfarad .... 41*875 ,,

By interpolation it was found from these results that a condenser
of *4657 microfarad capacity would just give a deflection of
43*208 divisions. Thus in C.O.S. units *

L - 1657 x 10- x 2 x 150 51 x (329 0 + 150*51 + 10) x 10ia

= 0687 x !•/*,

Method To determine a umtn.il inductance the method is

to
P
Cora-

U3e<^ th ,,s

:

One coil, Cv of the mutually influencing

P«e pair is joined in Dll as before, the other, Cv lias its

Imiuctwce terminals joined to a pair of mercury cups <7, h, which

c
are arranged so that a rocking-key can put the galvano-

* S» next chapter for the specification of Practical Unite. K micro-
farad is 10-15 C.G.S. unite or capacity, and an ohm 10# C.Q.8. units

of resistance.
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meter between A and B
,
or between the cups g, h, so

as to connect the terminals of the coil.

Balance for steady currents having been obtained as

before, the terminals of the galvanometer are connected

to g, h, and the battery circuit is completed or broken.

Calling 03 the deflection produced and denoting by

0V 6V as before, the deflections obtained by operating

with the coil <7, as already described (p. 495), we have

and
M
L

r
2 -f G sin

(87)

(88 )

The inductive electromotive force at any instant in the coil Theory of

C2 is Ms, hence the integral electromotive force is MJca. The Method,

whole quantity of electricity which tlows through the galvano-
meter is thus J/.r*/(r2+ G) whore r2 is the resistance of the coil

Cr But the quantity of electiicity which passes when the throw
da is produced is ( Q+S). Hence we get (87), and combining

(87) with (86) we get (88).

As an example Professor Anderson gives the following:— Practical

1*003 ohm, the resistance of the coil C
x ; r2= 157*7 ohms, £*an}Pk

<=164*8 ohms ; C— 1 microfarad, 031 02= 72 ami 5 scale divisions ofMethod,

respectively. Hence roughly, in O.G S. units

103 x 2000 x 322*5x 14*4

==9315864

Professor Niven* has shown how to compare the Method by

inductance of a coil with the capacity of a condenser

by means of a differential galvanometer. A circuit is vanometer.

made up its shown in Fig. 123, of one coil of the

Phil Mag. Sept. 1887.

K K
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differential galvanometer, the coil (of inductance L and

resistance j?
x)

to be compared, an additional resistance

in the branch AE and the battery/?. A corresponding

circuit is arranged with the other coil of the galvano-

meter, a non-inductive resistance Rv an additional

resistance in the branch AFS and the battery as before,

so that the batterv serves both circuits as shown in the
*

Figure. After balance for steady currents has been

obtained bv adjusting the additional resistances, the

Rj

condenser is joined across the two branches AE, AF>
and the terminals shifted until no deflection is produced

when the battery-key is depressed, or iai*ed, the circuits

having been otherwise completed previously. When
this ii the case the following condition is fulfilled

L = C(n^~R
x

'*) .... (HU)

where R'v R'v are the resistances from A to P and Q
respectively (sec Fig. 123).

Theory of We shall suppose the coils of the galvanometer exactlv e»jua)
Method. for equal currents in magnetic effect on the needle, and that

each has the same resistance C. Clearly, for balance with steady
currents, the resistance of eaclt circuit must be the same.
Denoting therefore by R the resistance in each circuit, exclusive
of the battery resistance, r, and the resistance G of the galvano-
meter coil, and putting E tor the electromotive force of the
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battery, we have for the steady current y through either of the
galvanometer coils y (tf + 6') + or

y =
E

11 + 0 + 2r
(90)

Let PO be the points at which the terminals of the condenser
are attached, IV

x
denote the resistance from A to P, £f,

v that
from P to the nearest gah aiioineter terminal, 1V2, Rn& the
resistances fiotn A to Q,

and from Q to the galvanometer, r the
inductance of each galvanometer coil,M their mutual inductance
Jr-z the cm rent from A to P

, ^ + - that from A to and z the
current from Q charging the condenser. The equations of cur-

icnts obtained fiom tlie two circuits AhilFA, ATOPA, are

(since ti
x + IV

t + JV\ = lt2 + JV2 + /V'
2

=- 7?).

i /, + r; < 4- + (/** + a + /) / + - JR\s =- 1:

1/ t -f- T*y -f* rt *4* ^ 4" ^ 4" /*),y 4" P*')' *=• I*

Tutegiating these fiom befoie make to the steady state, Effective

putting y for the steady cuirent, and subtracting we find Integral
Plow

<* + <0 0 -/) + b - (/". + '{'.)* - o . . (91)

But the final charge of the condenser i*r C{1V2 - R'i)y if C
denote its capacity, so that

z-CWi-R'dy.

Substituting in the last equation we get

or

by (90).

•r-M
- *v> - L

r + a

p C(R't*~ R\*)-L
'(/< + 0){R+ <? + 2r)

• (92)

If no deflection of the galvanometer needle takes place x
most bo equal to y, and for this tho necessary and sufficient

condition is

£ m C(R't
* - 21',*)

as already staled above in (89).

K K 3
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Moat With regard to tho sensibility of the arrangement it is to bo
Sensitive observed that Rx

is given, being the losistance of the coil to be
Arrange- compared, and in general G also is given, so that all that can
ment. be done to make the arrangement sensitive is to keep down tho

value of the resistance additional to Rv
If the resistance of the battery is negligible and the galvano-

meter bobbins be a matter of choice, the best arrangement is to

make the additional resistance as small as possible, and make
G = JL

If the galvanometer coils be each shunted by a wire of resis-

tance S the resistance of each galvanometer bobbin will become
Q8j{G + S), which wo denote by O', and thin, if the inductance

of each shunt is the same, takes the place of G in (92). The
integral flow through the coils is thcr S.r!(G + S) for one, and

-f- S) for the other. Hence the total How affecting the

• needle is S(f - y)/(G «+- *V), or (x - y) G'jG . Hut wo now have

- /{\*) - a
x — y -- h 1

(fc + (i
r

)
nt + o' + iv)

(M)

Hence in order that (x ~ y) l**jG nr»v ho a maximum, wo must
make (It •+- G') (It 4" O' + 2rV(i' a minimum. Differentiating

with respect to V" we find that the condition for a minimum

(7 2 - It(R + 2r) (94)

Thus if the galvanometer have a high resistance so that the

deflections are small, an improvement can he effected hv shunt-

ing down each coil of tho instrument lr an effective resistance

given by this equation.

Anderson's A modification of Maxwells method which has the
Ntill

Method, advantage of being a Null method, and therefore of

permitting a telephone to be used instead of a galvano-

meter has been given by Prof. A. Anderson.* The
arrangement of resistances is the same as before, but

the condenser instead of being placed between A and

0 is placed between A and a point E on CD (Fig. 124).

The galvanometer (or telephone) is supposed included

Phil. Mag, April, 1801,
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in the part ED of CD,
and the resistance, g say, of CE,

is varied until no deflection of the galvanometer needle

is produced by making or breaking the battery circuit.

Let the resistance of ED he denoted by G
}
the currents through

the galvanometer (from A* to lh and to the condenser by y, i, so

that the current from E to C is z -y. Thus from the circuits

APDA
, ('EDA, by integrating over the interval of vnriution, and

using the value Qy!{P + Q) for .r* the steady current in A(\ and
CP.rt for the final charge z of the condenser, we get if the

inductances of the other arms of the bridge are negligible

(P+$).r+(<?+^) l^CPQy+ Qu

(R+S)x- (R+S+G+y)y=J^-{L - CQ(R+S+ff)}
+Su

Eliminating x we find

(95)

p [0\PQ±ffJQ_+ WzW
y 7 (R+ S) {G~+ ff) + (R +X+V + 0) (P-t <l)

(96)

The value ofy is zero if the numerator vanish, that is if

L=C{RQ+g(G+ S)} (97)

lf,=0 we fall back on Maxwell's solution, viz.

L**CnQ**CPS. (98)

Theory.
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Condition That this is the necessary condition that the method may be
for Nall a null one may be seen in the following manner. Whatever be
Method, the conductor between J and E the difference of potential between

A and E is Pi •+ g - $), while that botween A and D is

Q (a - i - i). If there is no difference of potential between E and
D,y«0, and we have Pi-gi**Q (u-x-z). Integrating from
just before the completion of the circuit to any instant during
the interval of variation we find

Px-gz= Q{n-~x-z) (99)

Also from the branches ECB,
bB we get in like manner

+ gz~S (u-x~z) 4• L(u-x- z).

But by (99) the last equation may bo wxitten

Rx + (y + R) *- ~^Pi-g:)-S{n-x -z)

.

,
(10O;

Equation (99; multiplied by tf and subtia* Ud from the last

equation multiplied by gi\es
y
since Ph - QR,

m +9 (Q + NJS .• - L Pi

and since Pi -»i T+ yi, this is

C\QR + ‘j('} + >SnZ~Lz: 0.

Hence
L = C\qn+g[q-f A)| (101)

That, conversely, the different* of potential Ixtwem J?ond J)

is zero if this condition is fulfilled can he seen as at p. 460, from
the consideration that otherwise there would be more than one
solution of the problem of flow of electricity in the given netwoik
between A and Ji.

Most Returning to (96) putting for y its value
Sensitive

Arrange* E! {r + S (P + It) ,
(R + 8)\

meat,

we write the equation in the form

P[C{RQ+g (<2 + *)}-£]

{0+g+(R+S+Q+if
)j)i

{r(R+S) +S(P+R
102}
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For sensitiveness a given change in g the adjustable resistance

must produce a maximum change in y when y is nearly zero,

that is dy/dg must be a maximum when y=0. We may neglec t

in all practical cases r, the resistance of the battery so that we
have

<fy m CP (Q + S)B
^»=0 * + g + {R + g+ a + g)

|j
A (/> + B)

Bat since

P(Q + s) P{.q + s)_p
S (1> + H)~ It (Q + S)~ it

tlus equation m iy be written

dy Cff

4,=° #«?+ ,) + *+*•+</+ ,

. . (103)

Hem e 1 1 order that the denominator may be small we must
take It and g small and P laigc, and thcrciue Q also laige.

A method of comparing a coefficient of mutual induc-

tion with the capacity of a condenser lias been given by

Piof. Oaiiy Foslei.* It is based on the following

Fk. 12S.

consideiatious. Let the two coils Cv Clt the mutual

inductance for which is required be given in position

as in Fig. 125, and be joined, one, Cv through a battery,

a coil of resistance Rlt a make and break key if, and

the other, Cv as a secondary circuit through a galvano-

Compaii-
son of
Mutual
Induct-
ance and
Capacity

:

C'ai ey
Foster’s

Mtthod.

• Phil. Mag. Feb. 1887.
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Basis of

Method

Final
Arrange-
ment.

meter G . Then if Jt
2
be the resistance of the secondary

circuit, AT the mutual inductance of the two coils, the

whole quantity of electricity which flows through the

secondary when a steady current of strength 7 is pro-

duced or annulled in the primary is Myjlt
2

.

Again if the resistance coil in the circuit of C
t
have

its terminals connected to a condenser of capacity C,

(Fig. 126) and the primary circuit be made or broken

the quantity of electricity which traverses the galvano-

meter G is 6^7. Thus if the same deflection as before

is obtained we have

M = CR
x
B

t (104)

If however deflections are obtained indicating currents

7P 72, in the two cases, then

M=CR
X
R?' (105)

72

Now let a combination of these two arrangements be

made as shown in Fig. 127, including a resistance box

in the secondary circuit to enable the resistance Rt of

that circuit betweeu the points A and if, to be varied

at pleasure. Then let the resistances R
x
(in the primary

between the terminals of the condenser), and Rt
be
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varied until on making or breaking the battery circuit

no deflection is produced. When this is the case the

integral flow through the galvanometer due to the

charging of tiie condenser (that is the charge of the

condenser) is exactly equal and opposite to that due to

the induction current in the secondary circuit. Thus

noticing that the inductance in C
2
cannot affect the

integral flow through it we see that CR
xy = MyjR

2,

or

M= CR
X
R2 ..... (106)

We can easily find the most sensitive arrangement for the Most
experiment. In the first place it is to he noticed that the resist- Sensitive

ance (R\ say) other than lt
x

in the primary circuit depends on Arrange*

the primary coil and the battery and is to be taken as fixed. We
shall regard the galvanometer bobbin (1) as given. (2) as a matter
of choice from similar bobbins of different resistances.

Let ns suppose that the potential at A is not equal to that

at JR Then putting u, x for the currents in the primary and
secondary, $ for the current through the galvanometer, T for

the inductance and G for the resistance of the galvanometer
bobbin, we get from the circuit AC^EA (Fig. 127) the equation

Lx+ Mit + + Tjr -f- G#* 0. This gi ves the integral equation

Rtf +
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Integral

Flow
through
Galvano-
meter.

Conditions

of Maxi-'
mum

Sensibility.

Further we have for the total charge of the condenser

67?,y.

Solving for y from these wo find

JCR.R^M)y
* (r + Ht

or since y=Et
(R

i -f- R\) where E is the electromotive force of

the batterv

CR
X

- M
(G + RZ)(RX

+R\r
' ' (107)

which gives the same condition as before that y may he zero.

In order thnty may be a maximum flic value of the denomi-
nator mosd ho a minimum. Calling it I)t

and noting that

Ity /?a only vary, and me connected by the relation R
x
R.^eMjC

where e is a small quantity we find

dl)

dR.

", 0

Eliminating dR{dR
x

w** get as tin* required condition of
maximum sensitiveness with a given galvanometer

ih

i

%

a
(108)

If the galvanometer bobbin is also at our disposal we have
instead of the value of l) found above to use

//=/;/ s'ti=(/?,+.»',)( s'jJ+nJ -Jd).

This gives in addition to (108)

* <*+'*>(

(108)

dU
did

'
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Thus we have in the latter case as the conditions for maximum
sensibility

i?
4
*»i?a

=* 0r (110)

If it can ho arranged to maintain tho two points A, E always Condition

at the sume potential, we may use a telephone instead of a that

galvanometer as observing instrument. To find tho necessary Method

condition consider tho secondary circuit AC2
EA. Since there is

no current between A and E we have

te + X* + R%
*= 0.

•

But if i he the current passing the condenser at this instant

we must huve (Fig. 127)
u + f-Zi

and so -i is the current which charges the condenser. This
gives

x=z- u
t

so that the former equation becomes

(M- L) u + Lz 4*

or

l—lw-Vi + U.

Tire charge of the condenser is then Cl

i

x
z9

so that

67?,i= - (‘ bit = I •(Jf -L)u + Li\

,

JO r*a

or

(Jr-L)u={CR
x
R%-L)L

But in any case in which there has been no integral ilow

through the galvanometer during the rising of the current from
zero to its steady value we have seen that CBx

R^Jfm Thus
the equation just found becomes

(.V-Z)(*-J)«0,

which asserts that either J[**L, or s=i. The latter is only true

when the current * in the battery has attained its steady value y.

If however M**L it will be possible to make the difference of

potential between A and B always zero and to employ a

telephone*
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"(tactical

Example
of

Method*

Experi-
mental
Results.

The following results obtained in Prof. Carey Foster*s labora-

tory by Mr. F. Womack illustrate the method* A small

induction coil was used with fixed primary and coaxial secondary
capable of being moved in the direction of the axis so as to

alter the mutual inductance of the coils. The dimensions etc.

of the coils were :—Primalyf
length 11 ’6 enis., mean radius

2 cnK, wire 1 65 ohms of No. 20 B.W.G. Secondary, length

104 cuiB) inside radius 2*55 cuts., outside tadius 5*53 ems
,
wiie

194 ohms of No. 30 B.W.G. Two Grove’s cells were used and
a condenser of 4 926 microfarads capacity, with a gulvanomett r

of about 135 ohms resistance.

’ lie#, of Secondary

+ Res. ftorn B* r.

R
x R^MiC,

15 oilin'*. 41 1 nhiiis <5163 X lO*
14 „ *41 „ 6174
Id „ 47(j „ #; l

1- r •'>1*5 „ 61 *>2

11 „ :>t.i „ 6171

10 „ f>17 ,, < 170

0 <•*<1
,, 6156

3 v 77* 1 „ 6160
i ,,

M2 „ 6171

6 „ His*t> „ 6171

Mean 6172 1 X in**

Thus in C.G.S. units

J/*4 926 x 10“ l * x 6172 x 10 l«-*3*0403 x 107
.

The total resistance in the battery circuit was about

r65+*6-f/?i» or 2*25. Thus for greatest sensibility

RJRl- G/Ii\- 135/2 25 « 60.

Some very concordant results were also obtained with a 7
inch spark induction coil. The resistance of the primary was *278

olinis; of the secondary 7394 ohms. One Grove’s cell was used
with the same condenser as before and a galvanometer of resist-

ance 135*6 ohrns.
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*» aT

!I
n

t
na

27 ohms. 8944 ohms. 2*415 x 1023 C.G.S.

28 „ 8640 „ 2*419

29 „ ; 8334 „ 2*417

HO
|

8044 ,,
2*413

31 „ : 7784 „ 2*413 ;

j

32 „ 7544 „ 1 2*414

i Mean 2 415 X 1023 C.G.S.

Tims

Jf = 4*926 x 10-i‘» x 2*415 x 10** = 1*1896 x 10»,

in C.G.S. units.



Quantity
of Elec-
tricity.

CHAPTER IX

UNITS AND DIMENSIONS

In Volume I., Chapter II T., a short account is given of

the Theoiy of Dimensions, with a discussion of Funda-

mental and Derived Units as far as ordinary ch namical

and electrostatic quantities are concerned. In the

present chapter the subject of electric units is dealt

with from a somewhat different point of view, and we
therefore begin with electrostatic units, repeating, with

modifications, a few paragraphs from the former chapter,

in order that the discussion of electric and magnetic

units here given may from that point of view be

complete. For distinction here we shall, as a rule, use

in the case of those quantities which appear in both

the electrostatic and electromagnetic systems of units

small letters for quantities taken in electrostatic measure,

and the corresponding capitals of these letters for the

same quantities taken in electromagnetic measure.

DERIVED ELECTRICAL UNITS.

I. —Electrostatic System.

Quantity of Electricity [j]. In the electrostatic

system of units which is convenient when electrostatic

results, independently of their bearing on electromag-
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netic phenomena, are required, the units of all the other

quantities are founded on the following definition of

unit quantity of electricity. Unit quantity of electricity

is that quantity which, concentrated at a point at unit

distancefrom an equal and similar quantity, also concen-

trated at a point, is repelled with unit force when the

medium across which the chctric action is transmitted is

a certain standard insulating medium. An ideal vacuum
is sometimes taken as standard, but we shall suppose

at present that the medium is air at temp. 0° C. and at

standard atmospheric pressure. We shall call this

simply air.

This definition is precisely similar to the definition

Cp. 516 above) of unit magnetic pole which forms the

basis of another system of units called the electromag-

netic system, of much wider and more important appli-

cation than the electrostatic. Hence by Coulomb’s law

that (the numerical values of) electric attractions and

repulsions are directly as the products of the (numerics

for the) attracting ami repelling quantities, and inversely

as the second power of the (numeric for the) distance

between them, if a quantity of positive electricity ex-

pressed by q be placed at a point distant L units fiom

an equal quantity of electricity, then the medium being

air, the numeiic F for the force between them is

fix.
If the medium across which the electric action is

transmitted be some other medium than air, the force

between the charges is numerically cfjKL* where K is

the numerical measure of,a quantity called the electric

inductive capacity, or usually the specific inductive capo-
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city of the medium. This quantity is precisely analo-

gous to the conductivity of a substance for heat* and

to magnetic permeability (see p. 517 below). In the

ordinary electrostatic system of units it is defined (as

at p. 514) so as to have a dimensional formula 1, that

is, to be a mere numeric.

Dimen- But we might proceed otherwise and regard AT as a

Specific quantity of undetermined dimensions as regards the

Inductive fundamental units, but such that r/2;KL2 has the dimen-
Lapautj.

siong c£ a force. We may then, in the absence of

special reasons fur preferring one dimensional formula

for K to another, assign its dimensions according to any

convenient hypothesis. One such hypothesis is that

which forms the basis of the ordinary electrostatic

system, namely, that K is, as regards the fundamental

units, of zero dimensions, that is, has a dimensional

formula [l]. But in the ordinary electromagnetic

system of units, which has quite a ditloient derivation

from the electrostatic, the dimensional formula of AT is

and the numerical value of K depends on the

choice made of fundamental units.

We shall in what follows suppose the dimensions of

AT undetermined, and therefore allow the symbol K ex-

pressing it to appear in the dimensional formulas of the

other quantities. We shall thus ohtaiu a more general

electrostatic system in which the absolute dimensions

of the quantities arc not settled. From this the ordinary

electrostatic system is obtained by simply deleting ATf

See Vol. r. Chap. I. Sect. V.

t This method of proceeding U advocated, and its advantages pointed

out, by Prof. A. W. llucker, F.R.S., in a paper on the ** Suppressed
Dimensions of Physical Quantities,” Phil. ilay,

t Feb. 1389.
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The dimensional formula of quantity of electricity is

accordingly [Fk L/C »] or [M*L* jT
” 1 AT*].

Electric Surface Density [<x]. The density of an Electric

electric charge on a surface is measured by the quantity Density,

of electricity per unit of area. Therefore [a] is [c£” 2
]

or

Electric Farce and Intensity of Electric Field [/].
^ctrie

The electric force at any point in an electric field, or

the intensity of the field at that point, is the force with

which a unit of positive electricity would be acted on if

placed at the point. Hence if the numeric for tbe

quantity of electricity at a point F be q ,
and that of the

electric force at that point he f the numeric F for the

force on the electricity is qf and we have the equation

f=Fq~K Therefore [f] is [Jfy-
1

] or T~ l Af“*].

Electric Potential [c]. The difference of electric Electric

potential between two points is measured by the work Potcutial*

which Avould be done if a unit of positive electricity

were placed at the point of higher potential and made

to pass by electric force to the point of lower potential.

Hence, in transferring q units of electricity through a

difference of* potential expressed numerically by r, an

amount of Avork is done for wdiich the numeric W is

equal to qv. We have therefore r » Wq~l
> and hence

[v] is [IF?- 1

] or [M*L* K~*l
Capacity of a Conductor [r]. The capacity of an Electro-

insulated conductor is the quantity of electricity re- capacity,

quired to charge the conductor to unit potential, all

other conductors in the field being supposed at zero

potential. Hence, denoting the numeric for the capacity

of a givon conductor by c
t those for its charge and

bh
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potential by q anti r, we have c - and for [r]

therefore [yt1

” 1

] is [A AT]. The unit of capacity has

therefore the same dimensions as the unit of length

provided [AT] = 1 ;
and the capacity of a conductor is

then properly expressed as so many centimetres.

The electrostatic capacity of a conducting sphere is

in ordinary electrostatic units numerically equal to the

radius of the sphere. A conducting sphere of 1 cm.

radius has therefore 1 C.G.S. unit of capacity.

Inductive $lh
’c
hfi

c Inductive Capacity [A"]. The specific indue-

Capacity, tive capacity of a dielectric has already been virtually

defined above, but it is usual to define it as the ratio

of the capacity of a condenser, the space between tire

plates of which is filled with the dielectric, to the capa-

city of a precisely similar condenser with air as di-

electric; or, according to Maxwell's* Theory of Electric

Displacement, it is defined as the ratio of the electric

displacement produced in the dielectric to the electric

displacement produced in air by the same electric force.

Thus in the ordinary eleotrostitie system of units its

dimensions are taken as zero, that is, it is simply a

numerical coefficient which does not change with the

units. Hence in the ordinary electrostatic system

[A'] - 1.

This definition is quite consistent with the former

as by assigning to each medium according to the former

definition its own value of K, the capacities of con-

densers in which they are used as dielectrics have the

ratios to one another given by the second. Thus if K

* El. and Mag., Vol. I., 2nd edition, p. 154.
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bo taken as the expression of a physical property of the

medium, which when fully known would in a natural

manner fix the dimensions of K, it will be only neces-

sary to multiply all the values of K obtained on an

arbitrary supposition (such as, for example, that the

value for air is unity) by the same factor depending on

the units adopted. This, in fact, is what is done when

K is taken in ordinary electromagnetic units.

Electric Current [y]. An electric current in a con-

ducting wire is measured by the quantity which passes

across a given cross-section per unit of time. If q be

the numeric for the quantity which has passed in a time

for which the numeric is T, then denoting the numeric

for the current by y, we have y = q/T, and
[7] is

or [ifl n T-* A'*].

Jiesistnnce [r]. By Olun’s law the resistance of a

conductor is expressed by the ratio of the numeric v

for the difference of potential between its extremities

to the numeric 7 for the current flowing through it.

We have therefore r — r/y, and [/'] is [ry-1] or

[L-'TK~\
J.

Con luctance (formerly Conductivity). The dimensional

formula of conductance is plainly [LT~X A']. Hence in

the ordinary electrostatic system its dimensional formula

is [AT-1], which is that of velocity. Hence a conduct-

ance in ordinary electrostatic C.G.S. units is properly

expressed in centimetres per second. A physical illus-

tration of this fa_ct, due to Sir William Thomson, is

given in Vol. I. p. 205.

Electiic

Current

Resist-

ance.

Conduct-
ance.

L L 2
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1 1.—Elec i romaon

e

ric System.

inignoTic
^ognetic Pole 09* Qmntity of Magnetism [nt\ ; Surface

System Density of Magnetism [V] ; Magnetic Force or Magnetic
of Imte.

jpfehi Intensity [/] ; Magnetic Potential [ V\
The electromagnetic system of units is based on the

unit magnetic pole as defined above (p. 2). This

definition is exactly the same as that of unit quantity

of electricity on which the electrostatic system is

founded
;
and therefore the purely magnetic quantities

here mentioned, which bear the same relations to the

unit quantity of magnetism that the corresponding

electric quantities bear to the chosen unit quantity of

electricity, have, with the substitution of the magnetic

analogue to K,
in the electromagnetic system the same

dimensional formulas as those just found for the latter

quantities in the electrostatic system.

Observations precisely similar to those made above

regarding specific inductive capacity apply here regard-

ing its analogue, magnetic inductive capacity, or, as it

is frequently called, magnetic permeability. The force

between two poles, each of strength m at distance Z, in

a medium of magnetic inductive capacity p, is numeric-

ally and hence [m] = [M* IJ T* 1
/a*]. In the

ordinary electromagnetic system /a is defined (see p. 517

below) so as to be a mere numeric. We shall not here

make this assumption, but allow /a to appear in the

formulas, and its dimensions may bo afterwards

assigned.

By simple deletion of /i from the dimensional for-
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mulas they become those for the ordinary electromag-

netic system in which [fi] = 1.

Magnetic Moment [A#]. The numeric Af, for the mag-

netic moment of a uniformly magnetized bar-magnet, is

the product of the numerics for the strength of either

)H)lo and the length of the magnet. Hence we have

[M] = [Jf* fJ T~' pi
] .

[L] = [d/*Z* T- 1
/**].

Intensity of Magnetization [?]. The intensity of mag-

netization of any portion of a magnet is measured by

the magnetic moment of that portion per unit of volume.

Hence, if v denote the numeric ’foi the intensity of

magnetization of a uniformly magnetized magnet, the

numerics for the magnetic moment and volume of which

aie M and Al?> we have

*

'-2x*
,and 0]-[Jaz-*r-V]-

It is plain that the intensity of magnetization of a

uniformly and longitudinally magnetized bar is equal

to the surface denMty of the magnetic distribution over

the ends of the bar, and therefore intensity of magneti-

zation has the same dimensional formula as magnetic

surface density.

Magnetic Permeability [/a]. The magnetic perme-

ability of an inductively magnetized substance, or its

magnetic inductive capacity, is, as has already been

stated, the analogue in magnetism of specific inductive

capacity of a dielectric in electricity, and ot the con-

ductivity of a body for heat in heat conduction. The

part which it plays in magnetic theory is discussed in

Chapter I. above. In the ordinary electromagnetic

517

Magnetic
Moment.

Intensity

of Mag-
netisation.

Magnetic
Perme-
ability.
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^Perme*
0 sys^cm un'*s ^ *3 usually defined as the ratio of

ability and the magnetic force which would be exerted on a unit

fibiUiy
pole placed in a narrow crevasse, cut in the substance

so that its walls are at right angles to the direction of

magnetization, to the force which it would experience

if placed in a narrow crevasse, the walls of which are

parallel to the direction of magnetization. This mode

of defining magnetic permeability clearly makes it in

the ordinary magnetic system a mere numeric, that is,

its dimensional formula [/z] = 1.

The more general view of the meaning of magnetic

permeability given on p. 516 is not inconsistent with

tliis more special definition, as the latter simply amounts

to assuming the permeability of air to lx? unity. If, as

may be the case, permeability is more properly measured

by some property of the medium, which will assign to

the quantity definite dimensions, the permeabilities of

different substances in the ordinary electro-magnetic

system will simply have to be multiplied by a common
factor, depending on the fundamental units adopted.

Magnetic Susceptibility . This quantity is usually

denoted by k
t
and in the ordinary electromagnetic system

is connected with p by the relation p = l p 4irfc. Its

dimensional formula is therefore al>o 1 in the ordinary

electromagnetic system, that is, magnetic susceptibility

is in that system a mere numeric.

Cm rent Strength [T], By the theory of electromag-

netic action stated above in p. 143, and the definition

of unit cuirent (3), p. 144, we have, for any actual case

of a magnetic pole placed at the centre of a circle of

wire carrying a current, the equation T « FLjinmf
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where F% Lt m, and T are the numerics respectively for Dimeu-

the force acting on the pole, the radius of the circle, Electrical

the strength of the pole, and the strength of the current. Qualities.

Hence |T] - [FLm~ l

] . [J/* Z* T~ l

Quantity of Ehctricity [(/]. The yumeric Q for the

quantity of electricity conveyed in T seconds by a

euirent the mimetic for the strength of which is P, is

equal to Tl\ Hence [Q] - [PT] * [J/* Z*

Electric Potential
,

r/* Elect rt mefive Fare
[
V ]. As

above (p. 513), but using in this case the symbol V for

a numerical difference of potential, we get JV = VQ.

Thus we have
[ V] = [J/» Z* T~ 2 ^i].

Ehctrofstatic Capacity [C], Us'ng for a numerical

capacity in electromagnetic units the symbol C, we find,

by the same process as in p. 513, the equation C-Q/V,
[c]-[z

liibintunee [7i]. Using here R to denote a numerical Illustra-

resistance, we get as formoily 11 — V;C, and therefore Relistanre

[R] = [Zr~ l al as meas-

Thus if [)ti] =s 1, the dimensional formula for resist- Velocity,

ance is the same as that for velocity, and therefore a

resistance in ordinary electromagnetic units is properly

expressed as a velocity is, imunits of length per unit of

time, and accordingly, in C.O.S. units, as so many centi-

metres per second. This fact is directly shown by the

* Wo might pass in tho electrostatic system from the dimensional

formula rf unit current to thnt of ui it quantity of magintism, pre-

cisely as we nass here in the cle< tromngmtie system from the dimen-

sional formica of unit quantity of magtutism to that of unit current,

and we should find for the dimensional formula sought that here ob-

tained [.V* jr,i A”***], as might bp inferred at once. From this the

formulas in the electrostatic system for all the other magnetic quanti-

ties might he found.
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following illustration, due to Sir William Thomson.

Let the rails of the ideal machine, described in p. 192,

bo supposed to run horizontally at right angles 'to the

magnetic meridian, and let their plane be vertical. Let

a tangent galvanometer be included in the wire connect-

ing the rails. The slider when moved along the rai’s

will cut the lines of the eaith’s horizontal force, the

intensity of which in electromagnetic measure we have

denoted by 1L If the slider have a length Z, and be

moved with a velocity «\ the electromotive foice de-

veloped will be Hh\ If It l>e the total resistance in

circuit, 7 the cuirent flowing, r the mean ladius of the

galvanometer coil, ami Z' the length of wire in the

coil, we have y = llr
t
IJ tan 0. But by Ohm's law

7 = Hie, II. Hence 11Lv It =. Hr IJ tan 0, or

11 =
ZZV

e2 tan 0

Now we may suppose the radius of the coil so taken

that r2 = LIJ, and that the slider ;s moved at such a

speed, v, that the deflection of tin* needle is 45°. Under

these conditions we get 11 -= r. The resistance It of the

circuit is therefore measured in electromagnetic units by

the velocity with which the slider must bo inmed, so

that the deflection of the needle of the tangent galvan-

ometer may be 43°.

Stflf-fu- Coefficient of Self-Itulaction (or S* If-Inductance). T)e-

duetance, noting by L (instead of Z to avoid confusion with the

Z of the unit of length) the inductance of a circuit,

the current in which is P, we have {jlVjdt for the

electromotive force of self-induction. Hence \jirjdt
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has the same dimensional formula as electromotive

force, that is [Lr^" 1

]
= T~ 2

/*“*], and therefore

[L] - 17/4
Mutual Inductance. If M be mutual inductance be-

tween two circuits, F the current in one of them, then

the electromotive force in the other circuit due to

mutual induction is MdTjdt. Hence by the same pro-

cess as before we get [J/] = [Lfi\

A self- or mutual inductance is theiefore in ordinary

electromagnetic measure in dimensions simply a length,

and in CG.S. units is properly expressed as so many
centimetres.

But if resistance is taken in terms of the true ohm,

which is 109 cms. (or nearly one earth-quadrant) per

second, the corresponding unit of induction is 109 cms.

If the legal or any other ohm is used, the unit of in-

duction is that length which replaces 109 cms. in the

definition of the ohm.

For the unit of inductance defined by any ohm, Profs.

Ayiton and Perry have proposed the name sccohm . The

Paris Congress lias however adopted the name quadrant.

Plainly this can only in strictness be applied in connec-

tion with the true ohm.

We have now investigated the dimensional formulas

of the absolute units of all the piincipal electric and

magnetic quantities in the electrostatic system, or in

the electromagnetic system, according as each quantity

is generally measured in practice. Each may, however,

be expressed either in electrostatic or in electromagnetic

units, and we give the following table of dimensional

formulas for all the quantities in both systems.

Mutual
Induct-
ance.
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la Tables II. and III. K and fi have been intro-

duced into the formulas as stated above, pp. 512, H6.
The ordinary electrostatic and electromagnetic systems

are obtained by supposing K and each unity,

rmed
One a^vantaSe thus exhibiting the dimensions is

Dimen- that it enables electrostatic and electromagnetic quan-

A'aitol'ju
^es *° regarded as of the same absolute dimen-

sions, since K and fi ,
not being fixed as to dimensions,

can, unless restricted by definition, have dimensions

assigned to them which fulfil this condition. For

example, .os suggested by Professor G. F. Fitzgerald,*

each may be taken as having the dimensions [TL~ l
\

Another advantage is that problems, in which passage

from one set of units to the other is involved, are solved

with greater ease from first principles (sec Professor

Rucker's paper, lee. cit.).

Tahiti of

Dimen-
sional For-

mula*.

FUNDAMENTAL UNITS.

Quantity.

Length

Mass

Time

Dimensional
Formula.

Wmm
DERIVED UNITS.

I. Dynamical Units.

Velocity

Acceleration

Force

Work )

Energy J

[/, r-»]

[L T-
a
-]

[MIT *

]

[Ml9 T~ 9
]

* Phil. Mag., April 1889.
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Note.—Col. A below with K deleted gives the ordinary electro-

static formulas, Col. B with fi deleted gives the ordinary electro-

magnetic formulas.

II. Electric Units.

Quantity of Electricity

Sui face Density of Electiicity

Electric Displacement

Electric Force, or
|

Intensity of Electric Field /

Electiic Potential
)

Electromotive Force J

Electrostatic Capacity

Specific Inductive Capacity

Current Strength

Resistance

A. B.

In toms of In trims of

L, M, T, K. L, M, T, pi.

[J/*Z» T-'A'l] [Mi Lip i]

j
[MiL~*p-i]

[Mll-lT-'JC-l] [J/» IJ T~ 2 pi]

[1/4Z4 T 1 Ar
-J] [J/»Z* r-VJ

]

[A']

[LK]
[J/4 IJ T- 1 A'* ]

[L-'TKi]

[L~ l J2 /*- 1

]

[A- 1 2V 1

]

[j/i a r- 1
/*-*]

[zy-v»]

III. Mityiutic Units.

Quantity of Magnetism, or )

Magnetic Pole /

Suiface Density of Magnetism

Magnetic Moment

Intensity of Magnetization

Magnetic Force or 1

Intensity of Magnetic Field /

Magnetic Potential

Magnetic Permeability )

Magnetic Susceptibility J

Coefficient of Self-Induction
j

Coefficient of Mutual Induction /

[.!/* Li K-i] [.i/4 z* r~V]

[.1/4 Z-i A'-4]

[.1/4 Z* AT-4]

[J/4Z-4A'-4]

[J/4 L-i T-' M1
]

[.1/4 IJ T- 1
/i‘]

[Mi L-i T-' pi]

[.1/4 Z4 T -’A
r
4] [.

MiL-iT-'p-i
]

[,i/4 z» r- 2 A'4] [Min r-v*]

[Z~ 4 Tl A'
-1

] M
[L~x y*A”-1] [Am]
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Use of

Dimen-
sional

Formulas.

Practical

Units.

As an example of the use of dimensional formulas

we may find the multiplier for the reduction of numerics

for magnetic field intensities given in terms of British

foot-grain-second units to the corresponding numerics

in terms of C.G.S. electromagnetic units. Let H be the

numerical intensity in terms of British units, IV the

numerical intensity in C.G.S. units. We have, by

equation (4).

W = //[//] - //[J/4Z-J f 1

].

Since 1 gramme =» 15*43235 grains, and 1 centimetre

«» 1/30*47945 foot, we have

[->/> r-i -
(YfU - ailH

-

The earth’s horizontal force is given as 3 02 in British

units at Greenwich for 1883. We get therefore

IV = 3 02 = -18075, in C.G.S. units.

Unit* adopted in Practice.

In practical work the resistances and electromotive

forces occurring to be measured are usually so great

that if the absolute electromagnetic C.G.S. units were

used, the resulting numerics would be inconveniently

large
;
while, on the other hand, capacities are generally

so small that their numerics in C.C S. units would be

only very small fractions. Accordingly certain multiples

of the C.G.S. units of resistance and electromotive force,

and a submultiple of that of capacity have bceu chosen

for use in practice. The derivation of the first two, the
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ohm and the volt, together with the practical units of

current and quantity, the ampere and the coulomb, may
be illustrated as follows:—*

Let the rails of the ideal magneto-electric machine, Derivation

described at p. 192 above, be imagined placed in a practical

uniform magnetic field of unit intensity. Also let the Units,

rails be connected by means of a wire so that a complete

conducting circuit is funned. Suppose the rails, slider,

and wire to be all made of the same material, and the

length and cross-sectional area of the wire to be such

that its resistance is very great in comparison with that

of the rest of the circuit, su that, when the slider is

moved with any given velocity, the resistance in the

circuit remains practically constant. When the slider

is moved along £he rails it cuts across the lines of force,

and so long as it moves with uniform velocity a constant

difference of potential will be maintained between its

two ends by induction, and a uniform current will flow

in the n\ ire from the rail which is at the higher potential

to that which is at the lower. If the direction of the

lines of force be the same as the direction of the vertical

component of the earth's magnetic force in the northern

hemisphere, so that a north-tending pole placed in the

field would be moved downwards, and if the rails run

south an<l north, the current, when the slider is moved

northwards, will flow from the east rail to the west

through the slider, and from the west rail to the east

*
Specifications of the Practical Units for use in Electrical Industries,

fcc., have been adopted within the last year by a Committee appointed

by the Board of Trade. The recommendations of the Committee will

be found in an Appendix at the end of this volume.
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through the wire. If the velocity of the slider be

increased, the difference of potential between the rails,

or, as it is otherwise called, the electromotive force

producing the current, will be increased in the same

ratio; and therefore by Ohm's law so also will the

current

C.G.S. For a slider arranged as we have imagined, and made

Difference *° lnove across the lines of force of a magnetic field, the

of difference of pitential produced varies directly as the
Potential,

intensity, as the length of the slider, and as the

vel'icity with which tin* slider cuts across the lines ol

force. The difference of potential produced therefore

varies as the product of these three quantities; and

when each of the<e is unity, the difference of potential

is taken as unity also. We may write therefore

V = ILv, where I is the field intensify, L the length

of the slhler, and c its velocity. Hence if the intensity

of the field we have imagined be 1 C.G.S. unit, the

distance between the rails 1 cm., and the velocity of the

slider 1 cm. per seoonl, the difference of pitontial pro-

duced will be 1 C.G.S. unit.

Practical This difference of potential is so small as to be incon-

Klectro- venient for use as a practical unit, and instead of it the

motive difference of potential which would be produced if,

TheVoit. everything else remaining the same, the slider had a

velocity of 100,000,000 cms. per second, is taken as the

practical unit of electromotive force, and is called one

volt. It is a little less than the difference of potential

which exists between the two insulated poles of a

Darnells cell.

We have imagined the rails to be connected by a wire
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of very great resistance in comparison with that of the Derivation

rest of the circuit, and have supposed the length of this °UDit of

wire to have remained constant. But from what we
have seen above, the effect of increasing the length of

the wire, the speed of the slider remaining the same,

would be to diminish the current in the ratio in which

the resistance is increased, and a correspondingly greater

speed of the slider would he necessary to maintain the

current at the same strength. We may therefore take

the speed of the slider as measuring the resistance of

the wire. Now suppose that when the slider 1 cm. long

was moving at the rate of 1 cin. per second, the current

in the wire was l C.G.S. unit; the resistance of the wire

was then 1 C.G.S. unit of resistance. Unit resistance Practical

therefore corresponds to a velocity of 1 cm. per second.

This resistance *however, is too small to be practically a»ce:

useful, and a resistance 1,000,000,000 times as great,
The 0hm *

that is, the resistance of a wire, to maintain 1 C.G.S.

unit of current in which it would be necessary that the

slider should move with a velocity of 1,000,000,000

ms. (approximately the length of a quadrant of the

earth from the equator to either pole) per second, is

taken as the practical unit of resistance, and called

one ohm .

Some account of experiments which have been made Ohm

for the realization of the ohm is given in Chapter IX.,

and it will be seen from the results that the ohm is anccof

approximately equal to the resistance of a column of Mercury,

pure mercury 106 3cms. long, and 129 mm. in cross-

section, when the temperature is that of melting ice.

At present this number is that generally used; but;
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vhen ft sufficient number of exact determinations of the

ohm have been obtained, a more accurate value will no

doubt be legalised as the standard of reference.

Donation It is obvious from equation (1) that if Fand 22, each

Ampere, initially one unit, be increased in the same ratio, 0 will

remain one unit of current; but that if Vbe, for ex-

ample, 10* C.G.S. units of potential, or one volt, and 22

be a resistance of 10® cms. per second, or one ohm, 0
will be one-tenth of one O.G25. unit of current. A
current of this strength—that is, the current flowing in

a wire of resistance one ohm, between the two ends of

which a difference of potential of one volt is main-

tained,—has been adopted as the practical unit of

current, and called oue ampere. Hence it is to be re-

membered one ampere is one tenth of one <\GS. unit

of current.

Derivation The am >unt of electricity conveyed in one second by

Coulomb
a curru,lt one ampere is called one coulomb. This

unit, although not quite so frequently required as tho

others, is very useful, as, for instance, for expressing the

quantities.of electricity which a secondary cell is capable

of yielding in various circumstances. For example, in

comparing^iffercnt cells with one another, their capa-

cities, or the total quantities of electricity they are

capable of. yielding when fully charged, are very con-

veniently reckoned in coulombs per square centimetre

of the area across which the electrolytic action in each

takes place.

The magneto-electric machine we have imagined

yields very limply the relation between the work done

in maintaining a current, the strength of the current,
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and the electromotive force producing it4 Although a

slight digression, we give this discussion here to help to

illustrate how electromotive force and current together,

when measured in absolute electromagnetic unite, give

the corresponding electrical activity in absolute dy-

namical units, and for the sake of the practical units of

electrical activity and work.

We have seen above (p. 118) that every element of a Activity

conductor, carrying a current in a magnetic field, is of Electro-

acted on by a force tending to move it in a direction at
(

™W,®kc

right angles to the plane through the element, and the

direction of the resultant magnetic force at the element,

and have derived from the expression for the magnitude

of the force a definition (p 143) of unit current in

the electromagnetic system Fi im these considerations

it follows that a conductor in a uniform magnetic field,

and carrying a unit current which flows at right angles

to the lines of force, is acted on at every point by a

force tending to move it in a direction at right angles tc

its length, and the magnitude of this force for unit

length of conductor, and unit field, is by the definition

of unit current equal to unity

Applying this to our slider, in which wc m^y suppose

a current of amount y to be kept flowing, say, from a

battery in the circuit, let L be the length of the slider,

v its velocity, and I the intensity of the field ; we have

* rradically the same considerations formed the basis of SirWilliam
Thomson’s famous papers “ On the Mechanical Thwry of Electrolysis,”

and “On Applications of the Principle of MwlliiudjMNMt to the

Measurement of Electromotive Forces and of OaivanicuPmtaacee in
Absolute Measure,” Phxi. Mag. Dec. 1851, or Reprint qf Math, and
Phyt. Papers, Vol. I.

VOL. II. M M
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for the force on the moving conductor the value ILy .

Hence the rate at which woik is done by the electro-

magnetic action between the current and the field is

ILydx'iU or IIyv> and this must be equal to the rate

at which work would be done in generating by motion

of the slider a current of amount y. But as we have

seen above, Hv is the electromotive force produced by

the motion of the slider. Calling tins now E

\

the

symbol usually employed to denote electromotive force,

we have Ey as the eleetiieal activity, that is, the total

rate at which electrical energy is given out in all forms

in the circuit.

By Ohm's law this value for the electrical activity

may, when the work done is wholly spent in producing

he it, be put into either of the two other forms, namely,

E2 R
t
or y

2R. In the latter of these forms the law was

discovered by Joule, who measured the amount of heat

generated in wires of different resistances by currents

flowing through them. This law hold* for every electric

circuit whether of dynamo, battery, or thermoelectric

arrangement.

Activities We have, in what has gone before, supposed the slider

entParta have n° resistance comparable with the whole resist-

*>f Circuit, ancc in the circuit. If it have a resistance r, and R
be the remainder of the resistance in ciicuit, the actual

difference of potential between its two ends will not be

ILv or E

\

but E. Ri(R + r) (Vol. I., p. 146). The rate

per unit of time at which work is given out in the circuit

is however still Ey
,
of which the part Ey , r}(R + r)

is given out in the slider, and the remainder,

Ey.RjfJt -f r), in the remainder of the circuit. In
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short, if V be the actual difference of potential, as

measured by an electrometer, between two points in a

wire connecting the terminals of a battery or dynamo,

and y be the current flowing in the wire, the rate at

which energy is given out is Vy, or if B be the resist-

ance of the wire between the two points, 7
2B.

The activity in the part of the circuit considered is

always Vy, but this may be greater than 7
2B, in which

case work is done otherwise than in heating the con-

ductor. y
?B is then the part of the activity employed

in generating heat.

One of the great advantages of the system of units Advantage

briefly sketched here, is that it states the value of the c.g!s.

rate at which work is given out in the circuit, without System of

, . 7 , ~ . _ Units.
its being necessary to introduce any coefficient such as

would have been necessary if the units had been arbi-

trarily chosen. When the quantities are measured in

C.G.S. units, the value of Ey is given in centimetre-

dynes, or in ergs, per second. Results thus expressed

may be reduced to horse-power by dividing by the

number 7*46 x 10°; or if E is measured in volts, and

7 in amperes, Ey may be reduced to horse-power by

dividing by 74(>. Thus, if 00 volts be maintained

between the terminals of a pair of incandescent lamps

joined in series, and a current of 1*3 ampere flows

through these lamps, the rate at which energy is given

out in the lamps is approximately *157 horse-power.

If the rate at which work is done in maintaining a

current of one ampere through a resistance of one ohm
were taken as the practical unit of rate cf working, or

activity, and E reckoned in volts and 7 in amperes, the

mm2
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JVatt or

Unit of
Electrical

Activity.

rate at which electrical energy is given out in the circuit

would be measured simply by Ey ;
and calculations of

electrical work would be much simplified. This was

proposed by Sir William Siemens (Brit. Assoc. Address,

1882), who suggested that the name watt should be

given to this unit rate of working. The rate at tvhich

energy is given out in the lamps of the above example

is 90 x 1*3 -=117 wait*. A iratt is therefore equivalent

to 107 ergs per second.

Kilowatt. The Electrical Congress held at Paris in August 1889

lias adopted the watt as the practical electrical unit of

work, and the term kilowatt
,
proposed by Mr. W. If.

Preece to designate an acthityof 1000 watts or 1010

ergs per second. It is intended that the latter unit

should be used instead of the horse-power. An activity

given in kilowatts can be reduced to horse-power by

dividing by 716, or roughly by multiplying by 4 and

dividing by 3.

*U °f
^ proposed to call the work

Elcctnral done in one second, when the rate of working is one
Work, watt, one joule. Thus tl»o woik done in one second in

maintaining a current of one ampere through one ohm,

or the work obtained by letting down one coulomb of

electricity through a difference of potential of one volt,

is one joule. A joule is therefore equivalent to 107 ergs,

and the work done in one second in the above example

is 117 joule*.

The Electrical Congress of August 1889 also adopted

the joule as the practical unit of electrical work.

The practical unit of electrostatic capacity is called

the farad, and may be defined as the capacity of a
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condenser which, when charged by an electromotive Practical

force of one volt, has a charge of one coulomb. If C Capacity

:

be the numerical capacity of such a condenser in C.G.S.

electromagnetic units of capacity, we have 67= 10“ 1/10s

=5 10 ~°
;
or one farad is equivalent to 10~ 9 C.G.S.

In some cases, when the quantities to be expressed

are very large, units one million times greater than the

chosen practical units are employed. These are denoted

by the names of the corresponding practical units with

mega (great) prefixed. On the other hand, for the ex-

pression of very small quantities, units one million times

smaller than the practical units are sometimes used, and

are denoted by the corresponding names of the practical

units with micro (small) prefixed.

Such units are however rarely employed, with the Megohm

exception of the megohm
,
used for expressions of resist-

an
^j

Cro '

ances of insulating substances, and the microfarad
,

which is really the most convenient unit for expressions

of capacities. A megohm may be stated as 1015 centi-

metres per second
;
one C.G.S. unit of capacity is equi-

valent to 1015 microfarads.

The practical units which have been adopted may be Practical

considered as belonging to an absolute system, based on

a unit of length equivalent to one thousand million Absolute

(10°) ceutimetrcs (approximately the length of one

quadrant of the earth's polar* circumference), a unit of

mass equivalent to one one-hundred-millionth of a milli-

gramme, or 10“n gramme, and the second as unit of

time. The verification of this in the different cases

will furnish examples of the use of dimensional

formulas.
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For example, let us find wlmt the expressions of

resistances and electromotive forces in C.G.S. units

become when these new units of length and mass are

substituted for the centimetie and the gramme. Let It

be the numeric of a resistance in C.G.S. units, and It*

its numeric in terms of the new units. We have,

using the proper change-ratio,

li' = Ii[LT-'] = B x ^
since the unit of time remains unchanged. One ohm
is therefore equivalent to 10® C.G.S. units of resist-

ance, that is, 10® centimetres per second.

Again let V he the expression of an electromotive

force in C.G.S. electromagnetic units, £' its expression

in terms of the now units. The dimensional formula

for electromotive force is [J/l L' T~ }

J.
We have there-

fore

E' = E[MUJ T-'].

We have only to consider what [AO /JJ becomes.

This is plainly (lylO -11
/ x (1/10®)* or 1/108 . Hence

E‘ = E x
1

io8
’

that is, one volt is equivalent to 10 s C.G.S. units of

electromotive force.

The following table gives the numerics for the various

practical units in terms of C.G.S. units :

—
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Name of Practical Equivalent in
Quantity. Unit. C.U.S. Units.

Resistance Ohm 10®

Electromotive Force Volt 10®

Current Strength Ampere io- 1

Quantity of Electricity Coulomb io- 1

Electrostatic Capacity
f Farad

t Microfarad o

o
'

1

5
»

We have seen above that if Q, Q' be the numerics

for two quantities, the dimensional formula of Q'jQ is

and this of course applies to the expressions

of the same quantity in tv\o different s\ steins of units.

Thus if q denote the numerical expression of a quantity

of electricity in electrostatic units, and Q that of the

same quantity in electromagnetic units, the same funda-

mental units being employed in both cases, the dimen-

sional foi mula of QiQ is [g]l[Q]> But from the table

(p 523) we have [g] = [J/*Z« T~'] and [Q] = [J/*Z*].

The dimensional formula of g/Q is thus the same as

that of velocity, that is to say q/Q is equal to a certain

definite velocity, the numerical expression of which

depends on the fundamental units of length and time

cunployed. In other words the number of electrostatic

units of electricity which is equivalent to one electro-

magnetic unit is numerically equal to this velocity.

The same velocity is derivable from the ratios of the

numerical values of any of the other electrical or mag-

netic quantities in the two systems of units. For

instance, if e be the numerical value of an electromotive

force in electrostatic units, and E that of the same

electromotive force in electromagnetic units, we have

Dimcn-
sions of

Katio of

Electro-

magnetic
to

Electro-

static

Unit of
Quantity.
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for the dimensional formula of eJE the value {VJ'fJFj

» [Mi H] [Mi D T~'] - [L~' T\. The ratio c[E has

thus the dimensional formula of the reciprocal of a

velocity, and therefore E r, or which is the tame, the

number of electromagnetic units equivalent to one

electrostatic unit of electromotive force, is properly

expressed as a certain definite velocity. It is easy to

see that this velocity is identical with the foitncr. For

if q and Q be the numerical values in the two systems

of a certain quantity of electricity, theu since e ami E
denote the same electromotive force, the work eq must

be numerically equal to the work EQ. We get there-

fore E c ss q Q, that is, the two velocities are the

same.

By taking the more general dimensional formulas

given in the table (p. 523; we find that

fel

C'.'J

= [A' *]

when ['/], [V] refer to the ordinary systems. Hence

the product K~i p~i has the dimensions of a velocity

It is in fact the velocity q Q above referred to.

Denoting this velocity by v * we get for the various

quantities the following relations. The numerator of

the ratio on the left of each equation denotes the

numeric (f the quantity in electrostatic units, the de-

nominator the numeric of the same quantity in electro-

magnetic units.

* See p. 206 above ; also Cbai>. X. below.

t For ilhiattalions of the pl>y«i<*ai meaning of v ace Chap. X.
below.
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A given Quantity of Electricity q/Q = v

„ Current 7/r ** V

„ Electromotive Force fc! II
J—

‘
P;"

„ Electrostatic Capacity c',0 - r2

„ Resistance r\R - 1 i-
2

Therefore if q and Q, e and E, or the numerics for

any other given quantity, be determined in the two

systems of units, the value of v can be at once obtained.

Experiments of this kind, some of which are described

in Chapter X. below, have been made by Maxwell, Sir

W. Thomson, Weber, Ayrton and Perry, J. J. Thomson,

H. A. Rowland, E. B. Rosa, and others, with the result

that r = 3x 1010 centimetres per second approximately,

or very nearly the velocity of light in air as deduced

from experiments made by the methods of Foucault

and Fizeau. According to Maxwell’s Electromagnetic

Theory of Light (Electricity and Maynetism t Vol. II.,

Chap. XX) this relation should held, and thus the

theory is so far confirmed.

In the present chapter we have considered only the

scalar magnitudes of electric and magm tic quantities.

For an instructive discussion of the Theory of Dimen-

sions from a vector point of view t lie reader may refer

to a paper by Mr, W. Williams, FhiL May, Sept. 1892.



CHAPTER X

ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF RESISTANCE

anreof
order that all the results of electrical experiments

Realized may be expressed in absolute units, realized absolute

of*Rcrist?
un ^ts resistance must be available. An electric

ance. current can be measured at any time in absolute

units, as we have seen, by means of a proper standard

galvanometer or current balance. When the absolute

value, R, of the resistance of a coil of wire is known,

a difference of potential expressed by any chosen

number of absolute units can be produced by causing a

current of the proper strength, 7, to flow through the

wire. If the wire is not the seat of any electromotive

force, the difference of potential between two points in

the wire, close to the ends, is 77i\ By this mode of

realizing differences of potential the electromotive

forces of voltaic cells have been determined ; and such

cells can be used in their turn as practical standards for

the comparison of differences of potential. A realized

standard of resistance is thus of fundamental import-

ance in absolute electrical measurement.

Absolute Various methods for the absolute measurement of

of resistances have been devised, and a few of these most

suited to give exact results have been carried out with
*****

great care and experimental skill by several experi-
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menters. We give here a general account of these in-

vestigations, going however into full detail regarding

only one or two of the more recent, and, on account of

the accumulation of experience, presumably the more

exact of them.

The methods may be classed in three divisions :— Methods

I. Those in which electromagnetic induction, of which

the amount can be calculated, is employed to generate

a current in the conductor the resistance of which is to

be determined. The strength of this current depends

on this resistance, and is measured directly or indirectly

so that it enables the resistance to be found. II. Those

based on Lorenz’s method, in which a continuous dif-

ference of potential between the terminals of the given

conductor is produced by electromagnetic induction, and

is balanced by a difference of potential independently

produced by a current 7 flowing in the conductor.

III. Joule's method, in which the rate, 7
2
i2, of genera-

tion of heat produced by a measured current 7 in the

conductor is determined, and the resistance deduced by

dividing by 7*.

The first method of type I. which we describe is that Kirch*

due to Kirchhoff.* Two coils, Cv C2,
between which

there is a mutual inductance, M, are joined up, as shown

diagrammatically in Fig. 128, with * battery and gal-

vanometer, and the resistance R to be determined. The

steady current deflection of the needle is first observed.

is then removed from the position in which the

mutual inductance is M, to one in which the mutual

inductance is zero, and the first throw of the galvano-

* Pogg- Awn. 79, (1849).
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meter is noted (together with the succeeding elongations

to enable a correction for damping to be applied). If

x be the total induction-flow through the galvanometer,

it the steady current in Cf, and the resistances P, Q, of

AC
X
B, BC

2A, respectively, be each groat in comparison

with R, then we have very approximately

R = J/
•'**

(1)x

If the galvanometer deflections for steady currents

follow the tangent law, and 6
X
be the deflection produced

by the steady current, 0i the induction throw, corrected

for damping and torsion of the fibro if it exists, and T
the complete period of oscillation of the needle,

so that

st, _ 7T tan 6
X

>x
~ T siu£&2

R = M 7r tan 0^

T »in£0, (2)

Iftwo different galvanometers are used, one ofconstant

Ox to measure the steady current, and a ballistic galvano-

meter of constant O
t
to measure the transient current,
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and H, E', be the values of the earth's horizontal

components at their respective needles, then instead of

(2) we have
_ ,.E Go 7T tan 6,R - M tp 7f

Ji' T sin^
s

(2')

To prove equation (1) let «, i, be the current in the battery

and in the galvanometer at any instant during the change of

the inductance, and Z,, Z2 , the self-inductances of the two
circuits ACJtA, ARC2A9 7? "being supposed devoid of self-

inductance. Then these circuits give

L{u + Mx + (P + li)u - Rx = E\
Z2r + Mu + (Q + R).r - Ru ~ 0 J

w'here E \s the electromotive force of the battery.

Integrating these equations over the (very short) interval r

of change oi the mutual inductance from M to 0, we get

- MJt, + (P + R)u - Rx =jjBU = 0

- Mi, + (Q + X).r - Ru = 0

But when the currents are steady the second of (3) is

(Q + 72)i, - R“* *= 0.

Eliminating u between the tw’o equations of (4), and putting

** = ^*(Q + 72)/72, as given by the last equation, we find after

reduction

r „ M (P + R)(Q+R) + R*

** R (R + R) (

q

+ R) - R1

,
272*

. a \
** Rl

l +
(P + R){Q+ R)

+ &0
I

# # * (5)

If P, Q,
bo each great in comparison with 72, this gives (1).

Eauation (2) follows by the theory of the ballistic galvanometer.
This investigation is practically Maxwell’s version of the

process followed originally by Kirchhoif. The result may
however be obtained somewdiat more directly as follows. WhenM
is annulled an integral electromotive force of amount Mu$ acts

Theory of

Kirch-
hod’s

Method.
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in G# and another of amount M&$ in Q. The induction-flow due
to each through the galvanometer has the same direction, since

on acconnt of the opposite signs of the inductions through Cit

Cf, the currents induced in them are in opposite directions round
these coils. The flow through the galvanometer due to Mu$ is

m. n •_ m m (/> + n) {Q + j*> .

0 , + p*_ R Q(P + R) + Pit'*'

P + R VT
i’ + R

That due to Mi, is

Mi, R M R*

p .

"
<}R Q + R " R t (<2 + R) + (iR

x, ‘

^ q + R

Adding these we get for the total flow through the gnlvnno*
meter

.1/ IP + R) (Q + It) + IP
“ n (P + a) \q + ft) - A*

*'

which agrees with (b).

Deterin nations by this method have been mide by Howland
Rowland's at Baltimore and Gla/.cbrook at Cambridge. In both sets of ex-
and Glaze- periments the arrangement of coils was not disturbed

; but the
brook’s induction flow was produced by the simple expedient of revers-
Experi- fog the current in tbe roil Cx

. Row land used a special ballistic
ments. galvanometei to measure tbe transient current, and a comparison

of its constant with that of tbe galvanometer used for the steady
current gave the necessary data for calculating

In Glazebiook's determination,* however, tne same galvano-
meter was used for the measurement of both transient and

Glaze- steady current*, being shunted fur the latter purpose so that

brook’s only a fraction k of the < urrent produced the d< flection $
x

Expert- of the needle. Thus instead of (2) the formula of calculation

ments.

R 2M it tan 1

T sin 1 6t 2'
(«>

was applied, the deflections of course being corrected for

damping, Ac. The factor 2 is introduced on the rightdiand

Phil. Trans. US, 1*80.
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side ss the current we* reversed, and therefore the induction
changed by 2M, .

The fotlowiflg ate the particulars of the coils used by Glaze-
brook, which were wound with greet care by Professor Christal

for a similar investigation. The two coils are distinguished as

A and B . They were wound with Well-insulated copper wire.

Mean radius in otns. (a). . . .

Axial breadth of section (26). .

Radial depth of section (2d) . .

Number of turns of wire . , .

Resistance (approx.) in B. A. units

A B Mean.

25*763 25-766 26*760

1896 1-899 1*897

1*92 ICO 1-91

797 791 794

84 83 167/2

The positions of the mean planes were estimated from the

dimensions of the uug channels in which the wire was wound,
and any doubt as to the exact positions in these channels was
eliminated by reversing the bobbins relatively to the distance

pieces between them.
Tho calvanometcr used was an instrument also specially

wound by Professor Chrystal. It consisted of two coils about
4 inches in diameter and 23/32 ot an inch apart. These coils

wure movable about a vertical axis round a graduated circle

could be fixed in the magnetic meridian.

The needle was of hard steel, and 1*5 cm. in length, and weighed
•7( 8 gramme. It was suspended in a stmup of brass on which
was fixed tho mirror, and a projecting stem of brass, on which
brass weights were screwed to increase the period. The whole
weighed 6 6 grammes, and was suspended by three fibres of silk

60 cms. long.

The sc%le was of paper divided to millimetres, and compared
with a standard scale.

Each experiment made included eight observations of throw,

and two of steady current deflection, and each set of expert

ments consisted of four, one for each of the four positions in

which the pair of coils could be placed by roversing them with-

m

Details of
Induction

Coils.

Galvano-
meter.

Export
meats
made.
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First

Result*

Final

Result of

Experi-

ments.

Accuracy
of

Method*
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out changing the distance between their centres* Three such
seta were made for the distanco 16 019

#
cms. of mean planes*

These gave as a result

1 BA. unit * -98598 X 10* cms. per second.

Three series of experiments were afterwards made in like

manner for three different distances of mean planes 15*019 cms ,

18*252 cms., 28 692 cms.
1 Afferent bttteries were used so that the cunents through the

coil were varied. The mean result obtained was

R « 158 X 10* C.G.S.

As a precaution when the conductor, the resis*aneo of frhich

is to he determined, is a coil of copper wire, it is necessary

lest the result should he affected by variation of temperature
to make frequent comparisons of the resistance of the coil with
that of a platinum, silver or German silver standard.

Expressed in H.A. units, R was found by such a comparison
with B.A. standards to he 160.520 at 12 C., and the results

reduced to this temperature for comparison gave for the B.A.
unit the follow ing values :

Series A. 4 sets.

•9863d X 10* C.G.S.

Series B. 2 set*.

*98558 X 10* C.G.S.

Series C. 3 sets.

*98876 X 1<* C.G. .

Including the preliminary results, with half*weights given to

them, the whole investigation gave

1 B.A. unit « *986271 X 10* C.G.S.

Glazchrook has made a redetermi nation by this method of the

value of the B.A, unit, and has given * as 'the moan of all liis

results

1 B.A. unit « *98665 X 109 C.G.8.

In this method, apart from observations of galvanometer
deflections, accuracy depends on the exact determination of JKf,

which is a linear quantity. The coils used have had generally

the same radius, and the effect of errors in the measurement of

their radii and distances apart have been estimated os follows

* B.A. Report, 1800.
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by Lord Rayleigh.* If we denote the mean radius of the coils

(supposed the same in both) by a, and the distance apart of their

mean p'aues by b}
and (ri/M) dMjda

,
{bjM) dMjdb, by X, ft.

since M is linear, and

dll

Af

* + M * 1

545

which enables the effects of the errors duja
,
dbjb, to be estimated.

The expression for M in teims of a and b is given by (142) at Examina-
p.315 above, and the known values (see Appendix) ofM(l-ltir^aa') tion of

for different values of y(~ sin

-

1 2 v aa’I *J(a + a1

)
2+b2

)t enables

those of X and ft to be found. It is clear that sinceM increases
'^ases*

as b diminishes, and vice rersd, ft must always be negative

;

X must therefore be always greater than unity.

If b be great in comparison with a it is clear that AT will vary
as aAfb\ and therefore X = 4, ft = - 3. This is a very unfavour-
ableucase, as then errors in a ami b are unduly multiplied in M.

Again, if b be small, it is clear that ft is nearly zero, and this

may be verified by differentiating the approximate expression

$rra log (H/r//> - 2). Still any error db in b may, if b is small, be
comparuble with b itself, and thus, although ft may be small,

ft'lb,b may be sensible. Further, the correction for cross-section

is of greater relative importance in this case ; and thus for two
reasons it is preferable to keep b of moderate value. Lord Ray-
leigh gives the following table for intermediate values of b \

—

r bjla k M

60° *577 2 61 - 1’fil •316

7CT '364 2-18 - 1*18 •507

75°
|

•268 1-98 - -98 •829

803

j

•176 1-76 - -76 1186

This table jahows that for equal values of daja, and db/b, the
numerical values of the errors in U are roughly as 2 to 1,

VOL. II.

* Phih Mag, Nov. 1882.

N N
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Method With regard to the current measurements, it is to be noticed
nearly that the method does not involve any determinations of dis-

Iudepen- tances of scales from mirrors, except as a means of correcting
°* the approximate value of t tn 0j/sin £Pvea by the ratio of the

men^of" deflections as read otf in scale divisions (see p. 486).

Sealo Lord Rayleigh is of opinion thut by using still larger coils

Distances. ^ian those employed by Glazebrook, with the same number of

turns of wire, the accuracy of experiments by this method might
probably be still further increased. The greater value of J/,

and the greater conductance of the wire, would give greater

sensibility, and the linear measurements could be more exactly

made. A relatively small value of the radial breadth of section,

the chief element iu the correction for cross-section, might then
also be used.

The induction coils used in Rowland’s experiments* were modo
Rowland’s

\yy winding 154 turns of tine silk-covered wire in each of throe
Expert- accnratejy turned brass bobbins („f, if, C). Their mean radii

.“S* were respectively 13*710 cuts., 13*600 cuts.. 13*720 oms., and each

Induction
had a ra^ a * depth of *90 cm. and an axial width of *84 cm.

Coils. These bobbins weie used two at it time, ami were made with
carefully ground ends so that they could be fitted end to end
with their axes in line. Each pair could of course be placed in

four positions relatively to one another without altering the
distance between their mean planes, and as all four weie used in

each case, the slightest uncertainty as to the exact distance of
the coils apart was eliminated by combination of the results.

The distance of the bobbins was measured for each position by
means of a cathetometer applied at three different points in the
circumference.

The values of 3/ were calculated by the elliptic integral formula
value of already given, and a correction was made for the cross-section of

each coil according to the formula at p. 522 above. The results

were as follows :
—

|

A and ti. A and C. B and C.

Mean distance a- !

part .... 6*534 oms. 9*574 cms. 11*471 cms.

Value of AT .

.

j

3775500 cms. 2561974 cms. 2051320 cm*.

Sullimao's American Journal, Iff (1678).
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The ballistic galvanometer was composed of two coils con- Details of

turning between them 1,790 turns of No. 22 silk-covered copper Ballistic

wire, wound on a brass cylinder 8*2 cms. long, and 116 cms. in Galvano-

diameter, in rectangular grooves 3 cms. deep and 2*5 cms. wide, nieter.

A saw-cut along the cylinder prevented the circulation of induc-
tion currents round it. The coil was mounted so that it could
be turned about a vertical axis to any required azimuth, and its

position determined by a horizontal circle below. This circle

was finely graduated, and was lead to 30" by a couple of vernieis.

Two different needles were used in each, consisting of two Needles of

thin lamina* of hard steel attached to the two sides of a square Galvano-

pieee of wood so that the magnetic axis could not vary in meter*

position. One needle was 1*27 cms. long, and had & period of
7*8 seconds

; the length of the other was 1*20 cms., and its

period 11*5 seconds. The moment of inertia of each was aug-
mented by brass weights carried by wires extending in the
direction of the magnetic axis. Each needle was suspended by
three single fibres 43 cms. long. Tiie torsion of these fibres was
eliminated from the result, as will be seen below, except as

legarded the period of vibration, and for this an allowance was
made.
A brass bar, passing through the opening below the needle,

carried a small telescope by which the mirror was obser\ ed when
the constant of the coil was compared with that of another.

The constant, of the coil was determined first by calcula- Deter-

tion from its dimensions, and by comparison with that of the “ination

large double cod of an electrodynamometer constructed on n .°*

Helmholtz's plan (p. 365 above). This coil had a constant of
78*37 by calculation. In the comparison the ballistic galvano- confJ«t
meter was used with its graduated horizontal circle as a sine

galvanometer.
After a comparison had been made the instruments wei*o inter-

changed, and the comparison repeated to eliminate the ratio of

the values of II at the two places.

Seven determinations gave as a mean result Gt « 1833*67,

with a probable error of ± *09, and calculation gave = 1832*24.

The former result, being probably considerably the more accu-

rate, was given double weight, and a mean then taken with the

latter, which gave Gt *» 1833*19.

A tangent galvanometer was used to measure the steady Details of

current This was a circle 50 cms. in diameter, and had a Tangent

needle 2*7 cms. long, the deflection of which was read by a Galvano-

pointer moving round a graduated circle 20 cms. in diameter.

Parallactic error was avoided by placing the circle on a level

with the needle which moved round inside it.

N N 2
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Elimina-
tion of

Ratio
lf,H\

The constant of this galvanometer wan compared with that

of a single circle of win* 82*7 cins. in diameter, wound on a

ring made of pieces < f wood laid together with the grain in the

direction of the circumference, and carefully turned with a

small groove near one side to receive the wire. The length of

the wire was 259'58 mis., giving a mean radius of 41-31344 cm*.

This circle was made to surround the ballistic galvanometer
coil, but at a distance of 1*1 cm. on one side, to allow the tube

carrying the suspension fibic to puss. Thus the constant of the

circle was *151925.

The same current being sent through the tangent galvano-
meter coil and the ling, and Gv (f\ being their respective

constants, we have, if a, a, he the angular deflections of the

needles,

ii
,

//'
.

- tan a = tan u

,

o\ a'

so that

// __ ,
tan a*

Ii O' tan a'

Equation
ant* reP^aC0S H W (2')

f
which becomes

for It.

n it G
i
tan a tan B

x

T G f tun a sin $d
2

where dt is the ballistic deflection corrected for damping.
Ativan* This method avoids the difficulty of accurately determining
taps of J7//7' by vibration of a needle at tho two places, and gives the

Procedure further great advantage that the distance of the mirror from the
adopted. gca|e 0f tjie ballistic galvanometer only enters as a correction

on the ratio tan afsin jd*. The same factor of correction for

torsion affected both tan ai' and sin \6P so that, with the excep-
tion of a small correction on the period T of the needle of the
ballistic galvanometer, all allowances for torsion were eliminated.

Still further, since a and $ can be made nearly equal, the correc-

tion for length of needle in tan d/tan a is almost entirely

obviated.

The apparatus was set qp in a separate building in two rooms
on the ground floor. The galvanometers were on brick piers,

with marble tdfm, and were very carefully adjusted! aim all

connecting wires were twisted together4o avoid magnetic effect.

This adjustment, as well as the insulation everywhere! was
carefully tested.
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The experiments wore mainly made by simply reversing the
battery curient and observing the throw; but the method of
recoil was also used. Seiies of experiments were made with
each pair of induction coils A and By B and C> C and A.
The time of vibrution was observed at the beginning and end

of each s< ries cf observations. The needle was allowed to

vibrato for 10 seconds, and ten observations were made before
and after that intei val. Time was taken on an accurate marine
chronometer.
The me in result of a long series of experiments gave, after

all corrections for temperature of coils, &u, 34*719 X 10° cms.
per sec. as the value of II. Comparing with “ 10 ohm” standard
toils in Ids possession, and with a resistance box by Elliott,

Profe^soi Rowland came to the conclusion that

1 B.A. unit = *9911 X 10° cms. per sec.

•

Two methods of the first class are due to W. Weber.

The first is very simple. A coil mounted with its axis

of figure horizontal and in the magnetic meridian, and

ha\ing its circuit completed through a ballistic galvano-

meter, is quickly turned thiough half a revolution round

a vortical axis. If A be the effective area of the coil

(the sum of the areas of its spires), and 11 the hori-

zontal component of the earth’s field-intensity, a change

of induction of amount 2AH through the coil is pro-

duced. This measures the integral electromotive force

in the coil, and hence if the circuit be completed*and

include a total resistance B, the total quantity of

electricity which flows through the circuit is iAff/B.
This is not affected in the least by the inductance of

the circuit.

The galvanometer deflection is observed, and also the

elongations following, tb allow d&mping^o he corrected

for. By the theory*of
,
the ballistic galvanonjjgter, if T

be the complete period of the' needle, & the principal

Experi-

ments
made.

Absolute
value of

R.

Rowland’s
Final

Result.

Weber’s
Earth

Inductor
Method.

Theory of

Method.

*
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galvanometer constant, H* the horizontal component of

the earth’s magnetic field at the needle, and 0 the ob-

served deflection, the total flow through the instrument

is .ffTsin %6/ttG. Thus

or

ME
U

R = 2ttGA
ir 1

ll T sin^c/
. . (

8
)

In general H is very nearly equal to //', but it will

not do to assume absolute equality; and the two

quantities mustl>e compared by observing the periods

of vibration of a horizontally suspended needle at the

two places.

Weter's Weber employed the method of recoil (p. 3% above) in his
Mode of observations. Turning the coil first through 180* from the
htperi- initial position, he observed one deflection (positive, say) and
mentmg

the following elongation. Then when the needle was passing
through zero the second time, he brought the coil hack to its

original position. This brought the needle to rest, and finally

deflected it to the negative side of zero. This deflection was
observed, ant] the following elongation, and then, at the second
passage through z*>ro, the s itno scries of operations was begun
afresh.

Criticism Lord Rayleigh has pointed out that if a % a\ he the mean radius

ofMethod, of the inductor and galvanometer coils respectively, the product

GA m 2w*
a

so that error of mean radius has double the importance in the
inductor coil that it has in the galvanometer.
Great care is necessary in levelling the inductor as, on account

of the largeness of the vertical component of the earth's field in

high latitudes, any deviation in the plane of the meridian of the
aits of rotation from verticality will lead to error of the same
order in the result. Thus if the axis bo inclined to the vertical
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At a small angle a in the plane of the meridian, we must use
instead of A the value A (l + a tan 2)), where D is the mag-
netic dip.

'This method was used by Weber himself, and later by Weber Webtr
and F. Zoliner. In the latter experiments very large inductor and
and galvanometer coils were used. Each consisted of 12 layers Eollner’s

of copper wire 3 min. thick, 66 turns in a layer, wound on Expert*

bobbins of well-seasoned, oil-soaked mahogany. The dimensions ®ent8,

were :

—

Int Radius Ext Radius Length.

Inductor . . . 48*0414 cm*. 61 9461 cms. 25*420 cms.
Galvanometei . 48 032 cms. 52 0797 cms. 25 420 cms.

For the galvanometer needle was used one or other of two
magnets of lengths 10 cms and 20 cms. respectively, and the

deflections were read by me ms of a telescope and scale in the

ordinary manner. The research was carried out in a room of

the observatory at Leipzig, subject to varying magnetic disturb-

ances and to variations of tempera ure, and was intended merely
as a test of the apparatus.

The resistance of the circuit of the inductor given by the

experiments came out slightly greater with the shorter needle
than with the other. This was to be expected as the deflection,

d, with the shorter magnet must, on account of the greater

distance on the whole of its magnetic distribution from the

current, have been slightly smaller than the deflection in the
other ease. It is obvious that the needles were much too long.

A careful determination of the ohm has been made with these Wiedc-
coils by Professor G. Wiedemann.* The apparatus was set up mann’s
m a room of very constant temperature in the University of Expen-
Leipzig. A rhombus-shaped steel plate, with attached glass merits,

mirror, was hung with its plane vertical and its longest diameter

horizontal, and being magnetized in the direction of this diagonal

served as needle. The needle carried beneath it a horizontal

metal bar on which weights could be slided to alter the moment
of inertia of the suspended system.
The coils, having been levelled, were each adjusted until the Adjust

same current sent in opposite directions produced equal deflec- mem of

tions of a needle hung within the coil. Their axes were then at Inductor

right angles to the magnetic meridian. The galvanometer coil

meter.
* Abhnndt. JBerlin. AML dvr fPimnvck. 1S84, or Wiedemann's Delia*

SUktrieitM, Band 4, p. 913.
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was then fixed, and the inductor turned through an angle of 903
.

This angle was measured by means of a right-angled glass

prism, by observing a telescope scale by reflection in one of the

rectangular faces (which were vertical), and turning the coil

until the shine division came to the cross-wires by reflection

from the other face.
Method of An arrangement of stops was then provided so that the coil
Multiple could be turned from this position through exactly 180° and back
cation, again. The coil was turned a number of times in succession

suddenly through this angle, always when the needle had returned

to its zero position, so that the deflection was multiplied as far

as the limits of the scale would allow.

The successive deHeefcions *«, 6* &c.
f

if the current was
applied when the needle was accurately at zero in each case, were
related to the quantity Q of electricity which flowed through the

circuit at each half turn of the coil as follows : 6
X —

S% = KQt KQ (1 Q, . . where A' has the value stated

in (39), p. 396 above. These were observed and the observa-

tions combined in a single formula for which equated to

2AMR enabled R to be calculated.

Deter- The periods T% T, uf a net die vibrated at the galvanometer
minntion and inductor respectively w^rc observed, and the ratio

of Ratio gave the value of ll'fll lequircd as shown in (8). These were
R'tH. obtained hy observing the oscillations with a telescope and scale,

and registering the passages of different points of the scale

across the wires by means of a chronograph.
The effect of torsion of the suspension fibre was found bv

turning a torsion head, to which the fibre was attached, through
a measured angle, and observing the corresponding deflection of
the needle. Thus when the torsion head was turned through an
angle a, and the needle through an angle /3, the return couple on
the needle was MUziufr and the torsional couple CT

(a — j9),

where C is a constant Thus

„ J/7/sin0 irf/C *= * J/y/r, say.
a — p

Hence, when the needle in the experiments was deflected

througli an angle $, the return couple upon it was J///(sin 6 + rd),

or nearly enough, as the deflections were small, Mtt(1 + r)d.

Thus instead of the value of lint the galvanometer needle was
used 2/(1 4* ?)•

Measure* The dimensions of the coils were measured by determining
ment of their inner and outer circumferences with a steel tape, and as a

check by measuring three diameters at intervals of 6(f apart, by
means of a cathetoineter.
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The distance of the scale from the mirror was first measured
by means of a steel tape on which were sliding piece* furnished

with points, which were brought against the mirror and scale

respectively; then, "by means of an auxiliary scale placed hori-

zontally in the vertical plane through the centres of the telescope

and mirror, on which the corresponding positions of the mirror
and reading scale were observed by means of a cathetometer.

Experiments were made first with Weber and Zollner's coils in

the state in which they were left by these experimenters
; then

with the same coils rewound, and the number of turns increased

from 792 to 804.

The experiments were then repeated with 10 mercury (Siemens)
units included with the coils in the ciicuit.

Different sciies were made with the sliding weights on the

needle at distances 2 cms., 1*5 cm., 1 cm
, 0, from the end of the

bur, so that the periods were altered thiough a considerable

range.

The resistance of the Siemens’ units was compared with a Results of

standard resistance of pure mercury, consisting of a mercury Wiede-

column contained iu a carefully calibrated tube 1 06*398 cms. mann's

long, the ends of which communicated with electrodes made of “pen-

amalgamated copper-foil immersed in mercury in two vessels
nient8,

terminating the tube. It was found as a final mean result that

1 ohm or 1U° C.G.S. units of resistance is equal to the resistance

at 0° of a column of meicury 106*162 cms. long and 1 sq. mm.
ill cross-section.

This method has also been used by Maseart, De Nerville, and Experi-

Benoit, in a very elaborate series of experiments. Five coils ments

were used, two of 27 cms. internal and 30 cms. external diameter, °f

and 3 cms. length, and three smaller coils each of 14 cms. in- Maseart,

ternal and 17 cms. external diameter, and the same length as de Nerville,

before. These were wound with silk-co>eied wire *5 mm. in

diameter. One of the large coils and two of the small ones
e u

wero wound with separate layers, so that, by joining these layeis

up differently, nine different arrangements could be obtained.

The winding was performed with the wire under tension pro-

duced by passing it over loaded rollers when on its way from

the reel to the bobbin. The length of the wire was measured as

it was laid on, and the diameter of every turn was also observed

by means of oallipere.

Both the smaller and larger coils were mounted after com- Arrange*

pletion on stands with suitable stops so as to admit of being ment of

turned when required through an angle of exactly 180°,And were Apparatus,

set up with their axes horizontal and in the magnetic meridian.

At the centre of the larger coil when in position was placed a

553

Measure-
ment of

Distance
of Scale.
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Elimina-
tion of

Ratio

B'iH.

Approxi-
mate

Elimina-

tion of

Scale

Distance.

Evalua-
tion of

Product of
Constanta
of Coil.

Observe*
tiona.

small magnetometer needle suspended by a single fibre of silk.

By turning the coil round a vertical axis through 90° from its

position when arranged for inductive use, and fixing it in its

new position, it could be u?ed as a galvanometer bobbin, and
its galvanometer constant compared with that of the galvano-

meter bobbin itself. By this process, priBriously used by
Rowland, the ratio of the horizontal magnetic forces, H'/H, at

the inductor and the galvanometer was eliminated from the

formula of calculation. For suppose the same current to be

sent through the two coils, and a, a ,
to he the deflections for

the galvanometer and the inductor respectively, G y G', tlio

galvanometer constants of the two coils, we have, as at p. 548,

IT G 9
tan ii

1! U tan a

This substituted in (8) gives

R 2nn'A^
na

,

tana Tsmjd

[Full details of the mode of comparing two galvanometer
constants are given at pp. 405, 406 above.]

This proceeding had the advantage (already pointed out

p. 646) that since the ratio of tan a/sin \8 appears in the value

of R the importance of an exact determination of the distance

of the galvanometer scale from the mirror was greatly lessened.

The va’ue however of tan a had to he accurately known, and
involved careful measurement of the corresponding distance for

the other scale.

From the measurer] length of the wire the value of G'A which
appears in (9) could be approximated to. For a being the mean
radius of the coil, and n the number of turns A « nira*, and
Gf = 2nirla, nearly, so that (TA » 2n2n*a = mtl where l is the
length of the wire. The quantities therefore which required
accurate determination were /, 7', and the distance of the scale

from the mirror of the magnetometer in the induction coil. The
latter was found by means of a graduated measuring bar
carrying sliding pieces, which were run up to the fibre and scale

respectively. The positions of the contact faces of these pieces
were read off from the scale and gave the distance required.

Observations were made by first reading off two successive
elongations of the needle when it hod nearly come to rest, and
then turning the inductor when the needle was passing through
aero, and reading the following elongations on the same side of
aero.
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If r, /, be the two readings on the scale (supposed graduated Redaction

from one end), the zero reading is (r
f + r)/2. K the next two of Obser-

readings be r„ r
2 the first deflection from zero is r

l
-(r/ + r)/*2. nations.

The next reading being r2 the diminution in one swing due to

damping is (r
t
- rs)/2. The diminution of the first elongation

must have been 'approximately \ of this or (r
t
- rJ/4. This

correction applied to the first elongation gives for the deflection

r\ - if + f)/2 + fa - ra)/4 . There remains the correction for the

initial motion which (r' being taken as the greater reading)

would have carried the needle through u deflection of ± (/ - r)/2,

according as the initial motion was with or against the induc-

tion throw. Thus the deflection was

- r' + ' . 'i -tt + r'-r
f
* — + 4

± _
2

The readings it was found did not vary more than J per
cent.

The torsion of the suspension fibre of the ballistic galvano- Elunina*

meter was eliminated, as approximately it multiplied tan a and tion of

sin Id in (9) by a common factor. That of the suspension fibre

of the inductor was determined as described above (p. 364) by F,bre*

turning the upper end of the fibre round through 360°.

Experiments wore made with the vat ions coils arranged in

different ways
; and their effective areas were also compared by

observing the effects which they produced on the galvanometer
needle when turned in the earth's field.

The absolute resistance of the circuit in the various expert- Compari-

ments having been obtained it was compared by Carey Foster's son of

method with four B A. units, with four Siemens' mercury units, Absolute

and with six specially constructed mercury units in spiral tubes.

Careful comparisons of the temperatnre coefficients of the dif-
WI

J? .t|
a#

ferent coils were made, and all the resistances corrected to the

temperature of experiment. The results were expressed finally

as the absolute resistance of four mercury standards made of

carefully calibrated tubes filled with mercury. These tubes
were terminated by wide electrodes of mercury, and an allow-

ance of a length of the tube equal to *82 of its diameter was
made to correct for the additional resistance due to the abrupt
change of section of the tube at each end. The final result

obtained was
1 ohm * 1*0142 B.A, unit,

or

1 ohm « resistance at 0* C. of a column of mercury 106-37 eras;

long and 1 sq. mm. in section.
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Weber’s Weber’s second method consists in oscillating a magnet sue-
Method by pended within a coil, when the ciicult is o|>en, and again when
Damping. the circuit is closed, and observing tl e period and logarithmic

decrement in both cases. The induced currents assist the

damping in the second case, and hence from a comparison of

the results the resistance of the coil can he calculated.

Theory of When the circuit is open the equation of motion of the
Method, swinging needle is

(P<f)

dfi
+ 2kr/</>

dt
. • (10)

where M is the magnetic moment, ][ the horizontal field in-

tensity, and fi the moment of inertia of the magnet. Putting
«2 for we get for the solution of the equation

0 = cos XV -f e) .... (11)

Here k = 2A 7 if A he the logarithmic decrement and T the

observed period (- 2ir (;«
2 - K l

).

Theory of If now the circuit be parallel to the meridian and bo closed,
Method by mngne t will be acted on by the induced cm rent produced by
Damping. motjon4 The magnetic induction through the coil due to the

needle is MG sin 0 approximately, where G is the principal

galvanometer constant of the coil. For let a current y flow in

the coil, then the mutual energy of the coil and magnet is equal
to the product of the magnetic induction of the magnet through
the coil and the cuirent. But when 0^0 this energy is

obviously zero and the work done against the current in

deflecting the magnet through the angle 0 is MGy sin 0, and
the magnetic induction through the circuit is Mir sin 0.
Supposing then the magnet swinging through a small range
there will he a force exerted on the magnet by the current of

amount MGy. Hence the equation of motion of the magnet is

*} + s*2 + »>-!£r y -o . . . (is)

But we have also for the electromotive force in the circuit

- MGdQldt and if L be the self*inductance of the coil

idy + BY +m <Q = o (1»)
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Operating on equation (12) by Ldjdt + R
f
and on (13)

MG/Pt and adding, we eliminate y, and find

by

(14)

If we suppose that the motion is simple harmonic with
diminishing range, and put A', T\ for the logarithmic decrement
and period we may write conveniently for our present purpose

<j> = ( -<*' + <«)<

where i = */- 1, X*' = 2A771

,
a = ihr/r. Thus we find

and (14) becomes

{ - (X' + la) Z + li\ JX-'
2- o* + 2ik'a - 2X- (k' + la) + ».*}

- •?/!?
S

(i,-' + ia)-0. (15)
/*

The real and imaginary parts of this equation must vanish
separately, and therefore picking out the imaginary terms
equating them to zero, and solving for R we obtain

R
k)
+ 45(3*'-* +

„t _ Jfl _ a*

k' ~ F )
• (

16
)

A controlling equation is obtained in like manner from the

real terms in (15).

This method has been used by W. Weber himself, and with
modifications by li. F. Weber, Dorn, Wild, and F. Kohlmust h.

It is against the method that J/*, G2
,
enter to the second power,

inasmuch as the very exact determination of either quantity is

a matter of some difficulty. The value of p also involves the

square of the dimensions of the magnet.
The modification of the method used by Kohlrausch amounted

to a combination of the first and second methods of Weber, in

which he eliminated the constant of the galvanometer with
which the earth-inductor was connected by determining the
logarithmic decrement of the motion of the needle first when
the circuit of the galvanometer was open, rad again when it

was closed. Calling these decrements A**, A, and putting a, 0,

Kohl-
muscles
Modifi-

cation of
Method by
Damping.
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for the arcs of vibration in the method of recoil (which was
used) T0 the period of the needle when the circuit was open, we
may write Kohlrausch’s formula in the approximate form

Kohl- This formula includes several quantities which are difficult to
riiusch’s observe with accuracy, but its chief defeot lies in the fact that
Result jt involves the fourth power of the radius of the inductor.

Kohlrau8ch 8 final result, corrected for an error in the data used
in his original calculations, is

1 B.A. unit = -990 X 10* C.G.S.

Method of Another method of this class suggested by Sir

CoiL
8

William Thomson to the Committee of the British

Association seems also to have been first proposed by

Weber. It consists in spinning with uniform velocity

about a vertical axis, a circular coil at the centre of

which is suspended a small magnetic needle. A
periodic current is thus made to flow in the coil iu one
direction (relatively to the coil) in one half-turn from

a position at right angles to the magnetic meridian,

and in the opposite direction in the next half-turn.

But the position of the coil being reversed in every

half-turn as well as the current in it, the current flows

on the whole in the same average direction relatively

to the needle and (apart from self-induction) has its

maximum value always when the plane of tho coil is

in the magnetic meridian.

This method was used by the British Association

Committee in their famous experiments, carried out

principally by Clerk Maxwell, Balfour Stewart, and

Fleeming Jenkin in 1863. Its theory was first fully
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given by Maxwell, and the following statement follows

on the whole nis notation and method.

If L be the self-inductance, y the current at any time t, the
etaotro-kinetic energy of the circuit due to its own induction is

&Zy*. Again if M be the magnetic moment of the needle, and
Gr the galvanometer constant of the coil, that is, the magnetic
force at the centre which unit current in the coil would produce,

the magnetic force at the needL due to the current y is Gy. if

0 be the angle which the axis of the needle makes with the
magnetic meridian, and 0 the angle which the coil makes with
the same plane, the direction of the magnetic force due to the

coil and the axis of the needle are inclined at an angle

«r/2 - (0 — 0). Thus the mutual energy of the needle and
current is numerically MGy sin (6 - 0). This if taken as

potential energy must be written with the positive sign, and if

taken as kinetic energy with tho negative sign prefixed to give
the corresponding force. For the magnet is deflected in the
direction of rotation, and hence, if $ > <b say, the magnetic
force on the needle due to the coil must be in the direction to

increase 0, that is to diminish 0-0. Hence MGy sin (0 - 0)
tends to diminution by the action of the mutual forces. We
shall reckon it as kinetic energy of amount - MGy sin ifi - 0).

Again if the effective area of the coil be A, there is mutual
energy between it and the field of numerical amount jftfysinl.

This may be taken as kinetic energy of amount - AHy sin 0.

Also the magnet is deflected in the field, and therefore between
it and the field there is mutual energyMU cos 0 when reckoned
as kinetic.

Lastly if be the moment of inertia of the needle about
the axis of suspension it has kinetic energy )*t£*0s.

Collecting these terms we get for the total kinetic energy

Theory ot

Method
Revolving

Coil.

T « iLy*~JHy sin 6-MGy sin (5- 0) + MU cos 0
+ 07)

Total
Kinetic

Energy of

Current#
Needle,

Ac.

Besides this there is potential energy F, due to the torsion Potential

of the fibre, depending on the angle through which the needle Energy of

baa been turned from the position of np torsion. If a be Tbraon of

the angle which the needle makes with the meridian when the Fib*®*

torsion is aero, the angle through which the fibre has been

turned is 0 - a. Denoting by liMt the torsional couple which
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the wire gives when the lower end is turned through unit angle
relatively to the upper, we have

V = f*
- a)* (18)

Differen-

tial Equa-
tion of
Currents.

The equation of currents is

ddj
dldy

+
dF
dy

- 0

where F is the dissipation function. Tins gives hy (17)

Zp + &y = AH6 cos 6 + U<}(6 - 4,) cos (6 -
<*>). (19)

There are two possible distinct motions for the magnet, one
of oscillation in its own proper period (which we supnoso great
in comparison with the period of rotation of the coil), and the

other of period equal to Imlf th.it of rotation. So far as the
former is concerned, we may take the magnet as at rest in

computing the current, und for the latter we shall suppose at

present the amplitude very small, so that the part of $ depending
upon it may also be neglected and <p may he taken as constant.

Thus 6 being constant — «, s.iy, and 6 = mt, we have

Lp + Iiy = All* cos at + MGa cor (at -
<f>) . (20)

at

Let a solution of this equation be

y = C cos oat + C sin oat.
f

l hen

L + Ry 881 + RC) cos oat - (LoaC — RC) sin oat (21)
at

Integral v This with (ID) gives by equation of coefficients
Equation

4

of „
Current y ** ^ t® cos ^ sin 0)

• +MG{Rcos(0~4>) + L*m(0 -</>)}] . (22)
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A term, C exp. (- ftl/L), is required to complete the solution,

but this dies out soon after the starting of the coil, and has no
effect provided the rotation is uniform. The current therefore

on the supposition made is given by (22).

The expression for the kinetic and potential energies gives for

tiie equation of motion of the magnet

dBT _ BT W
dt B<j> dtp B<f>

or - MOy cos (0 -</>) + J///sin
<f> + J///r(<£ - a)=0 (23)

This equation may he obtained also by considering that the

needle is acted on by three couples, one due to the current

tending to produce further deflection, the second a return couple
due to the earth’s magnetic field, and the third also a return

couple due to the torsion of the fibre. The numerical values of

these are from the notation already explained, MGy cos (0 - $),
MU sin

<f>9 MIFt(<P - a). Hence the total deflecting couple is

MGy cos (0 - </>)
-MH ’sin 0 + r(<p - a)}

and this is equal to the rate of increase wk2
ij> of angular

momentum.
The needle is found to take up a nearly constant position if

the rotation of the coil is kept uniform, and in this case <p may
be taken as very nearly zero. Thus we have, integrating over

any finite interval of time, = 0. The mean resultant

deflecting couple applied by the current must therefore be equal

to the return couple Mil (sin -f r((j> - o)} due to the combined
action of the magnetic field and torsion. This average couple

is obtained from MGy cos (0 - <f>)
by inserting the value of y

given by (22) and integrating each term over a whole turn on
the supposition that </> is a constant, and dividing the result by
2ir. The following integrals enter into the expression

1 /*-«•

.
J

cos 0 cos (0 -<p)d$ = £ cos <f
>

.

sin 0 cos (0 - <f>)d$ = £ sin
<f>.

[*"
cos3 (0 ~ <f>)<id *= J.

~fsift {$ - (f>)
cos (6 - <f>)dd = 0.

Equation
of Motion
of Magnet.

VOL. II. O 0
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Quadratic
Equation
for Resist-

ance of

Coil*

Current.

Therefore the average couple is

i ** <* oos 0 + »£ siu 0) + .»/<?/?:,

— A/// (sin
<f> + r<p) .... (24)

for equilibrium, if a = 0. Since t is very small we may write

r sin
<f>

for r(f>, and we get

IT- - cot 6(1 + ’/''see 0) + £-«
1 -f- r .1//

_ l = 0 . . (240
*

1 + r
v

This may be w ritten in the form

IF - oR - h = 0

the solution of which

/? =
r/ ± sa- + 4?

2

Resist- The value of h is positive in the experiments made, and hence,

anee since R cannot be negative, the 4* sign in the solution must be
developed taken. Expanding the radical, having regard to the fact that
in Senes. MG!All and r are small, we get

R - \AG(* cot <j> {1

2A / 2/,

*W\AG tan *</>

(25)

This is the expression for R used by the B.A. Committee in

the reduction of the results of their experiments.

Criticisms Taking the first term only we tnay write

ofMethod.
R ** \A £?« cot ^ tAiVw cot 0 ... (26)

where a denotes the mean radius and n the number of turns in

the coil. This formula is convenient fo$ the discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of the method. These have been
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examined by Lord Rayleigh in papers on this method * and in

his 44 Comparison of Methods for the Determination of Resist-

ances in Absolute Measure.’’ t

As regards the measurement of dimensions of the apparatus,

it is to be noticed that the method involves only one funda-

mental linear quantity a
,
and that only to the first power. The

observation of the deflection corresponding to 0 and the

evaluation of cot 0 involve no greater difficulty than those

involved in ordinary angular measurement, and in this respect

the method is on a par with Weber’s method by earth inductor.

The main difficulties lie in the determination of o> and the

avoidance of mechanical disturbance, and of error due to cur-

rents in the ring and alterations in the magnetization of the

needle.

It will be seen below that, by the employment of what may
be called the stroboscopic method of observation, Lord Rayleigh,

who repeated the determination with the same apparatus, was
ablo to control and measure the speed with great exactness. A
correction is easily made for the currents induced in the coil in

consequence of its motion in the Hold of the needle, in fact a

small term appears in the result above [MG sec in (24)],

by means of which this correction is made. This involves the
determination of MG/

A

//, but, as will he seen below, about this

there is no difficulty whatever.

The currents produced in the metal ring can be allowed for

by rotating the coil (1) with the wire circuit open, (2) with that

circuit closed. Further, these currents can be reduced by
dividing the ring info two parts along a diameter and putting
them together with ebonite separating pieces. The currents are

then confined to circuits which are on the whole at right angles
to the plane of the coil, and their effect can easily be eliminated

by the method just stated. The existence of these currents in

the ring has one advantage pointed out by Lord Rayleigh,
that by rotating the coil before winding, and again with the
wire circuit open after winding, tho insulation can be tested.

For if any difference is found between the deflections of the
needle it must be due to leakage.
The method has been objected to on the ground of the

influence of self-induction in the result, that is on account of
the terms in (25) which involve L. Now the value of the

* Lord Rayleigh and Arthur Schuster, “On tho Determination of
the Ohm," Proc. Jt.3. No. 213, 1881. Lord Rayleigh, Phil Trans.

M.S. PfcrtiL 1882.

t Phil. Mag. Nov. 1882.

Strobo-
scopic

Method
of Mea-
suring

Speed.

Correction

for

Ring
Currents.

o o 2
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coefficient ({/, say) of tan 2
<£ in (25), ami therefore of tan ty, Ac.,

may be calculated with considerable accuracy from the dimen-
sions and arrangement of the rotating coil, And any want of
exact knowledge of the value of U can be eliminated by using
different speeds of rotation.

L'ompari- In comparing Weber's method by earth inductor with the
son of present method, it is to be noticed that at half the lowest speed

rat used k>* Lord Rayleigh the sensitiveness of the former method
Inductor wou](j considerably less than that of the latter, and the cor-

Uevolvinsr
reo^on ^or «vIf-induction, known with fair accuracy, would he

Coil
8 on v̂ a^0,,t i Per vent.

Methods. The effect of self-induction could he diminished, as pointed

Effect of by Lord Rayleigh, by duplicating the revolving coil by the

Self- addition of a second coil at right angles to the other, and giving

Induction, an independent circuit. Thus the sensitiveness of the arrange-

ment would be increased without entailing an increased cor-

rection for self-induction such as would be necessary if the

increase of deflection were produced by running the coil at a

higher speed. The two circuits in this arrangement also would
be conjugate, that is the currents in one would be unaffected by
those in the other, and would give a more nearly constant field

of magnetic force.

Dim<m- We now give some account of later determinations by this

sions method, beginning with the experiments made by Lord Rayleigh
of Revol- and Prof. Schuster in 1881.* The coil used by the B.A. Com-
viug Coil, mittee was employed, but its constants were carefully redeter-

mined. The constant A of the coil was found by unwinding the

wire, and carefully measuring the circumference of the succes-

sive layers. The thickness of the wire used was 1*37 mm.,
which ought to have produced a difference in the circumference

of the successive layers of 2*74tt mm. The turns in each layer

sinking a little into those below gave on the average 8*1 mm.
for this difference. On each coil there were 156*5 turns arranged
in one case in 12 layers of 13 turns each, with half a turn out-

side, and in the other in 12 layers containing 155 turns with
1

J

turns outside. Allowing for the outside parts these measure-
ments gave

Mean radius of double coil . . . 15*789 cins.

Axial dimension of each groove . . 1*833 cm.
Distance of mean plane from axis of

motion ...... 1*918 cm.

Proc. 11. S. No. 213, 1881.
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The value ofA was calculated by the formula

A « nna2 (l + (27)

where a donotes the mean radius, 2d the radial dimension of the
section, and n the total number of turns. This formula may be
proved thus. Since the number of layeis in each coil \va> 12

a)'+- •+(*+
12

1D/^|

12 ) I

nearly.

The value of the galvanometer (oustaut G was calculated by
an equation equivalent to that obtained from (9), p. 24# above,
by taking the first teim 2itydl,ri,

putting y = 1, multiplying: by
n

f
and substituting for a2/r*, on account of the axial breadth 2b

and radial depth 2d, of the sections the value given in (20),
p. 257, that is from

a = 2«(- -f 1
3"'(^ - ,t-j

L*' o r

+ " "'V + *r*)j
• (28)

wheie x = distance of mean plane of either coil from the
suspension fibre.

The value of GA obtained after applying all corrections, and
including in it allowances for non-verticality of the axis and for
torsion of the fibre, was 29887600.
The value of L was found by calculating the inductance for a

coil of mean radius a and rectangular cross-section of which
the length of diagonal was r. This was found from the
formula

Sff
L 4mfla {log --

-f- ^ - *
(0 - Jtt) cot 26 — Jir cosec 2$

- } cot *0 log cos $ - $ tan log sin d! . (29)

which is simply the formula (119'), p. 308, with the value of the
logarithm of the geometric mean distance of the cross-section

Dimen-
sions of

Coil.

Calcula-

tion of
Effective

Area (A)
of Coil.

Calcula-

tion of
Galvano-
meter

Constant

(0) of

Coil.

Value of

GA.

Calcula-

tion of

Self-

Induction
of Coil.
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Calcula-

tion

of Self-

Induct-

ance
of Coil.

Experi-

mental
Deter-

mination
of

Indnct-
ance.

from itself, given by (114) p. 302, put for log JR.* The dimen-
sions of the coil used were those given by the B.A. Committee,
viz. a = 16*8194 cmsM axial breadth of each coil 1*841 cm., radial

depth 1*608 cm., and distance of mean planes apart 3*861 cine.

The inductance was computed for the double coil by adding
together the self-inductances of the coils taken separately, and
twice the mutual inductance of the two coils. For if Lv Z» be
the self-inductances, and M their mutual inductance, the whole
electrokinetic energy of a current y is iy*(l\ 4- Z* + 2J/) = \y*L
if L be the self-inductanco of the wliole system. To the approxi-

mation given by (29) Lord Rayleigh found for L
x + Z2

301920<)0 cms., and for 2M 14582000 cum. Concctions for the

tinite sire of the eross-bcetion, and (nine© the introduction of the

geometric mean distance is made on the supposition that the

coil may he regarded as straight) for curvature wore made.
The latter can be calculated by the series (156^, p. 134, or by
the elliptic integral formula by dividing the coil up into con-
centric circular filaments, and integrating over the cross-section.

Lord Rayleigh found that for a single coil of circular cross-

section of radius p the value of L is given by the equation

L = W,,/log

-

1 + £,(«<** +
7J)}

. . (30)

to that the correction for < ui vature increases L, The correction

term for curvature in the case of a coil of the same mean radius

a and square cross-section of the same area is very nearly the
same as in this formula. It is thus an addition to the approxi-
mate value given by the equation ^*29) above. The corrections

in Z. and were each 11960 cms.. and the correction on 2.1f

346900 cms., so that finally

, L = 46144800 cms.

The value of 2Af found by the formula of quadratures given
on p. 403, from the value given by the elliptic integral formula
for two circles, was 14939400 cms., agreeing very closely with
the value 14928900 cms. (14582000 + 346900) cms. already
obtained.

An experimental determination of Z was made by the method
described above, and gave 46000000 cms. on the supposition

that the B.A. unit was 1 per cent less than the ohm. The
value given by Maxwell * uncorrected for curvature is 43744000,

* 11 On a Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field,
1* Phil.

Trans. JU.8. t Vol. CLV. (1864\ and Reprint of Papers, Vol- 1. p, 696.
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and the allowance for curvature, 734600 cms., is subtracted
from instead of added to this value, giving filially with a
correction for the finite diameters of the wires and variation

of the current over the cross-section L = 43016500 cms. It

is suggested by Lord Rayleigh that the discrepance may be
due mainly to an interchange of the breadth ana depth of the
coils, together with the mistake just noticed as to the correction

for curvature.

The observations included ^l) the resistance of the experi- Observa-

inental coil as compared with a standard coil of German silver tions.

of nearly the same resistance, viz. 4*6 ohms, (2) the deflections

produced by the spinning of the coil, (3) the speed of rotation.

The comparison of resistances was made by a balance arranged Compari-

by Mr. J. A. Fleming, in which Prof. Carey Foster’s method (see son of

Vol. I. p. 347) of interchanging the resistance to be compared Besist-

with the standard was used to give the difference between the ances*

two resistances in terms of a certain length of the bridge wire.

Error due to thermo-electric currents was eliminated by making
the comparison with the battery current first in one direction,

then in the other. A comparison was made at the beginning
and end of each set of spinnings.

The needle consisted of four magnetized needles, each 15 cms. Suspended

long, mounted on four parallel edges of a small cube of cork, to Needle,

which the mirror was also fixed. This arrangement was adopted
as four equal, thin, uniformly magnetized magnets placed along

^jsed
the parallel edges of a cube of length of edge 1/V§ of the
length of tlie magnet, form a needle the action of which is to a
high degree of approximation the same as that of an infinitely

small needle at the centre of the cube. The magnets were made
about 2*3 times the edge of the cube in length to allow for

non-uniformity of magnetization.
The needle was adjusted in position by raising or lowering Adjust-

the cube until it was midway between the highest and lowest meut of

points of the circular frame, and then adjusting it in the two Needle,

other directions, by attaching a pointer to the frame reaching in

nearly to the centre, then turning the plane round, and observing

whether the pointer occupied the centre of the small oircle

described by the point.

The needle was in the usual manner caused to deflect another Deter-

hoxisontally suspended needle in order to determine the ratio minatioa

M/H of the magnetic moment to the horizontal component of the of Ksjfo

earth’s magnetic field. At a distance of one foot the suspended
needle was deflected through tan - 1 *000298

,
and hence at a

distance equal to the mean radius of the coil, 15*85 cms., the

deflection of the needle would have been *0021 approximately.
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Now if r denote the mean radius of the coil, and g the deflec-

tion of the needle, we have by (1), p 73 above, since the length

of the magnet was small compared with /•

and approximately U = 2tt/i r, and A = iinr*, where n is the

number of turns. Thus r3 = 'lA((i and tan g ** (rM/HA. This

was u*ed as the value of (HM'HA in the term in (24) in which
that quantity occurs.

Arrange- The telescope and scale (which was straight) were adjusted in

ment of the usual manner (see Vol. I. p. 216). The distance of the scale
Telescope from the mirror was compared with the scale directly, so that

and the absolute length of a scale division did not enter in the result.
Scale.

'fhe f0i|0U-jng ^ ere the numbers

Distance of seale from mirror
Correetioi for gla>s plate 3*2 mint*,

thick through winch miiror wav

\icwed 3*2 ^1
-

Distance (reduced) 252*17 cms.

The heights of the centre of the minor and the centre of the
objective above the line of the scale divisions were measured by
means of a cathctomcter, to obtain the data necessary for finding

the inclination of the miiror to the horizontal. For this a cor-

rection was applied to the readings.

Correction The torsion of the silk fibre, which was 4 feet long, was also

for estimated by turning the magnet through 5 complete turns, and
Torsion, observing the deflection of the magnet. It was found that the

magnet was shifted 5 0 divisions per turn, or through an angle
of *001107. Opposite turning of the magnet gave 001117,80
that the correction for torsion was obtained by calculating

r » *00111/2^, and using for A the value A,( 1 + r).

Correction A correction for level of the coil was also applied, as it was
for found that the upper end of the axis was inclined towards the

Level, north by nil angle *0003 radian. The component of force at
right angles to the axis was thus, if / be the intensity of the
field, ami D the dip, I cos (I) - *0003) »//(! + *0003 tan ]))

nearly. Thus for A was used finally the value

A(l + *0003 tan D)l(l + r).

252*28 ( ms

0*11 chin
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The spina were taken in sets of four at each speed. The coil

was driven by a long cord from a water motor acting by the
impulse of water on metal cups. To insure a constant pressure

the motor was driven by water from a small cistern, which gave
a head of 50 feet. The regulation of the motor was effected by
observing that tho work done by the motor is proportional to

the difference between the speed of the jet and that of the cups,

and to the speed of the cups. For, if the water is just reduced
to rest the momentum of unit mass of water destroyed is r, the

speed of tho jet, and the mass of water received per unit of time
is a(r - Tj) if be the speed of the cups, and a the area of the

jet. Thus the rate at which momentum is given by the jet to

the cups is av(v - r
t).

The rate at which the motor works is

therefore ar(r - r,)^. Thus at zero speed, and at the speed of

the jet the water motor does no work. At half the latter speed
the motor does work at the maximum rate. Thus the diagram
of activity is a parabola with vertex upwards if speeds of the

motor be taken as abscissae.

Drawing on this diagram the curve of work done against

resistances, we obtain from the points of intersection of the two
curves the possible uniform speeds of running, and these speeds
are more sharply defined tho moro nearly the curves are at right

angles. Now the activity spent in overcoming resistance to the

motion of the coil is a function of the speed ?\ of the form
Ai\ + Be* + Cv^ + &c. since there are included constant or

frictional resistances, which give the first term, resistances such
as viscous resistances which are proportional to the speed, which
give rise to the second term, and resistances which vary as

higher powers of the speed, such as resistance due to air set in

motion by the cups, &c.
The curve of activity against resistance is therefore convex

downwards, and at high speeds in the experiments there is no
difficulty in obtaining definite enough intersection, but at low
speeds this is not the case. It was necessary therefore at low
speeds of the coil to run the motor fast, and use a reducing

pulley in order to enable the curve of resistances to intersect at

a suitable place.

Tho speed of rotation was observed by the stroboscopic

method, in which a card marked with circles of alternately black

and white spaces (or 41 teeth **) is viewed through narrow slits in

thin plates of metal attached in the plane of vibration to the

prongs of a tuning-fork. The slits overlap when the fork is at

rest so that to an observer looking through them the card is

visible ;
when the fork is in vibration vision is possible through

the slits twice only in every complete vibration. (See Fig. 144).

569
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By Strobo- The fork was electrically maintained, and had a frequency of
aeopio about 63J (moro nearly 63’69). Thus the card could be seen
Card. 127 times a second through the Blits. Hence if a circle on the

card marked with alternate black and white teeth passed the <

mean position of the slits a number of times a second equal to

twice the frequency of the fork, the circle appeared to be at

rest.

The card was graduated with five circles containing 60, 32,

24, 20, 16 black teeth respectively, to enable a variety of spefeds

to be observed without any change in the frequency of the fork.

By looking over one end of one of the vibrating plates the card
could be seen only once in each complete vibration, and thus
the 60 teeth circle could be used for the lo\\er speeds.

The contact* of the fork were made and broken with a
platinum point ami mercury cup covered with pure alcohol.

The arrangement worked exceedingly well, and went for hours
without requiring the mdal lest attention. A comparison was
made, by means of beats, between the pitch of the fork and that

of a standard fork.

It was found that the speed of the disk could be regulated
by the observer by applying slight friction to the driving
cord, when the teeth showed any tendency to pass. He there-

fore allowed the cord to run lightly throiigh his fingers, and
after a little practice it was possible so perfectly to regulate the

speed that a tooth never passed the pointer except perhaps by
inadvertence, when he at once brought it back by slightly re-

tarding the cord. The passage of one tooth in each second
meant of course only a variation of 1 in 127 in the speed.

Obscrva- In the course of the observations note was taken of the
tion of changes of magnetic declination by means of an auxiliary
Changes magnetometer set up near enough the revolving coil to be
of Mag- practically in the same magnetic field with it, but at the same

time so far away as to be unaffected by the induced currents
Xtaluui- produced by tlio spinning. The scale was read by means of a
t,on

* telescope, and the distance from mirror to scale, 2$ metres, was
the same as that of the mirror of the magnet in the coil from its

scale, ho that the corrections could be made by simple com-
parison of readings.

Effect of Some trouble was caused by air currents in the box containing
Air Cor- the magnet ; these currents caused change of zero during a set
rents in of spinnings. They were mainly due to radiation of the lamp
Magnet and gas iets, and precautions were taken to diminish the effect
Box. • by covering tbe mugnet box with gold-leaf to reflect the heat as

much as possible. The error from this cause, however, was not

greater than that which necessarily affected the determinations
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of the mean radius of the coil, and the distance of the mirror

from the scale.

If
<f>

be the deflection of the nrirror, d the observed reading,

and D the distance of the mirror from the scale, 8 the distance

of the zero of the scale from the centre, then, approximately

225 tan <j> = d - {<! - 6)
^ + 57*

• • (31)

This formula was used for calculating tan <£, 8 being taken

positive when in the same direction as d. Irregularities in the

scale were allowed for, and, as stated above, a correction applied

for the slight non-horizontality of the normal to the mirror.

The vertic/tl distance between the centre of the objective and

the point in which the normal intersected the scale being denoted

byjp, the angle between the normal and the horizontal by a, the

correction was dpa/D
,
which amounted to d X *00014.

The resistance comparisons generally showed a rise of resist-

ance during each set of experiments. This was corrected for

on the supposition that the yise of temperature was uniform

during the time elapsing between two successive measurements

of resistance. The error arising from uncertainty of temperature

did not amount to more than *05 per cent.

The following is one set of readings in which C denotes the

resistance of the coil, S the resistance of the standard.

Time.
9 h. 17 m.

9 li. 32 in.

Resistance Compared C
Reading of Auxiliary )

Magnetometer J

Position of rest of )

n eedle J

= ,$' + -0225

26-9

766-48

Time.

1

!

Direction of
Rotation.

Deflected
Reading.

Auxiliary
Magnetometer

|

Reading.

9 h. 87 m.
9 h. 42 m.
9 h. 47 m.
9 h. 53 m.

1 Negative
Positive

Negative
Positive

|

367*60

1166*40
366*23

1166*09

27-

65

|

28-24

!
28-50

28-

30
1 .

Specimen
Set of

Readings.
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(\lleuln*

tion of

Value ot

Resist-

ance.

Table of

Results.

Time.

9 h. 57 in.

10 h. 0 m.

Reading of Auxiliary )

Muguetonioter. >

Position of rest of
{

needle 5

Resistance compared

27-2

76708

C = S + *0272

From these the following table of corrected readings and
deflections was found :

—

Position of mil* etion
Di Section

corrected fui
Rtst. oK* mil Scale Errors— and Tempeiaturi

.

76IP2H - — 396*55
765*59 + 40t> «1 + 397*93
76:,*33 - :WJ I0 - 397*23
765-5.5 + 1*10 56 + 397 23

Mean 397*42

< S + *021*.

The value of R was calculated directly from the solution of

the quadratic (24; above. If A be put for I + *<K)03 tan //

(1 + r), the value of the area of the coil when it is made
to include the correction for torsion anti level, and tan 6 denote
GMjHA as determined above (p. 568), tins solution ma> be

written

R -s nnGA* cot </> J
l -f* tan M sec <£

+ ^(i + tan fi see ^)- — V tan 2
<ft . . (32)

where 5
r — (2A GA') {21/GA' -

1), and « denotes the number of

turn* of the coil per second » 2 frequency of fork / number of
teeth in stationary circle.

The following table gives the result of all the experiments.

Column 1 gives the date of the experiment, 2 the speed in

terms of the number of teeth on the apparently stationary circle,

3 the deflection corrected for scale errors and variation of tem-
perature during the set of experiments, 4 the absolute resistance

of the revolving coil on the assumption that the inductance of
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the coil was 4*5 X 107 cms., and 5 the absolute resistance of the

standard German silver coil at ll
0,
6 C. as given by the different

experiments, subject to a correction for the copper rods con-

necting the rotating coil with the resistance bridge.

n 10 *»

I> it*
i« l tit on

( .ir<l

Di tt*0

tjMH
li 10 *»

for

MmhHhI
< ml

Moan

Dec. 7

10
. .

120
110 42
1 10-22

4-5486
4-5508

4-5419

4-5309
• 4-5364

D.c. *2

6
1

10
00

218*01

218 30
218*72

4-5580
4-5620

4-5531
,

4 5487
4*5471

4*5422
J

1-5467

Dec. 2
0

10

1

32

1 397*75
397*39

397*20
(

4*5039

4 5072
4*5087

(

4-5417 I

1-5415

4-5448
J

1

4-5127
j

• Dec. 2

(J

•24
!

i

513-73
j

1 513-58
1

4-5719
,

4*5734
4-5446 1

4-5438 'j
[

4-5442

Me in R - 4*5427 10'*, in cms. per sec.

The value of L here used was Rlightly less than that found by Final
Loid Rayleigh, and agreed very closely with a value (4

,5130 X Mean
107 ems.) deduced by the method of least squares from the Value of

results for different speeds. Resist-

Thc German silver standard was then compared with the

original standards prepared by the B.A. Committee. The 9° ..

standard was found to be 4*505 B.A. units at 11°*5 C., and the

resistance of the copper rods connecting the rotating coil with « A
the bridge was found to be *003 unit. Thus 4*592 B.A. jinits

were found to be equivalent to 4*5427 x 10° in cms. per second, or

1 B.A, unit « *9893 x 10# ,
in cms. per second.

Lord

The investigation just described was repeated bv Lord Further
Rayleigh with improved apparatus. The coil was made more Expert
massive to remove risk of deformation by the winding, and its meats.
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Construc-

tion of
Ring.

Ring
Currents.

Arrange-
ment of
Magnet

dimensions were increased in the ratio of about 3 to 2. The
ring was in two halves, joined along the horizontal diameter by
projecting flanges, and insulated from one another by a laver of

ebonite. Its construction with driving arrangements, &c., is

shown in Fig. 12D.

The ring having been wound was spun with its circuit open,

and it was found that a perceptible effect on the magnet was
produced. This was traced to currents circulating in the parts

of the ring adjacent to the ebonite layer, where there was

Fro. 129.

sufficient body of metal to give currents in circuits at right

angles to the windings. These currents were afterwards
allowed for.

To obviate air disturbances of the needle caused by rotation

of the coil, the magnet box was screwed air-tight to the lower end
of a brass tube which passed through the upper part of the axis

of rotation. By unscrewing the box and pulling up the brass
tube the magnet could be withdrawn with the fibre intact The
level of the needle was adjustable by means of a sliding piece,
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to wtiich the upper end of the fibre was attached. The whole
arrangement was so rigid that no disturbance was produced by
the air even at the highest speeds.

The needle was on the same plan as before. Its momont was
however six or seven times as great, with, on account of the
greater dimensions of the coil

f
a value of *0042 for MOjAH

\

(tan /x), or only about twice the former value. (Thiswas determined
in a manner similar to that already described). The horizontal

breadth of the mirror was diminished, and thus* with greater
magnetic moment, and smaller mirror the disturbance from air

currents inside the box was brought down to about 1/15 of what

A. Stand for suspended parts.
B. Frame of revolving coil.
6*. Driving cord.
D. Fork and Telescope.
8. Water-motor.
F, Telescope and scale for observing

Inflections.

Q. Copper bars connecting to bridge.
H, Fleming’s bridge.

L Platinum silver standard.
J. Bridge galvanometer.
K. Telescope and scale of auxiliary

magnetometer.
L. Auxiliary magnetometer.

it was in the former apparatus. The period of oscillation was
brought up to a convenient amount by an inertia ring f inch in

diameter added to the magQet. The weight of the whole was
so small that it was easily borne by a single fibre of silk.

The coil was driven and its speed determined as in the former
experiments.
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The resistance of the coil being 23 units as compared with
the former value 4 6 units, arrangements were made to add
resistances to the copper circuit when the variation of resistance
passed beyond the range of the slide wire, and a platinum-silver
standard of about 24 units was employed.
The genera] arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig.

129.

A first set of spinnings gave less accurate results than were
expected, and4 the cause was t laced to the paper scales. These
were then replaced by scales engraved on glass. Some trouble
was also caused by an imperfect mercury contact at the junction
of the copper coil with the bridge connections

;
but when this

was remedied the arrangements worked satisfactorily.

Dimen-
sions of

Coil.

The dimensions of tlm coil were as follows

M an t in uinf
OU'i

Mtitu i.kIiU-1

cm-.

\\i ii

l»t« a«IH>

run

Ita'lm]

• Ills.

Coil ./

Coil H
14*6.5

14*\ja 2:1*611

1 ".‘D

1 99
1T>9

;

154
|

. {

Mf.in 14X41 M»mii 23*626
1

1

i

Each coil was wound with sixteen layers of eighteen windings
in each layer, except the* eleventh layer of ./, which had seventeen

turns. An extra turn was laid on A outside the sixteenth layer.

Each layer was measured during winding, ami again on un-
winding after the experiments had been made. Thus the effect

of the pressure of the layers in diminishing their radii was
estimated. The mean of the mean radii of the two coils was
then 23*616. Weights of two to one were given to the last

result and the former so that a mean of 23*619 cms. was
adopted.

GA was calculated from the formula' (27), (28), above,
multiplied together, and it was found that log ((*A)~ 8*17682.

Hie correction for level and torsion, it was found, increased
this number only to 8*17686.

The value of L for the coil was found by calculating LJf L#
and if for the two coils as explained above (p. 666), Lu L* were
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found by (29), and M by the formula of approximation given at

p. 403 above. Thus

Z, (for A) wm 1029*3 X 16* X 18* cms.,

L% (for B) mm 1031*9 X 1G2 X 182 cms.,

2M = 832*88 X 162 X 182 cms.,

so that
Z - Zx + Z2 + 21T ^ 2*4004 X 108 cms.,

•

subject to a correction for curvature.

L was also determined experiment ally. A full account of the
determination is given in Chap. IX. above. The final result thus
found was Z*= 2*4052 X 108 cms.
The currents in the ring were allowed for as follows. Putting

tan p for MG!AH as at p. 568 above, and A\ G', Z', R, for the

quantities depending on the ring and corresponding to A
,
G

} L, R,

we have from (24)

Calcula-

tion of*

Induct-
ance.

tan
<f> + r ^ (R+ £« tan $ + R tan /» sec

<f>)
COS (p Hr -j- trL*

+ h tan *+ R tan * seo *) <W)

if the wire circuit is closed. If the wire circuit is open and the Theory

speed is the same ^
Currents

tan <#>, + s^"jr ,s
(«'+L'a.tan<#>0+7?'tan<»Sec^0) (34)

Putting rtan <j> for r<£/cos <£, and r tan for r<f>0!cos0o, neg-
lecting the terms multiplied by /^tan d, and subtracting, we get
after reduction

tan$-tan<^0~£
GA*>

r (/?+ Lat&xup

+ fltan/*soc<£)(l +^tan^ (35)

Thus the effect of Zf would be to increase the deflections at

high speeds beyond their proper values, whereas that of L is to

diminish them. The value of LjR for the. wire circuit was *01

second : for the ring L'/R? was no doubt much less, and further

VOL. IL P P
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above with tanA- tan need instead of tan 6, (bat seed loft

unchanged) and

(2LIQkA){U/Gtd - tan #(tan $ - tan $„)},

where Gx
denotes G/( l + r).

Mode of With regard to the observations, the general mode of Carry-
Carrying fng out the work and correcting trie results was the same as in

out the former investigation. An auxiliary magnetometer was used
Observe- a8 before to trace changes of declination ; and the speed and

deflections were read off as formerly. For the highest speed it

was found that tan d„/tan ^ 7*81/439*41, and this with the

value of G
XA stated above gave log,0 U— *84325.

The standard coil was kept immersed in water the temperature
of which was observed, ana the temperatures of the air were also

observed in the neighbourhood of the copper coil, and near the

standard tuning fork by which the frequency of the speed-
measuring fork was determined.
Comparisons of the resistance of the copper coil with the

platinum-silver coil were made before ana after each set of
spinnings. The resistance of the copper circuit was equal to

that of the standard coil + or — the resistance of the bridge
wire required for balance.

Specimen A specimen set of readings is hero given with the necessary
Set of corrections. The first set of six were made with the wire circuit

Readings, open, the second set with it closed.

/

Wire
circuit r

open 1

t

Wire
j

circuit {

closed
|

\
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The resistance of the standard - the resistance of the copper
oircuit expressed in terms of the resistance of one division of
the bridge wire as unit, was 212 at the beginning of the second
six observations, and — 316*5 at the end, giving a mean of - 52
during the interval. But each division of the bridge wire was
about 1/480000 of the whole resistance of twenty-four ohms, so
that if balance had been obtained on the average at the middle
of the^bridge wire the deflection would have been 302*59.

Again the temperature ofthe standard during the experiments
had a mean value of 10°*025, so that the resistance of thestandard
which for this series was taken as normal at 13°, was below its

normal value, and the deflections were too large. The variation

of resistance of the standard per degree was 3 parts in 10000,
so that the deflection fell to be diminished by about 2*7 parts

m 3000 or by *27.

The standard number of beats per minute between the standard
fork and the electrically-maintained fork (at 17° C.) was taken as

59 during the series of observations, and in the set of observations
here taken as a specimen the number of beats was 56£ per minute,

so that the electrically-maintained fork was too sharp by 2£ parts

in 60 X 127, 127 being very nearly twice the frequency or the
lrtt$r fork, that is the speed was too great by this amount.
Tnis gives as the correction of the deflection for excess of speed
-•10.

But the standard fork which was at normal frequency at 17°

was at 13°*05, and therefore vibrated moie quickly than the
normal rate. The amount of quickening was about 1 in 10000
per degree of difference of temperature. Thus there was a

further temperature correction on the deflection of - *12.

Adding together and applying these three negative corrections,

i

we get for the deflection which would have been Obtained if

everything had been in its normal state as specified 302*10.

From the series of experiments made at different speeds, it

was seen that there was a tendency for the value of the resist-

ance to rise with the speed; This would have been the effect of

an under-estimate of the value of L
,
but as the error to account

for the discrepancies at the different speeds would have had to

be about 1 per cent., it was taken as more probable that there

were ring currents generated which were not conjugate to those

in the wire circuit There was no doubt, however, that the true

value would be obtained, ao matter which of these views was
taken, by applying a correction proportional to the square of the

speed. This cotreotion was calculated
c
frem two extreme speeds

and applied to the results. Thus the principal series of experi-

ments consisting of many different sets of spinnings gave the

P * 2

579

Correction

of
Results.

> Corrected
Value of
Mean

Deflection.

Results
of

Experi-

ments.
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Value of
B.A.
Unit.

Method <

Lorenz.

numbers in the following table as their final corrected

result :

—

Speed in teeth
on card.

Uncometed resist*

anee of standard at

IS* (unit 10*0 OS).

!

Correction propor*
! t tonal to square of

speed.

Corrected Resist-

anee of standard
(unit 10* C.G.S.).

60 23*619 1 -0C6 23*613

45 23*621 •oil 23*610

35 I 23 630 f *018 23*612

30
J

i

23*638
;

*025 23*613

:

!

i

;
i

* 1

Moan 23*627

;

1

Mean 23 612

The retmlt of this sot of oxperimonts wan taken as that with
which the B.A. standards should he compared. Another series

made, however, gave practically the same result, viz. 23*618x10®
C.G.S. units as the resistance of the standard coil at 13\
A careful comparison of the resistance of the standard* ceil

with the B.A. unit gave

23*612 x 10* C.G.S. units of resistance ** 23*9343 B.A, units,

or 1 B.A. unit = *98651 x 10® C.G.S. units.

Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick have made a very

careful determination of the value of the B.A. unit of

.
resistance by the method of Lorenz. A disk of metal

touched near its centre and at its circumference by the

terminals of a conductor was spun round its axis of

figure at a uniform observed speed, in the magnetic

field of a coaxial coil carrying a current. The electro-

motive force produced in the circuit thus formed was
balanced by the difference of potential between the

terminals of a resistance through which flowed the

current, or a known fraction of the current producing

the magnetic field*
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Supposing the disk touched at its centre, the total TJ^yof

change in the flux of induction through the circuit in

one turn is equal to the induction produced by the coil

through the circular edge of the disk, or if M denote

the mutual inductance of the coil and this circle, and

7 the current, it is My. If n revolutions of the disk be

made per second the electromotive force is nMy. This

is balanced by the difference of potential By between

the terminals of a conductor of resistance, B, and so we

have

B = nM (36)

M is calculated from the known data of the coil and

thus B is found.

In no practical case can nM be large, and therefore R must be Lord ***£’

small, and a difficulty arises on this account in the carrying out kw1 and

of the method. This was overcome in Lord Rayleigh and
g

.

Mrs. Sidgwick’s experiments by arranging that the main current

should flow along AC (Fig. 131), through a resistance a small

compared with the resistance c between A and B, while at the
two points B and C}

including a resistance b also small compared
with a, the terminals connected with the revolving disk were
•applied. Thus b was the resistance which was evaluated by the

experiment. The connections at A, B, 0 were made by means
of mercury cups.

The main current being y, and no current flowing in the

circuit applied at BC, the current throughABC is yal(a+b+c).
Bence the difference of potential between B and C was
y*6/(a + b + c). Thie was therefore the electromotive force
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generated by the motion of the disk. It wilt be convenient to

regard it as the difference of potential produced by the current

y between the ends of a conductor of resistance altfta + b + e).

Arrange* The pair of coils used by Glazcbrook in his determination of
went of the ohm (see above, p. 543) were employed, and were at first
Appara- placed close together with the disk between them, so as to give

*us‘ a maximum inductive effect The axle was mounted vertically

in the frame already used for the spinning coil determinations,

so that the arrangements then used for driving and measuring
the speed were available also in the present case.

The diameter of the disk was about *6 of that of the coils.

This size wras chosen as on the one hand it was not desirable to

have any part of the disk near the wire, on account of the more*
rapid variation there of the magnetic induction, and the con*
sequent greater importance of errors in the estimation of the
radius of the coils or disk, and on the other hand too small a
radius rendered the arrangement insensitive.

After some trials it was decided to make the edge cylindrical,
and to make the edge contact by a brush of fine copper wires
placed tangentially to the edge and amalgamated with mercury.
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The arrangement of the apparatus is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 132. The battery A is connected with a mercury cup
commutator B, by which the current can be sent in either

direction through R. R is here taken as a simple conductor, but
the shunt arrangement was of course used, and R may be taken
as standing for the resistance abj(a -f b + c).

The terminals F and H attached to the centre and circum-
ference of the disk were connected with a mercury reversing key
/, and in one of them was included a reflecting galvanometer G.

From / the wires of the disk circuit proceeded to the terminals

of Rf
one of them however having included in it a portion, JK,

of a circuit containing a sawdust Daniell Z, and a resistance coil

of 100 ohms.
The hitter circuit was designed to balance the effect of thermo-

electric force at the sliding contacts of the brush on the disk,

and the inductive effect of the earth's magnetic field in w’hieh

the disk rotated, which would have given a current through the
sliding contacts, thereby bringing these resistances into the

account The function of the galvanometer G was to test this

balance, and that required when the disk was rotated.

The battery and frame carrying the disk were insulated

from the ground, and the coils insulated by ebonite supports,

and for definiteness one point of the galvanometer was con-

nected to earth at R. It was found that tiiere was no error

from leakage.

In the carrying out of the experiments the test of perfect Mode of
balance of the electromotive force of the disk, together with Carrying

the thermo-electric force and inductive action of the earth's field, out

.

above referred to, was absence of deflection of the galvanometer Expert-

needle when the battery current was reversed. It was not how- ments.

ever thought desirable to seek accurate balance, but to make
observations of the effect on the galvanometer reading of
reversal of the battery current with a resistance Rv very little

different from that (R) needed for balance. After a series of
readings had been taken, R

x
was changed to R& which was such

that the same reversal of the current was accompanied bv a
galvanometer deflection of opposite sign to the former. The
two series of results gave R by interpolation.

To eliminate progressive change in the battery electromotive
force, the observations for J2| were interspersed with those for

A,* As soon as each series of results had been obtained for one
direction of driving, the driving cord was reversed and a
similar series of observations made.

Preliminary trials proved that the shunt arrangement repre-

sented in Fig. 131 was faulty. The pieces dipping into the cup
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Shunt C were moved from day to day to verify the contacts, and the
Arrange- fact was overlooked that as the main current also traversed C

f
a

mont for gniall change in the positions of the contacts might make a con-
Ke8ist* giderable difference. For any uncertainty, even of very small

i 1

a“c
? absolute amount, would affect both a and b, which were small,

E M F of
therefore seriously ab/(a + b + r).

*
Disk. The arrangement shown in Fig. 133 was accordingly adopted.

Two cups, Ay Dy were connected by two 1 unit coils, through
which the main current flowed, while two other mercury cups,

By Cy received the galvanometer terminals of the disk circuit.

17 was connected with D by a stout rod of copper. A resistance

box E was placed as a shunt across A to enable the resistance

of the shunt to be adjusted.

Fio. 133.

Arrange* Two series of results were taken with the coils close together,

ment of and a third series with the coils separated to a position in which
Coils to the disk, midway between them, was so situated that the in-

diminish duction through it was as nearly as possible independent of
Effect of variations of the mean radius of the coils. That there was such"W hi a position is clear from the fact that, for given values of the

raaius of the disk and the distance of the plane of the disk from
IWM,nli

’ the mean plane of either coil, the induction is aero, both when the

mean radius of the coil is 0 and when it is infinite. Hence there

was some value of the mean radius of the coils for which the
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induction was a maximum, and at which therefore* the rate of

variation of if with change of mean radius was zero.

For this purpose the coils were separated hy distance-pieces

of proper size
;
and to eliminate uncertainty as to the position

of the mean planes lelatively to the bobbins, after one set of
obseivations had been completed, the bobbins were reveised on
the distance-pieces, and another set of observations taken.

The dimensions of the coils are given above (p 543), and the

distance of their mean planes apart in the close position w is

3*275 cms. In the sepai ated positions the distances apart of the

mean planes were 30*681 cms. and 30 710 cms. iespecti\ely.

The diameter of the disk wus measured by callipers, and its

circumference by a steel tape. It was found that the edge was
slightly conical, and it was estimated that the mean diameter at

the contact of the brush was 31*072 cms. The other contact

was made at the shaft, and the diameter of the cncle of contact

there was 2 096 cms.
The coefficient of mutual induction was calculated first by the

elliptic integral foi inula (hy aid of the tables given in the

Appendix} for two circles of ladius equal to the mean radii of

either coil and disk, and at a distance apart equal to the distance

of tho mem plane of the coil from that of the disk. Then the
cross-section of the coil was taken into account by the formula
of quadratures given above (p 403).

It ay a\ he put for the radii of the coils and disk respectively,

and x for the distance apart of the mean plane of the coil and
of contact on the disk, 2b and 2d the axial breadth and radial

depth of the coil', and AT(a, a\ x) the result for the two circles,

the results in cine, per turn of wire were as follows

Coils near together,

a « 25*760 cms a* -» 15*536 cms. x ** 1 637 cm.

b « *948 cm. d = *955 cm.

AI(a, a',.r) « 215 4674

M(a + </, a\ x) « 205*1917

J/(tf x) « 226*9835

M(*, a', * + b) « 211*7246

M(a, a\ x - b) - 217*5972.

Adding to twioe the first of these values the sum <tf the others,

Dimen-
sions and
Distance
apart of
Cods.
Dimen-
sions of
Disk.

Calcula-

tion of
Mutual
Induct-
ance of
Coils and
Disk.
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and taking $ of the result the average value of M for one turn

of wire was given by

31 « 215*405.

When the coils were separated by the insertion of distance-
pieces, so that x * 15*3472 cms., without change of the other
data, the corresponding values found were

a',x) » 110*9240

JI {a -f d, a\ x) » 111*2573

31 (a - d
}

<?', x) *= 110*2412

M(a, a', x + b) « 104*5571

M{a
y a\ x - b » 117*6579

which gave (again for one turn)

M « 110*926.

Effect of

Errors in

Measure-
ment of

Coils.

The effect of errors in the measurement of if, a\ and x can be
estimated by the formula

dM = „ da + „ da +- dx,
da da' dx

conjoined with

a d3f n'dlf i* dV
M da

+
.17 3*' + If a;

which holds because the expression for Jf is homogeneous in i/,

a’
}
x. Writing the last equation in the form

X -f + v = 1,

we have for the first

dM v da . flfe' . dx

Now we may take it that approximately

% M(a + d, o’, x) - M(a - d,a, x)
A «

2
-

and similarly for p, r.

St
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Thus for the case of the coils near together

587

X a« - 1*36, /*«-•02, *«2*38,

and for that of the separated coils

X =* *123, ft - - *956, * = 1*833.

Thus in the former case the importance of an error in the
estim ition of a is of rather more than half the importance of an
equal proportional error in x

f
while an error in the estimation of

o' is relatively unimportant. On the other hand, by the separa-
tion of the coils the importance of an error in a is diminished to
about 1/11 of its former amount, while that of an error in a' is

enhanced. The numbers show that the separation hud been
carried rather beyond its proper amount.
From the values of Jf in both cases had to be subtracted Deduction

the part, Jf0, say, corresponding to the small circle touched by forlnduct-

the inner brush. The area of this circle was | 7rx 2*096*; and ance over

therefore taking the magnetic force at the centre of the disk due Circle of

to unit cuirent in the coil of mean radius a us a sufficiently near Internal

approximation to the average induction over this circle, we get
*'ontact*

If = 2iralJ 0
(a*+ **)i

X 1 7T x 2096*.

This was equal to *836 in the first case, and to *534 in the other.

The resistances, the arrangement of which is shown in Fig.

133, were the Baine in all three series of experiments. The coil

b was of German silver and had a resistance of A unit nearly,

the resistance, a. between A and D was made up of two standard

single units, and 7 or 8 B.A. units from the resistance box all in

mnltiple arc.

In the first series of experiments c was a [10], in the second Compari-
[10] + [5] +• [1L and in the third series [10] + [5] + [S']. The son of
resistances of the single units were already known, tne others, Absolute
that is the [10], [5], [6j, [^1 had to be carefully compared with Resist-

standard B.A. units. The [5] s were compared by comparing aneewith

first one of them with 5 units in series, and then the two [5js B.A Unit

with one another
; afterwards the sum of the two [5Ts was com-

pared with the [10], the value of which was found by a special

process.
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Bridge Ar- Three Gerinnn silver coils of about 3 units each wound on the
rangeraent same tube, had their ends arranged so that they could by mer-
for Com- eury cups be put either in multiple arc or in series, and a change
panson of maJe jn a very 8mall interval of time from one arrangement to

the other. In multiple arc they were compared with a standard

with Staut PI ani* f°und to l*av ® a resistance 1 + n. The arrangement

dard.
* wa8 no 'v raP*dly changed to «erien, and the resistance became
very nearly 9 (1 + a). The standard unit was now Added, and the

resistance became 10 + 9a. This was compared with the [10],

the value of which was to be found. If there was a d'ffcrence

ft then [10] = 10 + 9a + ft

Fio. 134.

The [1/10] was determined as follows. Two standard units,

the [10] and the [1/10], were joined as shown in Fig. 134 as a
Wheatstone bridge, m which the battery and galvanometer
terminals were, as shown, brought into direct contact with those
of the [1/10] in the mercury cups. A resistance box containing
coils up to 10000 was placed in multiple arc with one of the
units to enable the latter to be adjusted to balance with all

necessary accuracy. The four coils were so nearly in proportion
that a resistance of several hundred units was required from the
box to give balance, so that the delicacy of the arrangement was
very great

Specimen As a specimen of the results showing the mode of applying the
Set of various corrections the table of results given for the second

Results, series of experiments with the coils near together is here
reproduced.



Speed

op

Disk

About

8

Revolutions

per

Second.
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Final

Results

of
Experi-

ments*

The first series gave R = -00443407 x 10® B.A. units ;
hence

the ratio of the B.A. unit to KPC.G.8. units of resistance being
the absolute value of R was x x 00443407 x 10* C.S.S. But the

value of Jf was M
x
multiplied by the number of turns in the coil

(1588), and n the number of revolutions per second = 2 x

frequency -4- number of teeth stationary on card. Hence by (36)

for the first series, since n =» 128*407/10,

j* X *00443407 X 10® « 12*8407 X 214 569 X 1588

or * = *98674.

The second series gave, since for it n = 129*340/16 and
JR » *00279157 x 10®,

214*569 X 1588 X 129*340

*00279157 X 10® x 16
- *98609.

In the third series n = 129*340, 10, and R
so that from it

1 10*392 X 1588 X 129*340
* **

*00229762 x 10* X 10

*00229762 X 10®,

*98683.

Taking the mean of the first two results, and giving it the same
weight as the last Lord Rayleigh found as the final result of the

investigation,

1 B.A. unit =» *98677 x 10»C.G.S.

With the value of the specific resistance of mercury in terms
of the B.A. unit found by Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick,
this gives 1 ohm = resistance at O 3

C. of a column of mercury
106*214 cms. long and 1 sq. nun. in cross-section.

Absolute A carefully planned and executed determination by Lorenz's

Deter- method was made in 1891 by Prof. J. V. Jones, of Cardiff, who
ruination used in the construction of his apparatus the most accurate

of Sp. obtainable engineering appliances.

Resistance The standard coil consisted of a single layer of double silk-

of Mer- covered wire, *02 inch in diameter, wound on a cylinder of brass
cury. about 10*5 inches in radius, in a screw thread of pitch *025 inch.

This cylinder was very carefully turned, and the screw thread

cut on an accurate Whitworth lathe, and great care was taken
to test the figure of the cylinder after it was finished. It was
found that the cross-section of the cylinder, instead of being
circular, was always slightly oval, however many cuts were made
over its surface, showing apparently an effect of internal stresses.
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Fixing of After the screw had been cut the mean piano of the coil was
Mean determined for the after placing of the disk in the following

Plane of manner. The slide-rest of the lathe was made to carry a V tool.
Helix. and ft microscope, so adjusted that the image of the point of the

tool was seen exactly at the centre of the graduated plate in the

focal plane of the eyepiece. When the slide-rest was moved
along the bed, the tool passed inside the cylinder while the
microscope remained outside. The guide-screw of the slide-rest

(of pitch ‘25 inch) was turned by a wheel 9‘75 inches in radius

divided into 360 parts, and it was possible to estimate the posi-

tion of the wheel to 1'10 of a division. By drawing, then, a

generating line along the cylinder, and reading on this wheel
the position of the microscope when the ridges of the first and
second threads on this line were focussed in the field of view,
then running the microscope along the generating line, and
taking in like manner the readings for the la*t ridge and last ridge

but one, the reading for the mean plane could be at once found.
The mean of the first two readings subtracted from the mean of
the last two gave obviously the distance between the first hollow
and the last, and half the sum of these two means therefore £ave
the required reading. The tool was then moved to this position

by the wh#»el and guide-screw, and a cut made round the inside

of the cylinder at the plane thus found.

Winding At the intersection of the first and last hollows with this

of Coil, generating line small holes were bored radially through the brass

of the cylinder, and were hunhed with paraffined ebonite to

receive the ends of the wiie. The wire was secured at one end
in the hole there, and was then laid on in the screw-thread by
the lathe, under uniform tendon given by a weighted pulley.

The ends of the wire were secured by melted paraffin run into

the bushes, and blocks of ebonite attached to the cylinder at the
ends of the generating line, on which fho coil began and ended,
carried binding screws, to which the end» of the wire were
soldered.

Arrange- The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 135/ The
incut of disk was insulated from the axle by ebonite, and was fixed co-
Diak. axially as described beW in the mean piano of the coil. It wan

driven by an electromotor coupled direct, and was rotated in'

position and ground true by an emery wheel driven rapidly by
an electromotor. Its diameter was measured by a Whitworth
measuring'machine. This consisted of a graduated bed carrying
two headstocks, one fixed the other movable, along the bed, by
a guide-screw turned by a divided wheel. The distances used
on the bed were compared with a standard scale.

A side view of the coil, disk, stroboscopic cylinder, Ac. (for
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explanation of reference letters see Fig. 236), is given in Fig.

136, and an end view showing the disk and edge-brush, Q, in

Fig. 137.

The brush finally adopted for the edge of the disk was a
single wire perforated by a channel, through which was supplied

a small stream of mercury. A piece of copper an inch long was
drilled to a depth of f inch, to meet another hole at right angles,

which received the phosphor wire brush. The perforation dnlled
along the wire of the brush was connected with that in the copper
piece, and an india-rubber tube slipped over the free end of the
fatter kept up a constant supply ot mercury. This gave a con-
stantly fresh surface for contact. The central brush was fed
also with mercury but more slowly.

Method of The speed of driving was measured by the stroboscopic method
Measuring by observing one of a set of rows of teeth, marked round a
Speed of cylinder, through slits in brass plates attached to the prongs of a
I)isk. tuning fork, which vibrated at right angles to the circles of

teeth. The fork was bowed, not electrically maintained : the
number of turns per second n was given as in Lord Rayleigh’s

experiments by n = 2//*V, wheie / is the frequency, and N the

number of teeth in the stationary circle.

The pitch of the fork was determined by driving the cylinder;

keeping a row of teeth stationary, and causing the c) liuder by
means of a lever to make and break a battery circuit every
revolution, so that for about half the time of revolution the con-
tact was made and for the other half broken. This registered

on a telegraph tape a series of alternate dashes and spaces, and
on the same tape a mark was made once a second by the labora-

tory standard clock. The observations being continued over
three or four minutes, A” and n were obtained with accuracy,
and f was deduced by the equation /

m

JniV.

Arrange- The resistance used for balancing the electromotive force of
ment of the disk was a column of mercury, so that the experiment gave
Mercury the specific resistance of mercury directly. The mercury was
Column, placed in a long rectangular trough, Fig. 138, carefully out, as

described below, in paraffin by machinery, and two electrodes

dipped into the merenry at some distance from the ends of the
trough. One of these electrodes was kept fixed, the other was
attached to the movable beadstock of the Whitworth measuring
machine, by which its position was altered by the difference of
distance between the electrodes necessary for two different

speeds of the disk. Thus the difference only of two distanoas
between the electrodes (and this conld be obtained with accu-
racy) was used in deducing the final result. For if ft, be the
two speeds of rotation of the di*k,p the specific resistance of
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mercury, A the cross-section of the column, and l the distance
between the two positions of the electrodes,

ip * M(nx - Wjj) (37)

The capillary depression at the sides of the trough was allowed
for by taking observations for two different depths of mercury
in the trough. For if LA *be the change in area produced by
increasing the depth from h to h\ n1# n2i l the speeds of rotation
and difference of lengths of column in the first case, n\

f
ri2 * V

those in the second, then we have by (37), assuming that the
groove is true and the temperature the same in both experi-
ments,

Amm Ip
If Oh - n2)

y

A + LA

and therefore

Vp

M(n\ - n'2 )
9

LA U
— ri2 ^ - n2

1

or since LA = b(h
f - /<), where b is the breadth of the trough

and A', kf the two depths,

Mb(b' - b)

P " t ~T~-
n\ “* n 'i ”i

~

(38)

The trough (shown in section in Fig. 138) was cut in paraffin

wax melted in a longitudinal groove left in a strong casting of

iron. The wax was melted in the groove and allowed to solidify

on the surface, after which melted wax was poured through a
hole in the crust to the interior in order to obtain a perfectly

homogeneous mass. A channel was then cut and covered with a
thin layer of paraffin to fill up air-holes, after which it was reoat

and scraped true.

A length of 10 inches of the trough was used in the experi-

ments, and this was carefully.calibrated by internal callipers of

special construction.

Elimina-
tion of
Uncer-
tainty
from
Capil-

larity.

Prepara-
tion of

Trough
for

Moretny*

Q Q 2
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Determin* The position of the surface of the mercury was determined by
ation of placing a spherometer in a fixed position over the trough and

Position of screwing down the movable point until contact was indicated by
Mercury the completion of a battery circuit through the mercury and
Surface.

pQjn t. The division on the head of the micrometer corresponded
to 1/5040 inch, and the size of the head allowed of an estimation

of tenths of a division. Successive measurements did not differ

by more than 1/20000 of an inch when the point was kept clean

by being carefully wiped with filter paper, and sparking was
prevented as far as possible by including a large resistance in

the circuit and breaking the circuit before removing the point

from the mercury aftor a reading.

Tlie temperature of the mercury in the trough was determined
by two thermometers, one at each end of the trough, A thin!

Fio. 138.

Observe* thermometer was placed between the prongs of the speed*
tion of measuring fork. These thermometers were corrected by com-

Tempera- parison at Kew,
ture of To prevent warping of the trough by change of temperature,
Column, an<| make as certain as possible that the mercury in contact
*c

* with the poorly conducting wax should be all at one tempera*
ture, the temperature was kept as nearly constant as possible by
enclosing the trough, &c. in a wooden box covered with felt

paper, and protected round about with felt curtains. The
thermometers were read through windows in the box by lifting

the curtain.

The galvanometer used to test for balance was a Thomson
reflecting galvanometer of *968 phm resistance, the needle of

which was carried by a quartz fibre IS inches long.
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The axis of rotation was placed at right angles to the magnetic
meridian, so that the plane of the dink might be in the meridian
and thus avoid any current due to earth induction. When the
disk was rotated without current in the standard coil any dis-

placement of the light spot could be annulled by a slight move-
ment of a compensating magnet on the table.

The bearings of the disk were made as nearly as possible Adjust-

perfectly true, and were each provided with a sight-feed Iubri- ment of

cator. The disk was adjusted in position in the coil by arrang- the Disk

ing an arm to fit upon the disk so that a carefully scraped face p
on the arm should be a prolongation of the mean plane of the loslt,on*

disk. The coil was then placed in position so that the outside

edge of this face should travel round the interior circle cut in

the mean plane of the coil ns already described.

The mercury trough was carefully levelled and adjusted Adjust-
parallel to the bed of the measuring machine. The last adjust- ment of

ment was made by attaching to the movable headstock a cylinder Trough,

projecting vertically downwards into the trough, running the

headstock from end to end and testing at the extremities the

distance from the cylinder to the same side of the groove by
pushing a wooden wedge lightly between them. Further, by
making the wedge-reading the same on both sides of the cylinder,

the headstock was adjusted so that when an electrode was sub-

stituted for the cylinder it dipped into the medial plane of the

mercury column.
A slight direct effect on the needle produced by the current

was observed, and was compensated by placing a coil of three

turns of the battery wire close to the needle.

The insulation of the wire of the coil from the bobbin and of

the disk from the axle were tested and found satisfactory.

Lord Rayleigh's plan (p. 583 above) of taking two sets of gal- Mode of

variometer readings for each equilibrium position was followed, making

One setgave the change of galvanometer reading for reversal of Observe-

current when the resistance was slightly below that required for tions.

balance, the other set the corresponding change when tne resist-

ance was ft little above the proper current. To eliminate uncer-

tainties owing to variations of speed and of the brush contacts,

a number of reversals were quickly taken for each resistance and

combined to give a mean result. The readings were taken

without waiting for the needle to come to rest, but elongations

were observed which with a previously determined damping
coefficient enabled the position of rest to be calculated.

a

The dimensions of the coil and disk, and the calculation from Calcula*

them of the mutual inductance, are given at p. 814 above. It tion of if*
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only remains to state the mode of redaction of the observations
and the final result.

Redaction If p* and At be the specific resistance of mercury and the cross*

ofResults* section of the column at temperature t
f
and pf

A, the same quan-
tities at to which the results were in the first instance

reduced, L the distance between the electrodes in any equilibrium

position, then

Mn= Lp'.
A

Tempera* Now if/ be the frequency of the fork at the standard tem-
tum perature 15°*5, and /$ the frequency at temperature 0, we
Come- have
«•»*•

. %f» y{l+l(0-15’-5)}
“.v- X *

where £(= -’OOoll) was a temperature coefficient. Also

p< =p{l+a(f-15°5)}

^«-.f {! + *<'- 15’

where a is the temperature coefficient for the specific resistance!

snd y the coefficient cubicsl dilatation of mercury. Hence

«r„_2.V/{l + 1 (6- 15’ 5)} Lp {1 + a (/- 15*5)}

.V “wf{l +y</-16°5)|

,^{l+(„-v)(<-15 5)1,

or

*****
_l+*(d-l 59,5) + (y

~ a) (t- 15*'5)

X'
'

Ifnow As be the difference of two values of r for equilibrium

pesHions separated by an interval t,

« » P“

Two observations wen aide with the mercury at different

level# A' and A to eliminate error from capillarity. Calling the
two values of A»// for these observations s', «, and the areas of
room 1action of the trough A', J, we have, If 4 be the mean
breadth of theiroogb ova the length wed,
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so that

P
- h)

I/*1 - V#
and from this the ppecific resistance of mercury at 15°*5 was
calculated.

The coefficient a was obtained from the formula

Jtt « B<(1 + *0008049/ + *000001 12/2) . . . (40)

given by Mascart, do Nervillo, and Benoit for the resistance of
a column of mercury at P in a glass tube. Thus

Bl5 6 = i?0 X 1013675
and

Bt ~B0 {\ + («-«/} (41)

where & is the coefficient of cubical expansion of glass

(*000008). Thus

(a — /3) x 15 5 **013675.
or

a X 15 5 * *013799.

This gave the mean value of a from 0 to 1 5°*5 which was used
to obtain the specific resistance of mercuiy at 0° from its value
at 15°*6. The equation of reduction was thus

Pm 5 *PqX1013 (42)

The value of a at 15°*5 or a166 was obtained by calculating

from (40) above

££* - /P, X (-0008649 + 00000224 X 16'5)
at

Bat by (41)

end therefore

Ho X -00089962.

~~ = /?0 («li-5 ~ P)

Sjjij ® 0009076,

which wee need to correct the experimental resnfts for the efoSt
difference* between 16^6 and the obeemd teroperaioree.

(Db# final result of five seta of experiments gave

p - 94067 C.G.&

as the resistance at 6* 0. a eolanm of raerdtty omr-wiofte
centimetre in eroii-eabtiawfand^one centimetre in length.
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Realised According to tills result the ohm is equal to the resistance at
Value of 0s of a co'umn of mercurV 106 307 centimetres long and one

Mercury
square millimetre in cross-section.

Column Joule's method is in principle very simple. Supposing
Method of a current of strength y to flow through a wire of

resistance Jt for a time t, a quantity of energy <yi2H is

spent in the conductor. This is expressed in ergs if y
and J2 are taken in C.Q.S. units and t in mean solar

seconds of time. If H be the heat generated in the

conductor in that time, then if J be the work equivalent

of the unit of heat, we have

^lil - JIT

and t, JH
R ~

-ft

The absolute measurement of the current might be

made with sufficient accuracy, though it is ofvery nearly

the same order of difficulty as the determination of the

ohm; but there are also involved exact calorimetric

determinations which require great care and skill.

Over and above all these is the determination ofJ with

an accuracy equal or superior to that to which it is

required to find the ohm, say to 1 in 10000. This

would be a research of difficulty far transcending that

of the measurement of absolute resistance by most other

methods.

For descriptions of other methods, the reader may,

refer to Wiedemann’s Elektricitat, Band i, 2'® Abth.

It has been proposed by Prof. Carey Foster* to

modify the method of revolving coil by rotating the

coil on open circuit and applying to its terminals at

* B.A. Report, 1881.
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the instant when the inductive electromotive force is & Carey

maximum a difference of potential equal and opposite

to that then existing at the terminals of the coil This

will not be exactly the instant at which the coil passes Revolving

through the meridian, as on account of the capacity of CoiL

the conductors a certain retardation of phase will exist.

This applied difference of potential may be that

existing between the terminals of a conductor in which

a current y is flowing. The current is measured by a

tangent galvanometer of principal constant O, and

therefore has for absolute value H tan a/G ;
so that the

applied difference of potential is BIT tan a/G. The
induced difference of potential has the value AHw
only. Assuming II to be the same for the revolving

coil and the galvanometer, we have therefore

B — GAa> cot a — 2 -root a,
a

if a be the mean radius of the revolving coil, a' that of

the galvanometer, n, n, the numbers of turns in the coils.

Thus error of measurement of the mean radius a is of

twice the importance of equal proportional error in a'.

The main advantage of this method lies in the

elimination of self-induction, as the current is almost

zero at each instant. In its practical use error from

thermo-electric force at the rubbing surfaces, and from

mutual induction between the wire circuit and secondary

circuits in the ring currents would have to be guarded

against.

The method does not seem to have been applied to

a complete determination of absolute resistance^-
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Table of Tbe following table extracted mainly from a Report on the
Collected ‘Absolute Resistance of Mercury* by B. T. Glazebrook (Bril,
Result®* Mm. Report, 1891), contains tbe principal results obtained since

Value of Value of
Bale. Observer. Method. B.A. unit Ohm In

/Lord Rayleigh i nd
\ Schuster

In Ohms. Cma. of
Mercury.

1832
}

Revolving Coll .

.

98851 166*24

1883
fLord Ra.\ ieigh and Mrs.

1 Sidgwick ]
Method of Lorenz •98077 106-21

1SS4 0. Wiedemann Earth Inductor.. - 106 19

1884
iMascart. de Nervi lie,

1 and Benoit |
Induced Currents *98611 106-38

1687 Howland ....
/Mean of Several!

\ Metliods
|

•98644 106-32

1887 Kohlrauach Damping of Magnet 98660 106*32

882 and
1888

Glazebrook Induced Currents *98665 106-29

1890 WttUlenmeier Induced Currents 98686 106*27

1809 Duncan and Wilkes .

.

Method of torens *98634 106*84

Mean *98053

1890 J. V. Jones . ... Method of Lorenz - 106-807

1884 •H. P. Wclft Induced Currents — 105*37

— *H. F. WelHsr Rotating Colt ...
JL 10616

1884 •Boiti Induced Currents — 105*89

1880 •Hfmsterffi ... ». ...
— - 105*98

1888 •Wild ... / Damping of a 1

\ Magnet... ... /
- 106-08

1880 •Bom ...
/ Damping of a 1

\ Magmt... .*./
— 106 81

1880 •Lorens Method of Lorens — 100-98

It Ess been decided (1802) by the British Association Committee on Electric*!

8tedntdi to defhte the ohm for practice! purposes ts the resistance at 0* of a
uniform eotonm of mercury weighing H'4621 e«, to a tube lOO* «m« long,

tkh eorreeponds to cruee-eectfon l sq. mmM and density ofmercury 18-5056.

«fc* sbeofou measurement* here mimed to wire competed with stondevds of
Gecmen silver by Stemene or Btrecfcer. Tbe tnluee Is mommy mats of these
standard*vm oetttted by tbe maker*



CHAPTER XI

COMPARISON OF UNITS

The experimental comparison of the ordinary electro*

static and olectromagnetic units of an electrical quantity

is of great importance in the electromagnetic theory of

light, as it enables the velocity of propagation, accord-

ing to that theory, of an electromagnetic disturbance to

be determined numerically, and compared with the

observed velocity of light. To make clear how the Iktioof

ratio of the two units of the same quantity is related
m

to the velocity of propagation of electromagnetic waves,

we shall use here one or two illustrations due to Clerk

Maxwell, modifying however the mode of applying them

in accordance with the more general theory of dimen-

sions adopted in Chapter VII 1. above.

It has been shown (p. 118) that the electromagnetic Iltoti*

force acting on an element ds of a conductor carrying vSfcy
a current 7 in a magnetic field is By sin 0ds, if B be the

magnetic induction at the element, and 6 the angle mlmtm*

between the element and the direction of the magnetic

induction.

If the field be produced by a current 7' on a straight tW
conductor parallel to ds at distance b from it, we get by

"

integration of the expression 7' sin 0W/** (p-

above) the expression By9

lb for the field intensity attain
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due to the current y\ if the conductor in which it flows

be infinitely long. Hence, if p be the permeability of

the medium, the electromagnetic force on ih is ifiyy'ds, b
;

and if the first conductor be straight the force on a

length 4/2 is fiyy\

Now let the quantities of electricity yt, 7V, conveyed

by the currents in time t , be used to charge two spheres

whose centres are at a distance r apart great in com-

parison with the radius of either. The electrostatic

repulsion between the spheres would then be yyf
if K deuote the electric inductive capacity of the

medium. If /• be chosen so that this force is the same

as the attraction between the conductors exerted on a

length equal to half the distance between them, we
have

or

, 77
M77 = K,, •

1 r*

t*
( 1 )

that is, 1 - \/f±K may be expressed as a velocity. This

is true whatever hypothesis as to dimensions is adopted

for fi and K.

This velocity, moreover, is perfectly definite. For,

if P/i* remain constant, the electrostatic force of re-

pulsion between the spheres will remain unchanged,

while their charges are increased at the time-rates y, y',

respectively; and, therefore, 1/v/yuA' is equal to the

velocity with which the spheres must be separated in

order that their mutual repulsion may then remain
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equal to the force of attraction on a length of either of

the parallel conductors equal to half the distance be-

tween them. It has been shown, p. 200 above, that

1 JKn is the velocity of propagation of an electromag-

netic wave in an isotropic insulating medium.

If now wo denote by v the ratio of the electromag-

netic to the electrostatic unit of quantity, the charges

on tho sphcies expressed in ordinary electrostatic units

are, if y, y

,

now denote the ordinary electromagnetic

measure of the currents, vy, vy'. Hence the force

between the two spheres is

r-yy't-

~K~? *

where K, denotes the specific inductive capacity of the

medium, defined in the ordinary way as the ratio of the

electric inductive capacity to that of the medium of

reference (air or vacuum for example). But if /im denote

the ordinary electromagnetic value of the permeability.

/*«77 = r/*
t1

K, r*

that is

or by (1).

7

r® * n

V2 =
fiK

If the medium be air, for which K, — 1 yu*

have

’T/inr • • • *

• (2)

1, we

. (3)

Ratio of

Units
of

Quantity
considered

as a
Velocity.
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or t? ie equal to the velocity of propagation of an electro*

magnetic disturbance in air.

Seoond The following illustration, also duo to Maxwell, gives a re-

lllnstra* markable physical meaning to the velocity 1/^A'of propaga-
“0IL tion of an electromagnstic disturbance. In the first place it is

assumed that an electrified surface in motion may be regarded
as equivalent to a current.

This assumption is justified by the experiments of Rowland,
who has found that a statically electrified surface set into rapid

motion affects a magnet properly placed iu its vicinity, and has
made measurements of the magnitude of the effect produced.

Repulsion Considering then a plane surface of indefinite extent electrified

between 1° a surface density cr taken in any chosen system of units, we
Two Elec- have t/cr as the measure of the convection current across unit

trifled breadth at right angles to the direction of motion, if u be the
Surfaces, velocity. Let now another surface parallel to the first and at a

distance b from it electrified to a uniform density s', and
move with velocity u', in the same direction as in the former
case. A current in this case of strength uV, per unit of breadth

of the electrified surface, may be regarded as flowing parallel to

the former current.

The two surfaces will repel one another electrostatically and at-

tract one another electromagnetics! ly. The electrostatic repul-

sion between two elements of surface dS, dS
f

,
at distance r is

<rdS.irdSfIKr\ and integrating over the first surface we get
fyrcrar'dS'jK for the resultant force on an element dS' of the

second surface. Hence the force over unit area is 2mnr^K.
Attraction The electromagnetic force between the two plane current
between sheets can be found as follows. Consider two narrow strips of
Two the two planes in the direction of motion. Let </*, <f/, be their

Ji
breadths, and st the distance of the second strip from a plane

Elec&nfiea coinciding with the first strip, and cutting the two moving plane

nmded 8Ur^rtCe8 at r*ffbt angles. The distance between the two strips is

JwTwo JW+ **• The attraction between them is

Plane Jb* + s'* per unit of length of either. The total attraction,

Current F gay, per unit of length on the strip of breadth ds, is at right
Sheets* angles to the planes, and can be found by resolving the attrac-

tion just found in that direction, and integrating from s' * - op

to g* m -pod. Thus
+«0

F-**•**!

» 2
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Thus the electromagnetic attraction on unit area of either

plane is Zirpuu'o-o-
1
.

If tlie electrostatic repulsion be supposed to balance the
electromagnetic attraction and u be taken equal to u\ we get

= 27r/iW2(r<r
/

A
or

Thus tlie velocity of propagation of on electromagnetic disturb-

ance in the medium is equal to the velocity with which the two
electrified planes must move relatively to the medium in order

that there may be no mutual force between them.

It lias been shown above (p. 535) that v may be

obtained from the ratio of the electrostatic and electro-

magnetic measures of any electric or magnetic quantity.

It has been found experimentally in at least six of the

following different ways :

—

I. By measuring electrostatically and electromag-

netically a given quantity of electricity.

II. By measuring electrostatically and electromag-

netically a given difference of potential.

III. By comparing the value of the electrostatic

capacity of a given standard condenser, obtained by

calculation from its dimensions and arrangement, with

its capacity in electromagnetic measure as given by

experiment.

IV. By comparing an electrostatic capacity, obtained

by calculation aa in III., with the self-inductance of

a coil.

V. By determining (in either system of units) the

product CL of the capacity of a given condenser, and

Methods
of Deter*
mining v.
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the self-inductance of a given coil, and comparing this

with the product of the electrostatic value C, of the

capacity and the electromagnetic value Lm of the self-

inductance. [The product CL is the same in both

systems of units.]

VI. By measuring electrostatically and- olectromag-

netically a given resistance.

VII. By observation of the period of oscillatory dis-

charge of a condenser of known capacity (in electrostatic

units), through a circuit of known self-inductance.

The first attempt to determine c was made by Weber

Weber and and Kohlrausch, who employed method I.* A Leyden

nraecb
was charged to a jtotential measured electrostatically

by means of an electrometer, anil was them discharged

through a ballistic galvanometer, which measured by

the throw of the needle the quantity of electricity with

which the jar was charged. This quantity was known
in electrostatic measure from the measured ]>otential

and the capacity of the jar, which was obtained by

comparison with that of a sphere insulated at a distance

from other conductors. The value obtained for v was

31,074,000,000 cms. per second.

This detcimination cannot be regarded as one of high

accuracy, chiefly on account of the unsuitableness of a

condenser with a solid dielectric for exact experiment.

The construction also of absolute electrometers for exact

work had not then been brought to so high a pitch of

excellence as has since been reached.

A determination by this method with the most

* Abh, d. K&nigl, Sikhs, Ge$* d, Wimns. 1856.
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refined appliances has since been carried out by Rowland’s

Professor Rowland at Baltimore/ and of this we give mints,

here a more detailed account.

The olectroineter employed was nn absolute instrument made Details of
on Thomson’s guard-ring principle. The protected disk was Electro-

10T8 cms. in diameter, and was suspended in an aperture in the meter,

guard-ring of 1 mm. greater radius.

The diameters of the guard-plate and attracting-plate were
each 330 cms. The surfaces were ail nickel plated, and worked
true, so that the distance between the surfaces could be accu-
rately found. The disk could be adjusted in the plane of the
guard-ring, and the attracting-plate and disk to parallelism, to

mm. External action was screened from the disks by a case

of sheet brass.

The protected disk was bung from one arm of a sensitive*

balance, and the exact position of the beam was observed by
means of a hair moving in fiont of a scale in tlie manner
described above (Vol. I. p. 263).

In the actual use of the electrometer, since the suspended disk Mode of

could not be in stable equilibrium under the action of electro- Using
static attraction, its swing was limited to a range of mm. on Electro-

each side of the sighted position
;
and the attracting-plate then meter,

placed at two uenr positions, for one of which the plate rose

above the sighted position, for the other fell below it. The mean
of these was taken as the reading for the position of the attract-

ing-plate. *

If d be the distance of the electrometer plates apart, w the

weight on the balance, and 8 the area of the disk, we have (see

Vol. I. p. 58) for the electrostatic measure, F
,», of the difference

of potential between them

2 _ 8

S <$)

and by a formula given by Maxwell f for the effective area of a

protected disk of radius in an opening of radius JR
r

}

S=fr + &- {R* - ... (6)

where ct — — JR) (log 2)/ir = ‘221 (IP - JR) nearly.

* /hii. Mag. Oct, 1889.

t El. and Mag. vol i. Art. 201.

VOL. II, R R
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Deter-

mination
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Galvano-
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Deter-
mination
of //at
Ballistic

Galvano-
meter

Thus the working equation for V9 was

r, = 17221 + .... (7)

The standard condenser consisted of two concentric spheres.

The spheres were very accurately constructed, and the inner was
linng concentrically within the outer by a silk cord (see also p. 629
below). Two balls of different diameters were provided for use

as inner spheres. The electrostatic capacity was obtained by
determining the diameters of the balls by weighing in water,

and was 60*069 C.G.S. or 29*556 C.G.S. according as the larger

or smaller inner sphere was used.

The galvanometer used for the discharges was a specially

constructed and carefully insulated instrument. It bad two
coils, each of about 5600 turns of No. 36 silk-covered copper

* wire. These were fixed on the two sides of a plate of vulcanite.

The needle was surrounded by a metal box to screen off possible

electrostatic action of the coils from the needle.

The constant of this galvanometer was determined by com-
parison with the galvanometer described above (p. 547). The
constant of this had been slightly altered, and was now found
to be by measurement of its coils 1832*24, by comparison with
an electrodynamometer 1833*67, and bj' comparison with a single

circle (p. 548) 1832*56, giving a mean of 1832*82 instead of
1833*19 as before. The ratio of the constant of the new gal-

vanometer to this was found to be 10*4141, so that for the

ballistic galvanometer used

G « 19087,

including the factor for the number of turns.

An absolute electrodynamometer on Helmholtz's double-coil

principle, similar to that described at p. 365 above, was used to

find the directive force // at the ballistic galvanometer, at any
instant during the progress of the experiment, so as to eliminate
magnetic changes which were continually going on in the

,

building used for the investigation
; changes which were all the

more important as II was only about $ of the horizontal com-
ponent of the earth's field at the place. The suspension of the
instrument was a bifilar one, and it was found that no correction

was necessary for the torsion of the wire.

It follows from (10), p. 368 above, that if c be a constant de-
pending on the coils, and the electrodynamometer be set up so
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that H does not affect it, or readings be taken so as to eliminate

it, and the same current pass through both coils, we may write

y = c>JFJsin/iF, (8)

where F is the coefficient of sin 0, in the couple applied by the
hifilar, 0 being the angle through which the suspension head is

turned to bring the suspended coil back to parallelism with the
fixed coil. But it is clear that, if mk2 be the moment of inertia

of the coil, by the theory of simple harmonic motion we
have 0/0 = - 4?r2/2’2, end 0

' = - F sin 0/mA*, so that

Thus, including 2ir in the constant c, we have

slir8 (9)

for the electrodynamoineter.

The value of c was calculated from the particulars of the
coils which were

Large Coils. Suspended Coils.

Mean radius 13*741 cms. 2-760

Mean distance 13-786 n 2*707

Radial depth •84 •41

Axial width •86 n •38

No. of turns 240 126

From which by (10) p,

at p. 269
368 above, and the values of gx% given

c - -012914 *

To verify this constant a circle 80 cnis. in diameter was made
and used as the coil of a tangent galvanometer. The ballistic

galvanometer was set up so that its needle was at the centre of
this circle, and acted, when required, as the suspended needle of
the tangent galvanometer of which the circle was the coil. The
current from the electrodynamometer was passed through the
circle, and the horizontal field intensity H deduced from the

* This is double the value given by Prof. Rowland in his paper.

The full period of vibration appears in equation (7), whereas Prof.-

Rowland used the half period.

R R 2

by Em-
ployment
of Elec*

tro-

dynamo*
meter.

Constant
of Elec-

tro-

dynamo-
meter.
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galvanometer deflection and the current as given by the electro*

dynamometer. The value of II was found also by the magnetic
method, and the two results were found to differ bv only about

1 in 1000. Thus the tangent galvanometer gave *006451,

and the mean *006454 of this and the former result was used.

The moment of inertia ntk2 was found by placing weights at

different distances along a tube passed through the centre of the

suspended coil, and observing the period of free swing of the

coil. It was thus found that mk2 = 826*6 in gramme-centimetre
units.

Method The value of II at the needle of the ballistic galvanometer

of Deter- was found, when required, by sending the same current through
mining II. the dynamometer and the galvanometer, observing the deflec-

tions in the two cases, calculating the value of the current from
the deflection from tho former, and hence deducing H by the
tangent galvanometer formula.

Method of The condenser was charged by being connected to a large

Experi- charged battery of Leyden jars. This battery was kept con-
menting. nected to the electrometer. The potential reading was first

observed, then the battery connected to the condenser for an
instant, after which the condenser was disconnected from the

Leyden jar battery and discharged through the ballistic galvano-
meter. This was repeated 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 times in succession, so

that the galvanometer received that number of very nearly equal

impulse? in the same direction before it had moved far from the

position of rest. Tho reading of the position of the electro-

meter attracting disk was again taken after the series of impulses,
on disconnection of the battery from the condenser, and was
slightly less than before of course. Corrections for the dis-

placements of the needle from zero at the times of the successive
impulses were calculated and applied.

The mean of the electrometer readings before and after a
single discharge was, with a correction, taken as the potential of
that discharge. This correction arose from the fact that the

first reading was higher than that for the potential of discharge
by a certain small amount depending on the capacities of the
battery of jars and the condenser. It was obtained by multiply-

ing the mean reading d of distance between the plates by a
factor 1 - *0013, when the larger sphere was used in the con-
denser, and by the factor 1 - *0008 when the smaller sphere
was used. The other series were similarly corrected.

A correction was applied for the time occupied in producing
the series of impulses. This was calculated approximately on
the supposition that the time between one impulse and the next
was J of a second, and without taking into account the altered
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position of the magnet relatively to the coil or the induced
magnetism of the needle. The inclination, however, of the
magnet to the plane of the coil would cause the impulsive
couple on the needle to be less for impulses later than the
first, while the induced magnetization of the needle brought
about by the same inclination would have an opposite effect

Prof. Howland came to the conclusion by experiment that no
sensible error from neglect of these refinements of correction

could result.

The principal equations used in reducing the results were (7)
above, and others obtained as follows :

—

First, the ballistic galvanometer equation for the quantity, Q
(in electromagnetic units), of electricity discharged, is

Q = -VT (l +M 8in^ ( ,0)

where 6 is the ballistic deflection, corrected for everything
except damping.

But if C$ bo the capacity of the condenser in electrostatic

units, and N the number of discharges,

q = N — (li)
V

Also II was obtained from the constant current measured by
the dynamometer while it flowed round the 80 cms. circle, at the

centre of which the ballistic galvanometer needle was situated.

Thus denoting by 0 the deflection of the needle produced by the

constant current, by r the radius of the large circle, and by 6 the

distance of its plane from the centre of the ballistic needle, we
have by (9) and the elementary theory of the tangent galvano-

meter

c •Jmk2

T~
(r!_+_

42l!
'hrr1

H tan 0,

so that

2nr*c mk2 sin ft

~r(r« + ^)itan0
' (12)

v*

Using this in (10), equating to (11), and solving for v we
find

{r* + b*)\QNr*C*t*,n<t> (m
r2c \/mk* sin ft (l + £A) sin \6

618
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Deduc-
tion of
Angular
Deflec-

tions from
Headings.

where V% is given by (7), and C% by the dimensions of the

condenser.

The approximate equation

2sin (14)

was used to find the value of sin \6 from the observed deflection

6 and the scale distance D. This approximation is easily obtained

as follows : since

or

6/2) = tan 2d = 2 sin 0 cos d/(l - 2 sin2d),

. a .6 1-2sin 2dsmd=i~-
~ Ji-ain*6

Putting sin 0 = 45/2) on the right tlie equation becomes
approximately

or

5*\ I

"J'«/l-8inJ
J0

In the last factor on the right which is not very different from
unity sinjd may be put equal to 6/42). The equation then
becomes

2 sin J 6

The value of tan was calculated, by successive approxi-
mation from the value of tan 20 given by d

t
and the distance Z)x

of the scale from the mirror, so that
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The following are the results obtained

Number of
Discharges.

Mean result m ctns

per second

.

Number c* results
of which

menu was taken.

1 298-80x10* 9

2 298-48x10* 5
3 297-2$ x 10* 5

4 297 15 x If* 5
5 296 69 < 10*

i

5

To these were given Heights inversely as the number of dis- Final

charges, except m the ease of the first which was given twice Results,

the weight of the second, on account of the larger number of
observations. Thus the hnal result obtained w as v= 2 9815X 1011

in cins. per second.

Determinations by method II. which is due to Lord

Kelvin (Sir W. Thomson) have been made by Lord

Kelvin himself,* Mr. D. McKichan,f F. Exner^ and

Mr. R. Shida.§

A current is made to flow through a coil the absolute Lo»d,

value B of the resistance of which is known, and the Method!

current is measured electromagnetically by an absolute

current-meter, while the difference of potential between

the extremities of the coil is measured by an absolute

electrometer. If V be the difference of potential m
electrostatic measure, the work done in the passage of

one electrostatic unit of electiicity is V. But one

electrostatic unit of electricity is 1/v of an electro-

* Phil. Tran*. P S. 186?,

t Ibid. 1879.

t Wvn. Btr. 86, 1882.

§ PHI. Mag. 10, 1880.
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Results.

Sb ilia's

Experi-
ments.

magnetic unit; and if 7 be the measured current, the

time t taken for a quantity Ijv of electricity to pass is

1/vy. Hence the work done in the conductor or 7*Bt

is 7R/v. Thus

v =
7.R

~V (16)

The result therefore involves the absolute value of a

resistance R in electromagnetic units. Now in the

earlier experiments by this method the resistance of a

conductor was not known with accuracy, and the results

are unreliable, unless some means exists of converting

the values of R which were used.

Lord Kelvin’s first result (corrected for the value of

the B.A. unit) was 2 808 x 10 10 cms. per second,

Mr. D. McKichan s 2*896 x 1010 cms. per second.

Shida’s determination was made later and gave

v = 2*955 x 1010 cms. per second. The difference of

potential at the terminals of a battery of large tray

Daniell cells was measured by a Thomson’s absolute

electrometer, while the current maintained by the

battery through a tangent galvanometer was measured.

In reducing his results Mr. Sliidi multiplied both numerator
and denominator of (16) by the factor (It + r)IIi, where r was
the resistance of the battery and connections. On this account
the accuracy of the result was mistakenly called in question.

For though the factor R+r was of uncertain value, its introduc-

tion in both numerator and denominator could in no way affect

the value of the ratio yR/V. The real ground for uncertainty

lay in the construction of the tangent galvanometer, which could
barely work up to the degree of accuracy required.

A measurement of v was made by this method again in 1889
by Lord Kelvin, who usod an improved absolute electrometer of
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his own invention
;
but the details of the investigation do not

seem yet to have been published. The result obtained was

v » 3*004 X 1010 eras, per second.

Exner’s result obtained by a modification of this method was
with the value *941 ohm for one Siemens’ unit, 2*92 x 109 eras,

per second.

Another form of this method has been given by

Maxwell,* and used by him in a determination of v.

The electromagnetic repulsion between two parallel

coils produced by the same current flowing in opposite

directions through them, was balanced by the attraction

between two disks to the backs of which the coils were

attached, and between which a difference of potential

was produced by another current the ratio of which to

the former current was known. One of the disks was

the protected disk of a Thomson’s guard-ring condenser,

and to the back of this one of the coils was attached

directly : the other coil was carefully insulated from the

attracting disk by a plate of glass and a layer of

insulating material.

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 139, and shortly described in

the list of references attached. The small d.sk (diameter four
inches) and attached coil were earned at one end of a torsion

balance suspended by a No. 20 copper wire from a graduated
torsion head movable by a tangent screw. The disk and coil

were protected by a cylindrical brass box 7 inches in diameter,

one end of wliicn formed the guard-ring. The disk carried on
the side towards the interior of the box a glass scale divided to

jfo of an inch, which was viewed by a reading microscope fixed

on the outside of the box.

To eliminate the turning couple due to the earth’s field a coil

was attached to the other end of the balance, and connected with

the first coil in such a way that the current flowed through the

coils in opposite directions.

* Phil Trans, II. S. 158 (1868), or Pep, of Papers, Vol. II. p. 125.
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Adjust-
ment of

Appa-
ratus.

The attracting disk (which was 6 inches in diameter) was, with

its attached coil, on a slide worked by a micrometer so that the

distance of the disks could be varied and measured. The plane

of this disk was adjusted parallel to the guard-ring, which was
placed exactly vertical by means of adjusting screws.

A. Suspended disk and coil.

A'. Counte17mi.se disk and coil.

C. Fixed disk and coil.

B\. Great battery.

Bj. Small battery.

0\. First coil »»f Galvanometer.
#2- Scconl coil of Galvanometer.
JR. Great resistance.

T. Torsion head and tangent screw.

K. Double key.
O. Graduated glass scale.

6*1
. Electrode of fixed disk,

v. Current through the three coils

and G2.

yi. Current through R.

Y2 Current through G|.

yi— Current through S.

The graduations of the glass scale and the micrometer were
compared by pressing the suspended disk forward by a light

spring against the large disk, and then working the screw so as
to send the small disk back towards the piano of the guard-ring,
while readings of the micrometer were taken for successive
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divisions of the glass scale. This motion was quite regular until

the large disk came into contact with the guard-ring at one
point. It was found then that a motion of about of an inch
sufficed to bring the whole of the guard-ring into contact with
the large disk.

When the small disk had thus been brought into the plane of Adjust
the gUArd-ring, the reading microscope had its cross-wires ment of

focussed on a known division of the glass-scale, and two pieces Guard-

of silvered glass were fixed, one to the back of the guard-ring, ring and

the other to the back of the suspended disk, so that when the Disk *°

disk and guard-ring were in one plane these mirrors were also,
Cojjian-

and gave a continuous image of objects in front of them. This
anty*

arrangement gave a test of coplanarity of the surfaces to

of an inch.

The torsion wire, which was of soft copper stretched to straight-

ness, seemed in great measure free from imperfectness of
elasticity. The torsion balance could be adjusted by moving
the supporting pillar, which could be adjusted and clamped in

position by screws at its base. The balance itself could be raised

or lowered, turned about any horizontal axis by sliding weights
attached to it, and about the axis of suspension by the torsion

head.

A large battery, the property of Mr. Gassiot, containing 2600 Arrange-

cellB charged with bichloride of mercury, was used to electrify ment of

the disks. One terminal of the battery was connected through a Currents,

key with the large disk, the other with the case of the instru-

ment, and the circuit between was composed of a large resist-

ance of over a megohm, in series with one (hereafter called the

first) coil of a standard galvanometer shunted by a coil of resist-

ance &
A current was sent from another battery through a second coil

of the tangent galvanometer (in the direction opposed to the

other coil), through the coil behind the large disk, and thence to

the suspended coils by the suspension wires. A common con-

nection was given to earth, the case, and the other electrode of

the battery, by a copper wire hanging from the centre of the

torsion balance, and dipping into a mercury cup.

When the suspended disk was at rest at zero the battery con- Mode of

tacts were made simultaneously, and, according as the suspended Experi*

disk was attracted or repelled, the other was moved farther from menting,

or nearer to the suspended one. It was necessary, on account of

the instability of the small disk, when at the zero position under,

the action of the electric forces, to work the micrometer disk

gradually up by successive trials from a distance initially too

great, making contacts as zero was approached, so as if possible
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to bring the suspended disk to rest under the action of the

opposing forces due to the disks and coils. An observer at the

galvanometer altered the shunt 8, while the contacts were being
made, so as to bring the needle to zero.

Compari* To compare the magnetic effects produced by the two galva-
son of nometer coils at the needle, a current was sent through the
Coils of second coil of the galvanometer, then through a divided circuit,
Galvano- consisting of a resistance of 31 13. A. units placed across a branch
meter.

nia<je Up 0f tlic first coil of the galvanometer and an added re-

sistance S'. The latter resistance was varied until the effects on
the needle balanced one another.

Theory of If V denote in electrostatic units the difference of potential

Method, between the disks, a the radius of the small one, and A their

distance apart, tho attraction between them was, clearly,

i v V 1 a2
1 L JL Jta2 = i n 1

.

2 b 4nb 8 b2

The repulsion between the two coils is y
2dM\dx, if y be the

current in each, .r the distance apart of their mean planes, and
M their mutual inductance. Thus we have

1 a 2

8 b2
(17)

But the difference of potential, V
,
between the disks is pro-

duced by the large battery, which sends a current yx
through the

resistance It, and a current y x
8/{G + »S),(=y', say), through the

first coil of the galvanometer, if G denote the resistance of that
coil. Hence if E be the electromagnetic measure of this difference
of potential

* - (* + <18 >

Again if Fx ,
F2, be the magnetic forces produced at the needle

by unit current in the two coils, we have Fry » F2y, or
F

xyxSjifi + S) — F$y. But if in the comparison oi the magnetic
forces which was made y\, y\, denote the currents in the two
coils, F

xy\ = F2y\, and oy the arrangement of the circuits

(0 + = 31 (y\ - y\), so that F2(t\ - 31/(G + 3? + 31).
This substituted in the former equation gives

G + S 31

S G + X + 31
y*
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and (18) becomes, with this value of yD

*-(*?+ • • <I9>

But if ym , ya, denote the electromagnetic and electrostatic

values of the same current, Eym = Vy% since they denote the

same rate of working : and we have vym = ya. Hence V = E/v.

Substituting this value of Fm in (17) with that of E given by

(19), and solving for v, we get

13,(7 + - + •)*
31

+ + 316
v ax

(20)

The value of dM/dx given in terms of elliptic integrals at

p. 402 above was used in the calculation of v by this formula.

The numbers of turns in the coils were 144 and 121, and their

mean radius was 1*934 inch.

The mean of 17 experiments gave

v = 2*8798 X 1010
,
in cms. per second,

Final
Result.

on the assumption that 1 B.A. unit was 109 C.G.S. The corrected

result is

v = 2*811 X 1010
,
in cms. per second,

if 1 B.A. unit be taken as *98674 ohm.

Method III. has been used by Professors Ayrton and Perry, Third

J. J. Thomson, E. B. Rosa, and others. Method of

If Cm be the capacity of the condenser in electromagnetic p«ter-

units determined by any process, and C$ its capacity in electro- lining v

static units as given by measurement, then if Qm and Qt denote

the electromagnetic and electrostatic values of the same charge,

we have Q*m ICm ~ Q2
aJ Ca, since each denotes the same quantity

of electric energy. Thus

a. _ _ i

G. ~ Q? “

*
1} as

or

(21)
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Ayrton
^
The arrangement of Ayrton and Perry’s apparatus* is shown

and
#

in Fig. 140. The attracting plate P of a guard-ring condenser
Perry’s was connected to a key if, by which it would be put in contact
£xpen- with either terminal, A or B, of a resistance of about 10000
ments. Unless the key was depressed it was kept in contact

with B by means of a spring. The resistance was in circuit

with a battery of 382 Danieli's cells, and the point B was con-
nected with the earth and wit!) the guard-ring as shown. A fork
turning round a pivot was used to connect the guard-ring to the
projecting electrode of the protected disk, or the latter to earth
through the galvanometer G.

Arrange* The protected disk, 2), of the condenser was a square of area of
mentof 132514 sq. cms.j- and was separated from the guard-ring by a
Appa- gap 2’5 mrn. wide. The distance between the plates was *7728
xatus. cm. The plates were supported on well paraffined levelling

screws of ebonite, and were strengthened by diagonal ribs on
the upper side of the plate P, and the under side of the
disk 2).

* Joum. Soc. Tel Eng. 1879.
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The galvanometer was a Thomson’s astatic instrument of

about 20 ohms resistance. The ordinary needles were however
replaced hy small spheres each built up of a number of tiny

magnets having tlie*r like poles all turned the same way, the

spheres being completed with pieces of lead. The period T of

the needle was 39*5 seconds, and its logarithmic decrement
*1565.

The mode of operating was as follows. The key K was
depressed, and the plate P thereby connected to A ; at the same
time the electrode e was connected to f. Thus the condenser
was charged to the difference of potential existing between A
and B. 1 hen the contact was broken between e and f and the

key released So as to make contact between P and B. This
connected P and the guard- ring to earth while D was left in-

sulated. The electrode e \\ as then connected to g by the fork,

and discharged the disk D through the galvanometer, the leading

of which was observed.

The difference of potential E given by the battery between A
and B was measured in the following manner. A very high
resistance li was put in the ciicuit of the galvanometer, and its

terminals were then connected to A and another point C in AB,
enclosing betwreen them a known fraction k of the whole lesist-

ance. The difference of potential between A and C was thus

/•A. The galvanometer was shunted through a resistance S}
so

that G being the resistance of the coil a current kES/{R(G + S)

+ GS\ was sent through the instrument. The deflection thus
produced was observed.
Now if 0 and a denote the angular deflections given by the

transient and the steady current respectively, and Cm the
capacity in electro-magnetic units of the protected disk />, we
have by the ballistic and tangent galvanometer forinulfle

CmE T
kES!{R{G + S') + GS} w tan a’

or

„ __ T kS sinjtf

7F R{G -f* S) GS tali a

Thus C$ denoting the calculated capacity we find

2 _ & __ n ir B(G «+ S) -f- GS tan g

Cm * T kS sm $6
(22)

Mode of
Experi-

menting.

Theory of

Method.
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Final Three series of experiments were made consisting of 39, 41,
Results, and 18 discharges for T, 25*3, 39*5, 42*2 seconds respectively.

The mean result obtained was

v *= 2 98 X 10w in cms. per second.

This however must be corrected for the value of the B.A.
unit, and becomes

v = 2*955 x 1010 in cms. per second.

Kleitten* This method was used by Klemencie * with the modification
cic’s that a rapid succession or discharges was sent through the

Expen- galvanometer so that a constant deflection was produced. The
meats. moau result of two different researches by this method was

o = 3*041 X 10»°

in cms. per second.

Similar experiments by Stoletowf gave

> 2*98 X 10l®

v < 3-00 X 10w
in cms. per second.

Maxwell’s The following form of the method, due to Maxwell,

£

Form of
^ias Urn advantage over that just described of being a

Method null method, and therefore of not requiring any correc-

tion for torsion, damping, &c., while it shares with the

former the advantage of involving the square root only

of •JC,/Owtl and therefore only half of any error made
in determining Cn or C,. A Wheatstone bridge (Fig:

141) has a gap in one of the arms at p, q, and a contact

piece or tongue, u, is made to vibrate across the gap so

as to connect one plate of a condenser alternately to p
and to q, while the other plate is kept permanently in

contact with the point C. The resistances of the wires

* Wien. Ber. 83, 1881.

f Soe. Franc, dt Fhyt. Nov. 4, 1881.

J El. and Mag. roL ii. arts, 778, 770.
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Op, qB are made inappreciable, so that the plates of

the condenser are alternately brought to the same

potential, and charged to the potential existing between

C and B.

A succession of transient currents are thus produced

in the same direction through the galvanometer, and if

P, Q, S are properly adjusted, are prevented by a steady

current in the opposite direction from producing any

deflection. From the condition, (29) below, fulfilled by
the resistances of the bridge, the value of Cm can be

found, and compared as before with the value C, of the

capacity in electrostatic units.

So far as C, is concwned the error of this method Accuracy

(and of others which require the capacity of a standard Method,

condenser) is only that involved in the measurement

of the dimensions of the condenser, and reduces finally

to that of the measurement of a length. Proper

allowances can easily be made for want of acccurate

adjustment of the parts of the condenser.

VOL. II. s s
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The determination of Cm is limited in accuracy only

by the error involved in the use of the galvanometer,

which must be so sensitive as to detect a sufficiently

small variation of resistance. This error in the experi-

ments described below was well within the limits of

accuracy aimed at. In Thomson and Searle’s investi-

gations below it was estimated that the error from the

galvanometer was not more than 1 in 2500 in the

value of v.

Theory of Calling the resistances P, Q, S as marked on the figure, and
Method, denoting the cun cuts from C top, C to Dt and B to A, by xy i,

«, the resistance and self-induction of the galvanometer by G
and L, we have from the circuits ACDA, ADBA, the equations

of currents, supposing all the branches, except CD, devoid of

inductance,

P(x + z) - Q(u — x - i) + Lz + Qz 0 )

Q(u - x - s) + S{* - *) + Bu - E~ 0)
# k ;

At the beginning and end of the charging of the condenser
the currents have their steady values and therefore these equa-

tions become

Pz9 — Q(&g - i*) "f* Gdg = 0

Qi*t -z.) + (B + S)*.-E = Q

where the suffixes indicate the steady values of the currents.

Subtracting these last equations from the corresponding
equations (23) for the variable state, and putting uu iv for u$}

i—

i

f, we find

* Wx + *) - Q(*i *)+Lz + Gi
x ~0\

Q(*i - h - $) + S(u
x
- &) +Mx = 0 J

The quantities %v £x ,
it is to be noticed denote the excess in

each case of the current flowing at any instant above the steady
current, in consequence of the charging of the condenser, while
± is the charging current.

Integrating, from the beginning of the charging to the end,
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the equations just found, remembering that & has the value i« at

both limits, and rearranging, we get

(P + Q)* + (0 + P + Q)*i - Q*i - 0 )

-iQ + S)x- Q*i + (Q + S+P)*i = 0f
9 9

where x denotes the whole charge of the condenser, and uv zu
the excess in each case of quantity of the electricity conducted by
the currents «, i, above that which would have flowed in the
same time if the current had remained constant.

Eliminating ux
from (25) we find

-(Q4-S+ B){G + PJ- Q)±tf z
(f+Q)(Q+ s+ir)-Q(Q+ S)

1 (26)

But when the condenser is fully charged the difference of
potential between its coatings is x/Cm,

and this is Gza+ Sut} so
that

s =Cm (GzB+ Su9).

Also clearly (#+ P) Q ig), and therefore

and

u. = Gi±I±Qi.

T=Cm(G+ S?-±£±$)i,. . . . (27)

If tho condenser is charged and discharged n times a second,
the quantity of electricity which passes through the galvano-
meter over and above that which passes in the steady current is

nzv Hence, if there is no deflection, we must have it -J- u/j— 0,
or if * - nzv Thus (27) becomes

+ ... (28)

This value of x used in (26) gives

•Cm /o«\

{p«r+<v+-B)+«4{9(0+*+«) + <?«T

S 8 2

Theory of
Method.

Value of

0„
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IfP and S are very great in comparison with the other resist*

ances, this reduces to the approximate solution

=^ (30)

The electromagnetic value of the capacity of the condenser

having thus been found
,
that of v is of course obtained as before

from the ratio *J(\tCW
The method has been carried out with this mode of determin-

ing Cm by Prof. J. J. Thomson * in a very careful series of

experiments giving the result

r = 2 963 X 1010
,
in cms. per second,

by Mr. E. B. Bosa f at Baltimore, and again by Prof. J. J.

Thomson ami Mr. G. F. Scarlet at Cambridge in an elaborate

research made with improved apparatus.

We shall describe here Mr. Rosa's experiments and the later

investigation of Thomson and Searle.
Rosa’s Mr. Rosa used the stand ird spherical condenser described
Experi- above as used by Prof. Rowland in his experiments on this
meats.

8Ubjeef
#

The vibrating tongue u was operated by one or other of tw*o

forks made by Knenig, of Paris, of frequencies 32 and 130 per

second. These were maintained in vibration in the ordinary
way by an electromagnet between the prongs worked by the
current from three or four Bunsen cells.

Arrange- With the slow er fork a commutator was used, but with the
went of faster fork a different arrangement was adopted. A wire led
Appa- from the inner coating of the condenser waH forked, and a branch
ratus. 0f R connected by wax to the end face of each prong of the

tuning-fork. The plane of vibration was vertical, and each wire
was turned so as to dip into two mercury cups cut in fixed pieces

of vulcanite, at a vertical distance apart equal to that hetwoen
the prongs of the fork. The upper cup was connected with the

point C of Fig. 141, the lower cup to B. Thus when the prongs
moved apart the lower wire dipped into the mercury, connecting
the inner ball of the condenser to B

,
while the upper broke con*

* Phil, Trans. 21. S. 1883,

t Phil. Mag. Oct. 1889.
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tact ; when the prongs approached one another the upper con*
tact was made and the lower broken, and the two plates of the
condenser were put into direct contact. Thus in the former case
the condenser was charged, in the latter discharged.

The galvanometer used was a very sensitive Thomson’s astatic

instrument.

The battery consisted of about 40 cells of a storage battery,

giving an electromotive force of about 80 volts.

The resistances Q and S were taken from two resistance

boxes by Elliott, containing 12,0)0 ohms and 100,000 ohms
respectively.

The lesistance P, which was very great, was made by ruling
pencil lines on ground glass, and protecting the surface of glass

and graphite with a thick coat of shellac varnish. Connection
was made at the ends by tinfoil pressed against the graphite by
rubber packing. Ten such resistances were made and mounted
in cylindrical cases, so that their tempeiatuies might be main-
tained as nearly constant as possible. Their values were deter-

mined by a comparison (made by the method of Wheatstone's
bridge with a ratio of about 100) with the resistances of the

boxes used for Q and 5, and proved very constant and reliable.

The capacity of the vibrating piece and the connecting wires

was determined experimentally by separating them from the
condenser. Special attention was given to the question as to

whether the capacity of the charging wire might be taken as

the same when the wire wus in contact as when detached, and
no appreciable difference was found.

The inner sphere was adjusted by lifting off the upper half of

the outer shell, and adjusting the position of the ball relatively

to the equatorial ciicumference of the shell, then replacing the

hemisphere, and moving the ball vertically fjom contact at top*

to contact at bottom of the shell, and causing the contact in each
case to be indicated by the closing of an electric circuit. The
readings of a sliding vernier gave the top and bottom positions,

and the mean of these readings the central position. It was
climated that the ball was centred to ‘1 mm. vertically and
*2 mtn. horizontally, or to an error of less than 1 per cent, of the

distance between ball and shell.

Now, for an eccentric cylinder, theory shows* that a similar

displacement of 1 per cent, from centrality would give an error

of capacity of 1/200 per cent., and a smaller error for a spherical

#
J. J. Thomson, * On the Determination of v.' Phil. Trans. B.S.

im.

Construc-
tion of

High
Resist-

ances.

Adjust-
ment of
Con-

denser.
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Measure
roent of
Dimen-
sions of

Con-
denser*

Final
Results.

condenser. A displacement of four per cent., it was found by
trial, caused a quite inappreciable change in capacity.
The dimensions of the outer shell were determined by filling

it with water and weighing, and of the inuer ball by weighing it

sunk in water by an attached mass, and making all necessary
corrections for displaced air, &c. The results were checked
by measurements made by callipers, compared with a standard
metre bar. The results were :

—

Radius.

By weighing.
Bv direct

measurement.

Shell . . .

Ball A. . .

Ball B . . .

12*0805 cms.

10*1180 „

8 8 1 35 ,,

12-6791 cms.

101183 „

8-8736 „

The experiments were made with the larger ball, and four

series were made, the first, second, and fourth with both forks,

the third with the slow fork alone.

It was found that the results for the fast fork were slightly

lower tlian those for the slow fork, coming out according to the

weights given to the observations.

v = 2*9994 x 1010 in cms. per second for the fast fork, and

v =* 3*0023 x 1010 in cms. per second for the slow fork.

The results for the fast fork were the more uniform and it

was thought the more accurate, and were given double weight

in striking the final meun. Thus the final result of all the

experiments was

v * 30004 x 1010 in cms. per second.

The resulta of Series II. and III. were greater than,those of I.

and IV., and it was thought possible that the halves of the outer

shell had been very slightly separated in the former case by an
obstruction in the flange of junction. It is to be noticed that
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the results with the slow fork are the greater, indicating too
small a value of Cm. This is the kind of result which thefast
fork might be expected to give If the period was not long
enough to allow the condenser to be fully charged. The rejec-

tion€f the observations of Series II. and III. would give

v = 2*9993 x 10l° in cms. per second,

which only differs from tlie former value by ^ per cent.

Fig. 142.

In Thomson and Searle’s investigation the condenser used

was cylindrical, and was provided with a guard-ring at top and
bottom, so that the effect of the ends was in great measure
avoided* The condenser is shown in section in Fig. 142. The

Thomsen
and

fiearle’s

Experi-
ments.
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Arrange*
ment and
Measure*
ment

of Con-
denser.

Measure-
ment of
Dimen-
sions

of Con-
denser.

Correc-

tion for

Guard-
ring Gap.

dimensions of the inner cylinder were measured by accurate
callipers in the most careful manner. It was found that the

cylinder was slightly elliptic in section, as shown in the follow-

ing statement of results of measurement :

—

Top end : maximum diameter . . 23*5802 cms.

„ minimum ,, . . 23*5161 ,,

Bottom end : maximum diameter . 23*5348 „

„ minimum „ . 23*5169 „

Mean 23*5245

The internal diameter of the outer cylinder was measured by
callipers specially provided for this purpose with projecting

steel pieces on their jaws. The results obtained for two
diameters at right angles to one another at each end of the
cylinder gave a mean diameter of 25*4114 cms.
The internal cylinder was supported on pieces of ebonite

placed on the lower ring, and the upper ring on similar pieces

on the internal cylinder. The outer cylinder was also in three

parts, two ring pieces for top and bottom, and a long central

piece corresponding to the internal cylinder.

The length of the internal cylinder was measuied by applying
the juws of a beam compass to its ends and measuring under
microscopes first the distance between two marks, one on each
jaw, then the distance between these marks when the jaws were
put close.

The length of the cylinder was found to he 60*9784 cms. The
correction for want of equality in the distribution caused by the

two equal air spaces was calculated and found to amount, within

1 part in 2000, to a lengthening of the internal cylinder by the

breadth of one air-space. The mean allowance for the gaps at

the guard-ring was thus found to bo *2907 cm., so that the total

effective length of the internal cylinder was 61*2691 cms.

The distance between the inner and outer cylinders was
determined by fastening down the internal cylinder, and the

outer cylinder of the same length, in co-axial position on a glass

plate with cement, and fixing a glass cover on top ; then filling,

by means of two openings left in the cover, the annular space
between the cylinders with water. The water was taken from
a flask containing a known weight of water, and so by a second
weighing of the flask the weight of water used was obtained.

The weighings were all corrected to vacuum, and for error in

weights, effect of temperature, &c.
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The volume was found to be 4412*08 cubic cms., so that the Electro-

mean distance d between the cylinders wap, with the radii given static

above, *94128 cm. The ratio of external and internal radii ajb Value of

usfed was thus 1 + *94128/11-76225 = 1-0800262. Thus Capacity.

G- 61-2691_

'15397063
= 397*927

in centimetres.

The measurement of capacity in electromagnetic units was
made by the method already described, somewhat modified on
account of the existence of the guard-ring. The arrangement of
apparatus is shown in Fig. 143. The condenser plate is shown

Determi*
nation of
Electro-

magnetic
Value of
Capacity.

connected as before to a contact-making piece «, which makes
contact alternately with p and q, while one guard-ring is con-
nected with a second contact-piece v

f
which makes contact

alternately with r and #. The pieces p and q represent the con-
tact-plates of a commutator which alternately came into contact

with a spring or brush, u, connected with the inner coating of

the condenser ;
r and s represent the contact-plates of another

oommutator, v a brush which alternately connected them with

tlio guard-ring.
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Action of
Commu-
tators.

Theory of

Method.

The4wo commutators were mounted on the same axis, so that

they were kept always in the same relative position. 'When the

commutators were worked the following contents were made in

the order indicated by the numbers. Vj, Vjb, Vc, denote the

potentials of the points A, B, C, respectively.

I
(son q: condenser discharged.

*
j von 8: guard-ring discharged.

o ( u on p : condenser begins to charge.
^ (vonv.

f von pi condenser charged to potential VA - VB
\ v on r

;
guard-ring charged to potential Vc -

4 / v on q : condenser begins to discharge.
* jvonr.

g / u on q : condenser discharged.
* \von«: guard-ring discharged.

According to the notation already adopted above we denote
the currents in Cp , CD, BA, by i, it

;
in addition, in the pre-

sent case we have, when v is in contact with r, a current in Ar.
Let this be denoted by ib. The circuits AVI)A, ABBA, give
the equations

-Q(v-*-i~ti>) + P(*+ £)+ Lz+G£ = Q\

Q(u-£-z-ib) + S(v-*-w)+JBu~E-Of'
’ 1 }

At the beginning and end of the charging the currents have
their steady values, and then as at p. 626,

-Q(u,-i,) + Pi,+ Gi. = 0 \

«(*.-*.) +(2*+*)*.-*- or
* * * 1 '

These subtracted from the corresponding pair of equations (81)
for the raying state, give, if i, denote u-i„ i-i„ respect*

*

>vjly,

^ (*x- -i- <b)+ -S' (*i-^ -Of-
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These integrated from the beginning of the charging to the
end yield

(P+ Q) * + + Q) z\ + \

-(Q + S)* - Q*l-(Q+S)v>+ (Q+ S + B)vl =ol
{° }

where as before, denotes the whole charge of the inner coating
of the condenser, while u> denotes that of the guard-ring.

Elimination of ux from (34) gives

{P (Q + S + B) + BQ}.x + BQto

--{G + P+Q)(Q + S+JS)-Q*lzt
. . (35)

This differs from the former equation (26) only in having the
term BQw on the left.

When the condenser is fully charged we have as before

+ ... (36)

and further if C'm be the capacity of the guard-ring

»- <?»(<* +p+sg+^
+ Q

y. . . . (37)

since the multiplier of Cfn on tlie right is the final difference of
polenlial between A and B.

Again if there be no galvanometer deflection or

zt ss -Mu so that (36) and (37) become

w= —nCn^Gf P ~4~ iS
1^

q )

These substituted in (35) give Value olt

nCm{P (Q+ 8+ JS)+ BQ}{S(G+ P+ Q)+ GQ}

+ {((? + P) <3 + £«?+ i>+ Q)} °££*$'

-Q{(0 + P+ Q)(.Q + S+£)-<M (39)
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Correc-

tion for

Difference

of Poten-
tial

between
Guard-
ring and
Protected
Cylinder.

Descrip-

tion of
Com-

mutators.

The second term on the left was negligible in the experiments
made, inasmuch us the resistance B of the battery was small in

comparison with the other resistances. Thus the value of Cm
was given as before by (20). It was necessary to apply a cor-

rection for the small difference of potential bV between the
guard-ling and the inner cylinder after charging, which pre-

vented the distribution on the inner cylinder from boing so

nearly uniform as it otherwise would have been. It is shown in

the paper that this correction could be made by adding to the

internal cylinder a strip of breadth

h
4c\

It)

hr
r'

where V is the difference of potential between the cylinders, t the
thickness of the guard-ring, r the half thickness of the pieces of
ebonite supporting the guard-ring, // the distance between the
cylinders, and e the bane of the Napierian system of logarithms.

The coefficient of bf ’

j
V was approximately 7*5, and from the

values given above

dF=- + ,Y
^ +

Q

Q ti-p-s/? + P+Q\,
<i r p*

r.(a + C+J +

so that

hV
V

1 .

- nearly,
1*3

Thus the correction was a strip of breadth 7 5/183 cin., or

about 1 part in IH00 of the whole.

Each commutator consisted of two rings with projecting semi-
cylindrical pieces overlapping, as shown in Fig. 144, mounted
on an ebonite casing round the common axis.

Two springs, shown in Fig. 145, made permanent contact
writh grooves in the ring portions of the contact-pieces, and
formed the connections to the points CA and AB of the bridge.

The charging contacts on the commutator were made with a
brush of fine brass wire. On the axle are fixed the driving

pulleys and a stroboscopic disk for the observation of the speed,

by means of a maintained fork in the manner already sufficiently
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described at p. 569 above. A side view of the stroboscopic disk

is shown on the right in Fig. 144.

The worm-wheel and endless screw were used to make a con-

tact with a spring at every revolution of the wheel, that is every

30 turns of the commutator, to excite one of the electromagnets

of the recording apparatus referred to below. The commutator
was driven by a water-motor and long cord made of fishing-line

joined in a long splice to prevent inequalities in speed. The
speed was regulated by letting the cord run through the fingers.

The stroboscopic disk, Fig. 144, had, as shown, five circles

i—i—t. Jt , r , , , ,t
SCALC OF CENTIMETRES

Fig. 144.

containing 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 black spots at equal intervals; the fork Strobo-

making (54 conipleto vibrations per second, and the commutator scopic

not runnin'g much faster than 80 revolutions, the speeds of the Disk,

disk from 16 revolutions per second upwards when a stationary

pattern was visible were the fractions

b h b b h . 1

1

ft. h b f, ft. 2. b b

of 64 revolutions per second.

The electrically driven fork maintained another of about twice

its frequency, and the latter gave beats with Lord Rayleigh’s
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standard fork, so that the speed of tho observing fork was
obtained.

Deter- The frequency of tho standard fork was redetermined by
niination causing the worm-wheel driven by the commutator to make a

of mark on a running t ipe ever} 30 revolutions of the commutator.
Frequency This was effected by the completion of a circuit which excited

St a wi
an e^ec ^roraa^net »

an(* thereby caused an ai mature to descend
standard g^g],^ an(j bring an inked roller down on tho paper. A mark

0TK* was similar]} made on the tape every second by tho completion
of a circuit by the laboratory clock. Fig 146 shows tho electro-

magnet^ armature, and marking roller, with an inking drum
above, on which the roller made contact when the armature was
not pulled down.
The method of experimenting was as follows.

The beats between standard and auxiliary forks were counted.

Mode of The motor was then started and the commutator kept at a con-

Expcri- stanfc speed by the disk, and after the apparatus was stopped
menting the beats were again counted Thus the speed of the observ-

ing fork was directly measured, and that of the standard
obtained from the beats. Three observations gave a mean of
128*1015 for the frequency at 16'C., a slightly smaller frequency
than that found by Lord Rayleigh. The difference was attributed

to secular softening of the steel in the intervening six or seven
years.

The resistances were taken from resistance boxes which were
carefAly compared with standard coils.

The galvanometer had a resistance of 17330 ohms, and had
two coils of about 16000 turns each. The coils were very care*
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fully insulated, and showed no leakage when tested by a gold-
leaf electroscope.

The current was produced with 36 small storage cells, arranged
in two parallels of 18 cells each. It was also carefully in-
sulated.

All the quantities observed were corrected with great care for

Fig. 146.

temperature variations, and the capacity of the connecting wires
to the condenser was taken into account.

Three sots of experiments 7, 10, and 6 in number were taken,

and gave as mean values of Omi 443*471 x 10" 21
,
443-417 x 10~ 21

,

443 569 x 10~ 21
C.G.S. ; or as mean of all Cm = 443*486 x 10“ 21

C.G.S. electromagnetic units. Thus

v
397-927

443*486 X 10-21
= 2 9955 X 1010,

in cms. per second.

Methods of comparing the capacity Cm of a condenser with
the self-inductance L of a coil have been given above, Chap.
VIII. If then the capacity of a condenser has been thus found,

in terms of a self-inductance L which can be exactly calculated,

the value C$ in electrostatic units can be found either directly

by calculation for the condenser, or, if that is not possible* by
comparison with the accurately known capacity of a standard
condenser.

Final
Be8ult.

Method
IV,

Determi-
nation of
Cm by

Compaxi#
ith

Induct*
once.
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Thus if, as at p, 491 above,

we have

<«>

Method V. Tho next two methods are mainly of theoretical interest.
Detemiin- According to Method V., a magnet is rotated within a coil sus-

Twi
n Ponded with its plane veitical by a bililar. The current induced

Product of
jn tj)e cojj cailses ^ to turn round a vertical axis, and, if the

and i I Per*oc* rotation be constant and small in comparison with the

ductance*"
period of vibration, to take up a constant deflection. The coil

is in circuit with a fixed coil of considerable self-inductance, so
that the whole inductance of the circuit is />, and with a condenser
of capacity C. The value of CL can he found by obseiving the
deflections 1)b D^ Dv for three different angular velocities

n
i>

w2> w3 >
°f niagnet. Then

If the induction through the coil due to the magnet when its

axi« is parallel to that of tho coil be J/, then when the magnet has

turned through the angle 6 from that position the induction is

Mcostf, or 3/cosnf, if n denote the angular velocity, and t be
reckoned from the instant at which 6 = 0.

Theory of if x be the whole quantity of electricity which has flowed
Method, through the circuit from the era of reckoning, the current is

and the induction through the circuit due to the current in it is

Lx. Thus if E denote the difference of potential between the

plates of the condenser, the electromotive force producing the

current is E + d{L£ + Mcos nt)dt9
and the equation of currents

is

X£ + --(Li + M cos nt) + £=0.
at

Bat CE m r, so that this equation becomes

CL^+ CR% + * - CMnAnnt . . . (43)
at* at
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From (42) it is clear that the values of CL and CR are tlie

same whether the electromagnetic or the electrostatic system of
units is used.
This differential equation is one of forced oscillation, so that

for x we have the equation

where

MCn
w'/w + (1 - CLn-f

cos (nt — e)

tan e — - 1 - CLn 2

RCn

• (43)

The couple on the suspended coil produced by electromag-
netic action is at time t

0

= xfijf sin nt,

and the mean value 0 of this over one revolution is, since 2njn
is the period.

0 * _M*Cn*

iJj&Chi* -Rl - VLu*)*

2n-//l

J
sin (nt — e)

o

sin nt. dt

1 h*JPC*R
2 WChP + (1 - Cll2

)
2

(44)

If the coil have a sufficiently great moment of inertia the
variations of the couple acting on it will not cause it to oscillate

sensibly, but it will take up a position of equilibrium depending
on the mean couple e.

The mean deflection D is proportional to e and so

p rL = &C* + (- - CZ»V .... (45)
JD Mi /

where P is a constant. By means of three different angular
velocities three equations of this form are obtained, which give

(41) by elimination of P and /?.

If the experiment were carried out it would be desirable to

take say n2
as that for which nJD is a minimum, that i8 m2

2=1/CX,
and nt, r?3 ,

one greater, the other less than w2 .

Since -» Ct/Cm, we have, if Lm denote the electrostatic

and electromagnetic values of L,

, C$Lm =* V2CgLt — V*CmLm»

voi* ir.
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Hence
C.Lm
CmLai

(46)

The denominator of the expression on the light is determined
experimentally, as explained above, and the numerator is

obtained by direct calculation of C% and Lm,
or by comparison of

the condenser and circuit with proper standards.

Method Vf. involves the determination of the electrostatic

value, /?*, of a high resistance, through which a condenser of
capacity C* is discharged. This can be done by measuring the
rate of fail of difference of potential between the plates of the
condenser by means of an electiometer connected with them.
If V he the electrostatic value of the difference of potential at

any time t we have

C
jr
dt

and therefore

log r+ L _ ./

where A is a constant. If V be the difference of potential t

second** after it was 7’
0 ,
we get from this equation

i

or

** = '/r.log2.

If now JRm is known we have, sinco C$Rg

CgjCm ** *2} and therefore

CmRm, Rm/Rt

v2 tm
BmC$ log 2

(47)

The method of electrical oscillations has been used by Lodge
and Glazebrook.* An air condenser was made to discharge

* B. A. Report, 1889, or Electrician, vol. 23 (1889), p%544.
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through -a coil of measurable indubtance across a spark-gap
between a pair of knobs about a millimetre apart. The con-
denser consisted of 11 squares (each 2 feet in side) of plate glass

silvered on both sides, set up parallel to one another with a
distance of 5 mms. between each pair of opposed silvered sur-

faces, and the silvered surfaces of the alternate plates joined
metallically to form the coatings of the condenser. It had thus
a capacity of about 600 metres in electrostatic measure. The
coil was composed of about three miles of india-rubber covered
wire of No. 22 gauge, and had diameters 19 inches and 11 inches,

and thickness 4 inches. Its inductance was about 4*5 x 10° cms.
in electromagnetic measure.

*

The condenser was charged by a Voss machine arranged to
give a brush discharge across half an inch of air to the inner
coating, while the other coating (that is, the two outer plates

and the four alternate interior plates) were connected to
earth.

The sparks were photographed on a revolving sensitive plate

on which the knobs were focused by a quartz lens. The plate

W'as driven by a water motor at a speed of about 64 turns per
second, and its speed measured as in Lord Rayleigh's determi-

nation of the ohm, by observation of a stroboscopic disk through
a slit alternately opeued and closed by the vibration of an elec-

trically maintained tuning-foik. The result was that a pattern

waB produced on the plate consisting of a long band, with a
bead-like broadening for each half-oscillation. The period of
vibration was thus measured with great exactness.

The resistance and inductance of the circuit could also be
obtained with very considerable accuracy, as the resistance of

the spark-gap was inappreciable. The value of L for the coil

could also be obtained by direct calculation or by comparison
with another coil.

The value of the period given above (p. 188) furnishes for

these data the electromagnetic value of the capacity of the con-

denser. (See also Chap. XIV. below.) Also C$ can be found
from an exact comparison with a standard condenser, and thus

v can be obtained by (21) above.

The final results of the experiment do not seem yet (July,

1892) to have been published.

The following table gives the values of v obtained by different

experimenters, and for comparing the velocity of light as deter-

mined experimentally by the methods of Fizeau and Foucault

It is in great part taken from Mr. E. B. Rosa’s paper already

referred to. The various results given were corrected by Rosa
where necessary to the value *98664 ohm for tfie B.A. unit

:

TT 2

Method
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By Mea-
surement
of Period
of Elec-
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Results.
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CHAPTER XII

THE MEASUREMENT OF ACTIVITY IN ELECTRIC
CIRCUITS

When a circuit in which a current of electricity is

flowing contains a motor, or machine by which work is

done in virtue of electromagnetic action, the whole

electrical work done in the circuit consists, as was first

shown by Joule, o£t\vo parts, work spent in heat in the

generator and motor and in the conductors connecting

them, and work done in moving the motor against

external resistance. The total rate at which electrical

energy is given out in the circuit is, as we have seen,

Ey watts, where E is the total electromotive force of

the generator in volts, and 7 is the number of amperes

of current flowing. The rate at which work is spent in

heat is in watts, by Joule’s law, y
2R, where R is the

total resistance in circuit in ohms ; hence, if we call W
the rate at which work is done in the motor,* we have,

£7 = 7 W (1)

We may write this equation in the form,

T-*-/* »
* Wo consider here ft system in which 7 is constant, and neglect

loss of energy due to local cut rents, &c., in the motor. For informa-

tion regarding the construction of practical motors and their action

see a paper by Profs. Ayrton and rerry, Proc. Soc. Teh Engs. , 1883,

republished in the electrical journals, Kapp’s Electric Transmission of
Power, and Prof. S. P. Thompson's Dynamp-Ekdrtc Machinery.

Activity
in

Circuit of
Generator
and Motor.
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Back
E.M.F. of
Motor.

which shows that the current flowing is equal to that

which would flow in the circuit if, the resistance re-

maining the same, the motor were held at rest, and the

electromotive force diminished by an amount equal to

Wjy. This is what is called the back electromotive force

of the motor, and is due to the action of the motor in

setting up an electromotive force tending to send a

current through the circuit in the opposite direction

to that of the current by which the motor is driven.

We shall denote the back electromotive force by Ev
Hence equation (2) becomes,

p _ p . «

7 = -p (3)

and the rate at which work is spent in driving the

motor is £\y.

To determine E we have simply to measure with a

potential galvanometer or voltmeter, the difference of

potential between the two terminals of the generator.

Calling this V, and J,\ the effective resistance of the

generator, we have plainly,

E^V + yJit (4)

Again, since y and also the total resistance R in the

circuit can be found by measurement, wo find by (3)

— E — 7It (5)

where all the quantities on the right-hand side are

known.
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The ratio of E,y, the electrical energy spent per unit E^ftrical

of time in the circuit otherwise than in heating the of

conductors, to the whole electrical energyEy spent in the

circuit per unit of time, that is the ratio of E
x
to E, we Generator

may call the electrical efficiency of the arrangement. Motor.

Denoting this efficiency by e, we find, by equation (4),

e
E\ _ i _
E E

E-E
x

E
~

. . (6)

Hence the smaller y is made, that is, the slower the Arrange-

energy is given out, the value of the efficiency of the Maximum

arrangement is the more nearly equal to unity, the value

of the efficiency of an arrangement in which the energy

in the motor done against external resistance is exactly

equal to the whole electrical energy given out in the

circuit

When however energy is spent at the maximum rate

in working the motor, E
xy has its greatest value. But

by (»)

E
xy = Ey — y

lR = Wr
.

This equation may be written,

7
2jR — Ey + W «a 0,

a quadratic equation of which the solution is,

E± v^-4R\V
2li

Now in order that these values of y may be \ral, 4EW
cannot be greater than E*. Hence the greatest value

W can have is 2?*/42?. When W has this maximum
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men?of
va^ue> ? *s ec

l
ua^ to and therefore J5\ equal to

Maximum -ff/2. Hence the electrical efficiency is J. It is to be
Activity. very carefully observed that although in this case the

arrangement is that of greatest electrical activity
,
it is

not that of greatest electrical efficiency, as it has only

about one-half the efficiency of one in winch energy is

given out at a very slow rate. The case is exactly

analogous to that of a battery arranged so as to give

maximum current through a given external resistance

(see Yol. I. p. 148).

All that has been stated above is applicable to the

case of a motor fed by any kind of generator whatever.

The generator employed however is generally some

form of dynamo- or magneto-electric machine driven

by an external motor, such as a steam- or gas-engine or

a water-wheel, and a few of the results obtained below

apply only to such cases, which will be indicated as

they occur.

Case of When the generator and motor are exactly similar

ntfdXLotor
macbincs, and the same current passes through both,

Similar the ratio of E
x

to E will be that of nAf(y) to
Machines,

• where n and n are the speeds of the

machines, A a constant depending on the form and

disposition of the magnets, and f(y) a function of the

current. Hence in this case the efficiency is measured

simply by the ratio of the speed of the motor to that of

the dynamo. The more nearly therefore the speed of

the motor approaches to that of the generator, the

greater is the efficiency. It is to be observed however

that two machines identically alike will not in practice

be perfectly similar in their action, even with the same
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currents flowing in their armatures and field-magnet

coils. The armature currents tend to weaken the field

in the generator, and to strengthen the field in the

motor.

In general, the higher the speed at which the motor

is run, the greater is the electrical efficiency of any

arrangement, for it is obvious that the higher the speed

the more nearly does E
x
approach to E, and therefore

the value of EJE, the measure of efficiency, to unity.

For a constant difference E — Ev the ratio of the

energy spent in heating the conductors by the current

to the whole energy expended in the circuit, may be

reduced by increasing the electromotive force E of the

circuit. If E be increased to nE while E
1

is changed

to E'„so that nE-E\ — E- Ev the electrical efficiency

is raised to (/i - 1 )
ln+El

fnE, or [(n- l)/& + of

the former efficiency. Clearly as n is increased this

approaches more and more nearly to unity.

The energy spent in heat is y~R, or ( E - E v̂
t
R, and the ratio Electrical

of this to Ay is yRE. Hut yR is equal to the constant differ- Efficiency

once A'-A'j, hence the ratio is (E-EfjE* and this heroines increased

smaller as E is increased. A greater efficiency is therefore by

obtained by using high potentials than by using low potentials.

Hence a greater electrical efficiency is realized, with a given cT***,
111

magneto- or dynamo-electric machine used as generator and a
^

given motor, when both generator and motor are run at higher
speeds. Consequently the generator should he run as fast as

possible, one! the motor loaded lightly, or the speed with which
the working resistance is overcome reduced by gearing between
it and the motor.
When high potentials are obtained by the use of machines Effect of

wound with fine wire, or by using as generator a battery of a increased

large number of cells joined in series to drive a high potential K.M.F. in

motor, the gain of electromotive force is accompanied by an different

increase of resistance in, the circuit. But if we suppose the Cases*
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speed of the motor to be so regulated that the difference
between the total electromotive force in the circuit and the back
electromotive force of the motor remains the same in the differ-

ent cases, it is easy to show that the electrical efficiency of the
arrangement is greater for high electromotive forces than for
low* If, as supposed, E—E

x
remains constant, while E is

changed to «A, we have for the total activity of the motor
«Ey- Ex) y. Dividing this by nEy we get foi the electrical

efficiency,

e
n-l IE,

n ' n E (7)

As n is made greater and greater, the first term 011 the light

becomes more and more nearly equal to unity, and the last term
to zero. Hence, on tho supposition made, the efficiency is in-

creased by increasing the woiking electromotive forces. Taking
as a particular case n =»2, we see that the efficiency is 4 together
with one-half of the former efficiency; if w*»4, the efficiency is

2 together with one-fourth of t‘ e fonner efficiency, and so on for

other values of a. This result holds t\vr any case whatever in

which the condition that E - should i cumin constant is

fulfilled
; and hence it is independent of any change that may

have been made in the resistances of the generator or motor in

order to obtain the higher electromotive force nE. For example,
it is plain that no sensible change in the actual rate of loss by
heating of the conductors by the current will I** produced by
increasing the resistances ot the generator and motor, if these

be very small in comparison with the remainder of the resistance

in circuit; as, since E~E
X
remains constant and the resistance

is practically the same as before, the current strength will not be
perceptibly altered. The ratio, however, of the activity wasted
in heating to the total activity will be only 1 atb of what it was
before. In the opposite extreme case, in which the generator

and motor have practically all the resistance in circuit, the

current, y(*(/iJ-Ar
i
)//f), is diminished in the ratio in which the

resistance is increased; and the actual rate of loss by heat

according to Joule’s law, (E-E^IR, is diminished in the same
ratio, so that, as in the former case, its ratio to the total activity

nEy is 1/rtth of wl#at it was for the electromotive force E, We
see, therefore, that here also the efficiency must be the same in

both cases.
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We have called EJE the electrical efficiency of the ^rking

arrangement
, but this is not to be confounded with the 0f Motor,

efficiency of the motor itself. The activity Ej

y

in-

cludes the wasted activity, or rate at which work is done

against frictional resistances in the motor itself, and in

the gearing which connects it with its load, as well as

the useful activity or rate at which it performs useful

work. Hence, although -the electrical efficiency of the

arrangement be very great, only a small amount com-

paratively of the energy given to the motor may be

usefully expended, and vice verm; and we define there-

fore the efficiency of a motor at aDy given speed as the

ratio of the useful activity to the whole activity, taking

as the latter the total rate at which electrical energy is

expended in the motor
;
that is, E

xy -f- y'Rv or, which

is the same, Vy
, where V is the difference of potential

between the terminals of the motor. Accordingly, if A
be the useful activity, we have for the efficiency of the

motor the ratio AfVy. We may call this the working

efficiency of the motor.

To determine this ratio in any particular case the motor is run Measure-
at the required speed, V is measured with a potential galvano- ment of

meter, and y with a current galvanometer, and their product Working
taken, or ly is determined with some form of electrical activity- Efficiency

meter, while A is determined by means of a suitable ergometer. of Motor.

A very convenient and accurate friction ergometer may be .

formed by passing a cord once completely round the pulley of

the motor, and hanging a weight on the downward end, while

the other is made to pull on a spiral spring fixed at its upper
end and piovided witn an index to show its extensioa The
weight is adjusted so that the motor runs at the required speed,

while wasting all its work in overcoming the friction of the

cord, and the extension of the spring is noted, and the corre-

sponding pull found In the same units of force as those used in

estimating the downward pull due to the weight. Let the weight
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used in any experiment be taken in grammes, and be denoted
by tr, and let #?' be the number of gtainines required to stretch

the spring by gravity to the same amount, then the total force

overcome is in dynes (*/>- ir')#, where*/ is the acceleration, in cen-
timetres per second per second, produced by gravity at the place of
experiment (at London g « 981 ‘17 nearly). If n be the number
of revolutions per second, and c the circumference in etna, of the

pulley at the part touched by the rope, the velocity with which
this force is overcome is nc, and therefore the activity in ergs
per second is nc[w - w')g. liA is reckoned in watts, we have
the equation,

*< = (8 )

If tr — tr he taken in pounds, and r in feet, and n he the
number of revolutions per minute, the activity in horse-power is

given by

1

v - tr) (»)

awl in watts approximately l>y

A — *0226«r(» - «r') (9')

We have now considered oases in which electrical

energy is transformed into mechanical work by means

of motors working by electromagnetic action, and have

seen that the whole electrical activity ify in the circuit

is equal to the useful activity of the motor together

with the unavailable part spent in heating the con-

ductors in circuit, and in overcoming the frictional

resistances opposing the motion of the motor. Part of

the electrical energy developed by a generator may
however be spent in effecting chemical decompositions

in electrolytic cells placed in the circuit, as, for example,

in charging a secondary battery or "accumulator,'’

Each cell in which electrolytic action takes place, so
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that the result is chemical separation at the plates ofthe

constituents of the solution acted on, opposes a counter

electromotive force to that causing the current, and the

work done per second in each cell over and above that

spent in heat according to Joule’s law (p. 75), is equal

to the product of this counter electromotive force into

the strength of the current. In most cases the counter

electromotive force exceeds the electromotive force re-

quired to effect the chemical decompositions, and the

energy corresponding to the difference of electromotive

force appears in the form of what has been called local

heat in the electrolytic cells.

In the case of a secondary battery charged by the

current from an electrical generator, which is the only

case we shall here consider, the activity spent in the

battery while it is being charged is equal to the product

of the difference of potential existing between the

terminals of the battery while the current is flowing,

multiplied by the strength of the current. Let V be

this difference of potential in volts, and y the current

strength in amperes, then Vy joules is the whole work

per unit of time spent in the battery. The whole

activity spent in the circuit is Ey, or Vy + y*B, where

E is the total electromotive force of the generator, and

R is the resistance of the generator and the wires con-

necting it with the secondary. Again, if E
l

volts be

the electromotive force of the secondary battery, which

may be measured by removing the charging battery for

an instant and applying a potential galvanometer to

the terminals of the secondary, the activity actually

spent in charging the battery may be taken as E^y.
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Hence the ratio of the activity spent in charging

the battery to the whole activity in the circuit is

EJ( V+ Hy) or E
X
>E, anil the activity wasted in heat-

ing the conductors in circuit is {E—E
x )y. This ratio

E
X
[E is the same as that found above in the case of a

generator and a motor, and may be called as before the

electrical efficiency of the arrangement.

n!ent<S®'
Heuc£, in order that as nearly as possible the whole

Maximum electrical energy given out in the < ircuit may be spent

jfflHrmj
*n c^aro* I1S battery, as many cells should be placed

in circuit as suffice to nearly balance the electromotive

force E of the generator, that is, the charging should be

made to proceed as slowly as possible. In practice,

however, a very slow rate of charging rs not economical,

as Jhe work spent in driving the generator, if a dynamo-

or magneto-electric machine, against frictional resist-

ances would be greater than the useful work done in

the circuit
;
and if the speed of the generator slackened

for a little the battery would tend to discharge

through it.

Incrataed
^L3 *n ^10 case the motor fp, 265', the electrical

E.M.F. in efficiency of the arrangement can be increased by in-

CiienU. creasing E and E
x ,

so that E- E
x

is maintained con-

stant. E may, in the present case, be increased by

running the generator faster, or by using a machine

adapted to give higher potentials. As before, if E be

increased to nE, while E
x

is changed to E to that

uE - E = E— E
x , the electrical efficiency becomes

(»-!)/« d Ex
jnE as in (7) above.
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The electromotive force of a Faure or storage cell is rather
over 2 volts when fully charged, bat is considerably less when*
nearly discharged. When the cell is placed in the charging
circuit, the counter electromotive force which it opposes rises

quickly to a little less than this value, and thereafter gradually
increases, while the charging current falls in strength. In order
to measure, therefore, the whole energy spent in charging a
secondary batterv, we must either use some form of integrating

energy-meter which gives accurate lesults, or measure, at short

intervals of time, F’with a potential galvunomete^ and y with a

current galvanometer placed permanently m the circuit. After

the battery has been charged, the total number of joSles spent
in obtained by multiplying each value of Vy by the number of

seconds between the instant at which the corresponding readings
were taken and that at which the next pair of readings were
taken, and adding all the results. Or, more exactly, values V
and y are obtained for each interval by finding the arithmetic

means of the values of /"and of y at the beginning and end of

each interval, and taking the product of these two means as the
value of the activity for that interval. Each product is multi-

plied by the number of seconds in the corresponding interval,

and the sum of the products is the whole energy spent. $?he
integral work in joules having been thus estimated, tire efficiency

of tho battery may be obtained by finding in the same manner
the total number ofjoules gi\ on out in the external working circuit

while the battery is discharging. The ratio of tlie useful work
thus obtained to the whole work spent in charging is the efficiency

of the battei y. In discharging in an electric light circuit, the
greatest economy is obtained when the resistance of the working
part of tho circuit is very great in comparison with that of the
battery and main conductors. Neglecting the latter part of the
resistance, we see that, if a largo number of lamps are arranged
in multiple iue, a large number of cells should also be joined in

multiple arc, so that, while the requisite difference of potential is

obtained, the resistance of the battery is still small in comparison
with that of tho external circuit.

As regards the measurement of energy spent in electric

light circuits, in which continuous currents are flowing,

we have already sufficiently indicated above how this

may be done. To find the activity, or work spent per

unit of time, in any part of a circuit, we have only to

m
Measure-
ment of
Energy
Spent in

Charging,

Measure-
ment of
Activity

Spout in
Constant
Currant
Circuit*
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find the difference of potential, V, in volts between its

extremities with a potential galvanometer, and the

current, y, in amperes flowing through it with a current

instrument. If the activity be constant, we have simply

to multiply Vy by the number of seconds in any

interval of time, to find the number of joules spent in

that time in the part of the circuit in question. If

the activity is variable, the whole energy spent in any

time may be estimated by finding Vy at short in-

tervals of time, and calculating the integral as just

explained.

So far we have been considering only measurements

made in the circuits of batteries or of continuous cur-

rent generators. Alternating machines in which the

direction of the current is reversed two or three hundred

times a second are, however, frequently employed,

especially iu electric light circuits, and it is necessary

therefore to consider the methods of electrical measure-

ment available in such cases.

The only electromagnetic instruments which can be

used in alternating circuits are such as depend on the

mutual force between two current-carrying conductors.

Electrodynamometers generally, and current weighers,

such as those described in Chap. VII., are instruments

which act on this principle, ami can be used both in

Alternating and in continuous current circuits. We
have only to indicate here hojjr they can be applied to

measure currents, differences of potential, and activity

in constant* or alternating current circuits.

In practical work the instruments on this principle

usually employed are such as require to have their con-
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stants determined by comparison with standard in*

strumenta, snob as a standard tangent galvanometer,

or a standard dynamometer, and are dealt with in

Chap. VII. We may here mention, in addition,

Siemens' electrodynamometer, in which a suspended

coil is acted on by a fixed coil, and the strength of

the current deduced by means of a table of values for

different angles, from the torsion which must be given

to a spiral spring to bring the coil back to the zero

position.

When an instrument on this principle is arranged for Activity-

use as an activity-meter, one set of coils, the fixed or
Meter8 ‘

the movable, is made of thick wire so as to carry the

whole current in the circuit, while the other set is made
of high resistance and is connected to the two ends of

the part of the circuit in which the electrical activity

is to be measured. In this case the force or couple

required to restore the movable coils to the zero posi-

tion is proportional to the product Vy of the difference

of potential and current, that is to the activity, for that

part of the circuit; and if the instrument has been

properly graduated this can be at once read off in watts,

or in any other chosen units of activity. Instruments

of this kind have been made by Professors Ayrton and

Perry, Sir William Siemens, and Lord Kelvin. Lord

Kelvin’s form is a modification of the balance

described above (Chap. VJI.), in which the main current

is sent through one set of the mutually acting coils,

* For a ftall description see the author’s Smaller Treatise, Chap, VII.

VOL. IL V V
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which are therefore of low resistance
;
while the other

set of coils are of high resistance and are applied at

the terminals of the portion of the circuit in which the

activity is to be measured, and therefore carry a cut rent

proportional to the ditfercuce of potential between those

two points.

Measure* We shall now consider the measurement of currents

Alternate
aU(^ differences of potential, and therefore also of elec-

CorreDt trical energy in the circuits of alternating machines or

of transformers. In all such circuits the march of the

E

current in each complete alternation may bo stated

roughly as a rise from zero to maximum in one direc-

tion, then a diminution to zero, then a change of sign

and a rise to maximum in the opposite direction,

followed by a diminution again to zero. The law ac-

cording to which these changes take place is more or

less complex in the various cases, and the complete

mathematical representation of the current strength at

any time would require an application of Fourier's

method of representing any arbitrary periodic function,
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by means of an infinite series of simple harmonic terms

of the form A
{
sin (ini - e<), where n is 2tr divided by

the period T of a complete alternation, A t and e{ con-

stants and i any integer. It has been found experi-

mentally by M. Joubert that the variation of electro-

motive force in a Siemens' alternating machine can be

expressed by the single harmonic term E sin nt, where

we reckon t from the instant at which the electromotive

force was zero when changing from the direction

reckoned as negative to that reckoned as positive.

The values of A sin nt are shown graphically by the

ordinates of the curve in Fig. 147, t being measured

from A along AB. The maximum and minimum ordi-

nates CE, DF are in length numerically equal to the

electromotive force E. This law applies fairly to many
alternating machines, and we assume its truth in most

of what follows (see however, Hopkinson’s experiments

on rapid cycles of magnetization, curves A, Chap, XIII.

Sect. III.). The more general case can be dealt with,

when results for it are interesting or useful. By means

of a proper contact arrangement, which makes connec-

tion with an electrometer at different instants during

an alternation, the values of the difference of potential

between the terminals at these instants can be obtained.

If the difference of potential does not follow the simple

law of signs, the simple harmonic constituents can be

deduced by the method of Least Squares (see Appendix),

from a sufficient number of such observations.

The current strength is affected by the action of

self-induction to a greater or less extent in all such

, u v 2
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machines independently of the disposition of the

external circuit, especially if the revolving armature

contains iron
;
but, as shown below, it follows, with a

difference in phrase, the same law as does the electro-

motive force. The effect of variations in the field

magnets produced by the rotating armature has also in

a rigorous theory to be taken into account, but this effect,

in well-designed machines without iron in their arma-

tures is not great, and where experiments have been

made to detect it, has been found to be slight, and we

shall therefore neglect it.

Mean
Current
in Alter*

natin^

Circuit.

Writing then y for the current, at a time t
,
reckoned from

the instant at which the current was zero, we have

y - J sin nt . (11)

The whole quantity of electricity generated in a half period Tj2
is therefore

AT
IT

(12)

Hence if 0 denote the mean current in that time, we have

y* (13)

Measure* Now if an electrodynamometer be placed in the circuit so
went of that the same current passes through both its fixed and movable
Mean coifs, the current in both will be reversed at the same instant,

Current and their mutual action will be the same for the same current
strength, and will be proportional to C* that is to A% sin*iil. If
the period of the alternation be small in comparison with the
period of free oscillation of the movable coil system of the

dynamometer, the mutual action of the fixed and movable coils
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will be the same as if a continuous current y' given by the

equation

** = Wo ***1 ” T/J
sin* Htdl%

were kept flowing tlirougli tliem. But by integration

y
'2 =

'

. (14) Eatio’of
7

True
Mean

Current to

Square
Root of

Mean
(15) Square of

Current.

and substituting from (13) in this equation, we get

2^2 ,ym = y ‘ •9003 y'. (16)

In order therefore to find the actual mean current

strength in the circuit of an alternating machine from

the value of y given by a current dynamometer we
must multiply the latter by '9

;
in other words the mean

current strength is 9/10 of the strength of the contin-

uous current which would give the same deflection.

The product, if y' has been taken in amperes, multiplied

by the number of seconds in any interval of time during

which the machine has been' working uniformly on

the same circuit, will give the number of coulombs of

electricity which has flowed through the circuit in that

time.

The measurement of differences of potential is how- Me«awre-

ever attended with more difficulty on account of the Diffwenoe

effect of the self-induction of any electromagnetic in-

strument which can be applied to the circuit for this Mtagrtfa

purpose. The following method of employing a meter,

quadrant electrometer for this purpose has been used
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1

U«eof
'

° by The needle of the instrument is left

Electro- uncharged, and the charging rod connected with it and
meter.

use<j as a eieotrode. If the needle be connected

to a point in the circuit at winch the potential is V
relatively to the outside case, one pair of quadrants at

a point at which the potential is Vv and the other pair

at a third point where the potential is Vv and if D be

the deflection of the spot of light corresponding to the

angle (supposed small) through which the needle has

been turned against the birilar suspension, then subject

to the caution below we have (Vol. I. p. 297)

d = <(>',- rt>(r-
r

‘ J '*) • <17)

where k is a constant. M. Joubert connected the

needle (and case) to the pair of quadrants at* potential

Vv so that

n>» os)

This equation is applicable, whatever the law of the

electrometer, provided Jc be determined by a process

of calibration with known differences of potential.

It has been found by Professors Ayrton and Perry

and Mr. Sumpner f that when a quadrant electrometer

is used idiostaticaliy the metallic cheeks left where the

guard-tube is cut away for the needle exert an influence

on the needle in its unsymmetrical position when

* Comptcs Rendu*, July 1880. Annates de Chimic ct de Physique,

Kay, 1883.

t Phil Trans. R.S., A. 1891.
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deflected which renders the formula (17) seriously in-

accurate. It may be used however without correction

for values of V up to about 100 volts. In quadrant

electrometers now (1892) being manufactured, the

guard-tube is dispensed with.

A multicellular or vertical voltmeter f may (pre-

ferably) be used instead of the quadrant electrometer,

except when three points' at different potentials are to

be connected to the electrometer at the same time.

Any doubt as to the applicability of the expression on

the right of (1 8), with h a constant, is avoided, for in

these instruments the values of different deflections on

the scale have been fixed by experiment.

If the terminals of the electrometer employed be con-

nected to any two points in the circuit of a machine in

which the pmod of alternation is short in comparison

with the free period of the needle, the couple acting on

the needle will be at each instant proportional to the

second power of the difference l\ - F2
of potential

existing between these two points at that instant.

Also as in the similar case of the dynamometer above,

the deflection of the needle will be the same as that

which would be produced by a constant difference of

potential V given by the equation

F'2«= " Vtfdl .... (19)

i >
* To Messrs. Ayrton and Perry’s instrument (18) was applicable

only wbftt the distanco Apart oi the quadrants was 3*9 nuns. The
distance, If any, of the quadrants apart for which the formula is

correct, should be found by experiment for each electrometer used in

this manner.

t See Smaller Treatise Chap, VII., and Vol. I., p. 301*
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Difference

of Poten-

tial ; True
Mean,

and Square
Root of

Mean
Square.

Enhanced
Resistance

to Alter-

nating
Current

;

distin-

guished
from
Irope-

dance.

If we denote the actual mean difference of potential

by V„, then since the difference of potential follows

the s&ne law of variation as the current we get also

Vm m -9003 V' (20)

If we know the resistance in the part of the external

circuit between the points at which the electrometer

electrodes are applied, then calling this resistance R,

and supposing that this part of the circuit contains no

motor or other arrangement giving a back electro-

motive force, and that the ratio of its self-induction to

the period of alternation is zero or negligible in com-

parison with It, we have for the mean value of the

current V„jR, and thus by meaus of an electrometer

alone we can measure not .only the difference of poten-

tial between the ends of, but also the current in, that

portion of the circuit.

It is to be noticed that the resistance of the con-

ductors in circuit is less the greater the frequency of

alternation. This variation, as explained at p. 325

above, is due to the fact that as the alternation in-

creases in rapidity the current is more and more con-

fined by inductive action to the outer strata of the con-

ductor, which is therefore virtually reduced in section.

This is not to be confounded with the fictitious increase

of resistance seen in the expression JR* + n?I/ (see p.

667 below) which arises directly from the electromotive,

force of self-induction; but is a real increase of the

value ofR for the current in question. (See table of the

resistances of conductors at different periods of alterna*.

tion in Appendix.)
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Denoting by Am tbe mean value of the electrical activity in Mean
this part of the circuit, still supposing the self-induction of this Activity

part to be negligible, we have plainly io Alter-

nating

. .
.

(2i)
ciroait

In the same way, since the value of the electrical activity at

any instant is y
2#, we have from the results of experiments

made by an electrodynamometer,

From these two results we get

That is

^ ry.

The true mean value of the electrical activity is equal to Effect of

the product of the square root of the mean square of the induction,

difference of potential, by the square root of the mean
square of the current strength. It can therefore be

determined by means of an electrometer and an electro-

dynamometer of negligible self-induction without its

being necessary to know the resistance.

We shall now consider the case in which the self-induction

cannot be neglected. Let It be the total resistance in the
circuit, y the current flowing in it at the time f, E the total

electromotive force of the machine, and L the iuduct&nce for

the whole circuit, that is, the number which. multiplied into

dyjdl give9 the electromotive force opposing the increase or

diminution of the current. We shall suppose L a constant,

although there can be no doubt that in some alternating

machines its value is different in different positions of the arma-
ture. The iron cores of the fleld magnets act to a greater or
less extont as cores for the armature coils, and as the magnetic
susceptibility of iron is a function of the strength of the mag-
netising current, L% which is the magnetic induction tlirough

fhe armature produced per unit of its own current, must vary
accordingly*
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Theory of Still for certain alternators which have no iron in their arum*
Circuit tures the variation of L with the position of the armature is
Con- slight,* It will also be assumed that there are no masses of

Simnlf
which local currents can be generated moving in the

Harmonic On ^iese Assumptions the equation of the current is

E.M.F.

lly -L2 (24)

But by the law which we have assumed for the machine,

E = nr) sin nt = F0 sin ///.*. , . . (25)

where fj is a constant such that E0 is the maximum value of E
for the given speed. Substituting in (24) we get

Kit
+ Ry " E° Rin ,u (2fi)

which integrated becomes

where

n v
y~A'~L< + ,

<Kl + n*L*

-.•a. "*
. sin (*/ — e)

RnL
sin e = —

-

- cos e - =

Jr* + h'l* Jk* -f »*/,*

(27)

m

Mean
Current.

n.
< ,

The term l is only important immediately after the circuit

is closed, ami will therefore be neglected.

We may remark that if L were equal to zero (27) would
reduce to y ** EQl Ji.mi nt

,
which corresponds to (12) above.

From (27) we get for the mean current

ym
24 rel*+ Tl'l

T(& + n*E*)U el*
.

f
sin (nt - e) dl .

2^
n(K* + «*£*)*

.(29)

* See the diocuneion on Ur. W. M Mord«*y’» |«per on “ Alternating

Carnot Working” Inai of Elect. Eng. May, 1880 {The RMrkian,
May 24, 31, Jane 7, Aag. 2, 1889).
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Also for the mean square of the current strength as given
directly by an electrodynaraometer we have by (27) the

equation

V2

T(R* + riW)J o
[

T
6i

n

2(nt - e)dt
J 0

1 E0
*

2 & + n*L*
. (30)

Mean
Square of
Current
Strength.

and we have therefore as before, the relation

ym « -90O3y.

From (27) wo see that the effect of self-induction is to diminish Difference

every value of the current in the ratio of EJ(R* + n2L2)l to of Phase

EJR, and to |)roduce a retardation of phase which measured in °f

time is tin seconds
; that is, the resistance is virtually increased Curr®nt

in the ratio (IP + n2/,2)*/.#, and the current in following the law xj

of sines passes through any value c',n seconds after it would * * *

have passed through the corresponding value if there had been
no self-induction. If in Fig. 147 above the ordinates of the curve
of sines represent the values of the current at different instants

of time, when L is zero, the current would be represented for

any given value of L by diminishing the ordinates of the curve
all in the proportion of A to R*+ n2L\ and shifting the curve
along Aft from left to right through a distance equal to rj. It
is plain also that, for any finite resistance R, by diminishing T,

that is, by increasing the speed of the machine, the current
can, by (27), be made to approach the limiting value

y 2 sin (/- i)
(31)

which is independent of the resistance, and has a retardation of Maximum
phase of T/4 seconds, a quarter period of a complete alternation. Mean
Hence integrating over a half period from zero current to zero Current

current again, and dividing by 7/2 we get for the maximum fw Given

mean current Resist-

ance.

(32)

To find tlie mean value Am of the total electrical activity in

the circuit, we have by (25), and (27)

Am « Eydt « —^2L*)J0 8,n “ e) sin nidi

Mean
Electrical

Activity
,

in Circuit.

1 w*
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Maximum
Activity.

1. For
Given

Speed and
Induct-
ance.

2, For
Given
Resist-

ance.

Complex-
Periodic

E.M.F.

Law of

Current.

lienee by (30) if the activity is spent in heat

Jm = y'*X (34)

that is, the true mean value of the total electrical activity is

equal to the mean square of the current strength multiplied by the
total resistance in circuit. This also applies to part of a circuit.

It may easily be shown, from (33), by the ordinary method
that the total activity in the circuit is greatest when R**nL

f

that is, for a given speed and a given value of L y
the activity

is a maximum when ft= nL. It must be observed however that

for a given resistance ft the activity is greater the smaller the
value of T, that is, the greater tlie speed. When ft hns the
value nL we have, by (27) ; that is, the retardation of
phase is then one-eighth of the whole period.*

Supposing the electromotive force and current, though
periodic, not to follow the simple bine law, then as we have
seen above we may represent either by a Fourier berics. Thus

E ~ S£i sin (ivt -*<)...., (25')

where i is an integer, and takes all the values required for the
simple component which make up the periodic function which
E is of the time.

For equation of current we have now' instead of (26)

+ Ry =* Eft sin (/«/ - ei) . . . . (26')
at

of which the solution is

r — a. -

1

+ 2^ *_
r;̂

*• <* - « - *> • <«•>

where

sin <fn «= - -
*n ^'

cos d>i » -
^

. (28')

Jr* + * + ft* + i**w

* The conclusions as to maximum work and retardation of phase,

as well as most of the theoretical results stated above as to the action

of alternating machines, wero first we believe given by M. Jonbert/

Comptes Jtendmr, 1880. The problems of alternating machines joined

in series, or in parallel, or as motors, were considered by Dr. J.

Ilopkinson In a lecture to the Inst, of Civil Engs. 1883, and in a paper
“ On the Theory of Alternating Currents/' Soc. Tel. Engs., and Els,,

Xov. 1884. The principal results of this latter paper are reproduced

below. See also Hr. Mordey's paper foe tit. p. 666 above.
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As before we may neglect the exponential term in the

solution.

If now we wish to find the mean square of the current

strength we have only to square the series on the right of (270
and integrate over the whole compound period, 2n/n, that is,

over an interval which is the least common multiple of the

periods of the components. Now it can be easily shown that

an integral of the form

fain (ini — e* — fa) sin (jnt - ej - fa)dt

vanishes when taken over an interval 2ir/n, unless i —j. For
the product under the integral sign can by elementary trigono-

metry be resolved into the difference of two cosines, each
yielding a simple integral, which obviously vanishes.

Then since

Ex
2

2*/n It2 + iW /
2|r/n

o
sin* (int - a - <f>i)dt

,
Fi*__

S £* +

Mean
Square of
Current
= Sum of
Mean

Squares of

we get for the mean square of the current Compon-
ents.

y'%
Et2

It2 +
(3O')

that is, the mean square of the current is the sumuof the mean
squares of the currents which would be given by the components
of y if each existed separately.

The mean activity is given by the equation

Am

.V——®_
’•^ViP + iVZ*

sin (ini - — fa)dt.

Mean
Activity
=sSum of
Moan

Activities

of Com*
ponents.

If the multiplication of the two series on the right is performed
a number of integrals of the form

1

2n/n
«in (int - sin (jni - ej - <f>j)dt
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are obtained, all of which vanish as beforo except those for

which t « j. But we have

1 JR*

2n/n sf&rSTt^r*
f
2w^n

sin (mt ~ ex) sin (int - e< -
TAJ to

by (28').

, cos
<f
>t ErR

“ + *v/;

Hence

Am
2 2*Rl + tWL*

' ' ' . (33')

that is, the mean acti\ ity is the sum of the mean activities which
the component currents would gi\ e separately.

Also by (30') and (33')

Am - y
2R (34')

Practical The practical importance of tins result lies in this, that it

Applies- proves that any method of measuring power which is demon-
turn of strated for a current following tl e simple sine luw of variation

Result, with the time, is also true for any periodic current whate\er, in-

asmuch as such a cm rent can be regarded as made up of simple
sine currents of different periods. For example, the generality

of the method, given below, of measuring powtr in the circuit

of a transformer ran be inferred from this ie«ult, as lias been
remarked by Prof. Perrj.*

Circuit If w the circuit there be fcw o sources of electromotive force of

with two the same period T
y
but of different phases, for example, two

EM.F.sof machines driven so as to have the same period of alternation,

same the solution here given applies. For the two electromothe
Period, forces combine to give a single electromotive force of the same

period as the components, but differing in phase from either; so

that, to use the solution it is only necessary to take this resultant

electromotive force as An sins*, rerkomng the timo from an
instant at which sin nt is zero and increasing. If the difference

of phases be 2$ reckoned in angle, the interval between the suc-
cessive instants at which a component is increasing through zero

is 20/n. Hence taking the zero of reckoning of time midway
between these two instants we may denote the two compo-

* PhtL Mag., Aug. 1801 .
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nents by Ex
sin (nt+ 0), E* sin (nt- 0). Calling their resultant

2?0 sin (w<-0), we have

sin (nt - 0) * Ex
sin (nt + 0) + E2 sin (nt - 0) (35)

By elementary trigonometry we get

and

E(f « Ex -f* E2 -f- 2Ex
E2 cos 20

'

tan + = r p
1 tan $

f'i + -fcj

(36)

When 0 = o, 0 =» o, and E0 = Ex + Ep as is evident without
calculation, since the machines are then in the same phase. If

E
x
=» E2 < that is if the machines are equal, the resultant is in

phase halfway between its components. When this is the case

we have also

E0
=- 2Ex cos 0 (37)

which when 0 « o giveR, as it ought, E0 = 2Ev
Considering still two unequal machines, and remembering that

when the value of theiesultant electromotive force is increas-

ing through zero, the value of the cui rent is given by (27),
that then the electromotive force of the leading machine is

E
x
«iu (nt + 0 + 0), and that of the following machine

E2 sin (nt ~ 0 + 0), we have for the mean activity A 1TO of the
leading machine

I fT
Aim = j] o

Eydt

EE fT
=

0

sin (,i< ~ sin (n( + $ +W1

=
2(W+

009 ^ ^ ^

- \
cos ($ + +)“ nL 8ia W» +W • (38)

To find the mean activity of the following machine we have
only to change the sign of 0 in this expression. We get

A** - 1 anfyii
{R cos(•) + *£ rin <* - +» (33)

Two
Unequal
E.M.F.S

of
Different

Phase.
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If the machines be equal E1
mm Ev and ^ — 0, so that

*

Jim " (« cos ^ - nL si**) . . (40)

2̂" “ (jK 008 * + "Z 8i“ *} ‘ ’ ‘ (41)

Tendency Since $ is less than *r/2, both cos
<f>

and sin^ are positive, and
of Two therefore the following machine does xuore work than the lead-

Equal ing machine. Hence, unless each is completely controlled by
Machines the prime-mover, the leading machine will increase its lead, and
to Opposi- this will go on until Sty = ir, when the two machines will be in
non of exactly opposite phases, and will exactly neutralise one another,
rhase. This tendency to assume opposition of phase depends on the

difference Agm and this having the factor + »*£*).

has a maximum value, for a given resistance and a given period
of alternation, when nL » K.
The machines thus arrange themselves so that no current

passes in the wires joining their terminals, and these wires
alternate in relative potential with the period of the machines*
and each is at any instant very approximately at one potential

throughout. It might therefore be inferred that if a working
circuit be joined from one wire to the other, a current will pass
through that circuit, and that the two machines will control one
another so as to keep in the same phase in supplying it We
shall consider this case as a further example of the theory.

Two Equal ^ 2$ be tbe difference of phase with reference to the

Alter, external circuit, so that at time t, E sin (nt-f <f>)t E sin

nanus in are the electromotive forces of the two machines, yt,ys the
Parallel, currents, L the coefficient (supposed constant) of self-induction

for each, r the resistance of each machine from one point of
attachment to the other point, and R the resistance of the

external circuit We shall suppose that the external circuit bae
no sensible self-induction, and that the whole work there

developed is Bpent in overcoming resistance, for example, in

lighting glow-lamps. By considering the circuit through each
machine and the externa) resistance* remembering that the

current in the Utter Is yx + y* and therefore the difference of

According to Kircbhoffs rule, p. 88 above, taking lute account

the electromotive force M self-induction in each circuit.
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potential between the terminals B(yl + y2)> we find, as at p. 489
above, the equations

-rfyj

~dl
L^ + ryiA *<Vi + Vs) - Etin (nt

+ *73 + R(y\ + r*) =* -® sin (»*

Adding and subtracting we get

+ <*>>)

-*)
)

(42)

I‘ (n + Vs) + (2« + r) (y, + y,) = 2B cos $ sin nt

A - (n - y2) + Kyi - y^) = 2#sin cos n*

Solving these we find as m (27)

. 2E sin <b , A y
7i + ^ =

ksjt+v +-»tp}. 8,n (n< - e) -

I

where

ri
'

r! = {H

2SC0,(*‘-^ •

tan e
nTs

tan —
2/1? + r r

Hence if Ajm be the activity of the leading machine

jg
/*2»

Am = 27J 0
(7i + Vs + 7i - Vs) 8in (»' + $)<«

COS# CT

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

E*i
-j: sin (nt — e) sin (nt + tydtT \{(2« + r)s + n*L*}iJ o

+
(7*
^~nk*)ifo

COS (”f ~ e>) 8,D (Ht + W)

m+wr^L*m + r> co8* i>
~ nL 8in * 008 *}

jjpt

+ J 8,n* <£ + «£ sin $ cos • • (47>

673

Olt. II. X X
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Activity The mean activity A%m of the following machine may be got
of each from Axm by altering the sign of 0 throughout the expression
Machine, on the right Hence

A*m " \ + «
2jB + r) C08a * + nL 8in* 008$

+ \ -i (
r sin* <£ - »z «« 4> c«8 4>) • • (48>

Theory of ylj*,— is positive, that is more work is done by the
Synchro- leading than by the following machine. The lead will
nising of therefore tend to zero, and the machines to settle down into

p^*ri
coincidence of phase with reference to the external circuit, that

a!?**
1

*8>
*n*° °PPos*te phases with reference to their own circuit,

natonii.
w*“ch agrees v\ ith the result already obtained.

Altaic
^e shall consider only one more case of this theory, that of

nation an a^ernat*nff motor connected by its terminals to two

Motor! conductors upon which an alternating difference of potential is

impressed by other machines. Let the motor be started so as

to have the s tme period of alternation. Then denoting by R the
resistance of the motor-armature and the leads, up to the point

at which the difference of potential is impressed, by L the self-

inductance for the same part of the circuit, by A sin (nt+ $),
the impressed difference of potential at time t

9
byEt

sin

the back electromolive force of the motor at the same instant,

we have for the equation of the current

= Et
Bin (nt + </>)- Et sin (nt -

<f>) . (49)
at

Theory of This equation differs only in the sign of Eo from that from
Alter- which (38) and (39) abovegare deduced. Hence taking the
gating value of A tm in (41) we have for the mean electric aotivity
Motor, received by the motor

4* - j
C08V -M+nL Bin (* - *)} (80)

wliere

E, m (Et* + Ef - 22?tlFt cos£$)i
|

. {«)
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The second of (61) gives

eos^r =. (S
l - Jj) cos ^/B#, sin ifv* - (B, + Aj) ein^/B?0,

and these values substituted in (50) yield

4-

-

Iw+M {El(B 008^ + "Z 8in (62)

Now 20 being the difference of phase cannot be numerically Maximum
greater than ?r

9
and therefore the woik received by the motor is Value of

less when 20 » negative than when it is positive, that is, less Activity

when the motor is leading than when it is following. Hence °* Motor,

the motor will tend to run slower when leading and fuster when
following; or the diffeience of phase will tend towards zero.

Also so long as 20 is not far from zero A %m is less the greater
the lead, and greater the greater the lag, and m nearly the same
proportion. Hence when the machines are once in phase any
small deviation is opposed by a proportional corrective tendency.
This depends almost entirely on the term involving the factor
nL / (if* + in the value of A %m gh en in (52), and therefore

for a given resistance R
t
and peuod of alternation T, has its

greatest value when nL—R, or L / R*=T / 'In.

Writing in (52)

sin 20' _ R/(R2 + cos 20' * nL/(R* + (53)

we get

-snrhriMW + *«n 'M +#')-m (54) ExpUma.T* 1 tion of

which is obviously a maximum when 0 + 0' *= n/4. We have
then

Action.

-
1 MW + "**>» - *A . • (55)

The value of J#* is positive if

£>
A* (# + »sA*)t

which may bo the case even if £%>£v Hence we have the
Curious result that en alternating machine may act aa a motor
•von if ita electromotive force be greater than the impreased or
driving eleotromotive force.

X X 8
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A qualitative explanation of the results given above for two
alternators can be given graphically by taking the areas of curves
drawn to represent the activity at each instant. From these it

will at once appear which machine is doing the greater amount
of work. The reader may easily construct these curves by
drawing for each machine, from the curves giving the current

and electromotive force at each instant a new curve, the

ordinates of which are the products of the corresponding
ordinates of the former.

Cora- The theory just given of the working of alternating machines
parison of in the .same circuit is (apart from notation ami mode of State-

Theory inent) substantially that due to l>r. J. Hopkinson.* Its
and Ex- conclusions were verified by him in 1884, in experiments made

periment. witls two De Meriten's machines made for the lighthouse at Tino.
Sm»e very striking experiments are described by Mr. Mordeyf
in a paper on alternate current working, which contains
moreover much interesting practical information on this subject.

Some difference of opinion lias been expressed as to whether
Mr. Mordey’s results are in accordance with the mathematical
theory. It is to be remembered however that the theory does
not take into account the action of the armature curients in the

field-magnets, nor of the variation of self-induction. The subject
requires further investigation.

We may apply, as we have already done repeatedly

above (see for example p. 186), the mode of treatment

adopted for the whole circuit to a part of it, taking for

E the impressed electromotive force on the part of the

circuit considered, anti for It and L the proper values

for that part only. We fiat l that the effect of self-

induction is virtually to increase the resistance from R
to y/lP + n^L1,

that is to substitute impedance for re-

sistance, and to produce a difference of phase between

the current and the impressed electromotive force given

also by (27) and (28), But the resistance of a con-

* Proc. Soc. Tel. Eng. and El, Nov. 1884, also see Thompson's
Dynamo-Electric Machinery. p. 091 et seq.

t JnsU El. Eng. May 1889 ( The Electrician, May 24, 81, June 7,

Aug. 2, 1889).
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ductor is the activity spent in it by unit current in pro-

ducing heat
;
hence by (22) and (34) the resistance in

this sense is not increased.

The impedance of a current electrodynamometer or Measure-

current balance, through both coil systems of which c^ent
flows the whole current in the main circuit, cannot, if it

be low (as it generally is) in comparison with that of Circuit,

the rest of the circuit, affect appreciably the strength

of the current by its introduction
;
and since the whole

current passes through both sets of coils, the instru-

ment will give the mean square of the current passing.

It maybe otherwise however with a fine wire instru- Measure-

ment used as a shunt to measure the difference of D^^nce
potential between two points of the circuit. The in- of Poten-

ductance of such an instrument may be considerable, and Alter-

if it be used alone its impedance will seriously affect the

result. Since the value of the impedance depends on

the period of alternation, it will have different values

when connected to circuits in which the periods are

different. To obviate the uncertainty and inconvenience

arising from this cause, the instrument is made sensitive

enough to allow a considerable non-inductive resistance

to be joined in series with its own coils. This makes

the value of llj JR1
-f nlL2 approximately unity. Some

calculations made by Prof. T. Gray, for Lord Kelvin’s

vertical scale voltmeter, give for this ratio with only the

resistance of the instrument (640 ohms) included, and

a period of alternation of of a second, the value

*9976, which is within J per cent, of unity. Plainly the

error caused by the impedance in this case is small with

any period commonly employed, and can be made still
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Measure-
ment of

Activity
in Alter-

nating
Circuit.

smaller by the introduction of non-inductive resistance.

The difference of phase between the currents through

tffche coils of the instrument, and the difference of poten-

tial [given by (28) above] is therefore small. This

difference of phase, it is to be remembered, does not

affect the value of the mean square of the difference of

potential, provided the amplitude be corrected for the

effect of inductance.

It is however of importance in the action of a wattmeter, of
which one coil is placed in the main circuit, and the other as a
shunt between the extremities of the portion of the circuit in

which the activity is to be estimated. For lot the circuit divide
into two parts, each forming a derived current with the other,
and Zq, !j2, Z?„ Jt

2, myv bo the inductances, the resistances
and the maximum currents in the two parts, my the maximum
total current in the circuit, and e'v the difference of phase
between my and *yv my* respectively,*then the general formula

(91), p. 187, above for the difference of phase 0 between the total

current in the circuit and the applied electromotive force at the

common terminals of a multiple arc gives in this case

+ n~L?) + L2W + n*L*)}

xiW +~»*W) + W + »2V)“
- . (56)

and by (89), p. 186, the difference of phase e, between the

impressed electromotive force and the current yx
is given by

rtLt
tHn '«=/*,

Hence for the lag in phase ef
l (*=*j — 6) of the current yx

behind

the main current we have

tan e\ tan(l * 6)-^
(Al + /g + (L

x + £.,)
(57)

An interchange of suffixes in this result of course gives tan e\.

A method of determining the difference of phase between

the currents in two branches of the same circuit, or between two

currents of the same period, will presently be explained*
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By (90), p. 180, the value of the square of the maximum total

current is easily found to be

and by (89)

so that

. F.(*,+J?»)’+ n*(Z;l + A2)»

my
to,* f + >u/)

, w
,

w
my*

-r H-In2 ' m7i ~Ji/ + *%*

(58) Difference
of Phase
between
Currents

. (59) In Double
Are.

«Vi
2

»of tan\

lit
2+ h'L*

~
A,'+ »*V ~{K1+W+ «s (A! + Ltf

1 '

Hence if either L\, Z
2, be both small or L

1
/Z2=EJlt2, Condition

the difference of phase between the two currents myv my2, j),-fferenoe

will be insensible. If the first condition is fulfilled of Phase

both parts of the circuit will have currents agreeing in h^ensibk

phase with the difference of potential between the

terminals, and on the usually allowable supposition of

negligible mutual inductance, a wattmeter whose coils

are included in them will measure accurately the

power expended. It will, on the same supposition,

also measure accurately the power expended while the

wattmeter is on circuit, if the ratio Rj^R1 + n1!? be

approximately unity for the fine wire circuit, since the

main current passes through the other coil, and it can

be shown that the deflection will be the same as would

be produced by a constant activity Am given by the

equation

A^y^Vydt. . . . (
61)

where V, y, are the values of the difference of potential

and the current at time t. If also */R‘ + jfL* for the
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thick wire coil be small in comparison with the

same quantity for the part of the main circuit in which

the activity is being measured, the inclusion of the

wattmeter will not affect the circuit, and the activity

shown by the instrument may be taken as that existing

when it is not applied.

Apparent The general problem of finding the ratio of the apparent
and True to the true mean activity as shown by the wattmeter can
Mean now be solved with great ease. For let A, 7?, bo the points

Activity, at which the terminals of the fine wire coil system are attached
to the main circuit

;
let R

l%
i?2 ,

Ly L>>, be the resistances and in-

ductances of *hc fine wire and thick wire circuits between A, liy

and yv y2,
the currents in them

;
then by (27) if the difference of

potentials between the terminals AB is Z’0 sin nt.

* - <*' - '>
l

with tan e
x
= nL

x
,Rlt tan c2 = nl , Rr

(62)

The current through the fine wire coil is therefore the same
as if the resistance in its circuit between the points A, Ji

t
were

without inductance, and the difference of potential had the
value obtained by multiplying the above value of yx

by Rv
Hence if A'm be the apparent activity

Apparent
Mean

Activity
as shown
by Watt-
meter.

A'm 7=1

T{R * + W + /
T
sin (nt - Cj) sin

o

. F0*R X
co* (^i ~ *a)

4 (63)

that is the apparent activity is i the product of the maximum
values of the two currents by the resistance Rx of the fine wire

branch, and by the cosine of the phase-angle between the

currents.
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Tlie true mean activity Am would be obtained if the current

through the fine wire branch had the value jE^sin ntjR
x
. In

that case the phase-angle between the two currents would be e2.

Hence as before

Am —

Hence

F02 cos e2

W+V*

W

Am~

A‘m

cos e9(R 2+ M*)i
Rx

COS (>j e2)

Since sin ex = «/,
1/(/?1

2 + n2Lx
*)if cos e

x = R]/(Ri2 + tf
2
/^

2
)*,

we may calculate cos c^/cos (e
x
— e2) in terms of Lv L2i Ru R2*

Thus we obtain

(64) Trne Mean
Activity.

Ratio of

Apparent
to True
Mean

Activity.

(65)

ulm R‘2 R
i

2
"t" 1 + »ari

2

A'm - Rx
R'R2 + LX1A

~ l +»v2

. (65')

where rv t2,
are written for LJRV RJR^ respectively the

so-called time constants of the two paits of the circuit.

Now in general r
x
<T2i hence as a rule the wattmeter will

give a too high result.*

Mr. Blakesleyf has shown how the angle $ of difference of Measure-
phase between the currents in two such branches may ment of
he measured. We have seen that a current dynamometer Difference

in any branch measures the mean square of the current in that of Phase

branch. This has the v«ilue my2
/ 2, where my denotes the maxi- between

inum value of the current in the branch. Now let myi» «y2 be Two Alter*

the maximum currents in the two branches, and let two dyna- natmE
mometers be arranged one to measure wyi‘-/2, and the other

Currents.

my2 /2}
and let a third be placed, with one coil in one, and the

other coil in the other of the two branches in question. The
action on the third dynamometer at any instant will be propor-
tional to yjy2 cos <j>. Hence the instrument will give a reading
proportional to i my\my2 cos (p. If then D

ly
J)2> Z)3,

be the
readings of the dymanometers. AyB,C}

their constants, so that

Dil

A

= n»yi
2/2x DJB = my2

2
/2, Dz/C = £i»yi«y2 cos

<f> ,

we get
_

CQ8 » h -
. (66)

>JD\l)% C

* This result was first stated (without proof) by Prof. Ayrton JProe.

Soc. Tel Eng. and El Feb. 1888.

t Electriciant Oct. 2, 1885, and Phil Mag. April 1888.
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If the dynamometers are direct reading so that <7*1,

the factor s/jB/C is unity.
Of course if three dynamometers are not available a single

dynamometer may be used to take the three readings in succes-

sion (or to eliminate error several sets of readings may be taken
and combined). In that case A—B~C and

cos
<f>

=* (6G')

Mr. Blakesley* has also given an exceedingly simple ai\d

ingenious method of measuring the total activity spent in the
primary citcuit of a ’transformer, that is of finding the whole
electrical work done per unit of time in feeding the secondary,
and directly or indirectly in dis.sipation.

Trans- A transformer consists, as is we 1
! known, of ft primary and

former, secondary circuit wound round a core of laminated iron, m
general in such a manner that as nearly as possible all lines of

magnetic induction, which pass tluo igh any spite of one of the
coils, also pass through oveiy other spire of the same or the

other coil. It is not however safe to assume that this is always
the case, and, as has been pointed out by Prof. Peiry, serious

errois may arise through making the assumption in all circum-
stances.

Blakes- Now let a current dynamometer he placed in the primary
ley's circuit, and another he ai ranged with one coil m the primary

Method of and the other coil in the secondary circuit. Then if l)
x
be the

Measuring deflection-reading of the first instrument, A the constant of
Activity

rectiiCtion of the readings to (current)2
,

l)l2 and ]i the cor-

Tr&ns
responding quantities for the other instrument (both deflectiouH

former.
be *n& taken positive), iVj, JV2, the number of turns in the primary
and secondary respectively, JRV R2,

their resistances, and Am the

mean activity to be measured

An = JJ, 4 + Rt ^^ (67)

under certain assumptions.

Tliis method is applicable whatever may be the law of
variation of current.

Theory of The equations of a primary and secondary circuit given in
Method. (77) f p. 183, may be used, and may he modified by writing M for

Phil. Mag. 1891 or Proe. Phys. Soc. 11, pt. 2, 1891.
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J}9 sin ntf since we make here no assumption as to the mode
of variation of the current or electromotive force. These
equations hold for any primary or secondary whether or not
containing iron. We shall first also write Bi» Bs> for the total

inductions through a single turn of the primary and the

secondary respectively, and JV1# for the number of turns in

the coils. Thus we can write the equation referred to in the
form

Ky, + A’, . £

Then we have

by the first of (68).

If IXo be, m the same way, the reading of the second instru-

ment, taking account of the sign of the deflection, and B its

constant,

(70)

by the second of (68).

If now we assume that Bi “ Bj» we get fiom the last

equation

tJ o
71

dt
-B N

' h .Itl Nt B

Substituting from this in (69) we find

f
I' <”>

and the quantity on the left is the meun value of the total

activity. Thus the total activity is given by the expression on
the right in terms of the reading of the dynamometers.

Proof of
Formula
on As-

sumption
of Equal
Induc-
tions.
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Signs of It is to be noticed that since ylf y2, are 0,1 ^l0 w ^l0^e *n
Dynamo- opposite directions, the sign of I)2 must be opposite to that of
meter Y|lug t^e geconcj term 0f the expression on the right of

Headings,
(7 ]) reajjy negative, and the total rate of working is greater

than tiie first term, which represents the activity spent in heat
in the circuit. Hence if we agree to take the positive numerical
value of the reading of the second instrument for J)viy wo may,
putting A

xm for the mean activity on the priniaiy, write (70) in

the form

A» =A£ + ***? .... (71')

Proof on
Assumt -

tion of

Constant
Permea-
bility.

This method and result were given by Mr. T. II. Blakesley for

a transformer on the assumption that the currents followed the
simple sine law of variation : in the demonstration given
above no assumption at all is mule except that Bi—B* The
method is therefore so far applicable to any transformer what-
ever the Jaw of variation followed by the current provided 0!
may be taken as equal to 02 . This was first pointed out by
Prof. Ayrton and Mr. J. F. Taylor*, whose method of proof is

similar to that here given.

It has been shown also by Prof. Perry f that this method holds

even if Bj he not equal to 02 ,
provided w*c* suppose the perme-

ability constant during a cycle. In this ease the equations of

current may be w'ritten in the form,

(7*2)

since Ll9 l
2,
M, do not vary in a cycle if the permeability does

not. Hence multiplying the fust of these by yv and calculating

the mean value of each quantity by integrating over a whole
period, we get

'*•" ffl
***

" f/> + £/> ?/'"• (73)
.

since the integral of yxdyjd( .dl over a period is zero.

* Proc. Phys 8m. Dec. 1891,

t PM. Mag. Aug. 1891.
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But if we multiply the second of (72) by and take mean
values as before, we find

jfo yi7**/+ rfoy'*t
dt = 0’

since the last integral vanishes as before. Thus

M dy2 M R<l f
T

,,

/o
T‘w#

Substituting in (73) we get

/
J{

i r
T

t7, MR, fT u

• (74)

• • (75)

or putting in the readings of the dynamometers (taking D12

positive as befoie)

Ain=Rt^ + = f +*>&% (76)

since approximately
2 ,
L2—Nf. This is the same

result as before, but obtained under a different assumption, not
however involving any hypothesis as to the mode of variation

of the current.

It is to be obseived that this supposition of no variation of

Zi, Lr or Jf9
is equiv alent to supposing that all the activity is

employed in generating heat in the two circuits. For if the

second of (72) he multiplied by y2 ,
and then integrated for mean

values, it gives

Constant
Permea-
bility

involves

Zero
Dissi|»a-

tion in

Iron Core.

This added to (73) gi\es

(
T
yx'dl +h f

T
yJdt+ f

Td
iWAdt,

TJo 71 ^ TJo yi ^ T lo dt
’

and the last term vanishes since the integration is round a closed

cycle. Thus

^""f/.
r
*w+ r/»y^' ' ’ • (76°
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or the total mean activity is equal to the rate of generation of heat
in thfe secondary plus that in the secondary. The activity could
in this case be equally well measured by placing a current

dynamometer in the primary, and another in the secondary, as
by Mr. Blakesley's method.

Hysteresis The supposition thus made by Prof. Perry therefore excludes
all dissipation of energy otherwise than by direct beating of the
circuits by the currents. It has been urged by him that on the
analogy of the behaviour of ordinary bodies under strain

produced by stress varied in rapid cycles, there ought to be no
dissipation of energy due to .lagging of the magnetization
behind the magnetic force in the cycle, as explained at p. 212
above or, as it is now called, hysteresis action, in iron

subjected to rapid cycles of magnetic stress. On this view
magnetic like clastic hysteresis is only important in slow cycles.

This analogy appears a reasonable one, but any opinion founded
on it must be tested by direct experiment. Now it 1ms .been

Hysteresis given as the result of experiment by several observers* that

in Rapid there is in rapid cycles dissipation of energy in the core of the B&we
Cycles, order of magnitude as in slow cycles ; but that there is much

less when the transformer is loaded by closing the secondary
circuit through a low resistance, than when the secondary circuit

is open.
This result is questioned by Prof. Ewing, who gives as the

result of experiments on a transformer core, an anchor ring
made of iron wire insulated to prevent eddy currents, that, for

the same frequency of reversal and limits of magnetization, the
loss by magnetic hysteresis is just as great when the
transformer is heavily loaded, as when its secondary circuit is

open.f
The rate of loss by hysteresis is however in all cases small

In comparison with the whole activity. [See also Chap. XIII.]"

Assuming the truth of Mr. Blakesley’s formula ns deduced
from the hypothesis of no magnetic leakage, we can find the

amount of energy spent in eddy currents and magnetic
hysteresis in the iron.

Assuming for simplicity that the dynamometers are direct

reading instruments, or if not that Dv J)l2t are reduced readings

expressing each a mean square of current measured in amperes,

so that the constants A, J?® 1, then Rv J?2 >
being taken in ohms,

# Warburg and Honig. Wicd Ann. 20, 1883.

t Tanakadate, Phil. Mag. Sept. 1889. See also Ewing, Magnetism
in Iron and other Metals, g§ 83, 180. See also below, Chap. XIII.,’

Section 111.
*
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A\n will be given in watts. If now we suppose a third Energy

dynamometer placed in the secondary circuit, and in like Spent in

manner be its reading, we shall have Hysteresis.

~ i?/>•
Thus we have

J,m - + 7?2 Z>2 + R, (j& A* - A) • • (77)

The two first terms on the right express the whole work done
in heating the wires of the primary and secondary, the third

term that spent in beating the iron by eddy currents and
hysteresis.

I#1 72 2 be the resistance of the external part of the secondary,
and the work done in that be wholly spent in heat, the energy
there spent is R'2 l)2 . Thus if e be the electrical efficiency of the
transformer

R\D\ + J1 Du
(78)

From the expression for Aim can be found at once the Difference

difference of potential between the terminals of the primary, of Poten-
n__ le »*i l/ xl* l l ‘ i. iV,.
For if R\ bo the external resistance of the primary circuit

between its terminals, we have instead of (68)

dB, =
'(It

(68')

7?2V2 +

tial be-

tween
Terminals

of
Primary.

Squaring the first of these we get

Jn - R\W + W(^
l

)

2

+ 2R\Niyi^1 .

Hence if Fn be the mean square of the difference of

potential F,
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The first integral is, as we have seen above, and the

third .2/i'
J
.jf?2Z>l2A

r,/jV
r
2. The second integral can i>e found by

the second of (68') since Bs lB t&^en as equal to Bi» Thus*

L [
T
('lB,\

W

J r\,dt = 0£i)t .

TJ o' lit ) X.? T I o
y

-A’g
8

Substituting these values fur the integrals we get

V* = I)., + M\Kt§ Ag • (79)
at

g it

g

The above results are all independent of the law of variation

of the current and involve only the assumption Bi — Ba* They
are due to Mr. Blukesley, but were first proved by methods
similar to those used above, by Prof. Ayrton and Mr. Tayldr in

their paper above referred to.

Measure- In any practical case of measurement of power in which a
went of wattmeter is inapplicable, if the actual resistance of the portion
Activity of the circuit considered is known and the mean square of the

by current can be measured with accuracy, the product of the two
Current- will a8 shown above (p. 668) be the true mean value of the
me

j

er activity if that is spent in heat. This of course will be given
00 y* in watts, if the resistance is taken in olims and the current in

amperes.
As we have seen above, the proper mean value of the current,

and of the difference of potential, and therefore also of the
activity, can be found for any part of a circuit in the case of
negligible self-induction, either by means of an electrodyna-
mometer, or by means ol* an electrometer, when the resistance

Method one Par* the circuit is known. When the resistance is

‘when unknown or uncertain, as for example in the case of incandes*

Resistance* cence lamps, the current and difference of potential may be

is Un- measured for the lamp circuit ift the following manner. A coil

known, of german silver wire, having a resistance considerably greater

than that of the lamps as arranged, constructed so as to have
no self-inductance, is connected in series with a current-meter
^between the terminals of the machine so as to be a shunt on the
lamps. The lamps arc brought to their normal brilliancy, and
the mean square y

fS of the current through the german silver

wy>e measured. If R be the resistance of this wire, including,

if appreciable, the resistances of the current-meter and its

connections, and R be great in comparison with the self-induc^

tance of th$ current-meter divided by Tt
we have for the mean

square f72
, of the difference of potential between the terminals
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of the lamp system, the value y 2/^2. The current-meter is now
employed to measure the whole current flowing to the Ihmps
while their brilliancy is kept the same. Denoting the mean
square of this current by y'f, we have for the value Am of the

mean activity spent in the lamp system

Am=V'y*=y'y'Jl (80)

Messrs. J. and E. Hopkinson* have employed the

following method of testing the efficiency of dynamo-
machines, which obviates the difficulty of measuring

accurately the mechanical power transmitted to the

driving shaft of a dynamo by a steam engine or other

motor. Two equal dynamos of the type to be tested

are used, and one of these is run as a motor at the

required speed and with the proper amount of electrical

activity in the circuit. This can be adjusted by suit-

ably varying the magnet resistances of one of the

machines. The motor is made to spend the available

activity which it gives out in driving the generator,

and the difference in power required is supplied by a

steam- or other engine, and measured by a Hefner-

Alteneck dynamometer, or by any other similar method

by which the difference of tensions of the two parts of

the belt is determined. This latter amount of power

represents the losses in transmission, and added to the

power returned to the generator by the motor gives the

mechanical power required to drive the generator.

The errors inherent in the determination of mechanical

power transmitted to a driven shaft are thus made t4

affect only the comparatively small balance of power

* Phil Trails. R.8. Part I. 1886.

Testing
Dynamo-
Machines.
Method

of Messrs.

Hopkin
son

VOL. II. Y Y
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and th* efficiency is obtained to a much higher per*

centage of accuracy.

The whole electrical power Ey developed by the

generator is then found by calculating that spent on

each part of the circuit from the observed differences

of potential between the terminals of the generator

and motor, the current in the circuit, and the known
resistances of the different parts of the machines. By
adding to this the power w

t
in watts, wasted in the

machine, the power spent in driving it is obtained and

hence at once the gross efficiency Ey/(Ey + v %

).

Then the sum of the powers developed in the armatureand mag-
nets of each machine, and in the leads and other resistances in the

circuit, subtracted from the power transmitted from the engine
and measured by the dynamometer, gives a balance which re-

presents the total loss in the circuit over and above those here
enumerated. This is made up of power wasted in the iron cores

of the armatures and in the pole pieces in consequence of
hysteresis or eddy currents, in reversals of the currents in the
sections of the armatures, in connexions, in sparking if any, and
in the friction of the bearings and brushes. Half of this balance

Gross may be taken as spent in each machine. The whole power
Efficiency spent in driving the generator is therefore the sum of the whole

of electrical power Ey given out in the circuit, and half the balance,
Dynamo v> say# Thus the efficiency is

e =
Ey

Ey -J- w
1

If
ncar>y-

Swin- Mr. Swinburne measures electrically the loss of power to here

burae'i described, and requires only one machine of the type to be
Method, tested. The magnets of the machine are excited separately so

that the armature is under the induction which would exist if

the machine were working under the load specified for it.

The machine is then driven by a small dynamo which fur*

nishes current at the electromotive force of the machine just

sufficient tb driVk it at the requisite speed, without any load

beyond that involved in w, namely the losses in eddy currents.
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hysteresis, and friction in the machine being tasted. The speed
can be adjusted as in the tests above described by suitably
varying the resistance of the magnet circuit. The power spent
on the machine by the small dynamo is determined electrically

in the ordinary way by measuring the number of volts difference

of potential between tne terminals and the current in amperes.
The former will of course he approximately the full electro-

motive force of the machine when working under the prescribed
load.

.

The power thus determined, diminished by that spent in

heat in the armature (which is generally negligible), is the waste
power w required.

The efficiency can then be found by calculating the total

electiical activity in the circuit when the machine is running
under the prescribed load,' by adding to the activity in the
external circuit the electrical activities in the armature and
mAgnets, found in watts by multiplying the resistance of each
part in ohms by the squaro of the current in amperes. Call this

electrical activity Ey,,
as above, p. 645. Then ihe mechanical

power spent in driving is Ey+ tv. The gross efficiency of the .

machine is thus Ey/(Ey+ w). The electrical efficiency of the ™clencie8

arrangement is E
x
yjEy9

if be the difference of potential

between the terminals of the external circuit. Finally the net
efficiency is E

xyl{Ey + w).

On the analogy of the Messrs. Hopkinson's method of testing Sumpner's
dynamos just described, Dr. Sumpner has based the following Method of

method of testing power supplied to transformers. Two equal Testing

transformers have their primary coils cxc2 joined in parallel Trans-

across tho terminals of an alternating dynamo as shown in formers.

Fig. 148, and their secondaries CxCt also joined in parallel between
the points AB. Non-inductive lesistances r and R aie included

in the primary and secondary circuits as shown.
Supposing the transformers to be alike, and the primary

circuits to have the same resistance, the magnetizing currents

will be the samo in both, and there will be equal electromotive

forces at any instant in the secondaries. Thus no current will

flow in the secondary circuit whatever the resistance 21. A
non-inductive resistance r in the primary of either will cause the
currents in the primaries to be different, and ifr is in the circuit

of C% a current will flow in the secondary which will load the

transformer cxCv and help to magnetize the core of
thus raising tne electromotive force in the primary of that

transformer.

If however the transformers be somewhat different, for

example, so that (to take Dr. Sumpner’s example) No. 1 converts

from 100 to 2100 volts, and the other from 100 to 2000 volts,

Y Y 2
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then there will be an electromotive force of 100 volts in the

circuit of the secondaries which will produce any desired current

if R be properly adjusted.

Detenni- If then with two unequal transformers the current flowing

nation of through the secondaries bo of the proper amount, each trans-

Waste former will be fully loaded, but one, the more powerful, No. 1

Power, say, will transform up, and the other down. That is the former

will take energy from the mains, the other will return energy to

the mains. The power-losses occurring in the double trans-

formation are then, in the aggregate, the difference between
the power taken by No. 1, and that given back by No. 2,

No.1

diminished by the amount absorbed in the resistance R ,
and by

the amount spent in heating the connecting wires and instru-

ments applied.

It is only necessary therefore, in order to obtain w
,
to measure

the balance of power supplied to the system at aft, and correct

it as described. This may he done with a wattmeter, the fine

wire coil of which is placed across the terminals ah% and the

current coil in one of the mains, or by the electrometer-method
described below. To calculate the efficiency we have then only
to find the power W

,
say, supplied to No. 1 transformer. This

can be done nearly enough by measuring the load on cither

transformer, say by placing a wattmeter with its fine wire coils

across ab
9
and its current coil in c, or by measuring the difference
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of potential and current of any coil of either transformer. Then
the efficiency of the double transfonnation, e2 say, is given by

*2 = W
W+w = 1 - *

nearly.

The efficiency of each transformer is approximately the square
root of this, or

6 “
2 W %W2 ^

nearly.

One great advantage of this method lies in the fact that a

considerable error in the estimation of w can only slightly affect

that of e2 or e
,
if e be not very different from unity. This method

as it stands is only applicable to two transformers the electro-

motive forces of the secondaries of which differ by at least

twice the drop ” in difference of potential between the terminals

of the secondary of either, when its load is raised from zero to

the prescribed value. In the case of two similar transformers
Dr. Sumpner uses a small additional transformer which is able

to supply the waste w for the two large transformers to be
tested. The primary of this is connected in series with an
adjustable non-inductive resistance, x

)
across the main terminals

ab,
and the secondary is placed in, say, No. 2 transformer, in

series with either c2 or (?2,
in place of the non-inductive

resistance r or R
This small transformer will supply an amount of energy,

depending on the value to which x is adjusted, sufficient to

cause any required current to flow in the secondaries of the

large transformers. It is only necessary then to measure the

energy given out by the small transformer by measuring the

current and difference of potential on its primary and secondary,

and further to measure as before the power supplied by the

mains. The sum of these corrected as before will be w. Then
W is measured as before for either of the large transformers and
the efficiency is determined by (81) above.

Different arrangements will suggest themselves to the

engineer carrying out these tests as suitable in the varying

circumstances in which he may be placed by his instruments,

&c.*

* See a paper by Prof. Ayrton and Dr. Sumpner, Electrician, Oct.

7, 1892.

Calcula-

tion of

Efficiency.

Case of

Two
Equal
Trans-

formers.
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Three
Voltmeter
Method.

Prof. Ayrton and Dr. Sumpner* have given the fol-

lowing very elegant method of measuring the power

given out in any portion of a circuit. It will be seen

that it is intimately related to the electrometer method

described below. Three points on the circuit are taken,

two (Fig. 149) AB between which is the portion of the

current in which the activity is to be found, while the

portion BC consists of a non-induqtive resistance of B
ohms. Three alternate current volt meters of proper

construction are used to give the mean squares of the

differences between A and B, B and C, and A and C.

If Dv D„, D be the readings of these voltmeters each

in volts, and Am the mean activity in watts

= ^ (2)
2 -

A

2 -^2
) • • • (82)

For

Theory of if F
t
be the difference of potential between A and B at any

Method, instant. But if V% be the difference of potential existing at

* Proc. RS. April 9, 1891 or Electrician, April 17, 1891.
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the same instant between B and G we have y— VJR. Hence

J-hZr'r<u

The difference of potential between A and C is at the same
instant V

x -f F2 ,
and we have

W-iwi + ry-rj -f2%
Hence

- Sriiy '+ ''>’* -/.V-w'AM
or

Am =
2Jt

{Bl ~ ~ Bi) (82)

It can be shown by the Theory of Errors of Observation that

on the assumption of equal proportional errors in the quantities

observed the best arrangement for this measurement is one in

which the mean square of the difference of potential between
A and B is equal to that between B and C. This however is an
arrangement in which the power consumed in the non-inductive
resistance is equal to the power measured.
A modification of this method has been proposed by Prof. Method

Ayrton and T)r# Sumpner in which two current-meters Av A%, with Two
and a voltmeter V are arranged as shown in Fig. 150. ab is the Current-

portion of the circuit in which the power is to be measured, cd meters and
a non-inductive resistance placed across its terminals, V is a Volt-

voltmeter placed parallel to AB and CD, and measuring the roster,

mean square of the difference of potential between ac and
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If V be the difference of potential between a and b at any
instant, and y the current at that instant, the activ ity is

Am =\W¥t
'

or if y be the current in cd at the same instant.

A°i
=i'\]

T>dt {8A)

since y* * FIR But if D
x
be the reading of the cui rent-meter

Av Dz
that oi Al (each giving the mean squaie of the current in

atnpeies), we ha\e

and

B,-\ f*(r

+

y)w - 5/V + r‘ + 2rr’i«

if D bo the reading of the \ oltmeter expressed in \ olts. Hence
bj (83)

-I A+ *0
• • <*•>

This was guen* as an improvement upon a method proposed
by Dr. J A Fleming in which a nirient-nieter is placed m cd,

and Am is gnen by (84), with Dl
put foi the reading of this

current-meter, and used instead ot the term J)J1& The current-

meter introduces a certain amount ot inductance into < d
t
although

this might be made negligible by taking cd large enough.

Electro- An electrometer may be used in the following manner

Method
gtye the mean square of the current, and of the

Measure- difference of potential for any part of a circuit, whether

Mean containing motors or arc lamps or any arrangement
Square of writh or without counter-electromotive foice or self-
Current

* “ Alternate Current and Potential Difference Analogies,
n Phil.

Mag. Aug. 1S9X.
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inductance. A coil of thick German silver wire (or to

prevent sensible heating a set of two or more coils

arranged in multiple arc) having no self-inductance is

included in the part of the circuit considered, so that the

cunent to be measured also flows through the wire.

The mean square of the difference of potential between

the ends of this resistance is measured as described Difference

above (p. 279) by connecting one pair of quadrants of
of

tfel!

en"

the electrometer to one end, and the needle and the

other pair of quadrants to the other end, and the mean

square y
2 of the current by dividing by the square of

the lesistance of the wire. The mean square of the

difference of potential between the terminals of the

pait of the circuit considered is then found in

the same manner. A multicellular electrostatic

voltmeter is very convenient for such measurements

on account of its great range of sensibility (see Yol. I.

Chap. V.).

Tha product is not generally to be taken as the mean

square of the activity in the part of the circuit con-

sidered, for it is evident that in this case what is

obtained is the value of

yVwx/V,
where V and 7 are the difference of potential and the Sguare

current at any instant. The square root of this quan- product of

tity is not generally the same thing as
SquwU

_ not Tine
1 f it ji Mean

fj
V'1M> Activity.
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the true mean value of the activity. This is, however,

given indirectly by the following method.*

Electro- Let the two ends of the resistance coil of zero

Method of
self-inductance and known resistance E be called A and

Deter- B, and let the extremities of the portion of the circuit

Activity, for which the measurements are to be made, be called

C and D. One of the pairs of quadrants is connected

to A, the other pair to B, and the needle to C, and

the reading, d say, taken. The quadrants remaining as

they were, the needle is connected to 0, and the reading

d' taken Now if at any instant V
x
be the potential of

A, V2 of B, V\ of C, and F'2 of D, we get if (17)

above is applicable to the instrument (sec p. 663

above)

g ~ flfa
~ r

*> (
r'‘ ~ dt

and by subtraction and division by TeB

= Mj- ™ <r> " O# (86)

But it i9 clear that the expression on the right hand

side of (86) is the true mean value of the activity

required.

* This method is described by A. Potier, Journal dt Physique, t ix.

p. 227, 1881, bat was independently invented also by Prof. W. E.
Ayrton, and Prof. 0. F. Fitzgerald (see Prof. Ayrton on 1

1

Testing the
Power and Efficiency of Transformers,” Proe, Sot, Tel. Engs, and Els,,

Feb. 1888).
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If V* be great in comparison with Vx —V« and A, say, be
connected with the case of the instrument, the first of becomes

- Vd V\dt (87)

If A and D coincide and the* activity in the part of the
circuit between C and D is, by (61), given by (62) alone when
put in the form

m~i*/>*- r-> r"* ••••<*»

This observation is due to Mr. Sayers, a pupil of Prof. Ayrton.
It is thus possible in the case supposed to use an electrometer
as a direct reading wattmeter.

If a quadrant electrometer is used as here explained, care

must be taken to see that the equation (17) holds for the instru-

ment (see p. 633 above). Dr. Hopkinson found (Phil. Mag. Ap.
1 885) that th* indications of his instrument were very exactly

expressed by the equation

• • (89)

where m is a small constant. Hence for high values of V it is

necessary to know and use this second constant if its value is

sensible. The deviation from fulfilment of the ordinary equa-
tion here shown was found to be in great part due to downward
electric al force on the needle caused by its hanging a little too

low in the quad i ants.

Pre-
cautions
in Use of
Quadrant
Electro-

meter.



CHAPTER XIII

MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS

Section I

MEASUREMENT OF INTENSE MAGNETIC FIELDS

We have seen (p. 118 above) that every element of a

conductor canying a current in a magnetic field is acted

on by a force tending to move it in a direction at right

angles to its length and to the direction of the magnetic

induction at the element, and have stated how the

magnitude of the force may be calculated in terms of

the induction, the strength of the current and the

Measure- position of the element. Hence, if we know the strength

Field °f the current flowing in a conductor placed in a mag-
Intensity netic field, and measure the force exerted in virtue of

by
Electro- electromagnetic action on any element of the conductor,
m
Force.

1C we can ^e in<luction, that is, in air, the intensity

of the field at the element. On this principle are

founded the following simple methods, mainly sug-

gested by Lord Kelvin, of determining in absolute

measure the intensity of magnetic fields in dynamo
machines or other electromagnetic apparatus.

We shall take first the case of two long straight pole faces

oppositely magnetized and placed at a snort distance apart

facing one another, with their lengths vertical. In the middle
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of the space between the poles a stout wire,w (Fig. 151), somewhat Field

longer than the poles, so as to extend a little above and below between
them, is hung vertically by a cord four or five feet long, Two long

attached near its upper end to a fixed peg above, and is stretched Straight

by the weight, W, attached near its lower end. Two pendulums J
made of weights Pu carried by fine threads, are hung from

Jrace8*

two sliding pieces which can be movedialong a graduated cross- Pendulum

bar Si above, so placed that the ends are as nearly as possible Method of

in a plane parallel to the pole faces and passing through the Measuring

middle of the space between them. The two pendulum threads ®maU

and the wire, to, are thus nearly in one plane. One of these pen- *orces#

dulums is made so long as to have its bob below the level of the
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lowest part of the pole faces, while the other has its bob a little

below the level of the top of the pole faces, and the former is

placed at the greater distance from the suspended wire. A thin
thread attached to the upper end of the suspended wire is carried

out horizontally and made fast at its other end to the suspension
thread of the nearer pendulum.
A similar thread is attached at one end to a point of the wire

near the bottom of the pole faces, and carried out similarly and
made fast at the other end to a point nearly on the same level

in the suspension thread of the further pendulum. The upper
and lower ends of the wire, 10

,
are placed, as shown, in mercury

cups, to which are also connected the electrodes of a battery, by
means of which a current can he sent through the wire *0

,
and

measured by means of a galvanometer in the circuit A scale,

S2t is placed a little behind the plane of the threads, so that the
position of a point in each, on the same level near their lower
ends, can be easily read off.

When an experiment is made, the sliding pieces, pl9 p^ are
mo\ed towards the left until the threads, t

l9
t2l are quite slack,

and the positions of each thread on the upper and lower scales

are read off and noted. The position of the wire, w, when tv t2

are quite slack is also marked at the upper and lower ends of
the pole faces or elsewhere. A current is then sent through the

wire,i0fin such a direction that the electromagnetic force acting
on it moves it towards the left. The sliding pieces, p2l are

then moved towards the right so as to cause the pendulums to

pull the wire by means of the threads tv L# back again to its

Calcula- initial position. When the upper and lower ends have come
tion of back to their former positions, the electromagnetic force on the

Electro^ w ire is balanced by the pulls exerted by the pendulums. The
magnetic positions of the pendulum threads are again read off on the
Force, upper and lower scales and noted, with the strength of the

current flowing in w. From these results we can easily calculate

the average intensity of the lield at the place occupied by the wire,

to. For let W be the mass of each of the pendulum bobs in

grammes, d the distance through which the top of the pendulum
thread has been carried by px to the right of the point of the

thread opposite to the lower scale S2,
d2 the corresponding dis-

tance for the other pendulum, / the vertical distance between the

levels of the tops of tlft pendulum threads and the lower scale

measured in the same units as dl}
d2< L the length of the

opposed pole faces, and y the strength of the current in C.G.S.

,

unifa (one-tenth the number of amperes). The downward force
'

in dynes on each of the masses in Wg> where g is the accelera-

tion in centimetres per second per second (« 981*4 in latitude of
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Glasgow) produced by gravity in a falling body at the place of
experiment.

.

The total pull to the right exeited by the threads
on the wire is therefore )VG (dx + cQ/l, and this is equal to the
pull towards the left on the wire produced by the electromag-
netic action. If y be the average intensity of the held along the
wire in C.G.S. units, we have tor this pull in dynes llg. Hence
we get the equation

JLl-Wgi
and therefore,

Wg d
x + d2 (

Ly '
l

w
In an experiment made on September 16, 1882, with a similar

arrangement, was 100 grammes, 1 100 centimetres, C *188 in

C.G.S. units of cuirent, L 30 centimetres, and 25*84
centimetres. Hence,

100 X 981*4 25*84

30X *188
#

100
“ 4496.

The wire, should not be so flexible as to bend perceptibly

under the influence ot the forces to which it is subjected, so

that the value of / found may be nearly enough the average
value of the intensity along a straight line in the space between
the pole faces.

In cases in which, as in many dynamo machines, the opposite

pole faces of the electromagnets are at a considerable distance

apart, with or without pieces of soft iron in the intermediate

space, it is practically useiul to And simultaneously the magnetic
held intensity along tw o lines in the same plane, one m the

vicinity of each pole face. This may be done by so placing the
electromagnets that the two lines along which the field is

measured are in a horizontal plane, and using, instead of the

single wire carrying the current, a rectangle of copper wire or

strip, of which the opposite sides are in these lines, supported

on knife-edges in the bisecting line parallel to the pole face so

that it can turn round that line as axis. The frame should be
weighted symmetrically on the two sides of the line of knife-

edges, so that it rests with just enough of stability in the hori-

zontal position. The ends of the wire or strip forming the

rectangle are brought out one above the other at one of the

knife-edges with a piece of insulating material between them,

and bent over so that the end of each dips into a mercury-cup

Results of
Actual
Experi-
ment.

Method by
Measure-
ment of

Couple
on Circuit

in Field.
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in line with the knife-edges. The electrodes of ft battery are

connected to the mercury-cups and a measured current is sent

round the rectangle. Since the poles have opposite magnetisms,
the electromagnetic action causes one side of the rectangle to

move upwards, the other side to move downwards, and thus
turns the rectangle round the knife-edges.

Calcu- The moment of the electromagnetic forces is balanced by the
ktion of action of weights, which may be riders of known weight made
Electro- 0f wire, placed on the sides of the rectangle, which is thus
magnetic brought hack to its initial position. If we call / the average
couple.

in teil8ity uf the fields along the two sides of the rectangle in

the equilibrium position, and C the current strength, both as
before measured in CG.S. units, L the length of each side, and
d the distance between them in centimetres, the moment of the
electromagnetic forces round the knife-edges is ICLd. The
opposite moment resisting the motion is, if only one weight of
IF grammes at a distance of d

'

cm*, from the line of knife-

edges is used, \Fgd'. Hence, equating these moments, we get

,
irgd'

/=
CL Tr (2)

from which I can be calculated. If more than one weight, IF,

is used, each must bo multiplied by its distance from the line of

knife-edges, and the sum of the products multiplied by g for the

equilibrating moment.
In some cases it may be convenient to use more than one turn

of wire m the rectangle. If there he n turns, eacli of length

. Z, nL is to be used instead of L in the formula above.

Circuit An obvious modification of this arrangement, which maybe
Suspended useful in some cases, is a rectangle suspended in a vertical
byBifilar p'ane, and kept in equilibrium in the proper position wrhen no

current is flowing through it, by means ot a bifilar suspension,

"jPP** or a single thread or thin wire under torsion. When a current

MlS is sent through the frame, it is deflected round a vertical axis
ova c# by the electromagnetic action, and is brought back to the initial

position of equilibrium by means of two pendulums, the points

of suspension of which are on sliding pieces which can bo
moved along horizontal parallel bars fixed above at right aanglo

to the plane of the rectangle when in the equilibrium position,

and in the same vertical planes as its sides. Each pendulum
cord has attached to it a thread which pulls horizontally at the

middle of one sido of the rectangle. When the rectangle is

deflected, the-eliding pieces are moved in opposite directions, so

that, in consequence of the opposite inclinations of the pendu-
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luma to the vertical, forces restoring equilibrium are applied to

the rectangle. As before, we have for tbe electromagnetic
couple IyLd. Supposing the two points of suspension of tbe
pendulums to be on one level, and the points of attachment of
the pnlling threads to the pendulum cords to be on a level lower
by a distance of / cms., the distances of the verticals through the
points of suspension from the corresponding verticals through
the attachments of the threads to the pendulum cords to be
dv d2 cms. for the respective pendulums, and W grammes the
mass of each boh, we have, for the moment of the equilibrating

forces, the value Wgd(d
t + d2)//.

Hence, equating moments, we get

r-El d± m
yL' l

(3)

If IL is the same for both sides of the rectangle, d\ and d2
will be equal ; hut in general there will be a small difference

between the two values.

In some important practical cases the pole faces are of small M€agure.

area and are at only a small distance apart. If there is room, a mcnt 0f
small rectangular coil, similar to that of a siphon recorder (see Electro-
Fig. 152), hut of comparatively few turns of wire, and without an magnetic
iron core, may be hung, as described above, between the poles, Couple on
with its plane parallel to the lines of force, by a bifilar or a Coil by

torsion thread or wire, and a measured current sent through it. Pendulum.

A rigid projecting arm fixed to the coil at the middle of its

upper end and at right angles to the plane of the coil, lias rest-

ing against it the suspension thread of a pendulum, attached at

its upper end to a sliding piece movable along a horizontal bar
carrying a millimetre scale, above and at right angles to the
projecting arm

;
and by this means the coil is brought back to

tbe initial position. When no current is flowing through the

coil, the thread is allowed to hang vertically just touching the
bar and the reading on the scale above noted. Let the difference

between this reading and that obtained when the pendulum is

deflected be d

\

and let l be the vertical height of the point of

suspension above the projecting arm. The horizontal force

exerted by the pendulum is Wg.d/l, and the moment of this

round the vertical axis about which the coil turns Wyr.dlX, where
r is the distance of the pendulum thread from the central plane

of the coil. If n be the number of turns in the coil, b cms. its

mean breadth, and L cms. the mean length of each side, the

VOL. II. Z Z
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moment of the electromagnetic forces is nblly,
therefore,

T
Jtgrd

nLy'jl

We have,

• • • (4)

This method has frequently been used for the determination

of the magnetic field-intensity of tho magnets of siphon re-

corders. The coil hanging in its place
was u>ed as the measuring coil, and
when no current was flowing through
it, was kept hanging vertically iu

stable equilibrium with its plane
parallel to the lines of force by the
nitilur threads attached beneath it.

These threads were kept taut and bear-

ing against the bridge B by the

weights IF, resting on a plane slightly

inclined to the vertical. A current
from one or two cells was then sent
through the coil, and the difference of

potential between the terminals of the

coil measured by means of a potential

galvanometer. The thread of the pen-
dulum was made to pull against the

projecting aluminium arm to which
the siphon is attached as shown in

the figure, so as to bring the coil back
to the initial position. Tho value of

d was then read off, and that of C
deduced from the known resistance of

the coil and the result of the measure-
ment with the galvanometer, and being
substituted with the values of the other

quantities W

\

», 6, &c. in (4), gave the

value of /.

Method by The fold intensities of siphon re-

Damping cordera have sometimes been deter-

of (toil mined by the following method, which
Oscillating is interesting theoretically,

in Field. Advantage is taken of the signal-

coil, which consists of a rectangular

coil a little more than 5 cms. long and
2 cms. broad, made of thin wire and
styported by a silk thread above, so ' Fig. 152.

as to hang in a vertical plane round
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a rectangular core of iron, which nearly "fills, but nowhere
touches, the coil. To the lower end of the coil two silk

threads are attached, as shown in Fig. 152, and are stretched
against a bridge B by two weights i eating on the inclined
plane IF. This bifilar arrangement gives a directive force,

tending to bring the plane of the coil into parallelism
with that of the bifilar threads; so that when the coil is

disturbed from that position, which is one of stable equi-
librium, and then left to itself, it will, if the circuit be not
closed, vibrate about the position of equilibrium with a determi-
nate period of oscillation, with slowly diminishing range until

at last it comes to rest. But if the circuit be closed through a
high resistance, the coil will come more rapidly to rest ; and if

we gradually diminish this resistance, deflecting the coil

through the same angle and noting its subsidence at each dimi-
nution, we shall find it come more and more quickly to rest,

until a resistance is obtained with which in circuit it just returns
to the position of equilibrium without passing that position.

When this resistance has been determined, the strength of the
field can he calculated.

Let 6 be the deflection of the coil from the position of fequi-

librium at time t and T its period of oscillation when the circuit

is not dosed. Wo have then, neglecting the resistance of the
air and other disturbances, for the equation of motion,

(P0 47T
2

dP + T*
6=0 (5)

Let now the circuit of the coil be closed
; a retarding force

due partly to air-resistance, but in the main to the current

induced in the wire, and, if the effect of self-induction be
neglected, proportional to the angular velocity, will act on
the coil

;
and the equation of motion for this case will be of

the form

<F6

d?
, f

66
f
4*2

^+ kdi+j'T e=0 (6)

For let / he the mean intensity of the magnetic field over the

space occupied by the coil at time t, L the inductance of the

circuit for tnat position of the coil, R the total resistance in the

circuit, ft the moment of inertia of the coil round a vertical axis

passing through its centre, l the effective length of wire in the

coil (that is, the length of wire in its two vertical sides), afld b

the mean half-breadth of the coil. If we call N the number of

z z 2

Determin-
ation of

Critical

Resistance

of Coil

for

Oscilla-

tion.

Theory of
Method
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lines of force which pass through the coil at time t
, and y the

strength of the induced current in the coil at that instant, we
have plainly

iV=67/sind~Z;y.

The rate at which X increases per unit of time is therefore

s

=

111 008 6
7i
+ 61 s!n 6

d
Jr it ;

and if B be small, and I be therefore supposed the same for
every position of the coil, we have approximately

(it

~ bU
dt

' ?/<«
But dX\dt is the electromotive f«^rco due to the inductive
action

;
hence the current y is by Ohm’s law given by the

equation
blldS 1 d /r v

y~ R dt R dt

It was assumed that the second term of this expression for y
would prove negligible in comparison with the first; and this

assumption was so far justified by tho results of the experi-
ments, which agreed fairly well with results obtained, for other
instruments of the same pattern, by a modification of tho second
method described below.
The couple due to the action of the field on the current

is blly; and therefore, on the supposition of negligible self-

induction, tho retardation of tho angular velocity of the coil at

time t is

de jwnte
k dt~ pit dt'

Hence (6) becomes
d*o b*np do 4tr2

dt*
+ pR dt

+ T3
e ~° (7)

The motion represented by this differentia] equation will be
oscillatory or non-oscillatory, according as the roots of the
auxiliiry quadratic are imaginary or real—that is, according as

4ir/T > or <b* /2 Hence, if R bo the critical resistance

at which the motion just ceases to be oscillatory, we have

i*
AnRp
TFP (8)
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When l and b are expressed in centimetres, p in grammes
and centimetres, T in seconds, and R in cms. per second, 1 is

given by this equation in absolute C.U.S. units of magnetic field

intensity.

The method of experimenting consisted in first finding the
value of T, the free period of vibration of the coil with its

circuit uncompleted, then finding the resistance which, being
placed in circuit with the coil, just brought the needle to rest

without oscillation. This resistance was conveniently obtained
by means of a resistance-box included in the circuit, and therefore

added no self-inductanee to that in the coil. An aluminium arm
attached to the coil, and carrying the siphon, served as an index
to render the motions of the coil visible. The resistance R was
first made much too great, so as to give a slow subsidence, then
gradually diminished until the value which just prevented oscil-

lation was reached
;
and it was found that this value could be

determined easily within 50 ohms, and with great care, to 20
ohms. As the experiments on the recorders had to be made
somewhat hurriedly, and disturbances generally were neg-
lected, and, further, as was taken as equal to Wit2, where W is

the mass of the coil, the results could not be taken as giving
more than a rough approximation to I : but those for two in-

struments are given below in illustration of the method. For
both instruments the values of Wf

L
y
and b were the same, and

were respectively taken as 3*343 grammes, 3338 cms., and *95 cm.
Each coil had a mean vertical length of 5*3 cm., a mean breadth
of 1*9 cm., and contained 45 72 metres of fine wire arranged in

290 turns, and had a resistance of about 500 ohms.

T. R L
(1) *465 sec. 3330 X 109 cms. per sec. 5150 C.G.S.

(2) *500 3530 X 109 „ „ 6120 „

This method is obviously applicable in any case in which a

coil can be suspended by a torsion wire, or bifilar, or other

arrangement so as to have a measurable free period of vibration.*

* The method just described gives (theoretically) a means of deter-

mining the ohm. For suppose the coil hung in a sufficiently intense

and uniform field, the intensity of which has been measured by
another method, and the decrement of the oscillatory motion produced

by the induction observed. Then the resistance could be calculated,
,

Mode of
Experi-

menting.

Results of
Actual
Experi-

ment.
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^InducecT
^ie following method, which has been frequently

Currents, used in the Physical Laboratory of the University of

Glasgow, is very convenient and useful in many cases.

It consists in exploring the magnetic field by means of

the induced current in a wire moved quickly across the

lines of force over a definite area in the field. The wire

is in circuit with a reflecting " ballistic ” galvanometer

—that is, a galvanometer the system of needles of

which has so great a moment of inertia that the whole

induced current due to the motion of the wire has

passed through the coil before the needle has been

sensibly deflected. The deflection thus obtained is

noted, and compared with the deflection obtained when,

with the same or a smaller resistance in circuit, a

portion of the conductor is made to sweep across the

lines of force o\er a definite area of a uniform field of

known intensity, such ns that of the earth or its hori-

zontal or vertical component.

In performing the experiments, it is necessary to take

precautions to prevent any action except that between

the definite area of the field selected and the wire

cutting its lines of force. For this purpose the conduct-

ing-wire, which is covered with insulating material, is

bent so as to form three sides of a rectangle, the middle

one of which is offthe length of the portion of field to

be swept over. This side is placed along one side of

the space over which it is about to be moved so that

the connecting wires lie along the ends of the space

;

and the open rectangle is then moved in the direction

of its two sides until the opposite side of the space is

reached. The connecting wires thus do not cut the
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lines of force, and the induced current is wholly due to

the closed end of the rectangle.

Instead of a single wire cutting the lines of force, a

coil of proper dimensions (for many purposes conveni-

ently of rectangular shape), the mean area of which is

exactly known, may be suspended in the field with its

plane parallel to the lines of force, and turned quickly

round through a measured angle of convenient amount
not exceeding 90°

;
or it may be suspended with its

plane at right angles to the lines of force and turned

through an angle of 180°. If n be the number of

turns, A their mean area, and I the mean intensity of

the field over the area swept over in each case, then, in

the first case, if 9 be the angle turned through, the

area swept over is nAmiO and the number of lines

cut is nlA&inO; in the second, the area is 2nA,

and the number of lines cut is 2alA.

In order that with the feeble intensity of the earth’s field a

sulficiently great deflection for comparison may be obtained, it

is necessary that a relatively large area of the field should be

swept over by the conductor. One convenient way is to mount
on trunnions a coil of moderately fine wire of a considerable

number of turns wound round a ring of large radius, like the

coil of a standard tangent galvanometer, and arranged with

stops* so that it can be turned quickly round a horizontal axis

through an exact half-turn, from a position in which its plane

is exactly at right angles to the dip. Tl^b coil, if the ballistic

galvanometer is sensitive enough, may always remain in the

circuit. The change in the number of lines of force passing

through the coil in the same direction relatively to the coil,

produced by the half-turn, is plainly equal to twice as many
times the area of the turn of mean area as there are turns in

the coil (the effective area swept over) multiplied by the total

intensity of the earth's magnetic force at the place of experi-

ment. Or, and preferably when the horizontal component of

the earth's magnetic force has been determined by experi-

711

Suspended
Coil.

Earth
Inductor.
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‘‘Trapeze’

Earth
Inductor.

Theory of
Method by
Induced
Currents

raent, the coil may be placed in an east and vest (magnetic)
vertical plane, and turned through an oxact half-turn. The
magnetic Held intensity by which the effective area is to be

t

multiplied is in this case the value of H*
A sufficiently large area of the earth’s field for comparison

inay, in some cases, be obtained very readily by carrying the
wire along a rod of wood, say two or three metres long, and
suspending this rod in a horizontal position by the continua-
tions of the conductor atrits ends from two fixed supports in a

horizontal line at a distance apart equal to the length of the
rod, and securing the remaining wires in circuit so that they
may not cjiusc disturbance by their accidental motion. The
rod will thus be free to swing like a pendulum by the two
suspending wires. The pendulum thus made is slowly de-

flected from the vertical until it rests against stops arranged
to limit its motion. When the needle is at zero, the rod is

quickly thrown to the other side against similar stops there,

and caught. .The straight conductor thus sweeps over an area

of the vertical component of the earth’s field equal to the

product of the length of the rod into the horizontal distance

between the two positions of the conductor at the extremities

of its swing. The rod may he placed at any azimuth, as the

suspending portions of the conductor in circuit, moving in

vertical planes, can cut only the horizontal lines of foico
;
and

the induced currents thus produced have opposite directions

and neutralize one another.

The calculation of the results is very simple. By

the theory of the ballistic galvanometer,{* if q be the

whole quantity of electricity which passes through the

circuit, and if 6 he the angle through which the needle

has been detlected, or the “ throw,’’ we have, neglecting

air resistance, &c.,

2 UU . 6
6?V sm =

.

in 2
. (0)

* The method of reducing results of observations to absolute measure
by means of an earth inductor was used by Professor H. A. Rowland
in his experiments on the magnetic permeability of iron, steel, and
nickel.

—

Phil. Jtag., vol. 46, 1873*

t See p. 321 abo\e.
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where /* is the moment of inertia of the needle and

attachments, m the magnetic moment of the needle, H
the earth’s horizontal magnetic force, and G the constant

of the galvanometer. If 0 be small, as it generally has

been in these experiments, we have

<io>

and the quantities of elcetiicity produced by sweeping

over two areas, A and A\ are directly as the

deflections.

Let A be the total area swept over in the field or

portion of field the mean intensity I of which is being

measured, A' and /' the same quantities for the known
field, It, R' the respective total resistances in circuit,

q>
q' the quantities of electricity generated in the two

cases, 0, 0' the corresponding deflections supposed both

small
;
wo have

and therefore

~ R ~GV m 09

, A fr 1 /pH
q=

*~R'
= GV'm d

A'Re r1 ~ AR'ff (11)

If convenient, 0 and 6' may be taken as proportional

to the number of divisions of the scale traversed by the

spot of light in the two cases.

Tho error caused by neglecting the effect of air.
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resistance, &c., in diminishing the deflection will be

nearly eliminated if B and R be chosen so that 0 and
6* are nearly equal.

Solenoid The following method of reducing ballistic observa-

^educing* tious to absolute measure is very convenient when an
Ballistic earth inductor is not available. A short induction coil

Results to . , . „ .

Absolute wound round the centre of an ordinary magnetizing
Measure

helix, whose length is great compared with its

diameter, is kept in circuit with the galvanometer. A
measured current is sent through the wire of the helix,

and when the needle is at rest the circuit of the helix

is broken, and the galvanometer deflection read off. If

X be the number of turns of wire per cm on the helix,

7 the cuneut in electromagnetic C.G S units, the

magnetic force within it is 4irAy parallel to the

axis; and if A' be the proper mean area of the cross-

section of the helix, and n the number of turns in the

induction coil, the number of lines (unit tubes) of

force passing out of the galvanometei cuc'iit when the

current is stopped is 4nrXn'A'y, [Sec (75) p. 284.

above.] Hence If denoting the total resistance in

circuit, the total quantity q of <lci fruity generated is

±TrNriA'y R ami instead of (11) we get

/ = iirXn'y
A'JW
AJiff *

• . . (12)
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Section II

DETERMINATION OF MAGNETIC DISTRIBUTION
, MAG-

NETIC INDUCTION
;
AND PERMEABILITY

The ballistic method of investigation was also used

by Prof. H. A. Rowland* for the determination of that

ideal surface distribution of magnetism on magnets
which, as shown by Gauss; may be supposed to replace

the actual distribution so far as the production of the

external field is concerned.

That such a distribution is possible and determinate is obvious
from the electric analogue. Consider a distribution of electric
potential corresponding precisely to the given one of magnetic
potential, and produced by a volume distribution of equal
quantities of positive and negative electricity, corresponding
in position to the magnet. This is obviously possible. Then
suppose a thin conducting surface to be placed round the
electric distribution, corresponding exactly to the surface of
the magnet, and connected to the earth. The potential at
external points is thcieby reduced to zero. Thus the induced
distribution produces a distribution of potential equal and
opposite to that due to the electric system within the shell, and
therefore if leversed would produce precisely the same distri-

bution of potential as the latter does. The total amount of
this induced distribution is equal and opposite to that in the
internal system, and the distribution is, as we have seen in vol. J.,

uniquely determinate. Hence translating back to the magnetic
case, it is clear that a distribution of magnetism over the
surface of the magnet may he supposed to exist and produce
the external field, and may be made the subject of experi-

mental research.

When found it expresses the mode in which the lines of in-

duction enter or leave the surface of the magnet ;
but it is not

to be taken as having a real existence.

Magnetic
Distri-

bution.
Ballistic

Method ot

Investi-

gation.

Ideal
Surface
Distri-

bution on
a Magnet.

* Phil. Mag. vol. i., 1875.
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Method^of
^0W^aiI(^ used a thin ring of wire made just large

Experi- enough to pass round the magnet experimented on,

menting. an(j piace(j jn circuit with a ballistic galvanometer. It

was then, while encircling the magnet and held with

its plane at right angles to the axis of the magnet,

slided quickly along the magnet through each of a

succession of equal short distances, and the deflection

of the needle noted for each motion. The deflections

thus obtained gave for their magnets an approximate

estimate of the density at different points along the

magnet, of the ideal surface distribution, and the results

were reduced to absolute measure by means of an

earth inductor.

Determi- This method with any convenient method of reduc-

of

ft

Pole- t*on °f results to absolute measure (for example, the

Strength helix arrangement just described) gives a very ready

means of estimating with much exactness the total

quantity of magnetism according to the ideal distribu-

tion in one pole or one end of a magnet, whether of

bar, horse-shoe, or other shape. The ring, which for

the present purpose may be larger, and thick enough

to contain any convenient number of turns, is placed

at the central or nearly neutral region of the magnet

and then quickly pulled off and away from the magnet,

and the galvanometer deflection, 6, noted. A measured

current is then sent through the helix, and the de-

flection ff%
produced by suddenly opening the circuit

of the helix, also observed.

"itethod
f ket 71 b® th® number of turns in the ring of wire,

<f
>

'

the total quantity in C.Q.S. units of magnetism in the

portion of the magnet swept over, then the number of
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lines of induction cut through by each turn of wire in

the ring is 4nr<j>, and if R be the total resistance in

circuit, the total quantity of electricity generated is

4tirn<f>/R. We have therefore

HT . 6
O SB r—- =—- sm -

and for the helix we get from the calculation above

, 4wNn'A'y ST . &
i=—W—=^G Sm

2
-

By division we find

• 0
n R sin ^

<t>
— NA’y . . . (13)

nR’ sin -
A

and if the deflections are small angles

<f>
- NA’y

n’RO

nR'O'
(13')

This equation is of course also applicable to the re-

duction to absolute measure of the results of deter-

minations of magnetic distribution made by the ballistic

method. The value of
<f>
deduced for each deflection

divided by the area of the correspondingly small portion

of the magnet is approximately the surface density

of the ideal distribution, the distribution on the end

faces being of course included in the end deflections.

Calcu-
lation of

Density of
Ideal Dis-

tribution.
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Deter-
mination
of Total
Magnetic
Induction

The ballistic method has been used by Rowland,

Thomson, Hopkinson, Ewing, and others for the in-

vestigation of the magnetic properties of iron. We
give here some examples of its use for the determina-

tion of total magnetic induction in a specimen of iron.

Let for example the specimen tested be an iron rod or

wire magnetized by a helix of wire in which a current

flows. An induction coil of a suitable number of turns

encircles the magnetizing coil midway between the

ends, and is in circuit with a ballistic galvanometer.

If the magnetizing current be altered there will in

general be a change of magnetic induction. An in-

duced current is thereby made to flow in the ballistic

galvanometer circuit, the corresponding deflection is

observed, and the change of induction calculated from

its amount. Thus if 6 be the angular deflection cor-

rected if necessary for damping (see pp. 394, 486 above)

and n be the number of turns in the induction coil,

the total induction through each turn is given by the

equation

it ttG
810

2

or

,D iinr . e
do = n- sin .

n irG 2
(14)

The determination of IT, T, and G may be avoided

by the use of an earth-inductor or helix as already

described : so that '

,
iTrNn'A'y HT . &
-

"Jr"'
=

ttG
Sm

2
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and

'P • 6
n It sin 5

= 4iirNA'y . . . (15)

nE sin
|

By beginning from zero current and increasing the

current by small steps observing the increment dg of Deter-

induction at each, the total induction at any stage can

be obtained by addition • of the previous increments, Induction.

Fio. 153.

from zero. The results can be represented in a curve,

with inductions as ordinates and strengths of magnet*

izing current as absciss®. The absciss® will thus

(with a certain correction specified below) be propor-

tional to the values of H, tne intensity of the magnet-

izing field at any point, for the different strengths of

current. Such a curve is shown in Fig. 153.
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Arrange-
ment of

Apparatus
for 1

Ballistic

Experi-

ments.

The general arrangement of apparatus for ballistic experi-
ments is shown in Fig, 154, which is taken from a paper by Dr.
J. Hopkinson on the Magnetization of Iron.* A magnetizing coil

C, C9 surrounds a rod of iron shown as j?, in Fig 156. In
circuit with CC is a battery E the current from which can be
varied by the liquid rheostat, F9 and measured by the current-
meter G. The magnetizing coil is in two halves and between

them surrounding the bar is a small induction coil J), which is

in circuit With the ballistic galvanometer (}\ through a proper

key. 11 is a simple make and break arrangement, K a current

reverser. At 31 additional resistance can be placed in the bal-

listic circuit, and at N the galvanometer can be shunted.

Phil. Trans. R. S., Part II., 1885.
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By such an arrangement it is possible t<J put the magnetizing Hopkjta*

currentthrough any series of changes, for example to increase it son's Ex-
by aid of the rheostat from zero*to any required positive value, perfcnenta

gradually diminish it again to zero, then reverse the current,
giaduaily increase its negative value and finally diminish it

again to zero.
^

4

The arrangement liete figured may of course be varied to
suit any particular case. In Dr. Hopkinson’s experiments the
bar B, B\ was in two halves, of which one B could be suddenly
withdrawn by the handle shown in Fig. 155. When this was
done the current in the magnetizing circuit w as Simultaneously
broken and the col! 1), which was attached to a spring, was
pulled suddenly out of the field. Tims at any time a reading

i

Fio. 155,

could be obtained ioi the whole induction in the coil ; and the
procedure adopted was to subject the bar to successive specified

sories of changes of magnotizing force, and test the final state

of the bar in the manner ju^t indicated. A correction was made
for the excess of induction due to the fact that the area of the

induction coil was greater than that of cross-section of the bar.

This correction was found by substituting a rod of copper and
a rod of wood for the iron, and measnring the induction with a
considerable magnetizing force applied.

The bar had its ends embedded in a mass of soft iron, A, A

,

the action of which will be discussed presently. Some of the

vot. n. 3 a
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principal results of these experiments will be found below

(p. 731).
Correction In general Jhere is included in the induction through the in-

for Indue* duction coil a certain part over and above the induction in the
tion iron

;
namely, the part of the induction which passes between

between the iron and the^coil, or in the space occupied by the layers of
Iron and Wjre

. £s a rule this will be slight if the iron nearly fills

'"St* the magnetizing coil, and it might be avoided by winding
^ u

* the induction coil under the magnetizing coil, and close

round the iron ; but ver\ frequently it is desirable to be able

at any time to withdraw the iron from the magnetizing coil,

or suddenly to slip the magnetizing coil completely off, and this

renders the outside position of the induction coil in general

more convenient. The correction amounts to (A

'

- A)H, if A'
be the mean area of cross-section of tho maguetizingcoil,^ that

of the iron, and H the field intensity produced within the coil

by the current. Thus if B denote the integral induction

through each turn of the induction coil, the part of

this which exists in the iron is B - {A* - A)H.
Effect* of We have here supposed H to be constant, but this will not he
Ends of practically the case unless the specimen be a very long straight

^aT ma^Qetized by a Jong helix. In this case at points within
01 Bar. he]jx at a considerable distance from the ends, the value of

the part of H due to the current may, as we have seen above

(p. 261), be taken as constant and equal to 4ir wheie n is

the number of turns of wire per unit of length on the helix.

If necessary the enus of the helix can be taken into account as

shown at p. 260. There remains however even when this part

of H constant from point to point an allowance to be made

D for the magnetic force pioduoed by the magnetization of the

oetizmc
*ron This amounts in a long bar uniformly magnetizedS ««*p

a

correction for the ends, and is a demagnetizing

Jftolate force, or force opposed to tho other part of H. In short we
Ellipsoid have if H be the field intensity at any point

H = H] + H2

where Hj i# due to the current and V> the magnetization of

the iron. Also

Demag-
netizing

Force in

^Prolate

Ellipsoid

H«4ir#y + H', + H*

where H\ denotes the effect of the ends of the helix, and is .

very small in general.

To find a superior limit for H2 for a long bar we may consider

the bar as a very prolate ellipsoid. Then by (100), p, 64, we
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have for the field intensity within the bar due to its own
magnetization supposed uniform and of intensity I

*

= - II (17)

where L has the value given in (101), p. 54. if (B -H)/4ff be
put for I,

^

H*
= - £^r (is)

or if B be very great in comparison with H as is generally the
case in soft iron

H,= -^B . ... (18')

Values of L and Z/4xr calculated from the expression (101)
have been given by Prof. Ewing for different ratios of length
of bar to diameter of cioss-section, that is different values of

l/Vl-e* w here e is the eccentricity of tha ellipsoid. These are

given in the following table, with an additional number for the
ratio 1000.

Ratio of
Length to

jj
L

Diameter of
Cross-section.

An

50 01817 •001440

100 00540 •000430

200 00157 000125
dOO •00075 •000060

400 •00045 •000037
500 00030 •000024

,

1000 <

L
<#000089 •000007

It is instructive to compare these values of the coefficient L
with the corresponding quantities for a uniformly magnetized

sphere or a very oblate ellipsoid of revolution, a disk in fact.

For the sphere the value (p. 56) is Jit, for the disk 4w.

3 A 2

Table
for Calcu-
lation of
Demag-
netizing
Force in
Ellipsoid.

Demag-
netizing

Force in
Sphere or

Disk.
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Tbe ratio of the magnetizing force H actually existing at any
oint where the magnetization is of intensity I, to the mag-
lAfluSvi/* fno/tA V khmIi/uS ILa .\i1 « n

Ratio of

Actual point where me magnetization is oi li

*° netizing force Hj applied by the coil is

net
Force fin

Prolate
Ellipsoid

:

H
H.

- 2- (19)

if k be the magnetic susceptibility. Thus

H 1

h, i + l*
(W)

Examples. If a be, say, 200 and the length he 100 times the diameter, the
value *00540 of L derived from the above table gives

H 1

Hl
2*08

or the demagnetizing force is about £ that applied by the

coil.

For the ratio 500 and 1000 of length to diameter the values

of H/Hj are respectively 1*314, 1*0445. The demagnetizing
force is in the fanner case equal to about J, and. in the latter

about *045 of the magnetizing force actually operative.

Graphical The values of the induction thus found tor different field

Method intensities applied by the current JJiereforc correspond, to
of

^
smaller magnetizing forces than those directly calculated from

Correcting the current, in the ratio of H|/(Hi+Hs)* *n the graphical
for Effect representation of the results of experiments this can he corrected
of Ends of

for very easily by drawing a line OF (Fig. 167) inclined to the
Long Bar.

je£t 0£ the axis of OY at an angle YOF~ tan- 1 (L/in) and
measuring the values of Hi from this line, instead <flf form OY.
For we have

H = H, - LI = H - !' B . . . . (20)
47T

nearly, that is any induction B corresponds to an operative

magnetizing force less than Hi by tne fraction X/4ir of B. By
the construction given therefore the points in the curve are laid

down at once in their correct positions.

Endless The condition of endlessness may be attained by the use of

Bar : an anchor ring of'the material and wrapping it round uniformly

Anchor with wire ; but in this case tbe field, as shown at p. 279 above,

Bing, is not the same at all distances from the axis. In fact if N be
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the total numbers of turns in the magnetizing helix, y the
current in each, H the force at a point within the core at

.distance r from the centre, 27rrH SB47r^y that is

H (21)

Field

Within
Anchor
Ring.

or it n be the number of turns per unit length of the circular
ax is of radius ra

H = 4?rwy
r*

. (22)

and ra may be made as nearly equal to r as we please by
diminishing the dimensions of cross-section relatively to ra.

Experiments on anchor rings have been made by Rowland*,

Bosanquet f, Ewing % and others. Of course in such experi-

ments the ballistic method is the only one that can be followed.

Practically, endlessness may be attained by placing the bar Bar with*

to be experimented on in a space cut in a block of as permeable Iron

iron as possible, so that the ends of the bar fit deeply and closely xoxe.

* Phil. Mag. Aug. 1873, and Nov. 1874.

f Ibid., Fob. and May 1885.

x Phil Trans. P. S., 1885, or Magnetic Induction in Iron and other

Metals, p. 70.
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Appli-
cation of
Principle

of Mag.
netic

Circuit.

into sockets in the end faces of the space, and the magnetic
circuit is completed by the mass of iron so that no lines of

induction escape into the medium outside the iron. This method,
is due to Dr. J. Hopkinson, who has employed it in ballistic*

experiments on the magnetic properties or iron rods.

How far endlessness can be attained in this way can be

estimated very conveniently by means of the idea of the

magnetic circuit referred to at p. 281 above. It has been
shown that the integral induction across a surface cutting all

the tubes of induction is

where ds is the area of a tube of induction at any point where
the permeability is p, d* an element of distance along the tube,

N the number of turns of wire carrying current 7, and traversed

by each line, and U the ratio of Bds to B< The numerator on
the right of (23) is what Bosanquet* has called the magneto-
motive force of the magnetic circuit, the denominator the

magnetic resistance for reluctance
,
as proposed by Heaviside),f

In the specimen rod, if its cross-section is S, and length / we
have from (23)

B = 4wA
r

y

where the integral in the denominator refers only to the portion
of the circuit formed by the yoke

;
the first term is obviously

the value of the integral for tne specimen. If we c<msider the
iron yoke as throughout of uniform cross-section Jr, length V
and uniform permeability /* we get

Magnetic B =* m
f"*^7 (24)

Circuit of JL 4. J
Bar and uS ^ p'X
Yoke. _

* Phil Mag. March, 1883.

t The term ampere-turns is now very generally employed in practi-
t al work to designate lQtfy, that is the product of the number of tarns
and the current in amperes. The magnetomotive force is thus *4*

» times the ampere turns given by the magnetizing coil.
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Tiros

H -f - ±sh^ l -f /'

P'S

(25)

or H in the iron is le^s than AirNy/l, which would be the value
if the rod were infinitely long, by the amount 4*rNyl'fi S/n'S’.

Thus if p' is great in comparison with /x, the correction can be
made very small.

There is a further correction for the passage of the lines of

induction to the iron yoke. For one thing the effective size of

the iron at the junction is not equal to the cross-section of

the iron yoke, though this may be taken account of by an
addition to If the bar were welded to the yoke, or formed
one piece with it, the proper correction would be that applic-

able to a conducting wire joining two large masses of inetal.

The joint however between the specimen and the yoke has
quite a perceptible effect and is in fact equivalent to a narrow
air-gap.

The effect of an air-gap in a magnetic circuit may be Air-gap in

studied by calculating it for the case of a ring split by a a Magnetic
narrow gap. There is continuity of the induction in the iron Circuit,

and in the air on the two sides of the surface of separation, and
if the gap be narrow very few even of the lines near the edges
will spread out laterally before again entering the iron. We
may take therefore the total cross-section of the induction
tubes in the gap as equal to that of the iron ring. Thus taking

the total induction and putting x for the width of the gap we
get

and

B - brrKy

B = i2£2l (26)

- + *

if the induction B be taken as having the same value at every

point.

If x were zero we should have
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Iron
Equiva-
lent of
Air-gap.

Maximum
Field

producible

between
dose Pole
Faces by
Given

Current.

Effect

ofAir-gap
Coropaired

with that

of Ends of

Ellipsoid.

The width x of the air-pap is thus equivalent to a length fur

of iron, and therefore cutting out a slice of thickness x from an
iron circuit is equivalent to increasing the length of the iron

circuit by an amount (/* - l).r.

If ///* may be takon as small in comparison with ar, as in the
case of some forms of electromagnet, notably certain “ large

surface” horse-shots made by l)tf» Joule, (27) becomes

B = 4,r
;'y (27')

This by the continuity of induction is the field intensity

between the poles, and gives a convenient rule for ca Iculating

the field intensity between the poles of a horse-sho c electro-

magnet with close pole faces of considerable surface, and a

short iron circuit. It shows that even if the iron were of

infinite permeability the field intensity due to a curre nt y could

not exceed 4nNyjx. The iron should in such a case as this be
considerably below saturation, otherwise the pennenbi lity would
be low, and the resistance of the iron part of thccircui t sensible.

Du Ikds (Phil. Afatf. Nov. 1890) has compared the effect of

an air-gap with that of the ends of an ellipsoid. The force

operative in the iron is nearly uniform, and has the value

IT B ^ 4irXy

H l + i*/

But the force applied by the current is

H, =
4rr— y

and therefore

H “ Hi - 4rr.Vy
fir

/* 4- #•/»

H, H,
l + p.r

But n = 1 -f- if * bo tbe susceptibility. Hence

H-H.ji (1 4- *•**)>•
/ _ tt /

j

4**.r \

/ 4- (1 4- 4**)/) *\ ’
/ 4- 4**r/

approximately. But thin give*

H . . ^28)



EFFECT OF JOINT OR AIR-GAP

Comparing this with the case of an ellipsoid discussed above
we see that 4irxjl takes the place of L

,
and that therefore the

rine with air-gap is equivalent to an ellipsoid with this value
of L.

It is clear that when an air-gap is made in a ring the residual

magnetism must be mucli less than when the ring is whole.

For if Ir be the intensity of the residual magnetism at any
instant, a demagnetizing force is operative of amount 4irxlrll.

The effect of a joint on lengthening the magnetic circuit is

easily estimated. The induction produced by a succession of
different values of H is first observed so that a curve showing
the results can be drawn, then a joint is made, and the forces

again applied and the induction observed. Then for the

uncut bar

B __
47rAy

Effect of
Air-gap in

Diminish-
ing Resi-

dual
Mag-

netism.

Effect of

Joint on
Magnetic
Resistance
of Bar.

when the bar is cut we have

B' _ 47rAy

where ,r if* the width of the equivalent nir-gap Thus

or*

B#

_ // J

B /i / + /x'.r

X
I

B'

Width of
Air-gap
equivalent

tojoint

(29)

Thus x is expressed in terms of the inductions produced by
the same magnetizing force H, applied by the current. This
formula is well adapted for finding x from tables of results.

An equivalent expression in terms of the forces applied by
the coil to produce the same induction, when the bar is cut and
uncut, is more convenient when the value of x is to be obtained
graphically. When the bar is uncut
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After the her is cut

B = 4*AV = _ l

H l + fur
1
1 +• p*

Hence

x = Hi
~ H

‘ l = Hi

“ Hl
I . . . . (30)

mH! B
Thus the value of x is to be found by laying down for the

two cases curves with inductions as ordinates and the values of

the magnetizing forces applied by the coil as abscissas, and
measuring the difference between the abscissas for which the

inductions are the same. This gives (Hj -Hi)/B and so jr can

be calculated at once.

Observed The following are results obtained by Ewing for an iron bar
Effectof tested first solid, then after having been cut into parts the
Joint on adjacent ends of which are worked into true planes and placed
Iron* in contact. Fig. 157 shows the induction curves in the two

cases, and by the dotted curve in the left values of H'-H for

different values of B. The values of x are given in the
following table :

—



EFFECT OF JOINT OB AIR-GAP

Induction B.

Width of
equivalent air-

gap, *,
111 011)8

4000 •0026

6000 0030
8000 0031
10000 0031
12000 0035
14000 •0037

It will be noticed that the dotted curve is somewhat convex
towards the axis OY, In another of Ewing’s experiments, how-
ever, this curve was slightly concave to OY

f
so that it seems

likely that the width of the gap is in general nearly independent
of the value of the induction.

It was found in these experiments, that the application of a

force of 226 kilo grammes weight per sq. cm., pressing the end
faces of the bar a t the joint together, even annulled its effect

completely for a magnetizing force of 5 C.G.S., but not so

perfectly when the magnetizing forces were higher.

Fig. 168 shows some of the results obtained by Dr.

Hopkinson for w rought iron. Only a part of the curves,

which extended t o magnetizing forces of over 200 units, is

781-"

Pressing
Faces of
Joints

together

Reduces
Resist-

ance.

Hopkin-
son’s

Experi-
ments on
Wrought
Iron.
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ization.

given ; but for the higher forces the curves only became more
nearly parallel to the axis of abscissae The curve marked (1)
shows the induction increasing from zero with H \

that marked
(2) is the descending curve obtained with diminishing values of
the magnetizing force. The diagram shows pait of the results

for a cycle of changes of magnetizing forces similar to that
described at p. 212 above. The curves below the axis OX
are not given, as they consist very nearly of a repetition of the
curves in the diagram, obtained by turning the figure round the
axis OF and then round OX. The magnetizing force was
gradually increased from zero (the iron being initially without
magnetization) to a high positive value, then diminished
through zero to a considerable negative value, and finally

increased by gradual steps to as large a positive value as before.

The curve marked (3) is that given after the second passage of
the induction through zero, that is from a negative to a positive

value. Curves (1) and (3) do not approach one another quite

closely for the highest magnetizing forces ,* but (3) crosses (1)
twice at .U and N

.,
which show that the negative magnetization

which the bar had received rendered it more difficult to

magnetize positively by small or high forces, but distinctly
more easily magnetized by forces of intermediate amount.
This has frequently been noticed both with iron and steel.

Curves (2) and (3) with the continuations below OX and to the
left of Or however form a nearly closed loop, the area of Avhich
is roughly 4 xOAX maximum induction. Areas -~4tt of such
cycles for different samples of iron and steel are given in the
following table. They represent, as we shall see presently, the
energy dissipated in heat in unit volumo of the iron during the
cycle of magnetization.

Areas of
Cycles for

Descnption of tint n. |

Area from (Min o 4 % 0\ a urn* induction
Different

Materials.
4?r 4w

:

Wrought Iron (annealed) 17247 13330
Grey Oast Iron .... 13130 13037
Whitwortli Mild Steel

—

(annealed) 45003 40120
(oil-hardened) (J1898 (55786

t
^annealed) 50521 42366

l

(oil-hardened) 74371 90401
t
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It will be seen that the numbers re greater for the hardened
than for the annealed steel, and m h greater for steel than for

wrought iron. Also the numbers the sec ond column are all

greater than those in the third, except in the case of the
hardened steel.

The descending and second ascending curve $how that the Retentive*

induction is not zero when the magnetizing force is zero, but 11683 and

lias a value OB. In the descending curve (2) a negative mag- Coercive

netizing force OA is required to annul the induction, and in the n ^
second ascending curve a positive magnetizing force equal in

value to the former is again necessary to reduce the induction

to zero. Dr. Hopkinson calls OB (the induction which remains
after gradual reduction of the magnerzing force to zero from a
large value) the “ retentiveness,” and the magnetizing force OJ,
required to annul the induction, the “ coercive force ” of the
material.

The curve marked residual induction was obtained by apply-

ing and removing the magnetizing forces represented by the

abscissa;, and measuring the induction at each removal. It is

supposed by Ewing, chiefly on the ground of the smallness of the

residual magnetism, that the condition of endlessness was not per-
fectly attained. In this case the curves could be corrected by
shearing them to the left, that is by measuring the magnetizing
forces from a line inclined to the axis of OY, as described

above (p. 724).

The following are results of an experiment of Ewing’s* on an Experi-

iron ring, with the data used in calculating the magnetizing force ment on
and induction from the observations. The magnetizing force Iron Ring,

was increased by steps from a zero value up to 9*14 C.G-.S.,

diminished by steps, and again applied in the same way. The
ballistic throw for each step was observed.

Data of Apparatus.

Diam. of wire *248 cm. No. of turns in magnetizing
Mean * circumference of ring coil 474.

31*4 cms.
!
No. of turns in induction coil

Area of each turn of earth in-
j

167.

duotor 1216 sq. cms.
,
Deflection of battery galvano*

No. of turns in earth inductor 1 meter with 3 DanielPs

10. < cells and 6*85 ohms resist-

Earth’s vertical force *34 C.G. S. ance 362 divs.

Earth inductor reading 42*9.
,

Data of

Apparatus
for

Ballistic

Experi-
ments.

*Phil. Trans. B.S. 1835, or Magnetic Induction in Iron
t
Ac. p. 70.
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Reduc-
tion of
Obser-
vations.

Hence the current through the magnetizing coil was, taking
the electromotive force of a Danielle cell as 1*1 volt,

3 x 1*1 x IQ8 3*3
g

6-85' x 10s «RP^*
T''

Also the number n of turns on the ring per unit of length of
its circumference was 474/31*4. Thus the magnetizing force
per scale division of the magnetometer was

H0 = 4ir
474

31*4

3*3

63*5 362
*02525.

The whole area A' swept over by the earth inductor was
2X 1216x10 in sq. cms.,and the area of section of the wire was
ir X *1242

,
so that the effective area of the induction coil through

which the induction in the iron passed wa« 167 X 7r X *1242 sq.

cms. Thus by (11) above the induction for one division de-
flection of the ballistic galvanometer was

B = 2x 1216 x 10 x *34
*l)

167 x 7T x *1242 x 42*9
23*89.

Defect of The table on the next page gives the observed results, and
Ballistic the quantities deduced from them. The fourth column contains
Method. for eac} 1 thiow of the galvanometer the sum of that throw and

all the throws that precede it. The induction then existing in

the iron was taken as proportional to that sum, and was
calculated by the formula just given. Any gradual change
taking place in the iron between the successive increments of
H produced no effect, and therefore does not uppear in the
account. The full induction in the cose at any rate of thick
rods may be, as we shall see below, very considerably in excess
of that calculated from the transient current deflections, in

consequence of a gradual creeping of the magnetization in the
direction of the relatively much larger change which takes
place when the applied magnetizing force is altered.
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Table of Results.

Note.
—/x, /, and k have been calculated from B and H by the

equations ji = B/H> « = (/*— 1)/4tt, I - kH.

Ball.

Galv
Beading.

H Ballisfte

Throw.
Sum of
Throw h.

B I K

5-3 0-13 1-1 11 26 21
10*2 0-26 M 2*2 53 4-2

120 0-30 0-5 2*7 65 51
160 0'40 0-8 35 84 6*7

21 0*53 1 •45 107 8-6

28 0 71 2 #
1 6-6 158 12-5

37 0*93 2*9 9 '5 227 18-0

52 1-31 3-9 13*4 320 25-4 19
67 1*69 9*2 22*6 540 42-9 25
75 1*89 6-9 29-5 705 56*0 30

110 2-78 77-5 1070 . 2560 203 73
133 3*36 78-7 185-7 4440 353 105
159 4*01 82 267-7 6400 509 127
196 4*95 91*5 359-2 8580 683 138
232 5-86 57 416-2 9940 791 135

285 7-20 57 473 2 1 11300 899 125
321 8*10 23*5 496-2 11870 944 116
362 9*4 24 520-7

1

1

12440
I

989 108

310 7*83 - 4*4 516-3 !1 12330 981
246 6*21 - 6*7 509-6

|!
12170 968

188 4*75 - 7*1 502-5 -
' 12000 955

107 2*70 - 14*0 488-5
I1

11670 929
0 0 -33 2 455-3 10880 866

110 2-78 15 470-3 11240 894
196 4*95 14*2

i

484-5 11570 921
246 621 11-9

!

496-4 11860 943
317 8-00 14*5

||

510-9 12170 971

362 9-14
>0

|

520*9
1

12440 990

Final

Results oft

Series of
Ballistic

Experi-

ments.
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Disad-
vantage o
Ballistic

Method.

Magneto-
metric
Method*

As just stated, the ballistic metlio d from its very nature, ean
take ncfaccount of slow changes of m agnetization, such as, in the

case of rods of any considerable thi ckness, are found to go on
for some time after the magnetizing force has been changed.

,

For this reason the magnetometer method is to be preferred

in many cases, if it is possible to apply it. Of course for anchor
rings and specimens set in yokes of soft iron so as to give
approximate endlessness the ballistic method is the only one
available

J# Magnetometer.
Cf Magnetizing coil.

W Wire.
CC. Compensating coil.

B. Battery.

1

K. Itevening key.
n. Current galvanometer.
I>. Cell for compensating earth's

vertical force.

fl. Rheostat.

Fm. 159.

Fig. 159 shows the general arrangement of apparatus for the
magnetometric method. The magnetometer and scale, &c«,

described in Chap. III. above, are here made use of, and for

details of setting np the instruments, taking readings, &c., the
reader is referred to that Chapter. Supposing the directive

force on the needle to be the earth’s horizontal magnetic force

Hy the specimen with its magnetizing coil is arranged so as to

give a horizontal magnetic field at the needle at right angles to
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that of the earth. For this purpose the bar may be fixed in

the east and west direction, in a horizontal line through the
centre of the needle, or preferably in a vertical position in the
.vertical plane passing through the centre of the needle, at right

angles to the magnetic meridian. This position is the more
convenient as it enables, if necessary, stress of measured amount
to be applied to the bar or wire ; it also renders the action of

the farther end of the bar or rod relatively unimportant. It

involves however the application to the rod of the earth’s

vertical magnetic force, which must be taken carefully into

account, or carefully compmjsated.
The coil itself produces, when a current is flowing in it, a Compensa-

direct effect on the needle, but this can be neutralized by means tion of

of a compensating coil, in which the same current flows, so Magnetic

placed that when the needle is acted on by the current in the Action

two coils it is not deflected. The compensating coil may be a °f M®g-

circle of one or more turns of wire placed like a tangent galva- retiring

nometer coil in the plane of the magnetic meridian with the

centre of the needle at a point on its axis, or it may be a sole-
‘NcecUc *

noid placed horizontally at right ungles to the magnetic meri-

dian, either in a line through the centre of the needle, or in the

side-on position of Fig. 13', p. 74 above.

The connections between the coils and Avith the battery &c. preventi011
must all be made with well-insulated wire, closely twisted to-

gather to prevent direct action ot the connections on the needle, Action of
and for this leuson no open loop must be pei mitted to exist on the Connec-
conducting wires near enough the needle to affect it. For ex- ting

ample, if the current goes in at one end of the magnetizing Wires,

solenoid, the wire should be led close along the solenoid from
one end to the other, then the two wires twisted together for a

sufficient distance trom the magnetometer.

We shall suppose that U
,
the horizontal magnetic force at the Deter-

needle, is known. It can in any case be obtained approximately mination
enough by experiment either in the manner described above, or of Direc-

ifH is known at another place it may be obtained at tho place tive Force

of experiment by obseiving the period of free vibration at Needle

of a needle at the two places. Thus if 11 be the required value,

and ffl the known value at tho other place, T
y T

\

the correspond-

ing periods
77/2

(31)

Or a ring of one or more turns of wire may be set up in the

magnetic meridian with the needle at its centre, or on its axis,

VOL. II. 3 R
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and a current, the absolute value of which is known by elec-

trolysis, or from measurement by an absolute current meter,
sent through it, and the magnetometer deflection $ determined.
If O be the galvanometer constant of the coil, and y the current,

we have y = U tan 0/Q,
orjj

11 = Oy

tan 0* (32)

If a compensating circular coil ho used it may be employed
for this purpose also. The value of G may be obtained by
comparing the expression Gy cosd for the couple on the needle

produced by the current with that on the right of (13) of Chap.
VI. above.

Elimina- The vertical component of the earth's magnetic force may be

tionof allowed for
; or it may be permanently eliminated by winding

Earth's a layer of wire on the solenoid, and connecting it to a cell,

Vertical adjusted by resistance in its circuit so as just to produce a Held
Force. equal and opposite to that of the earth. The strength of the

current necessary for this purpose may he adjusted by placing

a piece of soft iron wire within the coil, hanging a sc.ile-pan to

its lower end, and applying and removing a number of times in

succession a weight of 7 or 8 lbs., thus subjecting the wire to a

series of alternate elongations and shortenings, until the wire

shows no magnetization. This process was followed by T. Gray
and the writer, when assisting to carry out Lord Kelvin’s re-

searches on the Effects of Stress on the Magnetization of Iron.*
Another process, followed by Ewing, differs from this only in

substituting a succession of reversals of magnetism produced
by a series of currents alternately in opposite directions, and
each slightly weaker than the precedimr. Thus the iron is at

length completely demagnetized if the earth’s force is annulled

by the current. If the annulment is not complete a certain

amount of magnetization in one direction or the other will

always be left.

Theory of Supposing now the effect of the coil, and the vertical mag-
M&gneto- netic force of the earth all carefully compensated, and the bar
metric placed in position with its upper end near, and due magnetic
Metlipd. east or west of, the needle, the effect on the needle will Lc

h

mainly due to the upper end of the bar. The bar is moved up"

or down in the magnetizing solenoid until for a given current the

greatest deflection of the needle is produced, and it is then,

secured in position. Thus denoting the length of the bar or*

Phil. Tram. R.X. 1878.
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wire from the level of the needle to the lower end by l, the
distance of the bar from the needle by the intensity of
magnetization (that is, the magnetic moment per unit of volume)
by I, and the cross-section of the bar by a

,
the total horizontal

force at the needle produced by the bar is

j f
1 -r ) I"

fa _ x *

1

\? (> + P)if “ a* \
~ (r» + P)?J-

Thus for equilibrium of the needle

5 {* -„.+‘

i-i HUnA

1 -
+ l£)i

Calcu-
lation of
Intensity

of Mag-
netization,

(33)

If / be great in comparison with r we may tuke it that

I = ^Huntf (34)
a

From I of course B can at once be found by the equation

B = H + 4ttI.

Of course for H must be taken the magnetizing force applied by
the coil, together with if necessary a correction for the effect

of the ends (see p 722 above).

The permeability of a specimen of iron is obtained at once by Deter-

calculatmg the ratio B/H. Thus it is numerically equal to the nunatiou

tangent of the inclination of the curve of induction at each
°\?f.

rmea*

point to the axis of abscissae. It is clear, from the example *

?

'iveu, that for low magnetizing forces the permeability is small

if the specimen is not subjected to vibration)
;
then as the mag-

tlle ^
netizing force is increased the permeability at first rapidly netization
increases, then more slowly, then diminishes, and finally i # Ofiron,
approaches zero for very high magnetizing forces.

That the permeability of steol, nickel, and cobalt is diminished 2. Of

by the application of elongating stress, and increased by its

withdrawal, and is therefore increased by compressing stress, pTr,,
was observed in Lord Kelvin’s experiments above referred to.

°obalt’

The permeability of soft iron it was found was increased by the

3 B 2
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Lord application of elongating stress so long as the magnetizing
Kelvin's force was below a certain value. At first the effect of the
Experi- stress on the magnetization increased with the magnetizing
ments. force to a maximum, then fell off, and finally became zero with a

certain magnetizing force, depending on the amount of stress,
Cnti«il thereafter changing sign. This phenomenon had previously

value ol beon 0 j,gerve{ j for soft iron by Villari, and bonce the roagne-
. tizing force for which the effect of stress was zero was calledmg Force.

t))e VMari critical value.

Transverse Pressure applied to the interior surface of an iron tube (an

Stress, iron gun-barrel), in other woids stretching force round every
cross-section of the tube, produced the opposite effect, that is

diminished the magnetization while the magnetizing force was
under a certain value and increased it when the magnetizing
force was above that value.

Effects of 1° connection with effects of stress it may be noticed here

Vibration that mechanical vibration has a notable effect in aiding

and magnetic changes in soft iron and to a less degree in steel,

Mechanic nickel, &c, A succession of applications and removals of stress
cal Dis- were found in Lord Kelvin's experiments to be very effectual in
turban ce. bringing a wire of bar of magnetic material to a permanent

magnetic state. By this process the magnetization was in

general increased when the specimen was under the influence

of a given magnetic force. Stripping gently a wire of soft iron

through the lingers, for example, was found greatly to aid its

magnetization or demagnetization.

By aid of tapping, Ewing was able almost completely to

obliterate the concavity at the beginning of the curve of
magnetization for a soft iron wire, and to reach near the
beginning of the curve a permeability (B/H) of nearly 80000.

Mag- Magnetization with powerful magnetic forces has been
netization studied by Ewing and Low and by Du Bois. The former used
in Intense what they called the isthmus method, in which a short

Field. cylindrical piece of the material forming a bobbin wrapped
round with two induction coils was placed as a “neck'’ or

Isthmus
14 isthmus v between two truncated conical pole-pieces, attached

Method* to a powerful electromagnet and shaped so as to produce as
great an intensity of field as possible. The cones were placed
with their axes in line so as to form a complete (or double) cone
with the vertex at the centre of the neck. The bobbin had its

ends turned so as to fit in a cylindrical space the axes of which
passed exactly through the common vertex of the conical pole*

pieces at right angles to their axis. A brass holder, fitting in

this space, enabled the bobbin to be turned round when required
through 180°, so as to be reversed in the field. One of the
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induction coils consisted of one or two layers and was wrapped
round the neck, the other was separated from the former by an
annular space which enabled the intensity of the field close to

the neck to be estimated from the difference between the

inductions through the two coils, *

To find the action of the conical pole-faces consider a ring of

either pole-face at distance x from the vertex, of radius r, and
|^>nicai

breadth dr parallel to the radius. The magnetic distribution in p0ie-
the ring is 2ttIrdr. The force which this produces parallel to pieces,

the axis is 2nlrxdr /(ar8+r2
)f. If we call this dF, we know that

it is a maximum when d(dF)/dx is zero, r being taken constant

since the diameter of the pole-pieces is fixed. The condition

is 2 or if 0 be the semi-vertical angle of the cone,

tnnd=^ an ,l 0= 54° 44'.

The whole force produced can be calculated by integrating

dF over the pole-faces Let a be the radius of the neck, 6 the

maximum radius of either pole-face, we have supposing each
pole magnetized to constant intensity I

F A T f xrdr
4lrI

j (> + r*j:

47tI

If?
rdr

s/SJ x2 + r2

8ttI (dr 8ttI , b
(35)

since x2 — r2j 2
.

Taking I as 1700, the saturation value nearly for wrought iron,

we get

11-131 log10 £ = 18920 log10
*

. . . (36)
a a

Experiments were made with this arrangement and also with Results of

cones of semi-vertical angle 6 « tan-i >/| or 9 = 39° 14' which Experi-

were chosen as giving the most uniform field about the axis on by

the supposition of saturation of the pole-pieces everywhere. m
In tho first case with a neck of *266 mm. diameter the following

were tho results :

—

I *
1,660 ,

1*85 *

H
24,500

B
45,350
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Results of

Expei i-

ments.

Mag-
netization

in Intense

Fields

according

to

Am^re's
Theory.

With the cones of smaller diameter the following is one of

the sets of results obtained :
—

*

Swedish Iron “ L Lancash." Brand.

11 B / M
1,490 22,650 1,680 15-20

3,600 24,650 1,680 6-85

6 070 27,130 1,680 4-47

3,600 30,270 1,720 3*52

18,310 38,960 1,640 2*13

19,450 40,820 1,700 2-10

19,880 41,140 1,700 2-07

Fine Swedish Iron “L” Brand.

5,310 25,670 1,620 4*83

17,680
t

38,080 1,620 2* 15

19,240 39,540 1,620 2*06

These experiments were instituted to test whether the inten-

sity of magnetization really attained a maximum and thereafter

diminished as the magnetizing force was pushed to higher and
higher values. According to the Ampercan theory of magneti-
zation the magnetic molecules are supposed to he small con-
ducting circuits carrying currents. After these have as far as

possible been turned into a common diiect on by the action of

the magnetizing force, fnrth* r increase of the field-intensity

ought to have the eifect of diminishing the intensity of magne-
tization by inductive diminution of the molecular currents.

Thus, as Maxwell has remarked,* “ If it should ever be experi-

mentally proved that the temporary magnetization of any
substance first increases and then diminishes as the magnetizing
force is continually increased, the evidence of the existence of
these molecular eurAnts would, I think, be raised almost to the

rank of a demonstration.”
No such diminution of intensity of magnetization is shown

by the experiments quoted, or by others by the same method
made on steel, nickel, and cohalt; on the contrary nearly full

intensity of magnetization is teached with comparatively low

El. and Hag. vol. ii. p. 436 (2nd edition).
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magnetizing forces, and a tenfold increase after that gives prac-
tically the snme value for I. *
These conclusions agree witfi those of Du Bois* made by an Experi-

ingenious optical method, in which the elliptic polarization, meats of

produced by the reflection of plane polarized light from the B°*8 *

polished pole of an electromagnet, was qped to measure the
intensity of magnetization. Du Bois first determined! by Optical
experiments on plane polarized light incident on small reflecting Method for

planes ground in various positions on avoids (prolate ellipsoids Intense

of revolution) of different materials, comprising iron, steel, Fields,

nickel, cobalt, and magnetic (magnetite oxide of iron), the
geneial law which Kerr's phenomenon followed.

The nickel contained truces of iron and copper, the cobalt Reflection

93*1 per cent, cobalt, 5*8 per cent, nickel, *8 per cent, iron and *2 of Plane

per cent, copper. The ovoids were magnetized in a coil 30 cms. Polarized

long, 4 cms. in inner and 12 cms. in outer diameter, and
composed of twelve layers of 90 tifrns each of double cotton-

covered copper wire, further insulated with shellac. The wire
was | cm. in diameter and the resistance of the coil when cold

e*

was *9 ohm. It was possible to surround the coil with an ice

jacket to keep down its temperature. •

Tho ovoids themselves could be maintained at 0° or 100° by
an ice or steam jacket inside the magnetizing solenoid.

In the winding of the coil small tubes *7 cm. in diameter
were fixed to allow the polished planes in the various positions

on the ovoids to he viewed from the outside of the coil. This
did not produce any sensible alteration in the uniformity of the

field.

The intensity of the field, H, was determined in the

usual manner from the strength of tho current, which was
measured by means of an ampeiemeter. A demagnetizing force

of *521 was allowed for in the reckoning of H. (Seep. 723
above.)

In all the experiments the light was incident normally on the Deter-

reflecting surface, and the quantity measured was the angle munition

between the major axis of the vibrational ellipse after reflection, of “Kerr’s

and the direction of vibration in the unreflected ray, or what is Constant.”

commonly but rather incorrectly named** the rotation of the

plane of polarization produced by the reflection. It was found

that if K be a constant (called Kerr’s constant by Du Bois), and

6 the angle between the normal to the surface and the direction

* Phil. Mag. April, 1890.

f Phil. Mag. March, 1890, or fried. Ann

,

39 (1890).
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of magnetization, e the angle observed was given by the
relation

a - AT cos $ = kln (37)

where In denotes the component intensity of magnetization at

right angles to the reflecting surface. The following me
nnmericai results

:

Cobalt < Nickel.
j

Iron Magnet tte.

e - 20' 97 - 7' *25

1

22'*99

r

I 1060 453
i

1669

A - 0198 - 0160 0138 + 012

The minus signs indicate that the direction of rotation was
opposite to that in which a right-handed sciew would have had
to be turned so as to advance along] the direction ot magneti-
zation. The value of A' was found to he hardly sensibly

affected by change of temperatuic.

Use of To obtain results for very intense fields small dibits weie
Kerr's turned out of the materials already specified, and polished on

Constant one face. Each of these when examined was fixed with the
in Optical polished face outwards to the conical point P

x
(Pig. 100) of one

Method, pole of a Ruhmkorff elect! o-magnet. A beam of plane polar*

ized light was made normally incident on the mirror, through
the axial perforation in the opposite pole-piece, and was
examined before and after reflection by optical apparatus

placed^ as indicated in the figure. The pole point and the

mirror specimen, 3f, could be kept nearly at 100° by means of a

steam jacket J, J.

Method The intensity of magnetization, I, was calculated from the

Deter* results of observation by means of the values of Kerr’s

miningH constant previously found. The field intensity at the mirror

was found by placing a glass plate, 0
,
silvered on the side, S>

close in front of the mirror, ana observing the magnetic rota*
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turn due to the double passage of the light through it. The
glass plate h id been standardized by cornpanson with bisulphide
of carbon, fiom which Verdet's constant (see p 765 below) is

accurately known The magnetic rotation experienced by the
lay m its passage in the an from and to the optical apparatus
was determined and tl lowed for.

The value of the field intensity H outside the specimen was
of course by the continuity of magnetic induction precisely

M Mim r specimen O Piute of glass sihereil at S

Pj Coi leal pole piece J, J Tat k< t for steam or ice

P2 Perfoiated pole piece

Fie. 100

equal to the induction inside the specimen Thus the magne-
tizing force H within the epecinien was found by the relation

or

B - H' - H + 4»rl,

H - H' - 4>rl . . (38)
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Da Bois* results for nickel and cobalt are given in the follow*
ing table, and illustrated for iron and steel in Fig. 161. The
ordinates in the curves are values of the magnetization intensity
per gramme of the material, and require simply multiplication

by the density to give I. The abscissae are values of H, the
magnetizing force within the specimen.

rohslt. Nickel
reiup. 100 O' run). 100 c.

B p i B <5 i
16750 - 22-45 1134 0020 -8' 29 518
19550 1 - 23'*24 1174 12850

S

- 8' 36 522
21710 - 23\3$ 1181 16250

,

- 8'
*43

j

527
23330 -23' 60 1192 19290 • — 8'*40 525

Mag; Experiments have been made hy Baur, Lord Rayleigh, and
D
uKtt

t*0
n on Mm magnetization of iron by small forces. Batir

with Small f0IUM| by ballistic experiments on a ring of soft iron that for

Forces
*ow magnetizing forces the permeability and susceptibility of
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iron arc nearly constant. His i ©suits are expressed by the
equations

* * u-5 + 110H
\

p « 183 + 1382 HJ
t

'
(39)

which hold for values ofH from *0158 to *384.

These give

I =s 14*5 H + 110 HM
B = 182 H+ 1382 H 2

J

’ (40)

a parabolic relation which holds for many pairs of mutually
varying physical quantities when the limits are narrow enough.
Lord Rayleigh arranged an unanncaled iron wire for test by

the inagnetometric method, and compensated by means of a
coil the total action on the needle when the magnetizing force
was *04 C.G.S. It was found then that when the magnetizing
force was brought down gradually to *00004* C.G.S. the com-
pensation remained perfect. This proved that the magnetiza-
tion was proportional to the magnetizing force throughout the
whole range of variation. For magnetizing forces above *04

the proportionality did not hold, and up to the value 1*2 C.G.S.
for H the results were expressed by

Baur’s

Experi-

ments.

Lord
Rayleigh’s

Experi-

ments.

* =- 6*4 + 5*1 H
\

H « 81 + 64 H J

(41)

from which I and B can he found as before.

Similar results Merc obtained for nickel and steel.

With unannealed iron or steel Lord lluyleigh found that if Magnetic
balance was obtained with the compensating coil at the moment Viscosity

of closing the battery current no disturbance of the compensa- in An-
tion took place afterwards. This showed that these substances nealed

took their complete magnetization at once. When the iron was *ron*

soft however an apparent magnetic viscosity displayed itself.

When the instantaneous effect was reduced to zero the needles,

after the putting down of the key, drifted round in the direction

showing an increase of magnetization.

This result was studied by Ewing in some further experi- Magnetic
inents, which showed that a piece of iron could be put through Cydedue
a complete cycle by brat applying the current and then after a to Vis*

minute removing it. A force of *044 C.G.S. applied gave an * eoaity.

instantaneous value of I ** *44, after five seconds I had become
*58, and after sixty seconds *67. Removal of the force gave at

once a diminution of I by *44, after five seconds the remaining
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Dissi-

pation of
Energy.

Effects of

Tempera-
ture on
Magnetic
Suscepti-

bility.

Behaviour
of Nickel-

Steel at

Different

Tempera-
tures.

*23 had fallen to *09, and after sixty seconds to zero. Thus the
falling off of the magnetization followed the same law as its

increase. If the variations of magnetic state of the iron during
the cycle were represented graphically by a curve of intensity

of magnetization I for different values of H, the area,

the closed loop would represent the energy dissipated.

The effects of varying temperature on magnetization are very
remarkable, but we have not space to do more here than allude
to them. In wrought iron and steel rise of temperature
generally increases the magnetic susceptibility for small magne-
tizing forces, and diminishes it for high forces. When however
the temperature is raised nearly to that of redness zero
susceptibility sets in rather suddenly, and at tho same
temperature whatever the m.ignetizingforce. This temperature
varies in ordinary iron and steel with the nature of the
specimen. According to Ilopkinsou's experiments* it is the
temperature at which cooling iron, after it 1ms become almost
dark, suddenly reglows.
A kind of steel containing 2.0 per cent, of nickel was found l>j

T

Hopkinson to be unmagnetizable at oi dinary tempo atures, but
to become magnetizable at a temperature a little below the
freezing point, and then to remain so up to 5W (>. It then
became unmagnetizable, and did not regain susceptibility when
cooled to ordinary temperatures.

SBCTioy III

DISSIPATION' OF ENERGY IN CYCLES OF
MAGNETIZATION

MOLECULAR THEORY OF MAGNETISM

Energy in It is shown at p. 213 above that the energy spent otherwise
Magnetic than In increasing the ciectrokinetic energy in a step from P to
Cycles, q (Fig. 162) on the curve of induction is

1 (area PQSR - l area RQSRPM).
419

Phil. Tran*. R.S. 18$9, A. p. 443.
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It is interesting to apply this result to an actual curve of

magnetization in iron (Fig. 163). For all points on the curve

up to a little distance beyond P9
the total energy given to the

Fiu. 162.

medium in producing the corresponding magnetization exceeds

the electrokinetic energy, but for all points further from the

origin the electrokinetic energy exceeds, and for points on the

HBiinHiiiiiigmMmmmmmmMmmmum
10 12 14 10 IQ 20 22 24 28

Magnetizing Force, H.

FlO. 163.

30 82 X

upper flat part of the curve very greatly exceeds, the energy

given out to the medium by the battery. [The point P at

which OP is a tangent to the curve marks the point at which
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the energy given out to the medium and the electrokinetic

energy are increasing at the name rate ;
the former below that

point is increasing faster, above that point slower than the
latter.]

Energy in We are forced to conclude that for every series of magneti-
Steps of z&tion steps from zero up to a certain point energy is given to
Magneti- the medium, and for every series from zero up to any further
zation. point the medium furnishes the balance of energy required for

the elect* okinetic energy. In every small step below P a

balance of energy, over and above tbe electrokinetic energy,
is given to the medium

;
for ev&ry small step above P a

quantity of energy1

is taken from the medium to make up the
electrokinetic energy .

When however a complete ejele of changes is perfoitned we
are able to say definiio!) that much energy has been
dissipated in the form of hent in the iron. It follows from the

above expression < see al*»o p. 212 above) since the second area
vmishes that the energy //' dissipated is given by the equation

ir = -
1

fH^B (42)
4nJ

the integral being taken round the closed curved formed by the
curvqp of induction foi the forward and backward parts of the

cycle.

This theorem was given first by Warburg* and afterwards
by Ewing.f

Dim- The dissipation arises through a lagging of the changing
nation of magnetization of the iron behind the magnetizing force to an
Energy in extent dependent on the pievious history of the iron. This
a Magnetic lagging action has been called by Kwmg 41 hysteresis,” and the
Ctole, or name seems now generally adopted.

Hys*^ Equation (42) mu) be written
teresis.

r= full (42')

the most convenient fonn for calculation.

Ftg. 164 shows a cycle of magnetization for a soft iron ring.

The results were of course obtained by ballistic experiments.

~ T ~

# m«L Ann. xiii. (1881), p. 141.

f Free. H. & May, 1882.
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The smaller loops were formed by diminishing to zero and
reapplyipg the magnetizing forces indicated at the different
places.

Fig. 165 gives a cycle for an annealed iron wire of length
400 times the diameter, and Fig. 166 a cycle for a wire of
annealed steel. It will be noticed that the cur\e is of much
greater area in the latter case than in the former.

Fio. 164.

The value of for the docile reversal shown in

Figs. 164, 165, is about 10,000 ergs per cubic cm. As there are

about 7*7 grammes of iron in a cubic cm., this amount of energy,
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krtiimte ' if it were retained in the iron, would raise it through awEnergy difference of temperature

i* Double ’ 10000
1 OOA w

Reversal.
ii-g x 10s x 7.7 x "fl

X

of 1° C, wlior© 106 ergs is taken as Joule’s equivalent of

2‘84 X 10- 8 JHoH.

Bate of The rat# at which work is epent in magnetic hysteresis in a

Drain*- ton of iron, when the number of cycles or double reversal# is

tionef 100 por second, is according to these figures nearly 18 horse

Energy ia power.
Hysteresis# The work spent in hyUeresis is much greater in steel than tn

iron, and is greater for hard than for annealed steel, For
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reversals of strong magnetization it is* as we have seen
at p. 732 above, approximately 4x coerave force X intensity

of magnetization. The amount varies, accordlng*to the table of

Dr. Hopkinson's results given above (p. 732), from about 17,000
ergs per cycle for wrought iron to 74,000 ergs per cycle for

mud steel hardened with oil, and increases, other thing* being
equal, with the percentage of carbon in the steel.

In chrome steel, oil-hardened, Hopkinson found that 160,000
ergs were dissipated per cycle per cubic cm. of the material,

and for Fronch tungsten steel, oil-hardened, as much as nearly

217,000 ergs per cubic cm. It was found by Ewing that for

small ranges of induction the waste of energy is much less than

for larger ranges. High inductions ought therefore to be

avoided in alternating dynamos and transformers.

A considerable amount of attention has recently been directed Hysteresis

to the question of the amount of energy dissipated in cycles of injppdss

magnetization performed at different speeds. Experimental « of

results on this point obtained by Ewing and others are quoted DMfewut

at p. 686 above. Recently the subject lias been investigated by Freqpretosjr

vot. n. 8 c
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Messrs. J. nnd B. Hopkinson,* by Messrs. Kvershed and
Vignoles,+ and by Prof. Ayrton aud Dr. Sumpner.t

Hopkin* Messrs, Hopkinson experimented as follows. A ring was
son 8 Ex- made by winding varnished iron wire in a circular hank, and
perimenta. joining then the ends of the wire. A magnetizing? coil M^as

wound round the ring and then joined in series with a non-
inductive resistance in the circuit of an alternating machine, as at
if and M in Fig. 167. A key L and connections were arranged
so that the terminals of the uuadrant electrometer indicated in the
figure could be connected between C and I) or between D and
E. A revolving ebonite disk keyed to the axle of the generator
connected the electrometer terminal to D once in each revolu-
tion, by bringing a stud on its edge into contact for an instant
with a steel brush. The disk could be set so that the contact
could be made at any stage of the alternation. [PQ was a

reversing key which enabled the readings to be taken in either

direction on the electrometer. A condenser was used between

P and Q to steady the readings.]

The readings for the points Cl) were proportional to the

current fiowing in the circuit (and therefore to the magnetizing

force), since there being no inductauce in that part of the circuit

the difference of potential between C and I) and the current

were in the same phase. These gave tl e ordinates by which
the curves A in Figs. 168, 169 were plotted with abscissas

proportional to time.

The readings however for the points 1)> E, were proportional

to dNfdt -f & denote the whole induction through the

magnetizing coil II, and Rx the resistance of the coil. Hence

* Electrician, Sept. 9, 1892.

t Electrician

,

Sept. 30 and Get 7, 1892.

{ Electrician, Oct. 7, 1892.
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by diminishing the readings by an amount proportional to y,
numbers proportional to dNjdt were obtained. Of course the
values of 3t yf

could be subtracted at once by plotting the
actual readings in a curve to the same axes as A> and .then
shortening the ordinates by lengths equal to the corresponding
ordinates of A each multiplied by RJR. The values of dNjdt
were plotted in a second curve li, alongside A.

The area between any ordinate of j?, the axis of abscissae, and
the portion of the curve lying between the point of crossing the
axis of abscissae and the ordinate was therefore proportional to
the total induction through the iron at the instant corresponding

Fig. 168.

to the ordinate. This was plotted as a third curve C. From
this the hysteresis cycle was obtained, and was plotted on the

diagram.
[The total period was 8/1000 of a second represented by the

total length of each Figure along the line of abscissas. The
reader will have no difficulty in completing a full period of the

ourves A, 3. It will be noticed that neither is even ap*

proximately a simple curve of sines
;
also that, as it ought, the

curve B cuts the axis of abscissas at the^roaxima of A.]

Figs. 168, 169 give the results for soft iron and hard steel at the

frequency 125, and between the maximum positive and negative

3 c %
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inductions shown. It will be noticed that the extreme values
of the induction agree in the two cases, but that the Blow curve
falls within the other except for a short distance after the
maximum positive or negative induction has been reached and
the return curve begun.
The area of the curve is thus greater for the rapid than for

the slow cycles, but there is no sign of magnetic viscosity

rendering the extreme inductions reached different in the

two cases.

Kvenhed Messrs. Evershed and Vignoles however have found that

and when a cycle is performed very slowly there is a perceptible
Vignoles’ u creeping” of the magnetism in the steep part of the curve
Experi- which is sufficient to account for the effect observed by
ments. Messrs. Hopkmson. In an elaborate series of experiments (see

B— 20.000

toe. cii) they measured the rise of temperature produced by
putting the iron core of a transformer through a series of rapid
cycles, and having determined by direct experiment rim thermal
capacity of the transformer, thence deduced the amount of beat
generated in the iron inconsequence of hysteresis. This wasthen
compared with the heat whieh would have been produced if the
iron had been put through its cycle in about two seconds, and
which waa estimated from slow cycle oheervatfans, together
with the (much smaller) calculated amount of heat vmdvm&bj
eddy currants circulatingm the laminated irm ef me eeee*
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The cycle experiments were made in the following manner,

which brought to light the creeping above referred to. The*
ring of iron to be experimented on was wound with two
magnetizing coils superimposed. A constant magnetising
current sufficient to produce the extreme negative induction was
maintained in one of these, so that by simply making and
breaking the other circuit, thereby starting and stopping an
opposite current of any chosen amount, a rapid magnetic cycle
could be obtained passing from and returning to the induction
proper to the constant current
Supposing it was desired to obtain a point on the part of the

Fig. 170 .

curve rising from the extreme negative induction, it was only
necessary to apply the proper positive current and read oft the

ohange of induction on the ballistic galvanometer. This

subtracted from the original value of the induction gave the

induction remaining. The time necessary to do this was about
i of the period of the needle, or nearly a second. On the other

hand to obtain a point in the falling curve it was necessary to

apply the maximum positive current, and then diminish to

thevalue required. For this a longer time, about halfa minute,

was necessary.
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Hysteresis Working thus the authors found a difference between the

Lom steepness of the rising and falling curves, which revealed a
practically distinct creeping down of the magnetisation in the falling curve,
Constant occurring in the longer interval required for the operations,
feral! Thus a very slow and a very rapid cycle between the same
€xe®P

1

t extreme inductions ought to have the shapes shown in Fig. 170
V
CVcl

°" hy the dutted and fuJ! curves respectively. The difference is
** about that between the cycles for periods of two seconds and

bait a minute respectively.

The general result of Mesare. Evershcd and Vignolas’ experi-
ments is to show that there is very little difference between the
energy lost m hysteresis at periods of from 2 seconds to 1/100
of a second ; according to the authors’ estimate the utmost
difference is not more than 4 or 5 per cent., and probably less

than 2 per cent. For very slow cycles however in periods of
several minutes the energy lost is from 20 to 25 per cent,

less.

Messrs. Ayrton and Sumpner's experiments, which were
performed by the method of testing transformers described

above, show that the iron losses are constant for all loads, and
do not change to more than a slight extent with alteration of
frequency. The mam result* obtained with 4$ kilowatt closed
circuit transformers (Mordey type) were :

—

(1) The greater the frequency the greater the efficiency for

any particular load.

(2) The greater the load the greater the efficiency for the
same frequency

.

Specimens of the actual numbers are given in the following
table

Frequency.

i

4

100 120

i

160

Umd (Wattn) Efficient y.

1000 ! 84 40 85 69 8868
2000 9212

1

92*76 98’84

3000 94*27 94*79 98-30

4000 95 22
!

95 63
t

98-91



MAGNETIC CURVE-TRACER m
An instrument for tracing hysteresis curves has been invented Ewing’s

by Prof Ewing, and is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 171.** Magnetic

A mirror E is pivotted so as to turn on a needle point, about a
vertical or a horizontal axis. A wire SB is stretched horizontally

along the narrow gap between the pole-faces ofa constant electro-
A^cnP*

magnet made of a piece of iron pipe slit along a generating line.
nalka

This wire carries the magnetizing current and therefore ex-
periences an electromagnetic force proportional to that current
tending to move it across the lines of magnetic force between
the pole-faces where it is situated, against a return force
due to the stretching weight nearly proportional to the
displacement. Thus a displacement of the mirror round a
vertical axis proportional to 4 ho magnetizing force is pro-
duced.

Another wire AA is stretched along the narrow space be-

tween the two long pole-faces of the electromagnet 2)J). The
rods DD are made of the substance to be examined, and at

one end are united by a yoke of soft iron, at the other termina-

ted by suitable soft iron pole-pieces, and are surrounded by
coils in which flows the current which also passes through SB.
A constant current flows in AA, which is therefore acted on by
vertical electromagnetic forces proportional to the induction

* See Btofrician, Aug. 12, 1892, for specimens of curves drawn by
the machine.
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Results
of Experi-
ments
with
Curve-
Tracer.

Sesrle’tf

Magnetic
Curve-
Tracer.

in DDt and resisted by the tension of the wire. This gives a

vertical displacement proportional to tho induction in the iron

specimens.

A ray of light reflected from the mirror therefore traces on a

screen a curve of magnetization, and if a cycle of magnetiza-
tion is repeatedly produced by an alternating current the

corresponding closed loop is described on the screen by the
spot of light, and by the persistence of impressions on the

retina remains visible so long as the cycle is described. It can
therefore be drawn or photographed at pleasure for comparison.
The moving parts of the apparatus it will be noticed have

extremely little mass, and it is stated that oven witli a period of

^ or ^ of a secoid the action of the instrument is but little

affected by inertia.

Experimenting with bars of iron of different thicknesses Prof.

Ewing has found by means of his cun e-tracer that, while with
thin bars and laminated iron generally the cycle 1ms the form
shown in Figs. 164, 165, 166, with comparatively sharp corners

at the turning points which aro also the places of extreme
induction, with thicker burs the turning points are rounded off

and the maximum inductions are well inside the ends of the

curve* With cycles of frequency two or three or more per
second, the cycle becomes a figure resembling closely an ellipse

with its major axis inclined to the axis of abscissae.

This is an effect which, as noticed by liopkinson, is produced
by eddy currents. According to Ewing it is probably produced
also by creeping of the magnetization from the surface in-

wards.
Another form of magnetic curve-tracer invented by Mr. G. F.

C. Searle * is represented in Fig. 172. A thin wire of aluminium
AB about 80 cms. long has attached near its upper end a hori-

zontal needle 6*. At the lower and it carries a fork of alu-

minium, the prongs of which are connected by a silk fibre DB.
To this fibre a lightmircor /Ms attached hy wax, and carries a
small needle the length of which is at right angles to the fibre. A
disk of mica about an inch in diameter is attached to the lower
edge of the mirror. The undisturbed position of the mirror is ver-

tical, and therefore that of the mica disk horizontal. A piece of
cardboard is placed in a horizontal position close below tne disk,

and hence when the latter is moving gives rise to a damping
action which soon reduces the mirror to rest A mica vane
attached to the vertical wire AB damps the motion round the
vertical axis*

# /Vac. Carnb. Phil Hoc. May 16, 1SP2.
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It will be seen that the mirror has two distinct freedoms of
motion (1) round a vertical axis, (2) round the horizontal fibre

as axis. The apparatus is set up with the magnet AC in the
magnetic meridian and a coil carrying ‘the magnetizing current
is placed in the magnetic meridian with its axis passing through
the centre of C. The specimen of iron to be tested is placed

« vertically in a magnetizing coil, with its upper end nearly
opposite the mirror J**, and in the east and west (magnetic) plane
through its centre. A compensating coil is used to annul the
direct effect of the magnetizing solenoid, and the magnetization
of the iron specimen then tends to tilt the magnet on the mirror,
while the mugnetizing current turns it round a vertical axis by

Fig. 172.

acting on the upper needle C. The controlling force on the

upper needle is tne horizontal intensity of the field there, that

on the lower is partly gravity, due to the mirror and attached

disk being suspended with their centre of gravity a little below

the silk fibre, and partly the earth’s vertical force. The lower

needle is of course placed with its north pointing end down.

The instrument is hung within a case, and a lamp and scale,

with lens forming a window in the case through which both

incident and reflected rays pass, is employed to give a bright

spot on a screen. [It was found that no trouble was experienced

from the silk fibre, as the spot of light after deflection returned

Action of
Instru-

ment.
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within ^ of an inch to its former position and the zero seemed
to be permanent]
The effect of any specimen (if it is taken sufficiently long) is

proportional to its intensity of magnetization I, and for iron this
is not very different from B/4tt, so that the ordinates of the curve
described by the spot of light may be taken as proportional to

Bo/4a-, where a is the area of cross-section, and the abscissa as
proportional to the magnetizing force H.
The indications of the instrument can easily be reduced to

absolute measure, by noting (1) the deflection of the spot of liyht

produced by a known current, and calculating the corresponding
field intensity in the magnetizing solenoid, (2) by ascertaining
the deflection of the mirror round the horizontal axis produced
by placing a magnetized steel wire in position in the solenoid
(of course without current) noting the deflection and then deter-
mining the magnetic moment of the wire.

/ i

i /
Fig. 173.

“ H

Fio. 174.

Much light is thrown on the nature of magnetization by a mole-
cular theory recently put forward by Ewing.* In thjs theory
the actions of the members of a group of small magnets on one
another are studied, and show that in all probability the
peculiar character of the curves of magnetization found for

iron, and many of the complex phenomena of effects of stress

and temperature are explicable by the action of the molecular
magnets on one another. We may suppose that the molecular
magnets in a piece of iron are stably arranged in a regular

order, but so that the external magnetic force exerted by them
is zero. Such a group would be the four* small magnets with
centres at the comers of a square, represented by the arrows in

Fig. 172. If then a magnetic force H is applied to them they

ill take up the positions shown in Fig. 174, if the force be

* Phil. Mag. Sept 1889.
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great enough. But if the force be small there will only be a
slight displacement of the magnets towards concurrence with
H, but if the force is gradually increased this concurrence will

become gradually more marked, until H becomes too great to

be resisted by the mutual actions of the particles, and their

equilibrium becoming unstable, they suddenly swing round

*H

Fig. 175.

towards parallelism with H, each remaining however still at

Unite angle with the direction of the magnetic force. As this

is still further increased, this angle becomes gradually smaller
and the magnets approach to parallelism witii one another and
with H as shown in Fig. 175.

Thus the group becomes magnetized in the direction of H, at

first slowly, then suddenly, and again slowly, as represented in jg^
fig. 176. If the system consisted not of a single simple group net^jQ11

such as this, but of a large number of different groups, the sharp Qf group
angles would be rounded off and we should get the actual curve of Saudi
of magnetization. Again, qn gradual withdrawal and reversal Magnets.
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of the magnetio foroe the curve of diminution of magnetic
moment would not coincide with the curve for increase, and
zero value of H would be reached with a certain residual

magnetic moment, in the direction of the applied force. On
reversal and gradual increase of the force, the small magnets
would again become unstable and would suddenly swing round

.
now in the opposite direction.

Yv
6
}*

818 *n *act a hysteresis cycle would be obtained. Such
yycle. curves and cycles have been drawn for complex groups of

small magnets arranged at first so as to have nearly zero
external effect within a large solenoid, by gradually increasing
the current in the solenoid from zero to a considerable
value, diminishing it through zero to a negative value,
and so on as in an ordinary cycle of magnetization, ana
measuring the magnetic moment of the system by means of a
magnetometer in the ordinary way. These curves agree
wonderfully with those given by actual specimens of iron.

The physical cause of the dissipation of energy in hysteresis

Ewing conjectures to be the development of eddy currents in

the surrounding medium in consequence of the oscillation of

the small magnets about their new positions when displaced by
the magnetic force. For a full account of this theory and its

consequences the reader is referred to Ewing's paper foe. cif.

and to his book on Magnetic Induction in Iron and other

Metal*.



Section IV

DETERMINATION OF VE11DETS CONSTANT

Verdet’s constant has been defined at p. 226 above as the Verdet’s

amount of turning of the plane of polarization of a ray of Constant,

plane polarized light per unit difference of magnetic potential
between the extremities of the. portion of the ray considered.
Determinations of this important constant have been made by
J. E. H. Gordon,* Henri Becquerel,f and Lord Rayleigh.:):

In Lord Rayleigh’s experiments, of which we give here a Lord
short account, a beam of light from sodium burning in the Ravleigh’i

flame of a Bunsen lamp, A (Fig. 177), intensified by a jet of Deter-
mination.

I A

C B

D E F G

Fig. 177.

H :Cr
oxygen made to play round the flame, passed through a slit in

a screen, By
in front of the flame to a direct vision prism, 2),

thence through a collimating lens, E

\

to a Nicol’s prism, F, The
plane polarized beam emerging from /’was received by a syrup-
cell polarimeter, G, and then passed through a tube, if, filled with
bisulphide of carbon, and a slit in the screen, /, to the analyzing
prism, J.
The screen, B, was made of looking-glass, and the slit created Details of

by removing a narrow strip of the silvering. By this arrange- Apparatus,

ment, together with a parallel mirror, (7, a considerable increase
of illumination was obtained.
The direct vision prism was used to purify the light from

rays of other refrangibilities than that of sodium. The lens E .

* Phil. Tran*. R.S. 1877, p. 1.

t Ann. de Chimie, 1882.
PhiL Trans. R.S. Pt. II. 1885.
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rendered the rays parallel before incidence on the polarizer.

The polarimeter 6 was a cell containing a stratum of strong
Rugar syrup, made according to Poynting’s plan, so that in one
half the thickness of the stratum was the full width of the
cell, in the other half was diminished by a plate of glass, so
that a difference of rotation of about 2° was produced by the
two halves.

Two tubes of brass, one 31*591 inches long and 1& inch in

diameter, the other 29*765 inches long and 1 inch in diameter,
and closed at the ends with plates of glass, were used to contain
the bisulphide of carbon. The temperature of the liquid was
observed on a thermometer inserted in an opening near one end
of the tube.

The analyzer was in some of the experiments a Nicol, in

others a double image prism, and was mounted in the usual way
on a graduated circle.

Precau- It is necessary for accuracy in reading the amount of rotation

tions for that the axis round which the andyzer turns should coincide in
Accuracy direction with the ray. This adjustment was made by observ-
in Use of ing the direction of the ray by means of a telescope with cross
Analyzer, wires, and then replacing the telescope by the Nicol or double

image prism. Error however was introduced by the passage of
heat into the liquid, whereby the upper part of it became
slightly warmer than the lower. To eliminate this to a first

approximation the two positions of the Nicol, nearly 180° apart,

which gave equality of illumination in the two parts of the
field, were read off. It was found that by the use of a double
image prism, read in four positions nearly 90° apart, the error

could be more nearly got rid of.

The adjustment of the analyzer to an exact match between
the two halves of the field was facilitated by arranging an
auxiliary coil round the tube, in circuit with a Leclanche cell,

worked by a reversing key within reach of the observer at the
analyzer. With this the plane of polarization could be rocked
a backwards and forwards through a small angle about its

normal position. The amount of tho rocking being suitably

chosen, the comparison of the three appearances (two with
auxiliary current and one without) serves to exclude some im-
perfect matches that might otherwise have been allowed to

pass.
1**

Arrange- The helix was wound on an ebonite tube placed round the
ment of bisulphide carbon tube, frgm which it was separated by several
Mag. *

netiziDg
' r

Hdfe- * Lord Rayleigh, Pm. R. S. Vol. xxxvii. (Jnne 10, 1884),
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layers of paper. The length of this tube between the end
flanges was 9*990 inches. The winding was performed with two
wires side by side, so that by sending u current m opposite

directions through them, or by tiying to force a cuirent from
one to the other, the insulation of the coil could be tested, while

both wires could be used to produce the magnetic held. The
coil was found on test to insulate satisfactoiily. The internal

diameter was 2*188 inches, the external 4*13 inches. The number
of turns was 3,684.

By (30), p 263 above, the potential at any point Z on the Calcu-

axis external to the coil is Vx - where Fu F2 aie the poten- lation of

tials at the point due to the ends. But if we considet another Difference

pointM on the axis on the side of the coil remote from Z, it oi Poten-

follows from p. 263 that the difference of magnetic potential,

Q — O', between L and M taken along the axis thiough the coil

is for unit cuirent given by

D-0'-4mN-{F
%
-F% -{F\-F'$ . . (43)

where the dashed lctteis lefei to and the undashed to Z.

a b

Fig. 178.

But if n be the nuiubct oi turns pei unit of length in an}
layer of radius Aa or Bb (Pig. 178), rv r2} xv x2,

the distances

Z», Lb, LA
,
LB, respectively, the potential at L due to the

ends of the layer is, it the end B be taken as positive, that at A
negative,

2im {**2
- - fa -

*i)}-

If a be the radius of the layer (supposed small in comparison
with xx or x2) we have approximately
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Calcu-

lation of

Potential.

Value of

Difference

ofMag-

netic

Potential

for Ends of
Tube.

Hence the potential of the layer at L due to the ends is

Mr, - ,A 1'!- + r
'f*±-£*\2 v

\tfy + W I

To sum the effects of all the layers the mean values of a9 and
a4 in the last expression are to be substituted for these Quanti-

ties, and the expression multiplied by the number of layers.

But the mean value of a1
is, if av av be the internal and external

radii,

1 i "a - a
t

3

/ ahla =
ax)

and in the same way the mean value of o4 comes out

W - 0/*(«j " *i)-

Thus if there are n* layers, the total number ot turns in the
coil is nn f

(jr2 — x
x ),

and therefore the potential at L due to the
ends of the coil is

F. - f2 = nNf a*
3 -_ai

3
_L .

aLz< r * + Ti** + *A
\d(^2 a

l) •^1^*2 20(^a — /

In the same way we should find for Jf, putting MA =
MB = x\ (numerically, so that ^ ^ = ar

a - ar,), that the
potential at M due to the ends of the coil is

F\- V\ = _l _ » *

~

a
i A*+ -f

With these values of Fx - Fj, F'j — /"
2 (43) becomes

O - O' = 4ff.v[] - ( VjifsLfJL. + -ML I l2(/r, - «j) Vx,*, *,xy

80(*,-«,)V JU { J

In the apparatus used

a2
* 2065, aj » 1*094, <jj — ax

m *971,
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in inches so that

4,’
.6433, 4622.

12(^2 — tfj) 80(a2 — ^i)

Further for the longer tube in inches

x
x
«* xf

2 — 10*800,

a 2 = ,v\ « 20*790.

and for the shoi ter

.ti— .r
'

2 -= 9*887,

,r
i = I'i = 19*877.

Hence the required difference of potential between the ends of

the tube was for unit current

» ^^(1 - *00573 + *00006) = 4ttN X *99433

for the first tube, and

4irN(l - *00655 + *00008) « 4wNx *99353

for the second.

To moasure the current the difference of electric potential

between the terminals of a coil of resistance 72, placed in the
circuit of the helix, was balanced by the electromotive force of
a derived circuit in which was ploced a Clark cell. At 15° the
resistance of the coil was 1*4958 B.A. unit Currents of about
1 ampere were used in the experiments.
We must refer the reader to Lord Rayleigh’s paper, loc. cit.,

for further particulars of the results obtained and a their

treatment
It was found as the mean result of a large number of experi-

ments, that if x denote the value of Verdet’s constant in

minutes of angles for carbon disulphide at 18° C.,

x « *04202.

The rotation in bisulphide of carbon according to Bichat

varies with the temperature (Centigrade) according to the

formula 1 - *001041 - *000014**, and this was used to correct for

deviation of temperature of the bisulphide from 18°.

voi. ir 3 d

Data of
Appa-
ratus.

Mode of
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Result.

Variation
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ture.
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Com-
parison
with

Gordon's
and

Recque-
rers

Results.

Becquerel’s result was

.r - 0452.

Gordon’s experiments were made for light corresponding to

the thallium line. The value obtained was *05238 minute for this

light at a temperature about 13° C. Taking the rotation as pro-

portional to p
8(u2 - 1)\-2

, where /* is the refractive index and X
the wave length, Gordon’s result would*give for sodium light

.v = *04163

about 13 l', or

at 18".

- 0413



CHAPTER XIV

ELECTRIC OSCILLATIONS AND ELECTRIC RADIATION

Section I

EXPERIMENTS ON ELECTRIC OSCILLATIONS

The approximito truth of the theory of electiie oscillations

given above was shown experimentally by Fcddersen and
others who observed the spark of a Leyden jar discharge in a
rotating mirror. In Fcddcrscn’s experiments the mirror was
driven at a known rate by clockwork, which also at a certain

definite position of the mirror started the discharge of a battery
of Leyden jars acioss the spark-gap of a micrometer. The
mirror was concave, and the spark-gip was so situated that an
image of the spirk was thrown by the mirror on a ground-glass
plate, for which a photographic plate could be substituted.

The spark when taken w ith a short metallic connection to the
micrometer and between metallic points was a long tapering
band of light beginning at the broad end with a clear white
light and then fading off and narrowing through a greenish
colour to red at the narrow end. No doubt the bright part
was the spark proper, .and the red part was due to the cooling
gases and particles of metal.

As the resistance of the discharging ciicuit was increased
without increase of length, the red part disappeared and a bright
line with projecting luminous bands at its upper and lowor ends
took its place, and this in its turn gave place to a succession of
bright lines at gradually increasing distances apart, indicating
an intermittent discharge.
When the discharging arc was long and at the same time of

sufficiently low resistance, the image of the spark as seen on the
glass plate or as photographed became a succession of equi-

distant transverse bands each shading off at the sides into dark
spaces, separating it from the next on either side.

* Pogg. Ann . 112, 118 (1861).
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3 D 2
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Effect of It was found by experimenting with different numbers of jars

Increase in the battery and varying the resistance until the discharge
of, just ceased to be oscillatory, that the limiting value of the

Capacity, resistance was inversely proportional to the square root of the

charged surface of the battery, that is to the square root of the

capacity, and independent of the spark-length, that is of
^

the

difference of potential. This agrees with the theory given
above (p. 188), according to which the limiting value of the

resistance R is 2 sfLf C.
It was also found that if the discharge was from a battery of

surface S to an uncharged battery of surface Sr

9
the period wa*

proportional to */SS'l{S + S'), which also obviously agreed
with theory.

Again, when the length of the discharging arc was increased
the period was increased also, though not entirely owing to the
increase in resistance, and the arrangement of the discharging
wire was found very materially to affect the period in a way
clearly depending on the value of the induction.

Experiments were also made hy von Oettingen, Knochen-
lmuer. Hiess, Helmholtz, and others confirmatory of the theory.

A full account of these researches will he found in Wiedemann a

EUktricitat, Band IV. pp. 177 et *eq.

Schiller’s We shall only notice further of these oarlier researches on
Expert- electric oscitlutinns the electric experiments of Schiller.* In
meats. these the oscillating discharge took place through a coil joining

the plates of a condenser, and no spark was produced. The

Mode of
curren* induced in the secondary of an induction coil by the

Experi- breaking of the primary circuit by an arrangement of contact

meeting, levers and pendulum interruptor, was used to charge the con-
denser, which gave rise to electric oscillations in the coil con-
necting the plates. One plate of tlie condenser and one terminal
of the secondary were connected to the insulated pair of quad-
rants of an electrometer.

At an interval (which could be adjusted at pleasure by properly
arranging the contact levers and interruptor) after the primary
circuit was broken, the secondary was also broken and the
electrometer detached from the condenser plate. By varying
the interval and making repeated observations the potential at
different stages of the oscillation could he read off and the
period ascertained.

The time interval was found by sending a current through
one coil of a differential galvanometer accurately adjusted for

# Fogg. Ann. 152(1874),
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balance, and an equal current through the other coil at the next
break, and observing the defleotion. From this the time of flow

of the current could be easily calculated.

The coil of course had an electrostatic capacity of its own
which it was impossible to calculate. This was determined by
joining it with various combinations of six different condensers,

and the periods o{ oscillation were observed and the relative^

capacities of the separate condensers calculated. The results

were compared with those obtained by joining each condenser
singly with the coil and observiug the period of oscillation.

The results were found to agree exceedingly well.

This method was applied to. determine the damping of the

oscillations with different dielectrics connecting the plates, and
thence *to find the resistances of the substances. It was also

used to determine the relative capacities of the same arrange-
ment of plates with different dielectrics, and hence to find the
specific inductive capacity.

Thus if T denote the period of oscillation with the coil alone,

Tj or T2 the period with the condenser, according as air or the
dielectric in question was between the plates, C19 C2 the capa-
cities of the condenser in these cases respectively, then by the
value of the period given at p. 188, if the resistance he neglected,

we have

K = c., _ 37 r T*

- t*'

By this formula the values given in the table were found
from the experiments :

—

Measure-
ment of
Time

Interval.

Elimina-
tion of
Electro-

static

Capacity
of Coil.

Determi-
nation of

Specific

Inductive
Capacity

Oscilla-

tions.

—
i

Ebonite 2*21 Paraffin—
t

Caoutchouc

—

Quickly cooled . •
i 1-68

Pure 212
Slowly cooled .

1

•1

1-81

1-88

Vulc 2*60
1

* Flint Glass . . . •{

5-78 to
5*88

1

Results.
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Vibrating
Electric

Doublet.

Herts’s
** Dumb-
bell”

Vibrator.

The half-period in these experiments varied from *000056 sec.

to *00012 sec.^ Considerably larger values of F were found for

the same specimens by Siemens’ method of successive charge
and discharge (see Vol. I. p. 448).

The results calculated by theory agreed exceedingly well with
those found by experiment. There can be no doubt that the

theory is very imperfect for many reasons. * For example the
current in the coil owing to the varying electrostatic capacity of

its different parts could not be the same throughout at any one
instant, and much more so without a condenser than when one
of considerable capacity was attached to its terminals.

Section II

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

We now give in conclusion some account of the remarkable
verification of Maxwell’s theory of Electrical Radiation lately

given by Hertz. We give first his solution of the problem of
the propagation of electromagnetic waves from a source
symmetrical about an axis, in order that the experimental
results may be more easily understood.
As source of the waves we t|}te an electric doublet, that is

two equal snd opposite electric charges concentrated at two
points infinitely near to one another, or, more properly, at a

distance apart infinitely small in comparison with the distance

from either charge of any point at which the electric or

magnetic force iB considered. The moment of the doublet,

that is the product of either charge into tho distance between
the two points, we shall suppose to vary, by variation of the

charges only, as a simple harmonic function of the time ;
but

(

its maximum value will be supposed finite and constant. Such u

source is the exact electric analogue of tho infinitely short

magnet considered at p. 8 above.

Such a source may be regarded as physically realized, except

for points near it, by two equal and oppositely charged

spheres connected by a straight conductor. This was the form
of electric vibrator employed by Hertz in some of his most
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important experiments. The spheres were charged to opposite
potentials by an induction coil, and then discharged into one
another, setting up thereby, as the discharge wap oscillatory,

electromagnetic waves in the surrounding medium, which we're

propagated outwards from the vibrator in all directions. The
existence of these waves was detected by a simple receiver, or

resonator us it has been called, consisting of a circle of wire,

complete with the ‘exception of a very small spark-gap between
two small knobs which tipped the ends of the wire, and
properly placed with reference to the vibiator.

The calculation of the electric and magnetic forces at points
at a distance from such a vibrator comparable with its dimen-
sions would be very difficult, but for points at distances veiy
great in comparison with the distance between the centres of

the spheres, the forces must be very approximately the same as

those due to the electric doublet.

In what follows we shall take the origin at the point midway
between the two charges of the doublet, and the axis of the

doublet as axis of z. Since everything is symmetrical round
this axis, we need consider only the disturbance at any instant

at a point distant z from the origin and p fiom the axis. We
shall call the plane through the origin at right angles to the

axis the equatorial plane, and any plane through the axis a

meridian plane. As starting-point of the solution we use

equations (27), (27
#

), (28), (28') of p 201 above.

The electric forces obviously lie in meridian planes, and the

lines of magnetic force must be circles round the axis of the

system. Thus y=0, and (28) becomes

da
,

dr
(1 )

We might transform these equations to cylindrical co-ordinates

and then proceed to find the solution of the problem for the

case supposed. The following process is simpler.

Equation (1) shows that ady-pde is a complete differential of

some function of y9
z. Using Hertz’s notation we take this

function as dn/dt. Thus

= ain 8 . _ ?!
n

tt

did/ dtdx
(*)

Theory of
Vibrating
Doublet.

Equations
of

Motion
for

Doublet.

and equations (27) of p. 201 become
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KdP a3n
di

**
dtbxdz

a3n
dt a%a*

,dit ^ ?./?54.3
2n\

A
at “ aAa.n + a,**A.

(
3 )

Now equations (3) declare that the quantities

kp - d*nidsd^ kq - a*n%3r, at/z + a2n/a.? « + 3Jn a/-*

are independent of t. Their values cannot therefore have any
influence on the wave propagation, and may be taken as zero in

each ease. Thus we assume

These equations fulfil, it will be seen, equation (3). Substi-

tuting now in (270> p* 201, we find

that is

and similarly

a3n
d/% U(:

d*p a-n

Br*
+

By*

8
(
d̂
B. - _L vn) = o.

By V Bt* A> V /

These show that the quantity in the brackets is a function of
z and t. Thus
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That we may put/

(

2
,
l)«0 without affecting the electric and

magnetic fields may be seen in the following manner. Let

!!»£(£, y, z
9 1) be a solution of (5). Then since the electric and

magnetic forces involve differentiation with respect to x and y
we may use instead of this the value

<f>
(.r, y, z9 1)+ t) for n,

where t) is any function of z and t. This would give the

differential equation

where x fo Q arises fiom yjr (z, t). Since ^ (~, t) may be anything
we please we may choose it so that x(r* 0~ —/(*» 0« Hence
putting /(r, 0=0, in (5), will not affect the electric or the

magnetic force at any point. Thus we have for the equation of

propagation of electromagnetic disturbance

^ V-’U (*>

The well-known general solution of this equation is

n = - 0O+ A>+r/)( .... (6)
r

where v = 1/ n/A/a; and Fu F$ are aihitian functions.

To find a solution adapted to the vibiatoi we have imagined,

we put

n - -f n (/«/• «/) (7)

wheie m = 2ir/X (\ = wave-length) and njm = v = l/'JKfi. This
satisfies the differential equation and is of the form (6). The
vaiues of P

9
R derived from it satisfy (28), p. 201, and we

shall see that it is applicable to the present case.

First as the case supposed is that of an electric doublet, the
moment $ of which varies as a simple harmonic function of the

time, the field of electric force in the immediate neighbourhood

magnetic doublet of the same moment numerically as that which
the electric doublet has at that instant. Now the lines of force

for this case are discussed at p. 8, and illustrated in Fig. %

01 cue aouoiei, mac is, at any point wnose distance xrom tne

doublet is a small fraction of the wave-length of the disturbance,

must at each instant precisely correspond to the field of a small

Differen-

tial

Equation
of

Oscillating

Electric

Doublet.

Solution
of

Equation.
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The magnetic force is there dorived from a potential of the

form

-
tli

d 1

dx?

where m is the moment of the magnetic doublet.

If instead of m we write & sin nt, we see that the electric

force to correspond ought to be given by a potential

r= -*8ta «*£(!) (8)

But (7) may be w ritten

_ $ Mil nt
,n = — [sin \mr — nt) -f- sin nt

\

,

/• /•

and the second term oil the right is practically zero when mr

(
= 2irr/\,

where X is the wave-lengtli) is a very small angle,

that is when r is small in comparison with the wave-length.
Thus in the immediate neighbourhood of the vibrating doublet

n $ sin nt

r

and, by (4), the potential V is given by

/' dl1 J- ,
3/l\

dz dz\r /

(9)

( 10)

which agrees exactly with tho magnetic analogue. This may
be taken as so far a verification of the solution. *

Further (7) gives electric force, and therefore also magnetic
force, everywhere zero at an infinite distance, which must l>e

the case also for physical reasons.

Since the field must be symmetrical about the axis of *, the
electric force lies everywhere in a meridian plane. It will be
sufficient therefore to use co-ordinates z along the axis,

and p at right angles to it, and to calculate for any point (r, p) •

the components of electric force perpendicular ana parallel to

the axis, and that of magnetic force parallel to the meridian
plane. We shall take the meridian plane considered as plane
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oft/, 2
,
so that p (Fig. 179)* becomes identified with y, and

denote the components specified above by Q, Rf
a respectively,

putting jP, ft, y = 0. In calculating these components by (7)

we have to put r2 = z2 + p
2
> *nd in finding R to write the third

equation of (7) in the foirn

Kit
10 / an\

p dp v dp /

Z

Expres-
sions for

Electric

and
Magnetic
Forces.

The figure represents an electric oscillator at. the origin of co-ordinates as
intended to be understood by Hertz.

Fig. 179.

which is its proper form for the case of symmetry round the
axis of z. Thus we find

"i-Ljsin (iinr-n{) - mrcos(mr - «/)j sindcosd j

2 * J i

KR = — [2 jsin (mr - nt) - air cos (mr - nt)}
i

— {dm\(mr — nf) — 3wr cos (mr — nf) (H)

- m2r2 sin (mr - nl)\ sin2 d]

a — {wr sin (mr - nt) + cos (mr - nt)) sin 6
j

* This figure is taken from Dr. Lodge's translation of Herts’s paper

in Nature, Yol. XXXIX. (1888-9).
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forces at At points very near the vibrator we get from these equations
points

near tbs ^

.

Vibrator. KQ ~ sin (mr — nf) sin 0 cos 8

KR - - —
,
sin (uir »{) t>m-tf * ... (12)

r* f

a — eos (mr - »/) sin 0

It is to be noticed that this expression for a is that which, ac-

cording to the formula at p. 143, would be given for the mag-
netic force produced by a current y in an element of length </*

such that yds = >/#cos (mr - nt). But n&cok (mr - nt) is the

actual current in the doublet at any instant multiplied by the

length of the element. The theory thciefore leads to the law

there stated.

Forces at At a great distance from the origin the equations (11) for the
Points components become
Distant

from the
. 4>

Vibrator. A Q m1 sin (/,// — nf) bin 6 < o* 8

A R- nr sin (tar - nf) sin-* 8 M3

(i —
r

m sin (mr - nf) mu 8

At These equations show* that at great distances from the origin
Distant the electric and magnetic forces are propagated together, with
Points the velocity nfm, and are in the same phase.

Electric Further the first two equations of (18) show that when / is

M *
ti £reat Q ®*n ^+ J2 cos 0 0, which indicates that the direction

Farce
C

°^ v*fa,ra^on 18 perpendicular to the radius vector from each

Pkh point, that is that the vibrations are tranweric to the direction

pagated of propagation.

Together Along the axis of z
%
a =» 0, Q » 0, and the equation for R in

in (11) may be written

Trans-
verse

Vibrations.
~ ~

f
v 1 -f- m*r* sin (mr — nl — r) . . . (14)

* *

where tan e = mr.
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Thus the velocity of propagation of electric force along the
axis of z is to be found from the equation mr - ni - e * 0 by
calculating drjdt

f
and is therefore «(1 + m2r2)/m3r2. It is very

great when r is small, and approaches the value njm
% or 1/VaJ*

as r inci eases.

In the equatorial plane Q ® 0, and the equations for R and a
may he written

AT? - - 8 j n — */ — e)

••nr § —
u - v 1 + /,/->* sin (/y/r - nrf - e’)

) . ( 15)

wjieie tan e = imr/(l - mV*), tail e' = - 1/////*.

The velocity of piopagation of electiic foice in the equatorial

plane is thus «(w¥ - ffi
2/2+ l)/^¥(wV - 2). It is always

greater than the velocity along the axis, except of course for

great values of r, where it is n/w as in the other case. Moreover

it is infinite when r — 0, and when r2 = 2/m2
,
or r = \/(ir*/2),

and is negative at intermediate points. The electric force is

thus propagated outw.uds and inwards in the equatorial plane

from a point outside the vibrator. This is the point for which

r •= A/(?r \/2), the centre of the small circle seen on each side of

the vibrator in the graphic representation of the electric field

of the vibrator in Fig. 181 below. At this point the electric

force attains any value which it there takes *12 of a period
before the corresponding value of the force is attained at the

origin.

The velocity of propagation of the magnetic force in the
equatorial plane is «(1 + Vs

,
which is also infinite at the

origin but diminishes as r is increased towards the limiting

value njm.

It is easy to verify from the expressions here given * that
the interval in which & zero or maximum value of the magnetic
force travels out in the equatorial plane from the origin to a
great distance r is rm/n - 7/4, and that a zero value of the
electric force travelling out iu the same plane from the point

X/(ir Vsd) reaches the point r in the interval rm/n - Tj2 after the

instant at whioh the zero value reached the origin. But when
this value reaches the origin the current has its maximum value,

and therefore so has the magnetic force.

* See also Trouton, “ On the Acceleration of Secondary Electro-

magnetic Waves,11 Phih Mag. March, 1890.

Propaga-
tion along
the Axis
of z:
and in

the Equa-
torial

Plane

:

Velocity

about
Origin
and at

Great
Distance.

Velocity
of Pro-
pagation

of
Magnetic
Force.

Accelera-

tion of
Phase of
Electric

and
Magnetic
Forces.
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Lines of

Electric

Force.

In the aaoeeding interval rmfn - Tj4 this maximum travels

out e distance ty but the zero value of the electric force has
arrived earlier by T/4, so that the electric force is also a maxi-
mum at the same time as the magnet ic force, in aocordnnoc
with the equations (18) below.

Lines of electric force have the differentia! equation

that

<fz rffi

* *
<t'

dz ,/p

1 a / am d'll
’

p dp '‘dp) a, .a

an\ , ,
a / auv

,

"a,, H ~o. . . ( 1 «)

integrating tins we get for the equation of a line of foire

/kHJ dp ^ r, or

sin (/«r - nt) - mr CO" (mi n()\ sin* 0 s- c (IT)

w hole * is a « onstant for any pirticiihu line. By assigning
different values to c the whole family of lines of force « xisting

at an> particular instant can be obtained.

Graphic The curves of electric force <w (dotted l»y Hertz are repro-
Represent* duced in Fig". 180, 181, 182, 1R3. Fig. 180 shows the electric
ation of field as it exists at the beginning ot an oscillation when the

t?mPi
vibrator is in th** neutral state, Fig". 181, ]82, 183 after the lapse

rteM 0f successive eighths of a complete period. The figures were

Half?
drawn by moans of a set of values of sin-#, and corresponding

Period
values of 0, and an auxiliary curve giving the values of r for

which fwith the given values of f) the multiplier of sin2# in

(IT) gives a product equal to the constant r chosen lor the
curve. [The A on the curves is I of the wa\c-length.]
The lines in the immediate vicinity of the vibration are not

given, nor are those drawn continued up to the source. The
vibrator represented is of a dumb-bell shape, and therefore its

lines of force can only agree with those of a doublet at some
distance from the origin.

Fig. 181 gives the state of the field after the lapse of $ of a
period from the instant for which Fig. 180 is drawn. The lines

shown are enclosed within the circle given by (17) for'f*JF,





***
«ALECTJStOMAOKETIO lUMATIOff

•nd This circle travels outwards with the same velocity
•» the magnetic force. [The closed carves outside the circle
may lot the present be neglected,]

InTftg. which shows the field when /«jr, these lines ana
enclosing circle are seen to have spread out to a greater distance,

in Fig, 183 the enclosing circle is much larger, but in the
immediate neighbourhood of the vibrator the lines of force

have begun to contract inwards on the source. The curves ure
thus throttled, so to speak, and break off at the neck into closed

curves. These closed curves are formed first in the interior of
the system as shown at the small circles to right and left of the

vibrator inside the outei loop of the dotted curve. At these

points, as already stated, the electric force takes any possible

Motion of value before the corresponding value is reached at tbe origin.

Line o! For example in Fig. 183 the electric force has just become zero
Force in at the small circles. As t increases from to the curves
Field. break off successively from within outwards until, as shown in

Fig. 180, they have "all broken off into two groups of closed

curves seen to right and left of the origin within the circle.

These are as it were the cross-sections of a vortex which is pro*

dueed and remains symmetrically round the axis of the vibrator.

Its circular axis at the small circles increases in radius

at first very rapidly but ultimately with the speed of light.

[The arrows in the curves in Fig. 183 are opposed in direction

to those in Fig. 180, but this arises from the fact that the lines

in Fig. 180 aie really those formed in the half-period preceding

that now under consideration.]

Considering now the interval from t=\T to t~ jT we see

that lines begin to spread out just as before, except that the

directions of the forces are reversed. The*e lines force outwards

the closed curves of the t( vortex ” just thrown off, rendering

them concave on their inner sides and more ami more elongated,

as shown in the successive diagianiN, so that they approximate

more and more to lines transverse to the radius-vector drawn
from the origin to any point.

Kadiation 'With the breaking off and motion outwards of these curves is

of Energy, connected the radiation of energy. Progress outwards of the

state of stress indicated by these lines involves the carrying off

into surrounding space of part of the energy supplied by the

medium to start the vibrator, the oscillations of which are there-

fore subject to a damping action over and above that due to the

resistance of the bar or medium connecting the conductors.
^

The rate of radiation of energy can be calculated by Poynting’s

theorem. By the formula given at p. 214 above (which may be

proved independently for the present case by multiplying
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equations (I) by P, Q, E, (2) by a, ft, y, respectively, subtracting
to® sum of the second set of products from the sum of the first

Radiation
8e^ an<* bitegrating throughout the space within the closed
surface chosen), the rate of flow of electric and magnetic energy
combined across unit area of surface at any point is

EH sin
<f)

sin ^/4ir

where E, H, are the resultant electric and magnetic forces at
the point, the angle between their directions, and ^ the
angle between the outward normal to the surface at the point
and the common normal to E and H.

It will be sufficient to calculate for a sphere of large radius
described from tho origin as centre. In this case we have
by (13)

A'E ~ 4* ft2 = - »i 2 sin (mr - h() sin 8 /

; [ <

i8>

H = « - - mn sin (mr - ni) sin 6
J

E and H are at right angles to bne another and lie in the
tangent plane to the sphere at every point. The rate of flow of
energy^ per unit of area across the surface is therefore

sin* (mr- n{) sin* 8/(4irKr)> and by the rule given at p. 215
the direction of flow is outwards.
The total rate of flow of energy across a zone of the spherical

surface of angular distance 0 from the axis and breadth rdO is

thus &n£n 8in*(«r - n/)sin3 8d6f2K. Integrating this from 0
to rr we find for the total rate of radiation across tho surface

2 & ,

5 w- sin2 (mr - nf).
o K

Again, integrating this expression over half a period, say
from / «* 0 to t = 772, we get finally for the energy radiated in

each half-period the value

1 **

6 K mPnT
if *
3 k m*

* 8ir

3k X3
. . (19)

,
If we measure * in electrostatic units we must take JIT in the

same units. Then for air Before obtaining numerical
results we must calculate the period of the vibrator.
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The period of the vibrator, taken as 2ir*JLC (p. 188) by
neglecting R> can be found by calculating L by Neumann's
formula [(47) p. 171], and taking account of the displacement
currents in the dielectric. If a current element produces the

magnetic field given by the formula of p. 143. and the displace-

ment current be uniformly and radially distributed in the

dielectric round each end of the wire,* the correction for a pair

of elements dsv ds2% at distance r is £ d
2r/dglds2.d8lds2y and hence

for any two linear currents the correction is the integral of this

taken along both lines. Thus if p».P2>
be the ends at which

the currents enter the wires, J\v N2 tho^e by which they leave,

the integral is obviously £(PiP2+ P2NX ).

Hence, as the reader may verify, if we consider a straight

conductor of length l and take two parallel filaments of it at

distance x apart and integrate along both, we get

//(
00

r

tf

+^4Xh</''S=2n°S
l+ r2 + 3(*- +

(20)

if xU may be neglected. We may extend this to all the
filaments of the conductor by taking instead of x the geometric
mean distance (p. 230) of the current carrying section fiorn

itself. If we suppose the current only on the surface of the
conductor the G.M.D. is simply the radius a and we get

L = 2pl (log (21)

If the current is taken as uniform over the cross-section

log (G.M.D.) is (p.296) log a-\
t
so that we have to substitute {

instead of the £ in the above result. Taking p as unity, l as 100
cms., a as *25 cm., as in Hertz* s dumb-beTJ apparatus, we get

Z a* 1037 by (21). Since the spheres were 15 crus, in radius we
must take (7«7*5/ca

,
where v is the ratio of the units (Chap.

XI.). Tlius we get T** 1*85 X 10-8 0f a second.

* See Heaviside, Electrician, Dec. 28, 1888.

t Hertz calculating by a formula given by Helmholtz, differing from
the above only in having cPr/da

t
d82 multiplied by (1 - k)/2, where k is

an undetermined constant, finds Z= 2Z{log (2l/a)- 3/4+ (1 ~k)]% the

current being supposed uniform over the cross-section. The last term
should be (&-l)/2. From this by putting &=0, we get the result*

given above.

a e 2

Calcula*

tion of
Period of

Vibrator*
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Numerical In experiments made by Hertz the conductors were two
Value of equal spheres, 15 cms. in radius, placed with their centres 100
Rate of cm9m apart. These were charged to a difference of potential

Radiation. which gave a spark-distance of 1 cm. The potential of each
differed from zero therefore by about 60 C.G.S. electrostatic

units, and the charge of each sphere was 60 X 15 C.G.S. units.

Thus$ = 60 X 15 X 100, and the energy radiated in half a
period was 602 X 15s X 1002 x 87r4/3X3 ergs, X being taken in

cms. If the velocity was that of light the wave-length wan
about 550 cms., and hence in each half-period about 12000 ergs
passed from the vibrator into the surrounding medium.
The whole energy of the vibrator when charged to the

potential stated above was |x‘2 x 602 X 15 (=54000) ergs.

Thus about
§ of the whole initial energy was radiated in the

first half-period, that is the amplitude of vibration suffered

from radiation alone a diminution of roughly J.

The period being 1*85 X 10- ® second the rate of radiation of
energy was therefore about 1*34 X 1012 ergs per second, or

approximately 1'34 X 104/746 (=179) horse-power.

Propaga- Experiments were made by Hertz, as described below, on
tion ot the interference of waves propagated along wires. The
Waves successive oppositions of phase we*B found to occur at much
along smaller intervals in the neighbourhood of the vibrator than at
Wires, a great distance. It was at first thought that this lesult was

due to the existence of two effects, an electrostntiVone travelling

at an infinite speed, and an electromagnetic one travelling

with the velocity of light. The theory given above shows that

this is not the true view of the caf.c, and we must examine what
phenomena of interference with waves in wires are given by it.

We shall consider first the propagation of waves in wires.

Theory of To find a solution of this problem we shall suppose the wire

Waves in to lie along a new axis of r, and put for the value of n at any
Wires, point of the wire the expression

n = A sin (/»y - nV + 8) (22)

where n’lm
9 denotes the speed of transmission, whatever it is,

of a given value of n along the wire, z the distance of the
point considered from a point chosen as origin, and 8 the phase
angle of the vibration at the origin when t=*o. The wire in

the interference experiments referred to was placed hori-

zontally in the plane of symmetry of the vibrator, but 40 cms.
higher.

If we suppose no damping out of the wave or change of
form to take place A cannot be a function of s or l, and ie
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therefore a function of p. We write therefore instead of (22),

n —/(p) sin («*V - n7 + 8) (23)

But for any point in the insulating medium surrounding the

wire we have the differential equation

d2n _ 1

dt2 Ap V
2n

By substitution from (23) in (24) we find

(24)

This equation may be solved in the following manner. Imagine
a linear distribution of attracting matter along the axis ot z',

such that between two points *t distances z + ( and z' 4- £+ dt
from the origin the quantity of matter is costs'+ 0d{. The

potential at a point P at distance r from the origin due to the

element d( is cos p(z' + We shall take z as the axial

coordinate, OM, of the point P
9
Fig. 184. If matter be dis-

tributed according to this law to an infinite distance on both

sides of the origin the potential will be given by the equation

+•

f
CQSpji' + fCOBpjz + O jfJr J +

+•

QO&fZ
7

COSX
yp^+?

dt. . . . (26)

Differen-

tial

Equation
of

Condition.

Solution*
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f
«>»X

dC = 0,

each element for a positive value of f being cancelled b} a
corresponding element for ( negative.
The integral in (26) does not depend in any way upon » or {,

and is therefore entirely a function of p. But at every point P
the potential V fulfils Laplace’s equation, which in the present
case has the form

d*v i ar
dp8 + pdp

- pW - 0.

If we write V in the form <£(p)cospz we obtain from the last

equation
d*4> 1 ftp

dp* + p dp *1*P = 0.

which is the equation fulfilled by f(p) if

p3 » m'% — n 2Kp.

Hence we may put

ftp) . *£ f°
OH ~ n'*A> • fmW

n'J *Tp
-i + £*

1 . . (27)

where /is a constant, and finally *

?? sin («*V - n't+ «) f
C0B

» J Jp*+ {*
(28)

This is the general solution from which the electric and
magnetic forces are to be found by (4).

* The solution here adopted is that given by Poincar6 (Elcctricilc et

Opttyue, tome it p. 192). Hertz gives practically the same solution

but in a somewhat different form. He remarks that the integral

o

satisfies the differential equation (25). If we assume thatp is not less

than zerpf that is, that the velocity of propagation along the wire is
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.
If we now impose the condition that the electric forces are at If Electric

right angles to the conducting wire we roust have R=* 0, that Forces

i»by(7) .

Mi ifln=0
9p* + ~p9p

’

or

= 0
9p*^p9p

(29)

Normal to
Wire

Velocity

of Propa-
gation *=

Velocity

of Light.

This gives /= Clog p -f- C, where C9 C\ are constants, and
therefore we may write

or
n = ~ log p . sin (»V - n't + 8) . . . . (30)

not greater than in the surrounding medium, we may write pp
= - iO,

where 0 is a pare positive imaginary, and i = s/ -1. The integral

then becomes

j
c
Wc08,B

d«

o

and is a case of the function K (0) discussed in treatises on Bessel*

functions.

Now it is proved (Heine’s Kugelfunctionen, p. 188, 2nd edition)

that if 0 be as here a pure positive imaginary

00 00

f fCOS pp.r
if(0) = / cos (0 sin iu) du -= I

t

ds

0 0

dC

if for px we write £ But

Thus the two solutions agree to a constant multiplier.
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By comparison of (25) and (31) we see that in this case

? 0 (31)

that is the velocity of propagation of the wave along the wire

Lines f
18 e9ual t0 the ve,ocity of %ht.

Force for
shows the lines of electric force in the neighbourhood

Different
°* w

V
re *or f,s=w,1 >

that is for an infinitely small velocity of

Velocities Pr.°Paffat*°;1 along the wire. Here the lines make finite angles

of Pro- *he w*re except at pairs of points at successive distances

pagation. 2 ,

“

ar A vave lftogth, along the wire, where jR is zero. The
field is wholly electrostatic. Fig. 186 shows the change pro-
duced in the field when the velocity of propagation along the
wire is 7/12 of that in the medium. The component of electric
force along the wire is weakened by electrodynamic action, and
the curves run farther out since the tangent at any point is

thus rendered more nearly perpendicular to the wire.

Fig. 185.

In Fig. 187 the field in the case of velocity of transmission
equal to that of light is shown. The lines of electiic force are
everywhere in jplanes at right angles to the axis; each of the
curves of the former diagram has by the vanishing of Jt at
every point been changed into a pair of parallel lines, as
indicated by the arrows, one running out to infinity the other
returning from infinity to the wire.

Taking now the component of electric force in the equatorial
plane as given for the vibrating doublet by (15), we may
write it
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where

d| w mr — tan-i
mr

1 - m*r*'

' Plotting as ordinates of a curve with values of mr as the
abscissas. Hertz obtained the curve marked 8, in Fig. 188 * This

Figs. 186, 187.

curve is drawn for the experiments described at p. 812 below.

The scale below indicates metres, and starts from a point {45
cms. to the right of the origin of abscissas) at which the value

* This cut is copied from Hertz’s paper, 11 Die Krafte elektrischer

Schwingtmgen,” Wied. Ann. 36 (1888), p. 1. See also Nature, vol.

33 (1888—9), p. 547.
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of begins to be sensible. The distance a

h

along the axes of

x and y represents 7r.

Inter- It will be seen from the curve that it is asymptotic [to the
ferences of straight line (3=*»r- ir) drawn from b

,
and that therefore at a

Dinctand great distance the phase alters uniformly as if the wave had*

\v
m been transmitted over the first half wave-length in an infinitely

waves m
8iIOTt time, and had thereafter travelled with velocity n/m.

given oy
Theory.

The electric force parallel to z' at any point in a plane
through the wire, and produced by the disturbance in the wire,
has the expression

W - C sin (n't ~ 32) (33)

where by (30)

3a = w#V b z' + 3,

if X' denote the length of the waves in the wire. The value of
3 and the amplitude C can be altered to any required amount
by properly adjusting the length of the wire.

Considering then the interference between the electric force in

the equatorial plane due to the radiation from the vibrator, and
thnt produced by the wire, we see that the phase of the
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on d
t
- For if the resultant be Jt

f we have,

JR' =s jR + ira C {sin (nt — 8
X) + sin {n't — d2)>

= Wain
(

n + u
t - cos

** 8
. . (34)

Thus if *8 *ero or a multiple of ’in-, cos {(J^ - 3J/2}= ± 1

and the effects conspire. If 8
X
— 8S is an odd multiple of ir

cos {(&! -fts)/2}-0, and the effects are opposed. In the former
case the interterence may be called +, in the latter -

,
while in

the case of 8l -82J an odd multiple of 7r/2, it may be said to be
zero.

Now suppose that ut the zero of the metre division 81 — 8i has
some definite value d0, and let a straight line (1 in Fig. 188) be
drawn to represent 82+80 . Its slope must be such that it rises

ir for a distance along the axis of abscissa; equal to half a
wave-length in the wiie. In the figure it is thus drawn for a
wave-length of 5*6 metres, to suit the experiments made by
Hertz. The lines numbered 2, 3, 4, &c\, are drawn in the same
way to represent 32“Mo

^

2+^0 ^2+^0 -8ir, &c. These
cut the axis of abscissae at successive distances from the origin

of the metre scale of 1*4 metres, and ait* all parallel to the line

numbered 1.

The intersections of these lines with the curve 8
X
projected on

the axis of abscissas give the distances iiom the origin at which
8

X
has the successive values 82+80 , $2+^0 Thus if the

interference at the beginning of line 1 have the sign -|- ( — ), it

will have — (+) at a distance of 2*3 metres, -+•(-) at a dis-

tance of 7*6 metres, — (+) at 14 meties, and so on. Or if it be
zero at the beginning of the metre scale, it will be zero at

distances 2*3, 7*6, 14, &c. metres, and have opposite signs at the
intermediate distances 1 metre, 4*8 metres, 11 metres, &c.

This it will be seen below expresses the experimental

tesuits. The retardation of the magnetic force given by the

equation d3=»»8 -tan-
1 mr is shown by the line 8& Further

discussion of the experimental results, including the interference

of the magnetic actions, will however come more conveniently

after a description of the experiments made by Hertz and
others.

Some of the most important of Hertz's experiments were Hertz’s,

carried out by means of the dumb-bell vibrator and receiver Expert-

referred to above, or with the dumb-bell vibrator modified by sub- meats,

stitutingforthespheres plates coplanar with the axis. The vibrator,

resultant depends
if V=C,
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Mode of
Produc-
tion of
Oscilla-

tions.

Reaonat
mg

Action of

Rweivei.

whichwas placed horizontally,was connected asshown in Fig. 189

to the terminals of an induction coil. The two spheres 4% J
0

were thus charged to a difference of potential sufficient to enable

% spark to pass across the gap. As soon as the spark passed

electric oscillations were set up which depended for their period*

on the dimensions of the apparatus, but were enormously more
rapid than the action of the coil. Thus the oscillations had
subsided in consequence of generation of heat and radiation

^

of
energy long before they were renewed by the coil. The action

of the vibrator was therefore a succession of oscillatory dis-

charges separated by intervals of inaction.

Indunion
Cm/

What was very remarkable in the receiver was the fact that

a particular size depending mainly on the vibrator was necessary

to enable it to act with greatest readiness and intensity. This
suggested that its behaviour was that of an electric resonator,

so to speak, tuned to respond to the vibrations which it

received, and to no others. Of course this was only approxi-

mately the case : the electric radiation was essentially a

compound phenomenon, And indeed very accurate timing has
been found unnecessary for obtaining results.
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The wire of which the receiver whb made was 2 mms, thick,

and the diameter of the circle was 35 cms. The ends of tire

wire at the spark-gap were tipped with two small knobs. The
width of the gap was regulated by means of a fine screw, which
moved one end of the wire.

In some experiments with the same vibrator a receiver in the

form of a square 60 cms. in [side, made of wire of the same
gauge, was used. The spark-gap was in tho middle of one of
the sides.

It is impossible to give a complete account of the action of
the receiver or resonator, but some approach to a rough theory
can be made which serves, partly at least, to explain tho results

obtained. [See Hertz, Wied. Ann. 34, p. 155 (1888), or, Unter-

8uch.
t p. 89.J

If we denote by P the electric force, parallel to an elements
of the resonating circle, produced by the action of the exciter,

we shall have
P = 0(a) cos nt (35)

on the su pposition that the electric force is oscillatory with

period 2ir/s, and is a function of the distance s of the element
from some point of the circle (say the centre of the spark-gap)

taken as origin. We assume further that 0(a) is a periodic

function of a, which is no doubt the case when electrical oscil-

lations arc going on in the circle. Hence by Fourier's series

we get

V») -- ./ + B cos + . . . + B' sin
2~n + . .

. (36)

where $ denotes the whole circumference of the circle. It is

not necessary to retain more than the three terms here exhibited,

the constant teim and the two indicating the gravest simple

harmonic component If we take the origin at the spark-gap,

we may neglect also the term B 1 sin (27ra /JS) since that is of

opposite sign in the two halves of the circle on the two sides of

the diameter through the spark-gap.

At the spark-gap wc have then by (36)

0(a) - A + B

and at the diametrically opposite point

0(a) - A ~ B.

The current at the spark-gap is of course the rate* of passage

of electricity in the spark itself.

797

iRman*0

ziam of*

Receiver.

Theory of
Receiver.

Electric

Force at

Point on
Receiver
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Action of According to Hertz's view the action of the vibrator on the
Electric portion of the resonator opposite the spark-gap woe most effec-
Force on tive in setting tip the oscillation, that is, that. the oscillations

Resonator. depen<j rHther on A - H than on A+ Ji. Such an oscillation

no doubt consists first in a backward and forward Row of'

electricity in the connecting wire from one knob to the other,

which gradually increases in amplitude, if the receiver is of
uutural period nearly equal to that of the vibrator, until the
maximum difference of potential between the knobs becomes

Forced ho great that a spark passes. He compares the resonator to a
Oscilk' string fixed at its two ends and subjected to periodic forces at
tions in intermediate points, so that it is set into a state of forced vibra-

Kesonator.
tjon> Thus if V denote the difference of potential of the knobs
at any time, we have, on the supposition that the exciting vibra-
tions are slowly damped, the excited not,

02//
® + fV = A '€-« sin at (87)
of~

if 2ir//t be the natural period of free vibration. The solution

for forced vibration is

V** - '**
sin (*/ -e) + + Cconpt.

\ {n* - /r K-j- + nV
(38)

where tan c » 2mc‘(tr - p* - k2).

If * be supposed very small, V will he very great if p is

equal to n, and will have the same sign as A' or the opposite

sign, that is the phases of the forced part of V and the exciting

action will agree or be opposed, according as v > or < n. But
if p = n, tan e is very great and approximately e *« jr/2. Thus
when resonance is just attained there is a difference of phase of

a quarter of a period. If * is not very small, the forced vibra-

tion is a maximum when «2 =. p
2 + *2, and the greater k is the

smaller is this maximum.

Electric
The ^ermB P >»»y h® interpreted ns follows : A cos nt is an

Forces on Metric force at the element //s, which has the same value for

Element each clement at the same instant. It may be taken as the

of electric force due to variation of magnetic induction of the same
Resonator, value at every point of tiie circle, or if the magnetic, induction

is not uniform, the part ot this electromotive force which is the

same for each element. In the second term is included the

so-called electrostatic action of the vibrator, and any remaining
portion of inductive action however produced.

If jfbe the part of the electric force which is independent of
that due to the variation of the uniform part of the magnetie
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induction, ylr the angle which it makes with the plane of the
circle, and $ the angle between the component in the plane of
the circle and the radius to the centre of the spark-gap, the com-
ponent along the tangent is E cos ^ sin (2irs/S - d). Therefore

B = - E cos yft sin 0 cosnt.

Hence the length of spark may be taken as roughly depend-
ing on the value of a quantity of the form a + p sin d, where a
is proportional to A and to E cos yjr.

In tne experiments loc. cit it was of course sufficient, on account
of the symmetry of the arrangement, to investigate what took
place for positions of the centre of the receiver at different

points of one of the four quadrants into which the horizontal
plane through the vibrator was divided by the line of the
vibrator itself, and the horizontal perpendicular to the vibrator
passing through the middle of the spark-gap. The receiver

was used with its plane (1) vertical, (2) horizontal, in both cases
with its centre in the horizontal plane through the vibrator.

It was observed in the former case that no sparks passed when
the circle was placed with its diameter through the spark-gap
horizontal, that is the gap vertical, but that sparks passed with
increasing intensity as the receiver was turned round in its own
piano so as to bring this diameter nearer to the vertical. When
the gap was at the lowest or highest point of the circle, and
therefore horizontal, the sparks passed most freely for a given
position of the plane of the circle.

For any vertical position of the circle clearly a = 0. For a

vertical position of the gap the action of $ is equal and opposite

in the two halves, for a horizontal position its action on the

part of the circle diametrically opposite is effective unless

*« 90°.

It was found that if, when the spark-gap was at the top or

bottom of the circle, tne receiver was turned round a vertical

axis there wetfe two positions in which the sparks passed with

maximum intensity, And two in which there was absolute or

approximate extinction of the sparks. The two positions of

maximum were 180° apart, as were also the two positions of zero,

which lay midway between the two former positions. For the

former position ^ * 0, and 0 - 90° for the element opposite the

gap, for the zero positions ^ = 90°.

A number of these positions were noted and are illustrated in

Fig. 190. The longer lines show the positions of the spark-

gap when the sparking was a maximum, the short arrow-pointed

lines the direction of the electric force. The short lines clearly

indicate curves of electric force, the others directions at right

Quantity
on which
Length of

Spark
depends.

Experi-
ments
with

Resonator
Vertical.
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angles to the electric force. Furthermore the lines which are
drawn for points near the vibrator suggest the lines of electro-
static force illustrated in Figs. 180—183, and the theory shows
that near the vibrator the electrostatic action is most powerful.

\\ hon on the other hand the piano of the receiver was hori-
zontal, no effect was produced when it was on the position I,

Fig. 191, so that the magnetic induction through it was zero,
and the spark-gap was at 6. or b\ and therefore at right angles
to the electric force. When however the circle was turned
round in its own plane so that the spark-gap was brought to a

xor a'v equal maxima of spark production were found at
these points. The spark-length observed at these points was
2*5 nun.
When the circle was turned to II the magnetic induction

through it was no longer zero. Two positions of minimum or
zero sparking were found at b3 and b'^ and two maxima of un-
equal intensity at and «#

3. The line a2a\ was at right angles

to the electric force, and thus the action was proportional to
a + 0 at one position, and to a - 0 at the other. The two effects

conspired at a2, and were opposed at a For the electric force,

with A say positively charged, was from A and tended there-
fore, when the gap was at av to produce a current in the clockwise
direction. But the electric force due to inductive action was in
the direction from A' to A near the vibrator, and tended to pro-
duce flow in the same direction.

When the spark-gap was at a\ it is easy to see in like manner
that the effects were opposed.

When the spark-gap was at b% or b\ the electric force being
equally inclined to the circle at those points gave therefore
equal components along the circle, which neutralized the
electric forces due to induction.
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The spark-lengths at a% and a\ were 3*5 tnms. and 2*5 nuns,
respectively.

When the circle was moved to position III the two null

points closedup nearer to a\ the smaller maximum, while the
greater maximum was at az. Over a considerable region
opposite to a8 only a very slight effect was observed. The
spark-length at a3 was 4 mms.
As the middle position was approached and reached in IV

and V, no positions of extinction at all were found, but only a
maximum and minimum at a4, a\, in IV and aS9 a’*, in V. It

is to be noticed that in the passage from position III to position
V the line aa' turned quickly round through nearly 90° so as to
be always at right angles to the electric force.

The spark-lengths found were 5*5 mms. at ai9
1*5 mms. at a\

and 6 mins, at a3,
2*5 mms. at dh.

Hertz made experiments also with the resonator in other Resonator

positions than those specified, and found the results to be in inclined

accordance with theory. For example the circle was placed in to Hori-

the position V of Fig. 191 with the spark-gap at aM and then zontal.

turned round the diameter parallel to the vibrator so as to raise

the spark-gap. Experiments were made for various positions

until the circle had been turned completely round to its original

position. During the change of position 6 was still 90°, 0 re-

mained nearly constant, but a changed with the cosine of the

inclination of the *plane of the circle to the horizontal. Thus if Effect of

the value of a for the horizontal position be denoted by oq, and Change lb

f

the inclination of the circle to the horizontal by
<f>,

the quantity Angle of

roughly measuring the spark producing action was a0 cos + 0, Inclina-

and varied therefore from ao+ 0 for the spark-gap at as in the ^
position V, to 0 when was 90°. Experiment showed that the

spark-length varied from 6 mm. to 2 mm.

vol. n. 3 **
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Thereafter as the next quadrant was turned through the spark-
length passed through zero and increased again to the smaller
maximum 2*5 mms. at a\ when was 180°. The action was
then represented by - «o+ A and -<*<> preponderating gave the
smaller (negative) maximum, while between #=-90°, and 0= 180°,

oq eos <f> + fi took tho value 0.

As 0 was further changed from 180° to 270 cos +
changed from — oq + /3 to £ again, and so the spark-lengtli

changed through zero to 2 mms. once more. As the circle was
turned through the last quadrant to its original position the
spark-length increased from 2 mm. to 6 mm.

Experi- The experiments just described were all made in the vicinity
ments at 0f the vibrator. Experimenting at greater distances Hertz
G*®**®1 found that at points from about 1 to 1*5 metre from the vibrator

instances
fcjie maxjmura an<j minimum positions were not clearly defined

Fin. 192.

except for certain positions
;
but that they became again distinct

at distances exceeding two metres. Fig. 192 shows the electric

Explom- held as mapped out by Hertz, in an exploration inado by means
tion of of a receiver carried about from point to point in a room of

Electric 14 metres by 12. From this exploration he drew the following

Field with conclusions
: (1) That at distances beyond three metres the

Resonator, electric force is parallel to the oscillation, and is due in the
• main to induction. (2) For distances less than 1 metre from

the vibrator the electric force is almost wholly electrostatic.

(3) The electric force is determinate at all points along the axis

of the vibrator and in the equatorial plane but within a* certain

region, marked by the asterisks in the diagram, becomes in-
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determinate. The effect falls off much more rapidly with in-

crease of distance along the axis than in the equatorial plane.
It is to be remarked that these results, the explanation of

which was not at all obvious when they were observed, are on
the whole satisfactorily accounted for by the theory given later

by Hertz and discussed above, p. 775 et seq .

It is only necessary to look at Figs. 182, 183 to find all the Results of

features of Fig. 192. There is the so-called electrostatic field Explors-

of force close to the vibrator, the region of indeterminacy beyond tion refer*

it, and, in the neighbourhood of the equator at least, the *®dto

parallelism of the electric force to the vibrator. The more Theory,

rapid falling off of the action along the axis is also explained.

For by equations (13), at a great distance the electric and mag-
netic forces are both zero on the axis, while in the equatorial

plane they are still sensible. The only discrepance, if discrep-

ance it is, is the apparent parallelism of the lines of electric

force $o the vibrator found at some distance from the equatorial

plane ; but this is no doubt due to the inaccuracy produced by
effects of the walls of the room, or otherwise.

Hertz also investigated the effect of placing conductors and Effect of
insulators of different kinds in the neighbourhood of his vibrator.* Conduc-

The arrangement of apparatus is shown in Fig. 193. AA' is tors and

the exciter consisting as shown of two square plates of brass,

40 cms. in side, placed symmetrically in the horizontal plan© 111

about the line *»«,and joined by a wire 70 cms. long, interrupted y.,
ot

.

in the centre by a spark-gap of J cm. between two well-polished
ArrancK^*

brass knobs. The two sides of the gap were connected as

indicated by the wires to the terminals of an induction coil. Appara*
The receiver was a circle of the dimensions already specified tus.

and furnished with a screw at the gap which enabled the spark-

length to be varied from a few hundredths of a millimetre to

several millimetres. The circle was set with its plane vertical

and parallel to the spark-gap, and its centre on the horizontal

line wn y
the axis of symmetry of the vibrator, at a distance of

12 cms. from the nearest points of the plates. It was made
movable round an axis coinciding with this line, so that the

position of the spark-gap could be varied on the circle.

When the spark-gap /in the receiver was at a or a
f no sparks

passed, but the slightest turning from that position caused the

sparks to begin, and they had a maximum length of about

* Ann. 34 (1888) p. 273, or Untersvch. U. d. Ambreitung

,

Ac. p. 102.

3 F 2
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3 mms. when the spark-gap was at b or b'. For this position

the sparks were of course produced by the electric force inde-

pendently of any change of the total magnetic induction
through the circle, since of course that was zero. It was found
that if without changing the plane of the circlo it was placed at*

a lower level tho spark at 6 increased, and that at b' diminished
in length, and the places of zero spark were no longer at

the extremity of the diameter of the circle at right angles to bb*

but were both displaced on the circle towards b to an equal
amount. This result was due to magnetic induction, the
integral of which through the circle was no longer zero. There
is no difficulty in working out the explanation in detail.

Frecau- It was found necessary to set up the apparatus in a large
tions in chamber at a great distance from all other objects, and to keep
Using conducting bodies such as bars of metal at a'distance from the

*PParftt,l8/in order that tho absence of sparks at a and a' might
tus

' be maintained. An unsymmetricul position of the body of the
observer relatively to mn was quite sufficient to aftect the pro-

duction of sparks.
Effect A conductor of the shape indicated by C9

Fig. 193 was placed
of Con- above the exciter as shown. When it was brought nearer to
doctors, the exciter the sparks diminished at V in the resonator, and

p^ f ^creased at b
,
and the points of zero sparking moved upwards

Vibrations
^owar<i® while sensible sparks appeared at the former zero

produced P°*nts* ^ 18 eft8y to 8ee t*lat this e^ect was what was to be
^

in a expected. For the conductor C having been made so as to have

Secondaiy a natural period shorter than that of the vibrator was the seat

ISxciter/ of a vibration opposed to that in the primary. This was a
* consequence of the inductive action on the primary, for since

the natural period of the primary was greater than that of f7,the

electrification of C agreed in phase with the inductive action

producing it (see p. 798 above). That this was the explanation

Hertz satisfied himself by replacing the vertical connecting
plate in C by a thin wire, that by a thinner and so on. The
result was to bring the points of zero sparking nearer to the
top. But as they moved upwards with the substitution of
thinner and thinner wires the zero points disappeared altogether

and were replaced by places of minimum sparking. The spark-

length up to the vanishing of the zero points was much smaller

at b* than at b ,* but at the vanishing of the zero points it began
‘ again to increase, and as the period of C was increased the

sparks became equal, but no point of zero sparking was again
found. As the period of C was increased beyond this stage the

rrk-length at the lowest point diminished, and there were
eloped in its neighbourhood two minimum points which
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became more and more nearly zero points, and approached at
the same time the positions a a'.

All this was of course in strict accordance with theory, for as

the period of 0 approached that of AA the current in 0 increased
likewise, but when the period was carried beyond that of AA1 a
difference of half a period was set up between the current in C
and the action producing it, that is the two currents agreed in

phase. When however the stage of resonance was nearly

reached or only slightly passed the difference of phase was, as
in all cases of slightly damped vibration, about & quarter of a
period (see (38) p. 798) and interference between the effects of
0and AA* was then impossible. This was the stage at which
the sparks were equal at the highest and lowest points of the
circle.

When 0 was brought quite close to AA* the sparks in the
resonator became small. This was due to the fact that the

Discussion

of
Results.
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capacity of AA* being increased, its period was lengthened,
and so the resonator and exciter were thrown out o£ unison.

Effect of The effect of placing insulators of different kinds under the
Placing exciter was then tried, A pilo of books 1*5 metres long, *5

lD
* tk* metre broad, and 1 metre high was placed under the exciter so

Field
t^lat uPPer surface almost touched the plate. Sparks now
passed when the spark-gap of the resonator was in its former
position of no sparking, and the spark-gap had to be turned
round the circle through 10° towards the pile of books to reduce
the sparking to zero.

Effect of A block of asphalt of the dimensions (in cms.) indicated in

Block of Fig. 194 was then placed in the position shown. The sparks were
Asphalt now found to be much stronger at b' than at 5' the point nearest
placed the asphalt. The points of zero sparking ceased to exist, and
near minimum points were then found below the level of the former

exciter. zero p^t^ an angular distance on the circle of about 23°.

When the plates AA ' were laid on the asphalt the period of
the vibrator was increased, as was shown by its being necessary
to increase the period of the receiver to cause it to respond.

By increasing the distance between the apparatus and the
block of asphalt the effect of the latter was diminished, hut its

character remained unchanged.
It was found possible to compensate the action of the asphalt

by bringing down the conductor C sufficiently near to the
vibrator AA.
The experiments were repeated with a large number of other

substances, such as wood, sandstone, sulphur, paraffin and
petroleum.

PEbno- According to Hertz these results prove that change of electric

mena not force in a dielectric is always accompanied by a corresponding
due to magnetic action. It is impossible to account for them by
Electro* electrostatic action pure and simple. For if the exciter be
static placed with its line rs at the middle of and along one edge of a

Action.
iarge rectangular block of insulating material, there can be no
change of electrostatic action in the space, for example, in front

of the block and below the plane of the vibrator. Still the

effect was found by Hertz to be quite marked in this space.

Again the effects cannot be due to conduction currents in the

dielectric, for both sulphur and paraffin showed the effects in a
very marked degree.

There remains therefore only the change of magnetic field

and the consequent inductive electric force at each point to

explain the phenomena.
It is ft result of electromagnetic theory that if the variation of

electric action in an insulating medium is accompanied by
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magnetic action according to the law* of induction laid down
above electnc action must be transmitted in the medium with
a finite velocity. That the two go hand in hand is the
foundation of Maxwell's theory of electrodynamics, and Hertz's
experiments met described gave evidence of the truth of the
theory for solid dielectncs It lemamed still to show that it

was true for air Hertz attempted to verify the finite velocity
in air by carrying the secondary vibrator C from a position of
interference with JA* to a greater and gi eater distance and
observing whether the interference ceased and began again
alternately This experiment howevei was not successful, but
the pioblem was solved by Hertz in another manner

It was known that electnc oscillations could be propagated
along a wire, and ittempts made by Fizeau and Gounelle m
1850, and by W Siemens in 1876 to determine the velocity of

propagition for iron and copper wiies give velocities of the
same order of piagmtude as the velocity of light

Arr mgements were theiefore made to compare the finite

velocity of electnc oscillations m air, if such a velocity existed

with the velocity of propagation m a wire * An exciter

consisting as before of two 40 ems square brass pi ites joined by
i 70 cm long brass rod with a spark-gap between was set up as

shown in Fig 194 Behind the plate A was arranged a plate

P connected as shown to a long wne of copper 1 mm thick

t urned along horizontally 30 ems above the horizontal axis of

symmetry of the vibratoi This axis we shall call the base line

of the appantus A point 45 ems from the spark-gap of the

exciter was taken as zero point foi the measurement of distances

parallel to the wire.

The resonatoi used was either the circle of 35 ems radius or

the square of 60 ems side aheady described It was placed m
three diffeient positions with its centre on the base line —
(1) in the vertical plane through the base line, (2) with its

plane at right angles to the base line
, (3) with its plane

horizontal

By the direct action of the exciter no sparks were produced

in the first position, while in the second position sparks only

occurred when the gap was above or below the level of the base

line The cause of this sparking was, as we have seen, the

electric force acting on the part of the leceiver opposite the air-

space. The total magnetic induction tluough the circle m both

* SUzuagbbr d Perl Ahad d Wv»s 2 Febi 1888, IVud, Ann
84 (1888) p. 551, oi UntemuJi U. d, Aitbbt Lt.
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positions was zero. The length of the sparks fell off with

distance from the exciter, at first rapidly, then much more
slowly, and they were visible up to 12 metres froni the exciter.

In the third position sparking was obtained no matter how
the spark-gap was placed. The spark-length was a maximum
when the gap was parallel to the exciter and on the side nearest

to the latter, and a minimum when the gap was in the diametri-

cally opposite position. These results were of course due to the

joint action o£, the electric force and the magnetic induction.

The effect of the latter was of course the more powerful as there

was no zero of sparking.

Effect of Considering now the action of the wire, wo see that the

Waves in arrangement adopted insured that the period of the disturbance
Wire on should be the same as that produced directly by the exciter.

Resonator* When the action of the wire alone on the resonator was observed
reflected waves were avoided by continuing the wire to a
distance of 60 metres, and terminating it in an earth connection.
Sparks were found to pass with greatest freedom between the

knobs when the receiver was placed in a plane through the
wire, and had its spark-gap as close to the wire as possible.

Pheno- A standing oscillation was produced in the wire by arranging
mena of ft with a free en(j at which reflection could take place, and it

was then found by moving the receiver along the wire that

tion P*Aces maximum and zero sparking existed alternately at

equal intervals along the wire, that is to say nodes and loops
of standing electrical waves were indicated. The nodes were
places of maximum or minimum potential but of no flow of
electricity, consequently electric forces are directed outwards
from the nodes.

Hence it was seen that if the receiver were placed with its

plane at right angles to the wire and its spark-gap in an
intermediate position between that nearest to the wire and that

farthest from it, these electric forces ought to produce sparking.
This was found to be the case. Again sparks were readily

obtained from a node by bringing near it any small conductor.

These effects were however slight as the disturbance in the wire
was really a complex of vibrations of different periods from
which the resonator picked out those of its own proper period

as in the analogous acoustic experiment.

Effects Experiments on wires of different thicknesses showed that no
indepen- change was produced in the positions of the node and loops,
dent of Even in an iron wire these remained unaltered, showing that

Thickness with the rapid changes here in question practically no
of Wire, magnetization was produced.

The Inodes and loops were most clearly produced when the
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wire was cut 8 metres or 5J metres from the zero point of the
base line. In the former case the nodes were at *2 metre,
2*3 metres, 5*1 metres, 8 metres from the zero point ; in the
latter *1 metre, 2*8 metres, 5*5 metres from the same point.
These results indicate clearly a half wave-length of 2 8 metres.
The period of oscillation as calculated from an estimate of the

inductance and capacity of the exciter was about 2xlO~ 10 cms.
per second. This gave a velocity of propagation of 2*8 X 10 io

cms. per second, that is approximately the velocity of light.

Fn.. 194.

The receiver could be placed so that botli the exoiter and the Arrange-

wire could produce bparks in it. Foi this it was necessary that ment of

it should be placed neither in the first position nor in the second, Beaoa**0*

but in an intermediate position. Thus the square receiver was
placed at the zero point with its plane vertical, and the spark-

ferenc^
gap at the top, and the normal to its plane turned towards the

plate A or the plate A r of the excitei. Let us suppose that it

pointed towards A as shown in Fig. 194, and that A had its

maximum positive charge. Then the direct electric force due to

the exciter and the inductive electromotive force at tlm node in

the wire were opposed to ono another. When the receiver was

turned round so that its plane pointed towards A1 the sign of

the direct action on the receiver was changed and the two^effects

conspired. By moving the plate P to a greater or less distance

from A the effects of tlie wire could be varied in strength so as

to be made equal to the direct action on the receiver.

Interference effects could also be obtained with the receiver

in the third position, but in this case the wire had to be on one
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side or the other of the base-line. Experiment* showed that,

when the wire was on the same side of the base-line as P, the
effect of the waves in the wire was opposed to that of the
exciter, and when the wire was transferred to the opposite side

the effects conspired. The position of the spark-gap did not
affect the nature of these results, which allowed that it was
mainly inductive action in both cases which produced sparks.

Observa- Using the first mode of observing interference Hertz included
tions of different lengths of wire as the arc between the points mn9 and
Inter- found that as the length was increased the origin changed from
ference. u uo<je to a loop, then hack again to a node and so on. It

was found however that if at one node the effects were opposed
when the normal to the receiver pointed to P, at the next node
they were opposed with the normal turned away from P and so
on alternately.

The same alternation of the direction of the normal was found
at the different nodes along the wire for a given length of wire
between tun.

The following are some of the observations made. A distance
of 8 metres from tho zero point was laid off along the wire, and
the receiver set up at every i metre of Ibis distance and its

normal placed successively in "the two positions specified and
the difference if any in the spark-length noted. If no difference

was observed the result was indicated by the sign 0, or accord-
ing as tho sparks were smaller or greater with the normal turned
towards P than in the other case the result was marked by +
or — . Eleven series of such observations were made along the

8 metres of wire with an additional 50 ems of wire between mn for

each series, so that the length of wire increased from 100 to 600
Results : ems. The results showed that the sign of the interference changed
Wave- for successive displacements of between 3 and 4 metres along
length the wire, and also fur about the same length of wire introduced
of Air. between and n. - This showed that the wave-length of the

direct effect was not the same as that in the wire, and that the
velocity of propagation in air though finite was greater than
that in the wire.

A second set of observations was made along a length of 12
metres of the wire with, as before, different lengths of wire in-

cluded between m and ti. These results being complicated with
electrostatic action near the exciter, a series of observations

were made up to 4 metres with the receiver in the third position

and the wire on one side as already explained. The results of
the latter experiments taken along with those for the remaining 8
metres given by the other method gave the following table of
results.
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This corroborates the conclusion from the former series of

results.

It appears therefore that the wave in air while traversing 7*5

metres gained half the length of the wave in the wire on the
latter: that is while the wave in air traversed 7*5 metres the

wave in the wire traversed 7 '5 — 2*8 (= 4*7) metres. But the
half-period of the wave in the wire being 1 X 10- ® second the

velocity of propagation of the wave in air given by the experi-

ments was 4*5 X 1010 cms. per second. This exceeds the velocity
of light by 50 per cent of the latter and gives a wave-length in

air of about 9 metres.

This result, it may be stated here, does not agree with the
observations of later experimenters who have found for waves
in air as well as for waves in wires the velocity of light. The
discrepancy will be discussed later.

Hertz also made experiments on the reflection of waves in air

from conducting surfaces.* The experiments were carried out
in his physical lecture theatre, a room about 15 metres long, 14
metres wide, and 6 metres high. Parallel to the side walls were
two rows of iron columns so that the clear breadth of the room
was about 8*5 metres. All gasaliers and other removable
obstacles were cleared away, and one end wall from which the

reflection was to take place was covered with a plate of zinc

4 metres high and 2 metres broad connected by wires to the

gas and water pipes. The exciter was set up two metres from
the opposite end of the room with its axis vertical. The waves
were incident nearly normally on the plate of zinc, and the

electrical vibration was therefore in the vertical plane through
the vibrator.

The receiver, the circle of 35 cms. radius already described,

was carried along the normal through the centre of the vibrator,

and the positions of maximum and minimum sparking in the
neighbourhood of the wall observed. The positions I, II, III,

IV, in the diagram were those of strongest sparking. In these,

it will be seen; the spark-gap was turned alternately in opposite

directions. The arrows show by their directions and lengths

the electric forces on the two sides of the circle, and explain

the result.

The positions V, VI, VII give equal lengths of spark for

both the left and right positions of the spaik-gap.

When the spark-gap was placed at tne highest or lowest
point of the circle at V, VI, VII, so that the electric force

WU&. Ann . 34 (1888), p. 610.
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could not have any effect it was found that comparatively little
sparking was produced at V, a maximum at VI, and a
minimum again at VII. This indicated that the magnetic in-
duction was a minimum at V and VI I and a maximum at VI.

All the results are explained if we suppose that standing Explana-
waves of electric and magnetic force are produced, as repre- tionof
sented by the full and dotted curves in Fig. 195. It is Results,
shown by the theory given above (see equations (18) p. 786),
that at a distance from the vibrator the electric and the mag-
netic forces are propagated together in the same phase. The
diagram therefore shows that in the act of reflection the electric
force has its phase changed by half a period relatively to the
magnetic force, so that in the standing vibrations the nodes of
one correspond to the loops in the other, and vice cena.

The observations seemed to indicate that the node for the Velocity
electric force was behind the wall surface about ’68 metre, and in Air
the next loop but one, about 6*52 metres in front of it, so that given by
the wave-length was about 9*6 metres. With the period Experi-

2 X lO*”
8 second for the vibrator this would give 4*8 X 1010 J0*11*?

cms. per second as the velocity of propagation of the waves y f
568"8

in air. ofVkit
Here again the velocity is much gre iter than that of light.

Diffafnce
The cause of the discrepance between these (and the former realty only
observations) and those of other experimenters can hardly be Appreiri
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said yet to have been fully made out. MM. Sarasin and De la

Rive for example, experimenting at Geneva in 1890, found with
an exciter and resonator of very nearly the same dimensions as

those of Hertz, a wave-length of only 6 metres, instead of 9*6

metres. This gave of course almost exactly the velocity of

light.

It has been suggested that the wave-length observed may
depend to a great extent on the dimensions of the resonator,

and may be connected with what has been called multiple

resonance by Messrs. Sarasin and De la Rive. It has been
noticed by these experimenters, a« well as by Fitzgerald and
Trouton, that the exciter apparently gives rise neither to a

singlo vibration of distinct period nor to a limited number of

distinct vibrations, but rather to such a complex of vibrations

as would give a wide band of continuous spectrum. Thus all

vibrations, agreeing with possible modes of vibration of the

resonator, would be reinforced. That this is not contained in

theory is true, but the theory is very incomplete. It is hard to

believe that the vibrations can be perfectly simple.

The following explanation of multiple resonance has been
proposed by Poincar£ (.Electriciti ct Optique

, 2de Partie). The
logarithmic decrement of the vibrations of the exciter is probably
much greater than that ot the resonator, and so the vibrations

of the exciter diminish in amplitude more quickly than those

set up in the resonator. This is confirmed by experiments on
the damping of the vibrations in the exciter and receiver, made
by V. Bjerknes [ Wied. Ann., 44 (1891), p. 74], Thus the reson-

ator, being started by the exciter, continues its vibrations after

those of the exciter have become insensible, but then vibrates in

its own proper period, giving vibrations of longer period and
of greater wave-length than those which excited it. The wave-
length being determined by interference, and used with the too

short period of the exciter, gives too great a velocity of pro-

pagation. With this explanation Hertz has expressed himself

as practically in accord. As he remarks, the oscillations of the

exciter, represented graphically, do not give a curve of sines

pure and simple, but a curve of sines the amplitude of which
gradually diminishes. Such an oscillation causes all the reson-

ators receiving it to vibrate, but those in tune with the exciter

more violently than the others. This agrees with the theory
given at p. 798 ;

and the fact that the apparent spectrum seems
more extended when wires are connected to the vibrator than

when the propagation takes place freely in air, may be due to a

greater damping effect in the former case.
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It may be noted here that it has been found by Mr. Trouton *

that the size of the reflecting sheet has a great deal to do with
the distance of the nodes from the surface. Using long
narrow strips held (1) so that the length was in the direction of
the magnetic component

; (2) in the direction at right angles to

that component, he found that the node was in the former case
shifted outwards from the reflecting surface very markedly.
For example, with waves 68 cms. long the distance of the
magnetic node varied from 24*2 cms. for a strip 16 cms.
wide to 17 cms. (J wave-length) for a large sheet. This
effect was due no doubt, as stated by Mr. Trouton, to the
action of the charge periodically accumulated at the edges of
the sheet.

Smallness of size in the magnetic direction carried the node
in towards the surface

;
and this may very possibly have been

the case in the experiments of Hertz described above. The
breadth of the sheet (in the direction of the magnetic force) was
2 metres, or about the same in effect as a strip 14 cms. broad

Fig. 19G.

used with Mr. Trouton’s 68 tins, waves. This would give a

sensible imvard displacement of the node.

Experiments were also made by Hertz on the production of

plane polarized waves, by means of a linear vibrator consisting

of two cylinders placed in line with a spark-gap between their

opposed ends. The cylinders were about 12 cms. long and

3 cms. in diameter each, and the ends at the spark-gap were

w'ell rounded. The vibrator was placed vertically in the focal

line of a parabolic cylindrical reflector made of ordinary sheet

zinc nailed on a wooden framework cut into proper parabolic

315
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' Phil. May. July, 1891.
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shape. The cylinders were connected with an induction coil

by insulated wires passing through holes in the zinc behind
them. The mirror was about two metres in length and about
70 cms. in depth along the axis of the parabolic figure, as

9hown in Fig. 197. The exciter thus placed produced Waves
of electric force, the direction of which near the source was
parallel to its axis. These were received by the mirror, and
reflected into a parallel beam which would be observed by
means of a suitable receiver. In most of the experiments
however the beam was received by a similar reflector Iicing the
former so as to concentrate the radiation on its focal line,

which was parallel to, in some experiments, in others at right

angles to the former.

< 70S. >

Fig. 197.

The In the focal line of the other mirror was placed a receiver
Receiver, made of two pieces of thick wire each 50 cms. long placed in

line as shown in SIg. 397, with a gap of about 5 cms. between
their ends, and completed by two thin wires about 12 cms. long

led out at right angles to the rods to the back of the mirror.

These were tipped with a knob and point as shown, so as to

form an adjustable spark-gap Which could be conveniently

observed from behind.

It was foundby this arrangement that electric radiation could

be detected at a much greater distance from the source than
with the ordinary vibrator and receiver used as described above
without reflectors. In these as in all other experiments the

knobs of the vibrator have to be repeatedly cleaned and its

spatk-gap must be screened from the direct light of the spark

in the induction coil.

Clearly a parallel beam of plane polarized light was thus
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obtained, and consisted, as the experiments showed, of electrical Plane
vibrations parallel to the vibrator accompanied by magnetic Polarized

vibrations at right angles to the former and to the direction of Electric

propagation. Placing the axial planes of the mirrors in Beam,

'coincidence gave augmentation of the electric effect, crossing
the mirrors extinguished the effect at the receiver in the second
mirror.

Again, a grating of parallel copper wires placed between the Effect of
mirrors entirely stopped the radiation when the wires were at Grating
right angles to the vibrator, allowed it to pass freely when of Wires,
turned through 90® from the former position.

Also it was found, in a repetition of these experiments by Reflector
Prof. Fitzgerald and Mr. Trouton,* that the electromdgnetio at
beam was reflected from a wall about three feet thick when the Polarizing

vibrations were at right angles to the plane of reflection, and Angle,

not at all at the polarising angle when the vibrator was in the
plane of reflection. This result however only showed that the
electric vibration is at right angles to the plane of polarization

;

it does not settle the question as to the direction of vibration of
the ether in a beam of plane polarized light.

Hertz found that such an electromagnetic wave was not only Refraction
reflected like a light wave, but is also refracted according to the of

same law of refraction. An immense prism of pitch having an Electrical

isosceles triangular section of 120 cms. side, and a refracting Waves,

angle of 30°, was made by melting pitch into a wooden
supporting case. The prism was placed, with its refracting

edge vertical, at a distance from the vibrator of 2'6 metres,

and the beam was made incident on the face at an angle of
65°. The receiving mirror was estimated 2*5 metres from the

prism on the other side, and showed a radiation beginning,

reaching a maximum, and falling off to zero, at deviation

11°, 22°, 34°.

The experiments were repeated with the focal lines of the

mirror parallel, and practically no difference in the result was
observed.

The index of refraction for pitch given by the experiments
was 1*69, which nearly agrees with the index 1*5 to 1*6 found
for pitchy substances by optical experiments.

Prof. Oliver Lodge and Dr. Howard have made observations Lodge and
on tho concentration of such vibrations by means of lenses.f Howard's

Two enormous lenses of hyperbolic cylindrical figure were con- Experi*

* Noture% vol. xxxix. (1888—9), p, 391.

+ Phil. Mag. July, 1889.

3 aVOL. II.
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structed of mineral pitch, and were placed with their axial planes
coincident, and their plane faces, or bases, turned towards one
another. These lenses were so proportioned that the beam pro-

duced by a linear exciter in the external focal line of one might
emerge parallel from the plane face of that lens, and then bo-

concentrated by the second lens on the corresponding focal line.

An interesting point noticed in many of these experiments is

the perfect transparency to these vibrations of optically opaque
substances. A stone wall three feet thick has been found to

offer no obstacle to the passage of such waves. In fact in some
experiments made by Prof. Fitzgerald at Dublin the receiver

was placed on a pillar in the garden outside, while the exciter

was in action in the laboratory. This is no doubt a phenomenon
of the same character practically as that of the transparency of

a thin film of metal to light, and is conditioned by the relation

of the wave-length to the thickness of the obstacle. [See p. 200
above. It has been found by Maxwell, El. and Mag. Vol. II.

Chap. XIX., that the transparency of thin metallic films is

greater than that given by the electromagnetic theory. See also

Wien, Wied. Ann 35 (1888).]

Much interesting information regarding electrical radiation

has been obtained by Trouton, Boys, Dragoumis, and others, of
which it is impossible here to give any account. The great

desideratum however now is some method of maintaining
electrical vibrations, so as to enable their phenomena to be
fully studied.

In concluding this chapter and the present work reference

must be made to the great mass of extremely interesting and
important results connected with electrical discharge and radia-

tion which have been obtained during the last four or five years

by Dr. Lodge of Liverpool.* He has shown that in many cases

a thunder cloud discharging to the earth is really a great

Hertzian vibrator, and that the discharge, being therefore

oscillatory in character, produces most violent electrical surg-

ings in metallic conductors, whether insulated or otherwise,

which happen to be within a moderate distance of the
discharge.

These results of theory and experiment have led to

important conclusions as to the proper construction of lightning

conductors for such cases. Thus Dr. Lodge has pointed out the

* See a series of papers in the Electrician, vols. 22, 23 (1888—9,
1889), and a lecture on “ Electrical Oscillations,

1
’ Royal Institution,

April, *1889, Electrician
,
vol. 22.
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importance of surface in a lightning conductor since, in a
rapidly varying discharge the current is practically confined to

the surface stratum, and the superiority from this point of view
of iron over cotton.

• In consequence of the u circular*’ magnetization of an iron
wire produced by a current along it, the current is more strictly

confined to the surface than in a copper conductor, so that the
increase of resistance thus produced is sufficient to insure a
more rapid dissipation in an iron wire of comparatively small
cross-section. Whether it would be safe to make all lightning
conductors according to this principle is a question about which
there is considerable difference of opinion ;

but there can be no
doubt that it will not do any longer to consider a lightning dis-

charge as a mere case of ordinary conduction to be provided for
simply by a large thickness- of good conducting material.

It has been found, also, by V. Bjerknes (Electrician,
Nov. 18,

1892) that the damping out of oscillations, excited in a Hertzian
resonator, takes place more quickly when the resonator is made
of iron, than when it is made of non-magnetic material. This
agrees with the result just stated.

3 G 2





APPENDIX

I.—ZONAL SPHEIIICAL HARMONICS.

A spherical harmonic may be defined as a homogeneous
function of .?*, y, z which satisfies Laplace’s equation.

d2r d°-r

d> * df
+

dz*
‘

Since it is homogeneous it satisfies also the relation

dv
,

dv . dr ,,
•r * + y + z *

= • •

L
0a- dy

0)

(2)

if w be the degree of the function.

The fundamental equation may be transformed by the sub-
stitution of the variables r, 0, (p, connected with .r, y, z by the
equations

x « r sin 6 cos </> \

y — r sin 6 sin <p > (3)

z = r cos 6 )

Of 'these 0 may be regarded as the co-latitude and
<f>

the
longitude, or 6 and <p may be taken as respectively the polar

distance and right ascension of the point a*, y, z, of which r

is in both cases the radius vector from the origin.

When these substitutions are made Laplace’s equation be-

comes

d*(rF)

~dr*
+ 1

4-

1 -V d(p* +

if p denote cos 0.

W

Spherical
Harmonic
Defined.

Laplace’s
Equation
in Polar
Co-ordi-
nates.
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Equation (2) becomes plainly

dr r

The last result gives

r

(»)

Hence (4) takes the form

T~p

%

+ ^((1 “^%} + *<* + ^ = ° • <6>

Spherical If y denote a spherical harmonic of degree w, we may write

Harmonic
in *he forra r"^’ is a f,mction of 0, but not of /•, and

Defined
18 a spherical surface harmonic of degree w. It satisfies
by (6) the equation

i Jjp +|i {
(1 ~ **>

I|j
+ "<'» + w = 0 •

If r'Sn denote a spherical harmonic of degree n
9
r•"(*+!)&»

denotes a spherical harmonic of degree - (n + ]). To prove
this we have only to notice that it clearly satisfies (6), since
Sn satisfies (7). Again if we denote it by V, we have

- (» + l)r-(»+VSH = - * +J V
or r

which is what (5) becomes when n is changed to - (# -f 1).

If Sn is symmetrical about an axis it is called a zonal
surface harmonic (or simply a zonal harmonic) of order #. We
may take the axis of symmetry as axis of z, so that the
symmetry is expressed by making Sn independent of 0. We
shall denote a zonal harmonic of order n by £*.

Differen-

tial Equa-
tion Satis-

fied by
Zonal
Surface

Harmonic.

The differential equation satisfied by Zn is by (7)

£{
(i ”

#,

°S)
+ k" +i)"" 0, • • * (8)

The discovery of zonal harmonics resolves itself then into
finding particular solutions of this equation. The most import-
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antcase, and the only one which we here consider, is that in
which n is a positive integer.
We assume first that u may be expanded in a series of powers Calcula-

pf fi. Thus writing tion of

Zonal

u = 4- (9)
Har-

monies.

substituting in the differential equation (8), and equating co-
efficients of like powers of fi we get first from those of pm1

(«h ~ w) (mj + n + l)Ax = 0.

Since A
x

is not zero this gives m
x = n, or m

1
= - (n + 1)*

Tims there are two solutions according as m.
x
is taken = «, or

= - (»+ 1). m2 is then found to be m
x
- 2, = ml - 4, &c.

Again the successive coefficients in (9) are found to be con-
nected by the relation

Ar K - 2r + 4) (m
x
- 2r + 3) .

2(r - 1) (2ml
- 2r + 3)

r “

whichever value is given to mr

Hence if we take m
x = n, (9) becomes

u
n(n - 1)

2 . (2a - 1)

fin
-

2

n(n - 1) (n - 2) (» - 3)

2. 4. (2n — 1) (2» - 3/
4

(
10)

The series within brackets in (10) is finite and has for last Expres-

term (- 1)1* n I n ! n l/(in ! hi ! 2n 1) if n be even, and sion for

(-1)K*-Diin!n!(n- l)!/[i(n-l)!J(«- l)!(2n- l)!}ifnbe Zonal

odd. Surface

Another series is obtainable by putting m
x
** - (n + 1). This Harmonic,

and the former multiplied each by an arbitrary constant and
added together give the complete solution of (8)

*

The series in (10) with 2n !/2*(« !)
2 substituted for A x is what

is called the zonal surface harmonic of order n. Thus

* For a full discussion of the solutions of (8) see Forsyth’s Differ-

ential Equations, §§ 89—99.
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Zn
2n

2"/*

!

”(jl zJL-i
2(2« -if

Rode-
rigues’

Theorem.

.
«(" - 1) (» - 2) (n - 3) 4 _T 2.4.(2»- 1) (2»-3)

p ’

It may be verified by differentiation that

. (11)'

(12)

and by expansion of (1 - 2gA -f ^2)-4 in powers of h that Zn is

the coefficient of kn in the resulting series. It is this latter fact

that renders the choice of the value above assigned to A
i
con-

venient.

By means of (11) we can at once write down the zonal surface

harmonic for any assigned value of n. Thus for values of n
from 0 to 7

—

1. = M> ^ - &.« - b

5 1 3.1 „ 7.5 . 5.3 . ,
3.1

i'' . 2
/‘*= 2.4'* "2.2 11 +2.4-

9.7 . 7 .ft ,

,
. 5.3

2 . 4
r

2
+ 2A li>

11.9.7 a 9. 7.5 .,7.5.3 , 5.3.

1

2.4.6 ^ ’
2. 4.2

,
‘ + 2.0'1 "

2.4.0’

13.11.9 . 11 .9.7 , 9.7.5 , 7.5.3

2-T.6-'* 2
“ 2.4.6 /*’

A numerical table of the firRt seven zonal surface harmonics
calculated by Prof. Perry for values of ft for every degree from
0 to 90° is given at the close of this note.

Maxwell’s The following method of defining a solid spherical harmonic

Method of is due to Clerk Maxwell (El. and Mag. Vol. I., Chap. ix.). Let an
Axes, electric doublet of moment be placed at the origin with its

axis in any direction the cotines of which are l
t
w, n, then by
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(8) p. 14 above its potential at the point (#, y, z) at distance r
from the origin is

(4+4, +4);

If then the operation Id/dx + tndjdy -f wd/dz be denoted by Doublets
djdhv where h

l
is a distance along the axis, we may call the of Diffe-

operation differentiation with respect to the axis hx and we rent

have Orders and

d (1 \
Axes-

<lh
x
\rJ

Mi
‘5 (13)

where p x
is the angle between the direction of h

x
and of the

line diuwn from the oiigin to (.r, y, z).

With respect to this kind of differentiation we may notice

that if the suffix j indicate any axis whatever with direction

cosines //, mj, nj
f
and fij denote the cosine of the angle between

the axis refeired to and the line from the origin to (ar, y, z), and
A the cosine of the angle between the axes, we have

dr

dhj
= N

Again if the suffix k indicate another axis

(14)
Axial

Differen-

tiation,

<//y

dhk -,i(";+4 +4)

- ; [('A + ”/»*+ ”/”*) -('/; +

. - (Xjfc - w/i*)

,

f
(15)

Now let two doublets of moments — +*v with axes

parallel to be placed with their centres on another axis 7/2 at

distances - ^rom ^ie origin, the potential at foy,*)
due to the pair of doublets is

r,— r, + r,-»,%
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Axial
Definition

of Solid

Harmonic.

If we diminish \dh
2
indefinitely and increase so that Qfih*

remains a finite quantity $2 /2, we have

ac)-

Hence performing the differentiation we get

i'=- A l(L _ 2W dr \
2 wdJ
= i

~M ( ,7)

This is the potential due to what may be called a doublet of

the second order placed at the origin. It may be written

Let now the doublet of the second order we have just

supposed built up, bo imagined placed with change of direction

with its centre on a third axis h
s
at a distance from the

origin, and an equal doublet of the second older but of opposite

sign placed with its centre on the same axis at the same
distance from the origin on the opposite side. Then the

potential of this arrangement at (.r,y, z) is

If we diminish bh% and increase *a so that remains
finite and equal to *

3 '3, we get a doublet of the third order at

the origin with axes hv hv which produces a potential at

99 z ) amount

'W-i)3 *
3l

1 ddd / 1 \

2 . 3 dk
x
dh2 dh'i \ r/

* * . (19;

Proceeding in this way we can build up a doublet of any
order n with axes kv ,kn. The potential produced at (.r, y, z)

by this doublet is

/
r
» = (-!)’**

1 d d d m
n 1 dh

x
dh

%

' dhH \ r)
(20)
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If*. - 1

‘>\njiA- kO- • • <">

and is a solid harmonic of degree - (n + 1). For, performing
the differentiations transforms the equation into

rn = r-(«+i><y„ (21)

where Sn is a function of the n cosines of the angles between
the axes, and the line from the origin to

( y, z) and of the
«(n — 1)/2 cosines between the different pairs of the axes. Also
Vn obviously satisfies the definition of a spherical harmonic
given above.
The value of Sn can be found by successive applications of

(14). Thus

= Mu S* = ’? M 1M 2 ~ l *12

$'3 ~ 2 MlMsMs “ 2 (M1^23 + M2^31 + M3^12)

7.5 5

£
4^1^2M:#4 ” 24 0*1^2*34 4“ M2M3^41 + ^3^4*12

4" M4Ml^23 4“ Ml/*3^24 4* 4“
g ^

(^12^244"^23^144*^31^24)
J

The general surface harmonic has the expression [Maxwell, Expws-
22/. Vol. I. p. 188, 2nd Ed.] sion of

General

1

(22)

in which S^-^X1
) denotes the sum of all products of terms

of which s of the factors are different cosines X with double
suffixes and to- 2a factors are different cosines u with single

suffixes, and the external 2 denotes summation for all values

ofjfrom0to|TO. It is clear, since the suffix of each axis appears

once and once only in each term, being brought in by the

differentiation with respect to that axis, that if there be 9

factors with double suffixes in any term there must be »- 2s

factors in the same term with single suffixes.
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Derivation
of Zonal
Surface

Har-
monics.

If all the axes coincide, say with the axis of z the harmonic
becomes a zonal solid harmonic and S% degenerates into a
surface harmonic of order n. Thus the solid harmonic is

r-<*+D Zn = (- 1)* 1 0*
nl dz

*

and

‘-‘-"•v-eC-)- ' • (25)

It may be verified by expansion that this agrees with (11)
and (12).

Proof The fundamental relations used at pp. 47,273 can be deduced
Funda- from equations (8) and (12). We shall take the first of (80) p
mental 47

?
and (59) p. 273, as examples. By (12)

Relation*.

**'*••

= 2,1^0*^- . . . (26)

But if u denote any function of p we have by successive

differentiation

d*

dfin
, v d*~hi

+.
dHu

dfin
(27)

Putting 2# = f/*
2 — l)n - l

,
and using this result in (20) multiplied

by ft
2 - 1, we get

2« 1 {n - 1) !
0»* - 1) Z’n =V \

d\kh *

+ . <8B,

But by (8)

W - !)£>'- »«
*} = -#*»(» -

1)/ —I*,

- M*(” 1)

</»--•

J
{(/**-
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since the integral vanishes at the superior limit. Hence, inking
the two first terms on the right of (28), we get

I)"' 1
}

- + K*-D" ’0

=
*Z£^1^ "

1
)n_1} [by (27)]

== 2n “ 1 (?i - 1 ) I npZn.

Substituting in (28) and dividing by 2n ~ 1 (n - 1) ! we find

(fi
2 -\)Z/n = nfiZn — nZn- 1 .... (29

which is the first of (80), and the first of the two relations used
at p. 273 to obtain (50) and (50'). We can still more easily

prove (50), p. 273, directly
;
we have

Z n
1 fin \ 1

2nn ! rlfi* H\(^-m

-s

2»-i(n-l)!l_ 4*'

— nZn— 1 -f ftZ'n—X

[hy (27)]

. . (30)

Henco

Zn-l - l (Z'n - pZ'n- 1)
n

which is (50).
The other relations may be established by similar processes.
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Theorem The following theorem is of great importance :—If Zm, Zn> bo
of Product two zonal surface harmonics of orders m . m.

of Two
Zonal
Surface

Har-
monies

To prove it we have by (8)

i <(1 - + «(« + \)ZM = 0

/{(l -?*)&*} + »(« + 1)^ = 0.
dfi

Multiplying the first of these by Zn the second by Zm and sub-
tracting, observing that n(n + l)~///(w + !)= (»- //*) (w+„#+l),
we find

_<1 -tflZnZ'n-ZnZ'm)
J/mZn M “

(w - m) (m + h + 1)
(31)

(;.-».)(«+»+i)^r,

-

zn^\{ 1

"H-

which gives (31) at once by integration.

If the integral in (31) be taken from - 1 to + 1, then

1 - /** as 0, at both limits, and the expression on the light

vanishes unless either n — m, or w = - (m +1). Hence if

neither of these conditions is fulfilled

f

+1
ZmZx ,/p = 0 (.12 )

Spherical We shall now give some examples of the use of spherical
Harmonic harmonics in expansions. First we shall take the expansion of
Expan* I/PP* where PP' is the distance of a point P from another
sions. point Pf

. Let r, be the distances of the points from the

origin, /i the cosine of the angle POP*, then we have

If we write h for r'Jr, and if A<1 we can expand this in a

convergent series of ascending powers of h. But we have
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seen that Zn is the coefficient of hn in the expansion of
(1-2iih+h*)-*. Hence

+ Z
1
h + Zi

h*

+

. . . (33)

If //r > 1 we have only to put h = rjr' and we get

>>-£(* + *!* + *** +*•••>• • * (33 ')

By means of this result the potential of any distribution

whether of attracting matter, or of electricity or magnetism,
can be expressed in a series of zonal harmonics.

For let A be the distribution, jp' the position of an element,

1> the point at which the potential is to be found. Then taking

Fig. 198.

coordinates from an origin 0
9

r,r, are the distances OP, OP', Spherical

and p the cosine of the angle POP\ Hence if dss is an element Harmonic

of the distribution its potential is
Potential

~ = ~(Z0 + Z
x
h + ZJ* + . . . (34) giyenjis.

PP' r tnbution

if /• > /, and

= ^(*, + Zyh + ZJ* + .. .). . . (34')

if r > /•.
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The total potential is thus

or A/fn
r- fj{z, + z

l
h + z.1h*+....)

the integral being taken throughout the distribution.

If for one pirt of the distribution r>/
f and for another part

/•</•', the integration must he divided into two corresponding
parts, one for which h — r/i and the other for which h=*r'/r.

If ZQP' bo denoted by 6\ ZOP by 8,
and the angle which

the plane of Pr and the axis OZ makes with a fixed plane
through the axis by 0', then if p be the density of the distribu-

tion at P'

dm = pr2 sin O’ d$ ' d<f>' dr\

and the integral must be taken between limits 0 and n for 8r 0
and 2tt for 0', and 0 and r\ for r\ where t\ is the superior limit

of r for given values of 8 and 0'.

Legendre’s An important theorem due to Legendre greatly facilitates

Theorem calculations of potentials, forces, &e., for the case of symmetry
for Dis- round an axis. Let it he possible to express the quantity,

tribntions (supposed to satisfy Laplace’s equation) which it is desired to

Symmetri- calculate, for points along the axis in a series of ascending
eal about or descending powers of j, according as may be necessary for
an Axis, convergence. Thus for points on the axis let the quantity

sought he va ,
then by hypothesis

r.-‘+ 7 + :i +

>*<* = tf'o + n\z + <*V
2 +

. . (
36)

We can from these expressions find the value of v for any

point not onthe axis, say at a distance ( from it. If /*2 = sizl+

f

2

wo have

r

)

\ /07\
•

.
(87)

v — a'0/0 + a>iZt
r + o\Z/1 -f- . . .

.
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that is we have only to substitute r for z, and multiply the
terms of coefficients a0 , a lt &c by the zonal surface haimonies
of oidcrs indicated by the suffixes. It is to be observed that
tlic zonal surface harmonics are chosen for the terms m the two
series, so that in each case the terms are the successive zonal
solid harmonics, m the first senes of degrees - 1, — 2, —3,
&c., in the second of degrees 0, 1, 2, 3 &c. These involve in
both cases the same succo&he surface harmonics of orders

0, 1, 2, 3, &c ,
according to the theorem proved above that to

every solid harmonic #»&, of degree w, there corresponds
mother / -(s+ikVn of degree - (w+1).
As an example take the case of a wire bent irto a circle of Potential

radius a, and canymg a current y The magnetic potential at due to

a point on the axis of the cncle at distance s from the centre Circulai

i o Cun 6ot»

W c may wiitt 1 -r s!j+ az in the foim 1 -(1 + a2
/?

2)-*, and
if a < z expand in di scending pow ers of z Thus w e find

/ a =
d a* 5 r/« _ 35 <*•

8 c 4
+

16 128 ? + )
(38)

In like niannei it a > we obtain

/«= 2Wy( 1 -; + |5
3 c~

16
(39 )

Tims foi points («ilven ,m\\\lieie we get fiom (38) and (39)

. ,
/I 3 . 5 \\

(40)

according as a < 01 >4

This is really the problem tieated at p. 46 abo\e. Anothei

1 xamp’e is given by the pioblem of two shells discussed at pp
48, 49, above.

VOT IT. 3 H
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Pi oof of The theorem used in equations (37) and (40) may be regarded
Degemlro’s as a limiting case of Green’s theorem, that if a function of
Theorem.

.<•, y, z is found to satisfy Laplace’s equation throughout space

external to a closed surface, and to give specified values for

points on the surface, that function is the only one fulfilling

these conditions. In the present case the closed surface is

shrunk into a line, and in strictness the theorem requires special

demonstration. Legendre’s own proof will be found in

Minehin’s Statics Vol. II., p. 341 (Sec. Ed.). The following

proof given by Minchin p. 324, hn\ rif.
y
is simpler.

For the case of symmetry round an axis if { bo the distance

of the point considered from the axis Laplace's equation takes

the form

which it is to be noted gives

dr
dC

-0,
d-’r

af-
0 M2)

at all points on the* axis in the '.pace throughout which it is

supposed that the equation holds.

If then wo know a function f* which satisfies (41), and gives

the specified values at points on the axis, let if possible / bo
finothrr function w,hich does the .same thing. Then V—
say) must fulfil (41), and be zero at points mi tin* axis. Hence
at all Niieh points

04*

0r
= 0,

We can now show that for any point mi the axis

d*n-j « <j,

dzw rf(n

For at any point on tin* axis we have
( 12;] that 04> - 0,

0-4* a* 0, and by (27; above

0" /£M4» 0-4* \ 04>)

d(" r V d:-
+

df'-V
+

d(l

fin > \ <p
H
0r-0f » l

+ '" + t)
0** 1

1 4»

d(n t I

/0"i2*
+ i wdc» +

0 * t - 4> \

d£« * ? /
n
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Ilenco for points on the axis

n
02

dz1
0

V d(n l )
+ (» + 1)

0H-fl $
0fn+l'

= 0.

If therefore 0n-i$>
/
'0£»- 1 = 0 for points on the axis, 0«+i$,

0f»H l s 0. But di/dC = 0, and 02
$>/0f

2 = 0, and therefore
03$/d£3 = 0, and so on. Hence it follows, since the differentia-
tions are commutative, that d»l+n$/dz n,dCn = 0.

Expressing then as f(z, () and expanding by Maclauriifs
theorem, denoting values of 0, dQ/dz, &c., for points at the origin
by the suffix 0, we get

* - 0
{) + z

d0

dz0

+ &c. - 0

d*0

dzdC

since all the differential coefficients vanisli.

Hence $ — 0, everywhere, which proves that U cannot differ

from r.
It is shown above, p. 274, that

(_ l)i !l(;-l)l aij—jlr = dU
dxf

where Zi is a zonal harmonic of order i, ,v = fir, and Calcula-

A = Va1 + .<
2 — The evaluation of these integrals is of °f

great importanee for the calculation of the inductances of coils, // * ^
and by this theorem they can ho obtained at once by simply J i'i+

'2

finding the successive differential coefficients of A, As promised
we give here the first eleven differential coefficients. It may be
noted that they can be written down with great facility from the

known expressions for the successive zonal harmonics by the

equation

(- 1 1 )

o v* ^ af+u
/•* I 2 d.r<+

'

dA _ .r _ . d‘A
_

tfi

dl~7- ’ d.r- V
d3J
d.r‘

3f/
2
.r d*A w (5x- - r-) I.

/’*

3 H 2
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A>'» J 1

= - 3 •
J 3'

a
- p-

d
J~ = - -‘J

4
. 5rt-V(23lj » - 2l0.i:V + 3o/‘) \

.

o.r* rlJ

5^(3003^* - 34G5.i V-' + 945jrV - Mr*)
o.r

AO /
- 3? . 5 . 7»V;<5435^ - 9009.rV2 + 3 4<>5.r-V* - 315/-*)

A 10 /

a> * 3‘.6*.7**(72SI3j* - 12012a?V2 + 6006.rV - 924./

V

d» 4

0^T = “ 3 ’
•
53 •

" 5te^(46189/» - 8751 6* /•- + 5105VV
- 12012.1V + 693,')



TABLE OF ZONAL SPHERICAL HARMONICS
(Prof. Pony, Phil. Mag. Dec. 1891 See also p. 824 above).

Xj
|

z* 34 Z7

0 1*0000 1 0000 1*0000 1*0000 1-0000 1*0000 1*0000
1 *0008 •9995 •9991 9985 •9977 •9967 •9955
2 •9094 •9982 •9963 •9939 •9909 •9872 *9829

!* *9986 •9959 •9918 *9863 •9795 •9713 •9617
!4 •9970 • *9927 •98.54 *9758 •9038 •9495 •9329

5 •9962 •9886 •9773 •9023 •9437 •9216 *8961 1

0 •9915 •9836 *9674 •9459 *9294 •8881
1

*8522
7 *9925 *9777 •9557 •9207 •8911 •8476 •7986
8 •9903 •9709 •9423 •9048 *8589 •8053 i *7448
9 *9877

J

*9633 *9273 *8803 •8232 •7671
|

*6831
10

j

*984S •9548 •9100 *8532 *7840 •7045 •61G4

11 *9816 •9454 •8923 •8238 *7417 *6483 *5461
12# *9781 *9352 •8724 •7920 •6966 •5892 •4732 ;

13 *9744 •9241 •8511 *7582 •6489 •5273 *3940
;

14 *9703 *9122 •S283 •7224 *5990 *1635 •3219
15 *9659 •8995 8042 •0847 •5471 *3982 •2454

10 *9013 •8860 •7787 •0454 •4937 *3322 1699
17 •9563 •8718 *7519 •0046 •4391 2660 0961
18

* .

•9511 •S56S •7240 *5624 •3836 2002 *0289 ;

19 •9455 *8410 •6950 •5192 •3276 *1347 -*0443
20

|

•9397 * •8245 •6049 •4750 *2725 0719 -1072

21 i •9336 *8074 *6338 *4300 *2156 *0107 mi22
j

*9272 •7895 0019 •3845 •1602 1 -•0481 khi
2» i

*9205 •7710 •5092 •3380

»
,

*9135 •7518 •5357 *2920 •0525
i

- 1559
2o

i

j

*9063
1

•7321 •5010 *2465 - -2053 -•3463

20 ' •8988
'

*7117
'

•4670 •2007 - *2478 -•3717
27 l 8910 ' *6908 *4319 •1558 - *0964 - *2869 -•3921
28 *8829 •3964 •1105 -•1415 -•3211 HU I ’MI
»

1

•8740 *0174 *3607 *0665 -•1839 -•3503
J

-•4114
:io

,

*0250 •3248 0234 - ‘2233 -•3740
j

-*4101

31
i

•8572 0021 * •2887 — *0185 - *2595 -•3924 1 -•4022
82 •5788 . •2527 • *0591 - *2923 -•4052 -•3876
33 1 *8387 •5551 •2167 -•0982 - *3216 -*4126 -•$670

- 340934 •5310 -*1357 - 3473 — *4145
35 8192

r

•1454
| -1734 3091 -'4115 -•3096

30 •4818 *1102 - *2052 -•3871 -*4031 -•273*
'

37 *4507 •0755 - *2370 -•3898 -•2343
38 *4314 •0413 -2666 -•4112 -*3719 -1918
30 •7771

'

0077 - *2940 - *4174 -•3497 -•1469
40 *7000

|

•3802 - 0262 -•3190 - *4197 - *3234 -•1003

41 •7347 •3544 -*0574 -•3416 -•4181 -•*2938 -•0534
42 •7481 •8284 -*0887 -‘3616 -•1128 -•2611 -0065
43 •7814 •8028 -1191 - *3791 -•2255 •0398
44 •2762 -•1485 * *3940 - *3914 - *1878 *0840
45 •7071 1

*2500 -1768 -*3757 -*1485 *1270



TABLE (<continued

)

0.
,

Zi ! z3 Z»
r

1

1

z" Z7

& *0947
|

*2238
1

j

- ’2040 - *4158 - ‘3568
!

— *1079 '166(5

47 *0820
|

‘1977
.

- *2300 - *4252 - ‘8350
|

-*0645 •2054

48 •0601 ' 1716 - *2547 - -4270 - *3105 - *0251 •2349

49 *05(51 *1456 -2781 - *428*1 - -2836 + *0161 •2(527

50 •042S *1198 - 3002 - *4275 - *2545 4- *0563 •2854

! M •0293 *0941 - ’3200 - *4239 - *2285
j -f *0954

I

*3031 :

I 52 *6157 •0686
i

-’3401 - *4178 - -1010
{

4- *132*5
1 *3153
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II.

ERRORS OF OBSERVATION AND THE COMBINATION
OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

All observations of physical quantities are subject to two
kinds of errors! (1) constant and therefore avoidable errors, (2)
errors which are due to the inherent inaccuracy of observation,
and which may be said to be accidental.

Among the former are errors dre to some cause which affects Nature of
all the operations of a certain class to the same extent, for Errors of

example, a constant wind blowing across a rifle-range, the Observa-

pcrsonal equation of an observer, or the zero-error of the scale tion.

of an instrument. The latter comprise errors such as those ^ . .

produced in striking a target by inevitable inaccuracies of aim,
°°®

(j

111

errors in reading the scale of an instrument through inaccuracy Accidental
of setting or of estimation of fractions of a division, &c. Errors.
The former class of errors can in general be very exactly

eliminated from all observations, and we shall not discuss them.
The latter class being regulated by no one definite physical

cause are as liable to be errors of defect as of excess, that is,

positive errors are as probable in the mathematical sense as are

negative errors.' By this we mean that in a large number of
observations of a quantity, the true value of which is accurately

known, the differences between the true value and the observed
values would be fairly equally distributed on the two sides of
the former. Further in all such cases it is matter of common
observation that errors occur with less frequency the greater

their magnitude, and that very large errors hardly occur at all.

Experience shows in fact that accidental errors of observation Distri-

arc distributed according to a certain law, which may be button of

deduced by an application of the theory of probabilities, in Accidental

the following manner.* We assume that the probability of a *rrors*

negative error is equal to that of a positive error of the same
magnitude. Hence the probability of an error of magnitude
x must be an even funotion of ,r. Thus the probability of an Error

error between x and s + dx (or, briefly, of an error pc) is <l>(z*)dx. Function*

But the error lies between — oo and + oc
,
and hence

+ »

(#«*)</•<• =i. • ..... a)

* It is assumed that the reader is acquainted with the elementary

ideas of mathematical probability. Sec any treatise on Algebra.
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Form
of Error
Function.

Measure
of Pre-

cision.

The form of the function </> may be found in the following
manner. Let two axes, one vertical, the other horizontal be
ruled through the middle of the bull’s eye of a target The
chance that a shot will strike at a distance between x and
x+ dx from the vertical axis is ^(.r2)^, and that it will strike

at a distance between y and y -f dy from the horizontal axis is

<t>(f*)dy. Hence the probability that the shot will strike at a

point fulfilling both conditions is <t>(r
2
)(l>(y*)dxdy. Tnis is the

probability that the shot will strike the small area dxdy. But
this must be the same for an equal small area at the sAme place

whatever pair of rectangular axes through the centre of the

target are chosen. If therefore x*, y
f bo coordinates of the

point (.i*, y) when referred to another pair of axes we must
hove

4>(s'*) <K'/
2
)
- <K**

2
) $ ('/-).

This is a functional equation of which the solution is

^(r2) =- Afm*~

where A and are constants. The value of */ must he negative

as the probability of a large error is very small. Writing
therefore - A8 we find by (1)

+ » + »

j4>(x-)d.r - A ^t

~

1

-39 -y

lienee by the well-known tbeorem that

\^7T

2\h

we have A — A/ *Jir, Thus

#**> = \ * **•»- m

The quantity k is called the measure of precision of the ob-

servations. For take two errors of equal probability in two
different sets of observations for w hich this 'constant has the

values A, h\ we have
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Thus tlie two probabilities are equal if hx = h!x\ that is the
errors arc inversely proportional to //, //'.

The probability P that on error lies between x and .r' is Prob-

therefore given by ability of

h ,
an error.

P = -jrl t-Wt'-dx (
sJirJ x

The probability that an error lies between 0 and .r, or Prob-
ability

V IutegraL

n/W o

is called the probability integrul, and tables of its values are

given in treatises on Errors of Observation.

We shall now apply this theory to the reduction of the re- Combina-

Milts of observation. Generally speaking the quantities, the tion of

values of which are sought, xv .r2, . .
. , xm (m in number) say,

•ire not those directly observed, but are connected with the Ob&erva-

latter by known relations or observational equations, just as
tl0T) ‘

many in number as there are observations. If the observations

were perfectly accurate and weie n( > »/) in number, the values

of .r„ ,r2l . . . . xm
,
could be found from any m of them ;

but as

inaccuracy cannot be avoided, a much larger number n of

observations is generally made than there are of quantities to be
determined, and the n observational equations which these give are

reduced to m by some process of combination. That usually

adopted s derived as follows :

—

Let the observed quantities be A/i, Af,,..., Mn and

A(*u • • • .'m), • • • >
‘ ' f ‘*2> • • * **w)

be the true values of the quantities observed in terms of those

(xv .r2 , . .
. ,
xm) souglit. The errors are

/iC'V • • l 11

M*v **» • • . , .r») - = e2

Mri»
J
'i,

. • . 9 -Cm) — Mn — en

Now wo can never know in any case what the errors actually Method of

are. We may however inquire what is the most probable Least

system of errors, and find accordingly .r,, .r2 ,
xn from the Squares.

observed values of AL, . .
. ,

Afn If the observations are all

of the same degree ofprecision, that is, are made with equally
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precise instruments and with the same degree of care and pre-

caution in every case, the probabilities of the several errors elf

ei9 . .
.

,

en are proportional to

Formation
of Kounal
Equation**.

hj n/tt . e

-

h-er, hj Jn . . . . hj Jir .
«- fca*ir,

and the probability of this system of errors to the product of

these several probabilities or to

This has its maximum value when 2e* or e

^

+ ty + . . +
regarded as variable, is a minimum. The most probable system
of values of j*„ .r,, rm is therefore that deduced from those

of fl9 fit,
. .

.

,

/«, which fulfil this condition. We shall now
show how this condition enables the n observational equations

to be combined in m equations in .r,, ,r.,
9 ... 9 .

r

m . Those are

generally called the normal equations.

Since the system of errors of greatest probability is adopted
instead of the actual system, wo shall now denote the errors by
ci9 /\,. . .., f/», and call them resUItmk.
Squaring both .sides of equations (4) and adding we obtain

2 !./(.*• j, . . .

,

.rm) - 3/J
J -- Oj- 4- r/ + • • • + ''w

-

the quantity on the left is to be made a minimum. Denoting it

by *y we find as the necessary condition

as
d.r,

0, . (5)

which are the *a equations required to lind .r,, .r,
% .

When the relations ... ,/*, .ire ill linear an e.isy i tile is

obtained. For we have then mste id of (4)

«r4
i + 4*

, + gi'm • I/, ~ r,

^

“Ki + 4* + fiftm - dfj 1*2
I

4* $h<'> 4 + g».rm l/i» -* r H

and equations (5) heroine

<ii(a]?) 4* *4* gi

*

,*«») *4“ (h +/^ #
j
4“ • • • 4*

4" 4“ a«^u w .r, 4“ /^M.r.1 4 • • • • 4 g M'f »| >

“ a, .1/
,
4“ «

2
d/j 4“ • • • 4“ .

•<*! +ft*r2 4“ • • • 4" gi *'wi) 4 i
4“ 4 • • 4* PnSm) (7)

4" 4“ A/flii./’i 4" &«**., 4 • • 4" gw r»i)
t

~/V/,4-0JA«4...4/M/«
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Thus we have the rule to form the normal equations for
?j

? 2, .•.}#«: multiply the left-hand member of each equation of
(6) by the coefficient of xl

in that equation
,
add the results together

,

and equate to zero for the first equation ; then multiply the left-

hand member of each equation of (6) by the co efficient of x2 in the-

same
,
cmW Me results together^ and equate to zero for the second

equation; and so on. Example

:

As an example we take the case of two unknown quantities, Obscrva-

**11 *r2 » connected with the observations by the equations tions of

Period of
a i*ri + *r2 ~ Mi = i"i 'N Vibration.

a2
,r

i 4“ ^3 “* — l'‘2

anx x + \r2 - Mn = vn )

Then forming tlie normal equations and solving for .rv .r2 ,

wc get

= .
2,1/ - «2(a,17)

'>l
(2a) 2 - »2(as)

= 2a . 2(a,l/) - 2(a2) . 2J/
-<2

(2a)
2 — n2a2

If, as in many physical experiments, = 0, and a2, a3, . . . aM ,

be in arithmetic progression, the equation for x
l
leads at once to

the rules of combination given at pp. 84, 85 above in connection

with observations of the period of vibration of a magnet. Direct
Tt is easy to show that this process gives as the most prob- Observa-

nce value of a single quantity n times directly observed, the tions of a
arithmetic mean of the n observed values. For we have only Single

to put/for the quantity to be found, andMlfM2) .

.

Mn for the Quantity,

observed values. We get then

(/ ~ 3/j)
2 + (/ - J/j.)

2 + ... + (/- Mn)
2 - a minimum,

that is,

/- M
x
+/- Mn = 0

or

f^h + Mo + ... + Mn (IQ)J n

Thus the most probable value off is the arithmetic mean of

il/
lf
M2, . . . Mn . The ordinarysisimple rule used in this ease

therefore coincides with that given by the present theory.

When results of observation are of different degrees of pre-

cision they are "weighted” by being each multiplied by a

factor which depends upon the degree of precision which the

The Arith-
metic

Mean the
Most

Probable
Value.

Weights
of Obser-

vations.
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Probable
Error.

Series of
Observa-
tions on
One

Quantity.

Probable
Error of
Single

Observa-
tion.

observations are supposed to have. For example, if Mu
. . . Mns in the last example were of different degrees of pre-
cision, they would have to be weighted by being multiplied re-

spectively by weights to
l9
w

2 , . . . wn ,
and we should have instead

of (10)

f Hh w$M2 -f ... -f n *

*r
i + »j + • + «„

*

This is called the general mean.
The method generally resorted to in assigning weights to

observations depends on the determination of what is called the
probable error of each result. This is the error of probability 4,
that is to say, it is just as probable that the error of the result

is less than this as that it is greater. Tlius the probable error is

the value of r in the equation

This equation can be solved bv interpolation from a table of

values of the probability integral and gives

r =
•4769

A

The probable error is thus inversely proportional to A.

When a series of observations n in number is made, the prob-

able error P of the result is found in the following manner.
The probability of the system of errors e

lf
.../»» is

P = *" (rfr)V**'
s -* * +

nnl2
an

Now if the observations have been made with all possible

care so as to have ns great a degree of precision as was possible,

that is, to have as small a probable error as possible consistent

with the given system of errors, we must assign to A such a

value as to make P in (8) a maximum. Differentiating P
with respect to A and equating to zero, we find

nP
A

oi

2*I(e*).P=0

_ /’•
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But h a= *4769/r, and therefore

,-•0745 <12>v n

2(«2), the sum of the squares of the true errors, is greater lhan
2(t?2), the sum of the squares o! the residual errors, and the dif-

ference is less the greater the number of observations. As an
approximation it is usual to put

(1
- iy

Thus

r = -6745 ( 13>v n— 1

This is called the probable error of a single obsoivation of a

single quantity directly observed. The quantity \^2(i, 2)/(n-l)
is called the mean eiror.

If My M29 . . Mn be n obtained values of the same quantity,
the probable error of the arithmetic mean can be found. For
if we take zv . . ., zn as the differences between the observed
quantities and the arithmetic mean, the probability of the arith-

metic mean is the product, 1

\

of the probabilities of this system
of residual errors. Thus we have

1> *» k*{dz)*v-*lV-WW* 4 + . . . + -„2).

Now let some other quantity differing from the aiithuietic

mean by an amount 8 be taken as the quantity sought. Then
instead of zu z2> . . ., cn we shall have for residual errors

z
t + 8, z2 + 8, .

.

zn + 8. Thus for the probability of this

system of residuals we get

«

P = hn{dz)
9 /r - c • fl3(£i

2 + *-r + • . . + + «52
),

since 2 (z
t * 2 . . . -f- = 0. Thus

P i

pt ”

This states that the probability of the arithmetic mean is to

that of the other system of errors, or the probabilities of errors

zero and 8 in tho arithmetic mean are, as 1 : c***2*2
. The prob-

ability of an error zero in a single observation is to that of an

Probable
Error of
Arith-

metic
Mean.
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Assign-

ment
of

Weights.

Mean ami
Probable
Errors of

Quantities

Indirectly

Obtained*

error S as 1 : f-fc2$2, and hence the measure of precision in the

case of the arithmetic mean is Vn times that of a single obser-
vation. Hence

Probable error of arith. mean = ~ *6745 . . ( 14 )

vii V w(n - 1)

We have no space to deal with the question of the weights to
be assigned when results of observations or of different sets of
observations, of different degrees of precision, are to be com-
bined. The general rule is to assign to the results weights
inversely proportional to the squares of the probable errors of
the quantities. These weights aro obtained by the following
ride for the quantities s, rm of equitions (7). Denote
the quantities on the rigot of the successive normal equations
by An A** . . . Am respectively, and let these equations solved
f'»r give

-ri — «iA\ 4- + . . . + “nAn
|

,r.» r= h
xA\ + b,1Ai + • • 4- hnAn .

Then

weight of .r, ~
,
weight of .r, ~ i, (15)

The mean errors of ,r., % . . ., ,cm are equal each to the mean
error of a single observation divided by the square root of the
weight of the quantity in question. But the mean error of a
single observation in this case may be shown to be

Hence we obtain

Mean error of xv =
' a — hi

j

. m

From these the probable errors of a*j, ,r.„ . . . are obtained by
multiplying by the factor *6746.
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As an example the following case (due to Gauss) of four ob- Example,
servational equations for three quantities may be taken. [Of
course the theory gives good results only when there is a large

number of observational equations, but the present example
shows very well the mode of proceeding.]

.?• — y + 2z — 3 =0
3® + 2y - 52-5 = 0,

4.r + y + 4c - 21 = 0,

—
-f* 3y -f- 3# — 14 = 0.

The normal equations are

27.r + Gy - 88-0,
i),v -f 15// -f- ~ - 70 — 0,

y + 54,2? - 107 — 0,

from which the most probable values of ,r,y, z
,
are obtained, viz.

49154 2617 12707
.<= =2-4 <0, y = - - - = 3-351, 2 =

19899 737 6633
1-916.

The weights of .r, y, determined as described above are

respectively

19899

809
= 24-597, ~ = 13-648,

54

2211

41
- 53-927.

The residua] errors given by these values of y, z, are given

in the following table :

—

No. r-

1 - 0-249 00620

2 - 0-068 0-0046

3 + 0-095 0-0090

4 - 0-069 0-0048

M
—
n.3 11 O

’

00o 4-
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Here n = 4, m = 3, and

Mean error of an observation /;0804 „ .284.

^ 4-3

Mean error of x =
284

284

V13-648

= -057.

= -077.

« - «*_ . -039.
V33-927

Applica-
tion of
Least

Square*
to

Harmonic
Analysis.

The method of least squares can be applied to determine the
coefficients A0> Av Af, , . . Bl9 J?2,

... in the equation

y=A0 -f- Al sinfU‘ + A 2 sin 2nx-\- , . .

+ Jtx
cos nx + B2 cos 2rur +

(16')

when a number of values of y for different known values of .r

have been detennined. In general n is known and therefore the
observational equations are at once obtained by substituting in
this equation the value of y and the corresponding value of x.

Then Ja, Au A2, . . . £2i . . . are the unknown quantities to
be found, and ns many normal equations as there are of these
are to be formed from the observational equations in the ordinary
manner. This is of importance in the determination of the ex-
pressions for tidos, electromotive forces of alternators, &c. (see

p. 669 above).
For further information on this subject the reauer may reier

to Merriman’a treatise on The Method of Least Squares, Cliauve-

net’s Astronomy, Vol. II., or Airy’s Errors of Observation.
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III. NOTE ON EQUATIONS (80), (81), PAGE 242.

It follows by the equations of electromotive force (83),

p. 159, that there must exist in the function from which the
electromotive forces are found by Lagrange’s equations a term
of the form

~ -
*P/3) + V{u>a - ffy) + w(u& - va)}

where tt, v, to are the time integrals, from some zero of
reckoning of the components «, p, to

y
of the total current

(displacement current + conduction current).

If the medium is an insulator u,v
}
w = /, A, and the term is

- Ic’AKvy - 40) + g(ha - fy) + 4(/0 - ga)}.

Denoting tlie term by L we find for the ^-component of
electromotive force depending upon it in the first cate

- Jt 3^ + 3^
=• c>irY - «0) + - V0) • («)

and in the second

“
Jl 3y-

+
0/

= - fa) + ~ *P) • (0

and similarly for the other components *

The first term in each case refers to the llall effect, the
second to an electromotive force which has not been observed.

An estimate of the amount of this force is given by
J. J. Thomson ( Applications of Dynamies

y
&c.) which shows

that it is probably much too small to bo ever observed.
In the case of an insulator the resultant electric force due to

the second term in (b) is at right angles to the plane through
the direction of the electric force and that in which the

magnetic force varies most rapidly with the time. The magni-

tude of the force is sin d, where ft is the greatest timc-

rate of change of the magnetic force, D the electric displace-

ment, and $ the angle between ft and D.

* The existence of this h rm was first pointed out by Prof. Fitzgerald,

Phil. Trans. 1880, Part II.

VOL. TL 3 I
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The electromotive forces in {a) and (6) fall to bo added to
the components given at p. 191, to render these more complcto.
It is not impossible that there may bo other teims in the
Ligrangiun function as yet unrevealcd.

IV. NOTE ON PAGE 192.

The statement in lines 4, 5, f>, that “i/r may be taken ns the
potential of an}' elect! ostatic distribution which may exist in

the field, requires correction when the equations refer to
moving conductors. In this latter case, as has been pointed
out by J. J. Thomson (Maxwell’s Electricity and Magnetism

,

Yol. II. p. 260), yfr ought to be taken as including both the

electrostatic potential and the term Fx + + -W which is

left out of account in the mode of proving the equations of
electromotive force adopted at p. 191. This term disappears
when integrated round a closed circuit.

V. NOTE ON PAGE 329.

Proof of the equation

- «
2v »7(2 *1*!*)

which holds when x is very great.

It is easy to see from p. 330 that

$>(.r) - 4(2«n7)

if t = ./- 17 Also by the differential equation satisfied by 4,
if y = »•/„(*),

?',+ !J'+, = o.
dz8 z dz

This last equation can be written

rf*(«r Jz)

"dz* + (47»
+1

)
yN/} = 0

’
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which when z is very gieat becomes

sjz)

dz

*

+ y >Jz = o.

A solution of this is of course

y*Js = A cos z + B sin z>

and (Todhunter, The Functions of Laplace^ &c.
f p. 311) it can be

shown thatA — B — s/n.

If now we put 2i six for z in the last result, we find since

^ = (l + i)/V5,

*f
7r(1 + i).vl<p(r) — cos 2iJx + sin 2* -s/§.

When exponential values are substituted for cos 2i*Jx and

'•in 2* y/xj this gives

= 5

»r

= e
2v */(2 dnx\).

3 I 2
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VT. Table fob the Calculation of the Mutual Inductance M
of Two Coaxial Circled of Radii a, a\ and Dihtaxce apart b.

Calculated for intcivals of 6' in the value of

cof»
“ 1

{ \!{a - a')? + 6s
/ \\a + a')- + from 60° to 00°.

logio
**

4irv ao
l«8io—

4jrV an
logio

Jtf

4n-V'aa'

’ 60“ 0' 1-4994783
6' 1*5022631

12' 15050505
18' 1-5078345

. 24' 1-5106173

j

30' 1-51339S9
36' 1-5161791
42' 1-5189582
48' 15217361
54' 1" 5245128

61’ 0' 1-5272883
6' 15300628

12' 1 -6328361
18' 1-5356084
24' 1-5383796

‘ 30' 1-5411498 I

36' 1-5439190
42' 1-5466872

|

48' 1-5494545
\

54' 1-5522209
j

1

62’ 0' 1-5549864 1

6' 1-5577510
|

12' 1-5605147
I

18' 1-5632776
|

24' 1-5660398
30' 1-6688011 !

,

36' I 5715618
1 42' 1-5743217

;

48' 1-5770809
(

,

54' 1-5798394

I
63° 0' 1-5825973

|

6' 1-5853546
!

12' T"5881113
18' T -5908675
24' 1-5936281
30' 1-5963782
36' 1*5991322
42' 1-6018871

I
48' 1-6046408

1

54' 1-6073942

64* 0' 1-6101472
6' 1-6128998

12' 1-6156522
18' 1-6184042
24' 1-6211560
30' 1-6239076
36' 1-6266589
42' 1-6294101
48' 1*6321612
54' 1-6349121

65° 0' 1-6376629 I

6' 1-6404137 I

12' 1-6431645
j

18' 1-6459153 I

24' f-6486660
30' 1-6514169

|

36' 1-6511678 !

42' 1 6569189 1

48' 1-6596701 !

54' 1-6624215
j

66’ 0' 1 6651732 1

6' 1-6679250 I

12'
f -6706772 i

18' 1-6734296
24' 1-6761821 I

30' f-6789356 1

36' f-6816891 I

42' 1 -6844431 I

48' 1-6871976 I

54' 1-6899526 I

67° 0' 1-6927081
6' 1-6954642

12' 1-6982 09
18' 1-7009782
24' 1-7037362
30' I 7064949
36' 1-7092544
42' 1-7120146
48' 1-7147756
64' 1-7175375

68° 0' I 7203003
6' 1-7230640

12' 1-7258286
18' 1-7285942
24' 1-7313609
30' 1-7311287
36' 1 -7368975
42' 1-7396675
48' 1-7424387
54' 1-7452111

69° 0' 1-7479848
6' 1-7507597

12' 1-7535361
18' 1-7563138
24' I 7590929
30' I 7618735
36' 1-7646556
42' 1-7671392
48' 1-7702245
54' I 7730114

70° 0' 1 7758000
6' 1-7785903

12' 1 7813823
18' 1-7841762
21' 1-7869720
30' f 7897696
36' 1-7925692
42' 1-7953709
48' 1-7981745
54' 1-8009803

71° 0' 1-8037882
6' 1-8065983

12' 1-8094107
18' T-8122253
24' 1-8150423
30' 1-8178617
36' I-82C6836
42' 1-8236080
48' 1-8263349
64' 1-8291645

[
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Table fob the Calculation of the Mutual Inductance M of
Two Coaxial Circles of Radii a, a!—continued.

72° O'

O'

12
'

18'

24'

30'

36'

42'

48'

54'

73° 0'

6
'

12
'

18'

24'

30'

36'

42'

48'

54'

74° 0'

6
'

12
'

18'

24'

30'

36'

42'

48'

54'

75° 0'

1-8319967
1-8348316
1*8376693
1-8405099
1*8433534
1-8461998
1-8490493
1-8519018
1-8547575
1-8576164
1-8604785
1-8633440
1-8662129
1*8690852
1-8719611
1-8748406
1-8777237
1-8806106
1-8835013
1-8863958
1-8892943
1-8921969
1-8951036
1-8980144
1-9009295
1-9038489
1-9067728
1-9097012
1-9126341
1 9155717
T-9185141
1*9214613
1*9244135
1-9273707
1-9303330
1-9333005
1 9362733
1*9392515
1 9422352
1-9452246

l°glO
4wv aa'

log,.-^
4»rv aa'

76° 0' 1*9482196 80° 0' -0741816
6' 1-9512205 6' -0775316

12' 1-9542272 12' *0808944
18' 1-9572400 18' -0842702
24' 1-9602590 24' 0876592
30' 1-9632841 30' -0910619
36' 1-9663157 36' -0944784

' 42' 1-9693537 42' -0979091
48' 1-9723983 48' -1013542
54' 1-9754497 54' -1048142

77° 0' 1-9785079 81° 0' -1082893
6' 1-9815731 6' -1117799

12' 1-9846454 12' *1152863
18' 1-9877249 18' -1188089
24' 1-9908118 24' -1223481
30' 1 9939062 30' -1259043
36' 1-9970082 36' -1294778
42' -0001181 42' *1330691
48' -0032359 48' -1366786
54' -0063618 54' -1403067

78° 0' -0094959 82° 0' -1439539
6' -0126385 6' -1476207

12' -0157896 12' -1513075
18' -0189494 18' -1550149
24' -0221181 24' -1687434
30' -0252959 80' -1624935
36' -0284830 86' -1662658
42' -0316794 42' -1700609
48' -0348855 48' -1738794
54' -0381014 64' -1777219

79° 0' -0413273 83° 0' -1815890
6' 0445633 6' ‘1854815

12' -0478098 12' ‘189.4001
18' '0510668 18' -1933455
24' -0543347 24' -1978184
30' 0576186 30' -2013197
86' -0609037 36' -2053502
42' -0642054 42' -2094108
48' -0676187 48' -2135026
54' -0708441 54' -2176259
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Table for the Calculation of the Mutual Inductance M of
Two Coaxial Circles of Kadii a, a'—continued.

3/

4ir'V
/aaf

logio
M

4irV'ao'
lo?io

1

JU

4«r v'cu?

84° 0' *2217823 86° 0' •3139097 88° O' •4385420 !

6' •2259728 6' *3191092 6' •4465341
;

12' •2301983 12' •3243843 12' *4548064
1

IS' •2344600 18' *3297387 18' •4633880
*

24' •2387591 24' •3351762 24' •4723127
i

30' •2430970 30' •3407012 30' •4816206
36' *2474748 36' •3463184 36' •4913595
42' •2518940 42' •3520327 42' •5015870 :

48' *2563561 48' •3578495 48' •5123738 s

54' •2608626 54' •3637749 54' •5238079 !

85° 0' *2654152 00
o © •3698153 89° 0' •5360007 I

6' •2700156 6' •3759777 6' *5490969 I

12' 2746655 12' •3822700 12' •5632886
j

18' *2793670 18' •3887006 18' •5788406 !

24' •2841221 24' •3952792
!

24' *5961320
30' *2889329 30' •4020162 30' *6157370 !

36' *2938018 36' •4089284 1 36' •6385907
42' *2987312 42' *4160138

!
42' •6663883

48' •3037238 48' *4233022 i 48' •7027765 !

54' *3087823 54' •4308053 |

1

54' •7586941
!

i
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VII. EFFECTIVE RESISTANCE OF CONDUCTORS
CARRYING ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

(For explanation of notation refer to Section III., Chapter VI.
above). It can be shown that if Cn be the current at the axis
of a wire and C'n the current at distance r from the axis, for N
periods per second, and 0=*2nNt

G'n— 6V(ber<y cos 0-bei'^ sin 0).

For copper cariying an alternating current of 80 periods per
second, the column below headed q may be taken as containing
the diameters of the wires

;
and in respect to the distribution of

the current through the wire expressed by the formula above,

q may be taken as the diameter of the cyiindric shell in which
the current density is to be calculated.

TABLE OF NUMERICAL VALUES.

(Calculated for Lord Kelvin by Mr. M. Maclean )

<1

i

1mm' ber - ber' bei

ber'-* + bei'J

, bei' ber - ber' bei

bei oi + bei *

o-o Gn 1 0000

0'5 4*0000 1 0000

10 2*00014 1 0001

1 5 1*3078 1-0258

20 1 0805 1 0805

2*5 9308 M747

30 *8787 1*8180

35 *8526 1 4920

4*0 *8889 1-6778

45 •8279 1-8028

50 *8172 20430

5*5 *8069 2-2190

60 7979 2-3937

8 •7739 8*0956

10 '7588 3-7940

15 •7431 5*5732

20 •7825
j

7*3250
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From the data here given and some fuither data supplied by
Lord Kelvin, Mr W. M. Moidey lias calculated the following

table :

—

VIRTUAL RESISTANCE OF CONDUCTORS CARRYING
ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

From Mr. W. M, Mordey’s paper of Alternate Current Working,

Inst El. Eng, May 23, 1889, Electrician, Mi> 31

Diameter Area

\lilli

metres
Indus Si mm Sq in

Peret nta*,«

Incrtasc of

Oithnarv
Resistance

Vuinhcr
|

ofCoinikte >

Ptr otls

per Stcond

10 3937 78 54

15 590 >
|
170 7

20 7874 1 314 10

2> •9842 490 8

40 1 575 1 256

100 3 937 1

7,854

1000 19 39 785 400

122 Uhs than

274 25

487 8

760 17 5

1 95 68

1217 3 8 tunes

1 217 3j times

SO

0

H4
18

234

3543

528

0

7086

8826

63 62

141 3

254 4

304

098

218

894

Oil

Less than T } Q

2 5

8

17 5

100

I
7 75

t
1161

15 5

I 19 36

3013

4570

6102

7622

47 2

100

189

294

I

071 I ess than T &n

164
I

133

292
|

i

8
>

450

|

17 1

j



VIII.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE BOARD OF TRADE COMMITTEE
ON ELECTRICAL STANDARDS.

(From a Report to the President of the Board of Trade,
dated November 29, 1892. These resolutions the committee
desire to substitute for those contained in a previous report
of date July, 1891, with the view of obtaining international
agreement as to Electrical Standards) :

—

Resolutions.

(1)
“ That it is desirable that new denominations of stan-

dards for the measurement of electricity should be
made and approved by Her Majesty in Council as
Board of Trade standards.

(2) “That the magnitudes of these standards should be
determined on the electromagnetic system of
measurement with reference to the centimetre as
unit of length, the gramme as unit of mass, and
the second as unit of time, and that by the terms
centimetre and gramme are meant the standards of
those denominations deposited with the Board of
Trade.

(3)
“ That the standard of electrical resistance should be

denominated the ohm, and should have the value

1,000,000,000 in terms of the centimetre and
second.

^ *

(4)
“ That the resistance offered to an unvarying electric

current by a column of mercury at the temperature
of melting ice, 14*4521 grammes in mass, of a con-
stant cross sectional area, and of a length of 106*3

centimetres, may be adopted as $pe ohm.
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(ft) “ Thai a material standard, constructed in solid metal,
should be adopted ns the standard ohm, and should
from time to time be verified by comparison with
a column of mercury of known dimensions.

(6)
u That for the purpose of replacing the standard, if

lost, destroyed, or damaged, or for ordinary use, a
limited number of copies should be constructed
which should be periodically compared with the
standard ohm.

(7) “That resistances constructed in solid metal should be
adopted as Board of Trude standards for multiples
and submultiples of the ohm.

(3) “That the value of the standard of resistance con-
structed by a Coinpiittee of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science in the years 1863
and 1864, and known as the British Association
unit, may be taken as ‘9866 of the ohm.

(9)

“That the standard of electrical current should be
denominated the ampere, and should have the value
one-tenth (0*1) in terms of the centimetre, gramme,
and second.

(10) “That an unvarying current which, when passed
through a solution of nitrate of silver in water, in

accordance with the specification attached to this

report, deposits silver at the rate of 0*001118 of a
gramme per second, may be taken as a current of
one ampere.*

(11) “ That an alternating current of one ampere shall mean
a current such that the square root of the time-
average of the square of its strength at each instant
in amperes is unity.

(12) “That instruments constructed on the principle of (he
balance, in which, by the proper disposition of the
conductors, forces of attraction and repulsion are
produced, which depend upon the amount of cur-

* For full particulars as to carrying out the electrolysis of silver,

and the construction and use of Clark’s cell, see Chapter Yil. above.
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rent passing, and are balanced by known weights,
should be adopted as the Board of Trade standards
for the measurement of current whether unvarying
or alternating.

(13)
“ That the standard of electrical pressure should be

denominated the volt, being the pressure which, if
steadily applied to a conductor whose resistance
is one ohm, will produce a current of one ampere.

(14)
u That the electrical pressure at a temperature of 15°

centigrade between the poles or electrodes of the
voltaic cell known as Clark’s cell, prepared in
accordance with the specification attached to this
report, may be taken as not differing from a pres-
sure of 1'434 volts, by more than one part in 1000.*

(15) “That an alternating pressure of one volt shall mean
a pressure such that the square root of the time-
average of the square of its value at each instant
in volts is unity.

(16) “That instruments constructed on the principle of
Lord Kelvin’s quadrant electrometer used idio-
statically, and, for liigh-pressures, instruments on
the principle of the balance, electrostatic forces
being balanced against a known weight, should be
adopted as Board of Trade standards for the mea-
surement of pressure, whether unvarying or
alternating.”

See note on previous page.





INDEX
Activity, measurement of in electric

circuits, 045—099
in circuit of generator and motor,

065
measurement of in constant cur-

rent circuits, 655*

measurement of in alternating cur-
rent circuits, 050

instruments for measuring electri-

cal, 657
mean in alternating circuits, 60S,

667, 669
in circuit of two alternators in

series, 071
in circuit of two alternators in

parallel, 073
apparent and true mean, in alter-

nating circuit, 080
use of wattmeter in alternating

circuit, 662
measurement of in transformer

circuits, 682—080
methods of measuring in part of a

circuit, 691—899
electrometric method,
096-699

/Eolotropic medium, electromagnetic
waves in, 201— 215

sphere in uniform tirld, 67
magnetization-intensities parallel

to axis, 58
couples on, 58, 02
reciprocal relation between co-effi-

cients, 59
magnetization in any direction, 59
principal axes of magnetization, 60
princfoal magnetic susceptibilities,

60
principal magnetic iuductive capa-

cities. 60
positions of stAblo and unstable
equilibrium, 01

total magnetic induction through, 61

ellipsoid in uniform field, 03

Alternate current circuits,

effective resistance and inductance
of cylindrical conductor, 329—338

effective resistance and two parallel

plane sheets, 3S8
law of current in, 658
mean current in, 660

true mean current and square root
of mean square of current, 061

measurement of difference of po-
tential in, 661
by electrometer, 661
use of quadrant electrometer,

662
use of multicellular electro-

meter, 663
difference of potential, true mean,

Ac., 604
measurement of, 077

self-inductance in, 665
theory of alternating circuit, 666
mean square of current. 667. 669
phase of current and E.M.F., 667
two E.M.F.’s. in series. 670—672
two E.M.F.'s. in parallel, 672—674
synchronizing action of, 675
Phase difference between currents

in double arc, 679
measurement of, 681
apparent and true mean activity,

6SO
use of wattmeter, 681
activity in transformer circuits. 082

Blakesley’s method of measuring,
682—686

energy spent in hysteresis, 687
Ampere, electromagnetic experiments,

121
results of, 125
directrix of electromagnetic action,

136
electromagnetic action on small

circuit, 137
action of solenoid on current ele-
ment, 139

finite current, 140
Ampere

,
practical unit of current, 528

Aiupdre-turns, 726
Anderson, A., comparison of induc-

tances with capacity, 494, 500
Ayrton, IV. E. f galvanometers. 303,

375, 376, 380, 390
secohmmeter, 415, 457, 479
determination of v., 621
use of quadrant electrometer in
alternating currents, 662

wattmeter on alternating circuit,
680
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measurement of activity. 694
electrometric method of measuring
power, 698

phase difference of two currents, 681

Bjerknes, V., damping of Hertzian
vibrations, 814, 819

Blakeslkt, T- H.. measurement of ac-

tivity in alternating circuits, 682
Bottomley, J. T., magnetometers, 70
UdfLLOuiN, M.j comparison of indue*

tances, 451, et eeq.

use of electrometers on alternating
circuits, 662

Buchanan, J., magnetic curves, 10

Circuit, closed, action of on current
element. 135

Circuits, mutual action of two closed,
coefficient of mutual induction
between, 169

Circular coil, magnetic action of, 251

Circular current, inagnetic action of
245, et eeq.

magnetic potential of, 246, et eeq.

magnetic Held of, 248
couple on needle in field of. 250
series for action of at near or distant

points, 264—266
Circular magnetic shell,

}K>tential due to, 45
spherical harmonic expansion. 46

Circular magnetic shells,

potential energy of two 47. 4S 49
in terms of elliptic integrals, 50

Clark, Latimer, standard cell, 431
construction of, 431
determination of E.M.F. of, 433
mode of nsing. 434

Coefficients of Induction or induetaneee,
calculation of, 288—325

measurement of, 488—509
Coil, long, of single layer, 259

magnetic field of, 260—262
couple on needle in field of, 276
of several layers, 263

Condenser discharge through inductive
resistance, 187

Conduction current, and displacement
current, 195

Constanta of coils. 245—325
Conches de glissement, 51

Coulomb, unit of quantity, 523
Couple on ellipsoid. 64
Current, long straight, magnetic field

of, 109
lines of force, 109
law of force from experi-
ment, 110

law of forcefrom magnetic
shell, 110

magnetic potential of, 212

Current balance, Lord Kelvin’s, 407

—

412
Current, definition of unit of, 105, 144

components of, 1 14
components of, in terms of
components of magnetic force,

116
Current element,

mutual action of, And magnetic
system, 148

magnetic field intensity due to, 143
Current elements, mutual action of two,

126
Anipere's expression for, 129

Current, linear, equivalence of, and
magnetic shell. 106

Current weigher. Lord Rayleigh’s, 398
theory of, 399
method of adjusting and nsing,
406

D’Arbonvai, and Deprez, MAT., galva-
nometer, 301

Pan iel I’

h

cell, standard, 435
inode of using, 436

Displacement current, and conduction
current, 195

Dissipation function, 159
Diamagnetism, apparent, 66, 67
Du Bom. II., magnetic researches, 728,

743, 745

Eagles, T. II., magnetic, curves, 16
Effective resistance and self-inductance

of conductors carrying alternat-
ing currents, 329—842

Effective resistance and inductance,
dynamical theory of, 842

Efficiency, electrical, of generator and
motor, 647

arrangement for maximum, 647
increase of by increase of
E.M.F., 649

generator charging storage
cells, 652

of dynamos, method of testing,
6"9~ -691

of transformers, method oftest-
ing, 691-693

Electrical coordinates, 156
Electrical oscillations, theory of, 188

experiments on 770—774
Electric and magnetic force, analogy

between, 202
Electrochemical equivalent, of silver,

412. 416
of copper, 424

determination of. for sliver and
copjier. 412—424

Electrodymmometer, theory of, 270
Helmholtz double coil, 270, 366
Weber’s 864
B.A. instrument, 865
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Eleclrokinetic energy, 15ft

of two circuits, 169, 176
Electromagnetic action, theory of, 101
Electromagnetic experiments,

Ampere's, 121
Weber’s, 131

Electromagnetic force, equations of,

119
Electromagnetic theory of light, 194
Electromotive and electromagnetic

forces, found by Lagrange’s equa-
tions, 160

Electromagnetic waves, wave length
and velocity, 199

Electromotive forces of cells, deter-
mination of, 429—437

Electrostatic and electrokinetlc energy,
207

calculation of, 207—211
Electrolysis, of silver, 412—121

copper, 421—421
Element of circuit, force on. 118
Ellipsoid, uniformly magnetized, 52

potential and force due to, 52—53
Energy, dissipation of, in magnetic

circles, 211, 748—764
magnetic, of any system, 37
potential, of magnet in uniform

Held, 6
potential of magnet, 34
potentials of two magnetic distri-

butions, 35
Equation of lines of force, of small

magnet, 9
of finite magnetic filament, 15

Equipotential lines, for small magnet,
11

for finite magnetic filament, 15
Equivalence of a current and a magnet,

103
Errors of observation, theory of, (App >

Ewing, J. A., magnetic researches, 723,

730, 738, 741, 750, 760, 762

Faraday, M., magneto-optic experi-
ment, 225

Farad, unit of capacity, 532
Fedogrsrn, M. experiments on electri-

cal oscillations, 770
Fitzgerald. G. F., 214

standard galvanometer, 855
electrometric measurement ofpower

in alternating circuit, 698
experiments in electrical radiation

Fleming, J. A., measurement of power
in alternating circuit, 696

Forces in cavities in magnet, 26
cylindrical cavity, 27
spherical cavity, 27
crevasse, 27

Force coercive, 57

Force in interior of magnetized body,
25

Force, magnetic, 27
Foster G. Caret, comparison of in-

ductance and capacity, 503
determination of the ohm, 600

Four coil galvanometer, 258

Galvanometer, standard, 347
tangent and sine instruments, 34ft,

355
coil-channel in, 348
construction of, 348, et teq.
winding of bobbins, 369—376
standard, 847

tangent and sine. 348, 355
coil channel in, 348
construction of, 348, et seq.
adjustment of, 360

sensibility of, 362
winding of bobbins, 869—376
Wiedemann’s aperiodic, 376
d’Arsonval, 379
astatic, 3S2, 390

sensibility of, 387
with vertical needles, 389

ballistic, 390
theory of, 391—895
elimination of constant of, S95
method of recoil for, 396.

Galvanometry and measurement of
currents, 347

Gangain's galvanometer, 253
Gauss, determination of JGT, 70
Geometric mean distance, 290—303

of two coplanar areas, defined, 290
of two circles. 290
of point from circular area, 29

1

of finite annular area from internal
point, 295

of finite annulus from itself, 296
of point from straight line, 296
of boundary of rectangle from

centre, 297
of straight line from parallel rect-

angle, 300
of two parallel rectangles from one
another, 302

of rectangle from itself, 802
General dynamical theorems, Thomson’s

and Bertrand’s, 342
General electromagnetic theory, 190

equations uf E.M.P., 191
Generalized coordinates, 147—163

applied to electricity, 147, 155, 15S
kinetic energy expressed in terms

of, 148, 150
Glazebrook, R. T., determination ofthe

ohm, 542
Gray, A. and T., astatic galvanometer,

883
Gray, T., determination of H, 79

effect of length and hardness on
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induction-coefficient of magnets,
S>1

sine galvanometer, 357
astatic galvanometers, 383, 3S6
electrolysis of copper, 417, et aeq.

Gyrostat, 232
Gyrostatic molecule. Lord Kelvin's, 237
Gyrostatically loaded medium, 235

II, determination of,

Method of Gauss, 70
deflection experiments, 72—74,

82
oscillation experiments, 75, 83
corrections, 78, 85
account of actual experiments,

79
reduction of observations, 84
induction correction in mag-

nets of different thickness,
89*

effect of length and hardness
on, 91

Stroud’s magnetometer, 94— 100
Haul, E. II., electromotive force in con-

ductor carrying current in mag-
netic field, *241, 242

Hamilton', Sir W. Rowan* , dynamical
equations, 155

Heaviside, O., electromagnetic eqva-
tituis, 201

magnetic, reluctance, 2*3
inductance, 438
inductance ol straight conductor,

7*7
Helmholtz’s two-coil galvanometer, 25 4

magnetic held of, 254, 257
Hertz, electromagnetic equations, 201

electrical radiation, 77 4

experiments on, 795
reflection and refraction of elect ro-

ll agnetie waves, 8 Iff

electiical waves in wires, 788, 807
Hoi’KInson*, J. theory of aitei uators,

80S
alternators in series ai d parallel,

870, 072
magnetic researches, 720, 731, 754

Hoi kinson, J. and E., testing dynamos,
689

Hysteresis, magnetic,
energy dissipated in, 74S — 764
Ewing’s experiments, 750—753
ilopkinsoti's experiments on rapid

cycles, 754
Vignoles’ and Everskcd’s expmi-

metits. 7.50

cycle tracers, Ewing’s and Senrle**,

758, 7G0

Ignoration of coordinates, 157
Induced magnetization, 25
Inductance, see mutual inductance or

self-inductance

Inductances, measurement of, 438—509
Induction, E.M.E.’s. of, for two circuits,

167
Induction, magnetic, defined, 27, 29

continuity of at surface of
magnet, 42

in magnetic wire carrying
current, 286, 287

measurement of, 719—748
ballistic method, 720
llopkmsou’s experiments,
720—731

in “ bar and yoke,” ar-
rangement.. 721

demagnetizing forces in
different cases, 723

principle of magnetic cir-

cuit, 726
effect of air gap, 727
Ewing’s ballistic experi-
ments. 733

magnctoiiu-tric method, 736
•‘isthmus’* method for
powerful fields 741

Ewing's experiments, 741,
742

optical method for power-
ful fields, 743

Du Hois* experiments,741

—

716
Induction coil, without iron, primary

and secondary of, lsl
integral cum lit in secondary at
“make” and “break" lsl, ls*2

Inductive E.M.F., simple eases of, 192
rails and slider. 192
spinning disk in magnetic field, 193

Intensity of magnetization, 19
Isotropic sphere in uniform field. 62

Joses, J. V., mutual inductance of
circle und helix, 313

determination of the ohm, 590
Jouhert, ill., comparison of self-induc-

tance with resistance, 4’-7

use of elect lometer on alternating
circuits, 662

Joule, J. 1\, method of determining
ohm, 600

Joule or unit of e’ectrical work, 632

Kelvin, Lorn (Sir William Thomson)
imaginary magnetic matter. 4

potential energy of magnet, 23
energy of magnet, 35
electrical oscillations, 188
dynamical theory of magneto-optic

rotation, 229
gyrostatic domination. 232
gyrostatic molecule, 287
effective resistance in alternating

circuits, 331, 336
astatic galvanometer. 363*
current-balance, 407
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method of determining the ohm,
558

determination of c„ 615
effects of stress on magnetization,

780
Kerr, J.. electro-optic and magneto-

optic exp rirnents, 244
KxttOHHOFF, rules for network ofconduc-

tors, 441
determination of the ohm, 530

Klemknoio, M. t determination of v ,

624

Lagrange. dynamical method, 145—163
dynamical equations, 153

applied to electricity and mag-
netism, 155

Lagranginn function. 153
Booth's modification of, 157

Landfn, transformation of elliptic
integrals, 315

Larmor, J , gyrostatic theory of rota-
torv polarization. 2*2

Lodge, O J
,
experiments on electrical

radiition, on waves in wires,
on lightning conductors.

Logarithmic decrement, of ballistic
galvanometer, 393

Lorenz, L ,
determination of the ohm,

508.

Mac donald, H. M , self-inductance of
parallel conductors, 293

Magnet, centre principal and secondary
axes of, 24

Magnet, lamellar, 41
Magnet, uniformly magnetized, 7
Magnetic action of circular current,

245. et s*q.
Magneiie axis of a magnet, defined, 5
Magnetic circuit, 282. 72«

reluctance or resistance, 283, 726
distribution, measurement of by

ballistic method, 715
field, defined, 4
uniform, defined, 4

fields measurement of intense, 700
—714

ballistic method, 710—714
filament, 7
force and magnetic induction at
surface of magnet, 29

induction, integral of, over surface,
30
vector potential of, 81, 83
measurement of, sec induction

magnetic
lines of force, equations of, 9, 15

description of, 9
inductive capacity, 28
moment, denned 5
permeability, defined, 28

measurement of, 719—748

VOL, II.

ballistic method, 720
Aopkinson's experiments,

720, t81
potential, 18
pole, unit, defined, 2
approximate realization of, 3
poles, 66, 67
potential and force, due to small
magnet, 8
of given distribution, 19

potential of circular current, 245,
et sea.

shell, defined, 88
simple, 39
complex, 44
vector potential of, 44
and circuit, equivalence of, 106

shells, mutual energy of two, 44
system, action of, on current, 117

Magnetism, hypothesis of imaginary
magnetic matter, 1

'

unit quantity of, 2
Weber’s theory of, 56
molecular theory of, 55, 762

Magnetization, intensity of

—

measurement of (see generally under
Induction, magnetic measure-
ment of)

molecular theory of, 762
Magnetizing force, 63, 722—727, 741. 74

5

components of, 63
Magnetometer, 70

adjustment of, 71
Magnetometric method, of measuring

magnetic induction, 736
Magneto-optic theory, 225-244

dynamical theory. 230
Verdefs constant, 226, 765

Mascart, dr Nekvillk, and Benoit,
determination of the ohm, 553

Mather. T.. galvanometers, 363, 375,
376, 380

Maxwell. J. C . magnetic action of
straight conductor, no

dynamical illustration of Induction.
161

application to electricity of La-
grange’s dynamical method. 156

on inductive magnetisation, 179
electromagnetic theory of light,

194, et seq,

theorem of total Induction through
circle, 323

aeries for mutual inductanceoftwo
circles, 324

comparison of inductance with
capacity, 490

illustrations of ratio of units, 605,
606

determination of v, 617
comparison of capacity tilth resis-

tance. 624
spherical harmonies, 824

3 K
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Medium, effect of nature of, 116
Motion of energy In electromagnetic

field, 213
theory of. 213, 214
examples of, 216—225

Mutual action, of two undeformable
Circuits, 176

of circuit and magnetic shell,

177
of two magnetic sheila. 179
of two fixed undefendable cir-

cuits. 170
Multiple arc in alternating circuit,

theory of, 1>6
Mutual inductance, of two circuits, 160

expression for, 171
of two single layer coils, 277
standards «rf, 277
of two parallel circles, 303, 314
uf two close coils of Urge

radius, 304
of two coaxial circles, 306
of circle and coaxial helix, 309—313
of two circles, elliptic integral

expressions, 314—321
of two parallel equal coils,

elliptic integral expressions,
32*2

Maxwell s series for, 322
comparison of, for two cotls,
444—455

comparison of, with self-induc-
tance 467— 477

comparison of, with capacity,
496, 503

Niven, C. t comparison <»f inductances,
46

by differential galvanometer, 4*13

comparison of Inductance with
capacity, 497

Oersted's experiment, 101
Ota, nmt of resistance, 527

determination of sea Resistance,
absolute measurement of

Permeability magnetic, 28
see also Magnetic permeability

PfeftRY, J., secohmmeter, 445, 457, 470
determination of e, 621
table of zonal harmonies, 624

Foggxwdorff, J., coiniiensation me-
thod for comparing E M. F *s , 433

Potential energy of magnetic field
regarded as kinetic energy, 156

PoiNCAne, H., theory of waves along
wires, 790 note

multiple resonance, 614
Pother, M.. magneto-optic rotation, 236

measureinenFof electrical activity.
608

PovHTtNO, J. H., transfer or energy' in
electromagnetic field, 213

Propagation of an electromagnetic dis-
turbance. 106

theory ot, 104—207

Radiation, electrical, 771-810
Ratio of •electromagnetic unit of

electricity to electrostatic nut,
206

Raylsioh. Lord, dynamical illustration
of induction, 164

theory of, 185
dissipation function, 150
dynamical illustration ofinduction,

166
theory of multiple arc containing
inductances. 1x6

effective resistance and Inductance,
in alternating circuits. 327, 33S

dynnra cal theory of, 342
curivnt-weUher, 306
clectru-cheuiical equivalentofsilver,

412, et teq,

KM. F. Of Clark coll. 43$
comparison of sel -inductance with

resistance. 477, 4 **8

determination of the ohm, 545. 703,

564, 573 5 0
of Verdct's constant. 765

Resistance, absolute meaMtreniciit of,

63S—000
Method of induced currents, 530

criticism of difientit cases, 314
Olarebrouk s experiments, 542
Rowland's experiments, *»46

Method of cirtli'indi ctor, 519
Weber and Zollncr’s oxperi-
ments, 331

Wiedemann's experiments, 551
Mnscait dc Netvdle. and

llcmot's experiments, 674
Method of damping, 556

Kohlrauselrs experiments, 567
Method of revolvi g coil, f»6b

Lord Rayleigh and Schuster's
experiment* 663—573

Lord Rayleigh's experiments.
378—G>0

Method of Lorens. 5^1
Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidg-
wick's experiments, 081—5M

J. V. Jones' experiments, 500—
600

Joule's method, 000
Carey Foster's method. 600
general table of results, 602

Resonance, multiple, 814
Resonator, electrical, Herts's, 797 et$eq. .

Riminq*i on, E. C. t
comparison of self-

inductance and capacity, 491
Rosa. E. B., determination 6f e, 628
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ItouiH, £2. J ignoration ofcoordinates,
157

Rowland, H .A., theory of Hall effect,

determination of the ohm. 546
determination of v, 600

of magnetic distribution, 715
iticitfR^A.W

, suppressed dimensions,

Sarasjn and sl t.a Rivf, experiments
on electrical radiation, 613

multiple lesonance 814
Sf husiak. A., on vector potmtial, 17*5

deteitmnation ot the oiun, 504
Searl*, G F. C., determination of r,

631
1

magnetic curve tracer, 760
Self inductance, 172, 2^8

of two parallel conductors, 2^8
ot cm uUr c il of large i uiiu*, 50 i

of coil, 10s, 225
< oil ot maximum, 308
comparison of, tor two coils, 455—
46

»

comparison of, with mutual indue,
tance, 467—177

companson of, with resistance,
477—180

companion of, with capacity, 490

—

50 i

She 11, magnetic, tee Magnetic shell
Smida, K, deterimriation ot r, 616
Sidgwk k, Mrs , c loctrocheuucal oqui-

valeut of silver, 412, et seq
di t< riumation ot th« ohm, 5s0

Solenoid, simple unitoim, dotlned, 278
commit ltd as lamellai magnet, 280
em losing dillcrent u tdia, 2s0
induction ui st might, 284
action ot on current element ac-

cording to Ampfcre s theory, 134

—

142
Soli noidal condition, fulhlled by

magnetic indi ctiou, 20
distiilmtion of magnetism, 20

Solid angles, reckoning of, 40
Standaid galvanometers and electro-

dyuamomiteis, 34’

Standaidizmg of instruments by elec-

trolj sis, 42 1—429
Clark s standard cell, 431

mode of using, 434
Standaid DameU’s cell, 435

modeot using, 186

Stolktow, M ,
detei ruination ot v, 624

straight conductors, forces between,
133

Stress, ertects of on magnetisation, 789
SiRoun, W ,

compound magnetometer,
94

SinrpirFR, W., galvanometers, 868, 375,

376, 480

use of quadrant electrometer in
alternating circuits, 662

testing efficiency of transformers,
691

measurement of activity, 604
Systems of currents, or of currents and

magnets. 146
System of mutually influencing parti-

cles, motion of, 146
Swinburne, J., testing dynamos, G90

Thompson, S. P , Dynamo-electric
machinery

, 676
Thomson, J. J , determination of », 031
Trouton, F., experiments on electrical

radiation
Tran&fonner. without iron, theory of,

168—It'S

Tiansfonncrs, testing efficiency of

—

electrical activity in, 6»2—686

Uniform magnetization, synthesis of, 51
potenl utl at internal points, 51

Units, and dimensions, 510—637
adopted in piactice, 524
derivation of, 52o
latio of 535
compai ison of, 603—644

units of quantity, 604
Howland’s experiments,
009—615

units of potential, 615
Lord Kelvin's method and
experiments 615, 616

experiments of McKichan,
'dud i and Exner, 616

Maxwell’s method and ex-
periments, ul7—621

units of capacity
Ayiton and Perry's experi-
ments, 621—624

Results of Klemencic and
6toletow, 624

Maxwell 8 null method,
624—623

Rosa's experiments,
626—630

J. J. Thomson and
Beirle s experiments,
628—639

comparison of capacity
auu inductance, 639

measurement of pro-
duct of a capacity
and an inductance,
639

method of electrical
oscillations, 642

tabic of values of *, 644

v, determination of, tee Units, compari-
son of
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Varying entrant in cylindrical conduc-
tor. 8S&

Vector potential, of magnetic induction,
specification of. 38
of magnetic vhell 44
for two circuits, 173
characteristic equation of, 176

\ Ftu>rr, constant, 939
determination of, 797

Vibrator Herts's electrical, theory of,

774—785
experiments with

Yillari, critical value of magnetising
fox e, 740

\ ixcoBitV, magnetic, 746
Lord HayMgh’s experiments, 74C
Rwing’s experiments, 747

Toll, unit of B M F., 526
Voltmeters, graduation of, 429—437

Watt, or unit of electih al activity, 532
Wsbsa W., molecular theory of mag

nctism, 56
ele tromagnetic expci iments, 131
method of recoil, 396
absolute measuiemunt of resist

ance, 650
Wiepvmann, g., aperiodic galvano-

meter, 876
determination of tlie ohm, 551

ZOllner, determination of the ohm, l *1

Zonal harmonics, 621 (App.)
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